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ABSTRACT
W
This report presents the results of wind tunnel tests, IH4, con- {
I ducted at the Langley Research Center Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel.	 The
i model tested was an 0.010-scale version of the Vehicle 3 Space Shuttle
Configuration.	 Pressure measurements were made on the launch configura-
tion, Orbiter alone, external tank alone, and solid rocket booster alone,
I i
to provide heat transfer pressure data.
-
The tests were conducted for a Mach number range from 2`.36 to 4.6
and Reynolds number range from 1.2 to '5 x 10 6 . per foot.	 The model was
tested at angles of attack from -10 0 to 20 0 for a sideslip angle range
from -5 0 to +5 0 , and at sideslip angles from -5° to 48 0 for 0° angle of
attack.
j This report for IH4 consists of four volumes:
Volume 1 - data figures 4`through 47
Volume 2 - data figures 48 through 92
Volume 3 - tabulated source data, pages 1-401	 (R data sets)
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SCHEDULE OF PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS:
tA) Cp/Cpstag	 arsus XX/Lb; CP/Cpstag versus
E	 B) Cp/Cpytag versus X/CW
C) Cp/Cpstag versus X/Cv
D) CP/CPstag versus X/LT; 
Cp/CPstag versus e
E) C /Cversus X/LSRB; C /C	 versusP	 Pstag 	 P	 Pstag




H) Pi/Pu versus X/Cv
t.	 I) Pi/Pu versus X/LT; Pi/Pu versus e






a speed of sound, ft/sec
Ab base area, ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span, in
c.g. center of gravity
tref LREF' reference length or wing mean aerodynamic
E chord,	 in
C C local	 wing chord,	 in
Cp CP local pressure coefficient;	 (P n	P.)/q
CPstag CPSTG stagnation pressure coefficient
CP/CPstag CP/CPS ratio of local static pressure coefficient
to stagnation pressure coefficient
CONFIG configuration
F.S. fuselage station, 	 in
I.V. integrated vehicle
L L actual	 length of component, in
MACH MACH Mach number, V/a
M.S. missile station,	 in
P PL local	 static pressure; 	 1/2pV2, psi
POINT data point number
P. PINF freestream static Pressure, psi
P i /Pu PI/PU interference to undisturbed pressure ratio








PORT Scanivalve part number
RUN run number
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number, per ft
S-V Scanivalve number
VALVE
q Q(PSI,) dynamic pressure; 1/2pv 2 ,, psi
SRE:F wing area or reference area, ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis, in_
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis, in
ZMRP moment reference point on Z axis, in
T T temperature, OF
i	
V V velocity, ft/sec
X/Lb X/LB distance from nose of orbiter divided by
orbiter length k
X/LT X/LT distance from external tank nose divided
by external tank length 	 -
X/L SRB XLSRB/ distance from SRB nose divided by SRB length
X /CW X/CW distance from wing leading edge divided by
f	 a
1
wing chord I ength r*	 3
X/Cv X/CV distance from vertical tail leading  edge
divided by vertical tail chord length n





Y	 Y	 lateral distance from center-line of component,
in
Y/b/2 2Y/BW distance from fuselage center-line outboard
divided by semi-span length
Z Z vertical distance from reference plane ofi
component, in
Z/bv Z/BV distance from orbiter station Zo = 500
divided by vertical 	 tail span
a ALPHA angle of attack, deg
BETA angle of sideslip, deg
PSI SRB ray angle measured clockwise, looking
forward, from bottom center-line, deg
0 PHI orbiter ray angle measured clockwise,
looking forward, from bottom center-line, deg
e THETA external tank ray angle measured clockwise,
looking forward, from bottom center-line, deg
P RHO 3mass density, slugs/ft3
E' u MU freestream viscosity, lb-sec/ft4r
SUBSCRIPTS
o- SSV reference system
1 conditions upstream of a shock wave
2 conditions downstream of a shock wave
b B body










i I interference-integrated vehicle data
LE leading edge
L local
MS missile station,	 in	 i
n ORI NO
a
orifice number, n = integer
0 0 Orbiter	 x





S stagnati on'	 conditionsx
T T external tank
t total conditions
,
' u U undisturbed-component; alone data
'











(1) 01 + T1 5
 + S8 N16 - Integrated Vehicle




F5	 - Body Flap
W103- Wing
E22 - Elevon
V7	 - Vertical Tail
R5	 - Rudder
T15 _ External Tank with protuberances
S8	Solid Rocket Booster
i N16	 BSRM nozzles
(2) 01 + T22 + S8 Nib - Integrated Vehicle
T22	 External Tank without protuberances	 t
(3) 01 - Orbiter
(4) T15- External Tank Alone




The NASA LaRC 4 foot Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPWT) is a closed-
circuit, continuous flow, variable density facility. The test section is
4 feet by 4 feet by 7 feet long.
Two tunnel legs are available for supersonic testing in the Mach




of these tests were made in Leg No. 2. An asymmetric, sliding block
nozzle position and total pressure setting provide the test Mach numbers
at a specified Reynolds number.- Reynolds nkimber can be varied from 0.76
to 7.78 million per foot. Available stagnation pressure variation is
4.0 to 142. psia. Dynamic 'pressure variation is 95. to 1260. psf with
normal operating stagnation temperature about 150°F in Mach modes 2 or 3
and about 175°F in Mach mode 4. The tunnel is equipped with a dry air
supply, an evacuating system, and a cooling system. The facility power
is approximately 83,000 horsepower.
Model mounting provisions consist of various sting arrangements,
including axial ,(longitudinal), lateral (independent pitch and yaw), and
roll movement with side wall support. A Schlieren system and oil flow
visualization equipment are available. Data are recorded at the tunnel
4.
and reduced off-line at the Langley Computer Center. The tunnel is used
for force and moment, pressure, and dynamic stability tests. Hot and cold




Before model installation, each of the 341 model orifices were checked
for leaks and continuity. The location of each of the orifices on the model
is presented in Table 4. It was found during this check that orifices 43,
738, and 766 were open and that orifices 121, 532, 553, 558, 590, and 715
were plugged. Of these, only orifice 43 was recorded during the tests.
During model installation, the good orifices were connected to twelve
d
Scanivalves as indicated in Tables 5 and 6. A system leak and continuity
check was made at this time and all orifices were reading good except 701
which was plugged after data point 104
.
. No further checks were made be-
cause none of these connections were broken during the test.
A vacuum was connected to port 0 and a 1 psi reference pressure to
ports 1 and 2 of each Scanivalve. Additional reference pressures of 5 psi
were connected to the first two ports that were open after all model pres-
sures were recorded on each Scanivalve. On the Scanivalves that used 10
psi transducers, the next two ports had a 10 psi reference pressure con-
nection. The vacuum was used as a zero point in data reduction and the
reference pressures were used as a check on the transducer calibrations
during running, and, if necessary, to _adjust the pretest calibration of
the transducers
	
To 'increase the accuracy of the data, the transducers
used in each of the twelve Scanivalves were arranged by pressure range
i
	
	 depending on which configuration was being tested and on estimated pres-
sure measurement levels. The actual transducer range used in each Scani-
valve is presented in Table 7. After each transducer change, a check was




Standard Langley Research Center method!
R
static pressures in psi, Pn.
The local static pressure coefficient for each orifice was calculated
by
Cpn = (P n
 - Pl)/ql
The ratios of local static pressure to freestream static pressure
upstream of the shock wave were calculated by:
PRi = Pn/Pi
The ratios of local static pressure to total pressure downstream of
the shock wave were calculated by.
PR2 = Pn/Pt2`
3
The 'stagnation pressure coefficients were calculated by:
C_ (Pt2 - Pl)/qlPstag
The ratios of local static pressure_ coefficient to stagnation Ares-
sure coefficient were calculated by:,
Cp /CPstag	 (P n	P1 )/ ( Pt2 - Pl)n
If the data was_from a component alone run, this equation provided
r the ratio of local static pressure coefficient undisturbed to stagnation
pressure coefficient, Cpu/Cpstag•
	
However, if the data was from an inte-
grated component run, this equation provided the ratio of local static





The ratios of local static pressure interference to local static
	 I
pressure undisturbed were calculated by:












1 .2 1.87 150
3.0 4.67 150
2.95 1.2 1.62 150
2.95 3.0 4.04 150
2.95 5.0 6.73 150
3.7 1.2 1.26 150
3.7 3.0 3.15 150
3.7 5.0 5.26 150
.6 1.2 0.98 175
4. 6 2 .0 2.45 175
.6 5.0 4.09 175
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TEST:	 DATA SET/P*ooff NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY	 [DATE : 3/31 /7a C	 v1sor)
DATA SET
IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION
ECHO. PARAMETERS/VALUE S NO.F
MACH NUMBERS
	
OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
J9 2.151 3.7 4,61
+ 772
-10 0 3.0 2 33 137
-s 0 3,0 34- 3 13
0 0 1 3.0 1 1 2 35 39
+5 O 3.0 2 34 40
k4 3yCA -5 0 1.2 Z (05 /00
oaaf ne R a 0 Ila + 44 C-1 66 101
A L olvE) 5 0 1.2 4- +s Ga (.7 1 oa
I 1 0 0 1.2 4- /03 cz
2010 /.Z 4- 47 (64- 69 /0+1 zc




0 3.0 4- S 7 72 27
0 3.0 4- q 58 1 7-3 Se,
10 0 3.0 4 5, 1 sq 74- 89
20 013.01 4- I J52 60 -75 90
TYPE OF DATA
	
—cccirir-14T SCHEDULES	 IDVAR it)	 IOVAR 12)	 NOV
a OR	 jg,= ORO i 7LrJR	 F&-5Lr4A6aj
SCHEDULES	 & = U?pe#q	 iVING	 I
EST.- 2-14- ¢ CUPw'r	
DATA SETAINT NUMBER. COLLATION SUMMARY
	
DATE = 3/3






MACH NUMBERS ( OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
CA 0 ^L P,36 2.`J^ 3,7 f^f.ta
3YCG ^s 5 O 5,0 ^  ga 4s F9=
0 0 5. 0 3. ,53 al 46'




o a 5 3 56 84 99
3Y^ D -5-5 3, o -76 91 -^
0 -51Z.0 2 77 92 tn
RG13 CE
_5 2. 78 93 z
o 5 13.01 79 94
RC'1°wTDA _ !. 119 i33
3
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(F! Xr"vttPdA L 4 0 kla 2: /Z4 134 Ln
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0 01 3,0 1 2 /z3 l2 9
A' 3, 2 /2 130
:TDC s D 5,0 2 f28 131
10 6 5, c°^, /2G lap-











MACH NUMBERS ( OR ALTERNAT€ - INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1
a !R RN(L Z,36 2,,95 3,7 4, 6
33S EA (^iv	 S8 N 6 0 5112 1 141
vR Fs o l p I-'2 ^- /42 168
LOhI Q 5 1,2. 2r /43 /69




3. 0 2. /46 /58
m
i
3,0 '^ /¢7 /5 9
R03SEC p Q 5. 2, %5'¢ 166
O 5 5.0 /55 /^7 3
R43SEi 9 t (4r*) Se N ero 0 -5 3.0 /fj /$0 D
(SRS i9 .dWe l45 /57^_
^ M_;G1^^^ RuLLF'D 0 S 3^0 ^ I^i9 /CI
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0 ;03.0 l5l /`3
o 40 3. o i sZ I 16 4.
Q ^8 3.0 Z / 5 3' l6,5
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT ;_ Borne - a.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 F+^ apiage, 3-Cnnfigm-n+t n„	T.4 14 4gb+
per Rockwell Linen VL70-000139.
t _MODEL SCAM!	 0.010
-DRAWING NUMBER' 	 VL70-000139
DIMENSIONS ; FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE'
Length - In. 1290.E _ 12.901
I
Max Width - In. 267.6 2.676
Max Depth	 - In. 244.5 2.445
j


















TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT:
	 E MN - rap-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 3 Configuration per W,,,, Rockwell Lines





DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE'
Area	 - Ft2 205.52 0.020052
Span	 (equivalent) !- in.
. 3,-34 3.53?P
Inb'd equivalent chord 114.78 1.1478
Outb'd equivalent chord 55.00 0.550
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0'.208 0.208
At Outb'd equiv. chord o.4Go 0.440
Sweep Back -Angles, degrees
Leading Edge n 00 4.0_
Trailing Edge - 10.24	 - 10.24
Hingeline ' 0.00 0.00
Area Moment { Normal to hinge line) -Ft3




TABLE IIi. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: OtS Pods - I+iL
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
	
Configuration 3 per Rockwell Linea VL70-0001.39,
NOTE:	 M4 identical to X3, except intersection to f=elage.
Model Scale s 0.010►
DRAWING NUMBER	 VL70-00013q
I DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
4"Oth - IN 346.0 3.460
^
Max Width - IN 108.0 1.080


















TABLE III.	 - Continued. -
MODEL COMPONENT:
	
BSRM NUZZLES - N,fi
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 3 Configuration BSRM Nozzles per Rockwell Linea
VL77-000036 and Vi.'12-000088, Data for (1) • of (2) sides





DIMENSIONS FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
MACH N0.
a







MAX CROSS-SECTIONAL 173.78. 0.01728
GIMBAL ORIGIN X.Q...._.... Yn Zo
LEFT NOZZLE	 IN FS 1738 -243 400 9
RIGHT NOZZLE	 IN FS 1738 ±243 400 7
NULL* POSITION PITCH 'YAW
LEFT NOZZLE - DEG. +80 ±80





TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT:	 RUDDER -
i	 GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Configuration 140A/B Orbiter Rudder,
v
MODEL SCALE:	 0.010
,	MODEL DRAWING Kn_= SS-AOn148 RELEASE 6
DRAWING NUMBER:	 VL70-00014tiA.
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - F t2 106.38 .0106
Span (equivalent)- In, 201.0 ?,010
Inb'd equivalent chord- In. 91.585 0.916
Outb'd equivalent chord_ 50.833 0.508
Ratio movable surface chord%
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 34.83 34.83
Tailing Edge 26.25 26.`25
Hingeline 34.83 34.83




TABLE III. - Continued.
i
MODEL COMPONENT	 BOOSmFR SOLID ROCKET M0 1TOR - S8
1i
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 Bans ter_r	 d Rncket, 3 Confixmration. Bodv
of Revolution, Data for (1) of (2) sides, per Rockwell Lines VL77-000036
and VL72-000o88
c+onFZ, scA TY...:	 LL C1113




DIMENSIONS . FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
3>!	 a
Length (Includes No'zz16) - In.
--- 41,4 17.414
Tank Dia.	 - In.Max Width	 (	 ) l 42.0 1.420
Max Depth	 (Aft Shroud) - In. 205.0
t	 Fineness Ratio 8.49268 8.49268
Ft2Area I
t





WP of BSRM Centerline (ZT) - In. _ 400.0 4.00
f




TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: External tank with protuberances^T15
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
	
External oxygen-hydrogen tank; Vehicle 3 Configuration
per Rockwell lines VL78-000041B and VL72-000088B. Model Scale = 0.010
VL7&000041B
DRAWING NUMBER	 VL72-000088E
DIMENSIONS:	 FULL-SCALE	 MODEL SCALE
Length - In. (Nose 9X T.309)
	
1865	 18.65
Max. Width (Dia.)-In. 	 324	 3.24
Max. Depth
Fineness Ratio	 5.756	 5.756
Area - FT2





WP of Tank Centerline (XT') In,. 	 400.0	 4.000
,l
TABLE III. - Concluded.




GENERAL DESCRIPTION: External Oxygen-Hydrogen Tank, Vehicle 3 Configuration,
per Rockwell lines VL78--000041B and VL72-000088B











TABLE IIi. - Continued.
f	
a^II
MODEL COMPONENT: 	 VERTICAL - "V7
--
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Centerline vertic&l tail 	 drnlbtwedge wirfn'i1 v+*h
rounded leading edge.
•	 Same as V





DIMENSIONS:	 FULL SCALE	 MODEL SCALE
TOT4L DATA
Area ( Theo) - Ft -2
Planfor-a
	 0 -nh?s.4
























r	 Fus .	 Sta . of	 .25 MAC
	 63.50	 . 1-4,635





Leading Wedge angle - Deg.	 10.000	 10.000
Trailing Wedge Ar4-le - Deg:	 14,920	 14, qgM._
Leading Edge Radius	 2.000	 O.e2c^	 a
2Void Area - Ft
	 13.17	 0.0012 ._







-ZC.N'.CRA'_ DESCR: DT T ON:
	 Configura&ion
	 Orbiter -per "nes T, O-Qoonc).
NOTE:	 Same planform as EST, except dihedral at Tra lIng Edge
P10"T	 SCAT-Til -	 Q_Q1Q
DWG. NO.	 vL7Q_Oooj32




Span I T'heo.) In. Q-iE.68 P-3668
Aspect Ratio 2,265, _ojo65
Rate of Taper
Taoer Ratio 0.2 0.200
Dihedral An g le, degrees 3.500
I-ncidence Angle, degrees QQQ
7 Aerodynamic Twist. degrees





O.Z5 Element Line ^5.209
Chords:
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 6.8ga4
Tio, (Theo) B,P.
MAC ^7^-81 4.7481
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC i136.8c) ix-i68c)
W.P. of	 Z5 MAC 229.2Q Q220
B.L. of
	 Z5 MAC 182.1^ -1. 8213
EXPOSED DATA
'Area Uh_(^O)	 Ft 1752.29 0.1752
Span, (Theo)	 In. BP108 7.2068—
Aspect Ratio 2.Q58 2.o58
Taper Ratio 0.2451 -0.2451
Chords
Root BP108 __.^62 ^^q 5.6240
Tip 1.00 b 13Z&^ 1-1785
7MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC Ri
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of..25 MAC agi-.76
-0 - 5j ZL-
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NMA)
XXXX-64
Root b 0.10 0.10
Tip b 0.1-2 0. 121
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
t ea&ng Edge Cuff
Flan-Fcrm Area
	 Ft2 I 2Q. 3^ n	 Dni-M
LePCinq Edge intersects Pus M. L.	 Sta --r,60.Q








i '	 Pressure Tap Locations	 Bottom Surface






XXo (F.S.)	 Fo.	 X L :cam
1 0 238.00 33 .20 496.060
2 .005 244.452 34 .?0 625,090
a 3 .020 263 .806
b . 040 289.612 %l indshield Left Side
5 .060 315.418
6 .080 341.224 30 Center of forward ?-Andow
7 .100 367.030 ?1 eater of oblique window
8 .150 431.545 32 eater of aft, window
9 .200 496.060
10 .300 625.090 :ro3s Se rr icr = (Le ft Side)
11 .400 754.1-20
12 .500 883.150 Orifice
13 .600 1012.180 !:0. .i	 T X	 F.S .
14 .800 1270.240
15 .950 1463.785 35 .?. 367.030 _= 10°
16 975 1496.043 36 = 200
17 1.000 1528.300 37 CCL Tangent
18 1.025 1560.558 TW9 "'anent
19 1. 050 1592. X15 3G .2- 496. 060 -^('lTangent
4r
_ 35°
-o:: Centerline 41 = 400
42 = 500 	('=320)
:rifice 43 0=96.3 (Z=410)
.0 _;',	 r . S . ^^.	 ^ ?^4 h	 0. 1^. 5.	 9c^ 0=33.1	 (`' =75;o2^ 0 = 40
2C- 05^' 302.515 1i6 = 4521 ,1(;r, 367.030 47 0 = 57 (Z=W )
22 .125 3 11 9.288 4" :"=60.9
23 .150 431.545 49 ,^	 5 (Z=350)
24 .16G 444.448 5:: 0- 6 0 (Z=360)
25 .170 457.351 51 0=95.7 (Z=410)
26 .180 470.254 52 0 = 135
27 .200 496.060 53 .60 1012.180
28 . ioo 625.090 54 ,=95.5 (Z=410)
29 .600 1012:180 55 0=103 (Z=425)
56 0,=112.6  (Z=440)
57 0=135
58 .80 1270.24 =95.5 ('-'=410)
59 .975 1496.043 0=51.6 (Z=300)
`60 J6--68.0 (Z=350)
MIGINAV 'AGE S
OF ; POOR 'QUALITY
39
`- i
TABIS, IV. - Continued.
6-OTS Orbiter	 Continued
0.010-Scale




X,F'JLL	 YQ lILL	 ZJULI,
61	 _.780	 1245	 -95	 474	 127.9
62	 -805	 1276	 -105.5	 483	 129.5
63	 .829
	
1307	 -117.0	 498.7	 130	 s
64	 .862	 1350	 126.5	 506	 130
6 5
	.963	 1480	 -134.5	 513	 130
66	 .829	 1307	 -95.0	 51.1	 139.6
67	 963	 1480	 _95.0	 530	 1.44
68	 .829
	
1307	 124.5	 474	 120.8
69	
.963	 1480 	 -142.5
	 474	 117.5
70	 1.000	 1528.3	 -142.5	 474	 117.5
71	 1-. x}145'	 1547	 Bottom of hIS
Left Wino 3ottom Surface
Orifice
2	








o=117.085	 7?	 .50	 .299	 883-150
=886.0	 74	 .60	 .444	 1012.18E
-ro7= 18.5
	
75.?	 780	 36	 12 0. ?4(,'
.40
	
76	 •592	 .025	 1002.063
1'o=187.336	 77.600	 .045	 1012.18
502.5	 78	 .660	 .200	 1090.0clo
:^ oLI =9 ?9.5	 79	 .700	 .302	 1141.210 ;
	







.651	 01	 107ry 91
-,0
=234.1 ?^	 83	 .700'	 .177	 1141.210
=416.5	 84	 .800	 .487	 1-270.240
oTy
 :=1o67 5
.60	 85	 .708	 .100	 1152.000
°o=281.004
	
86	 800	 142	 1270. 24("
c=360.0	 87	 .845,	 .600	 1332.000
ROLE 1116.0	 88	 .876	 .700	 1368. 000
	
89	 .904`	 .800	 1404 .000
	
90	 .918	 .850	 1422.000









-OTS Orbiter - Continued
-Scale
Left Winn 'bottom Surface - Continued
Orifice




92, .740 .025	 1193.425
=277.0	 93 .800 .302	 1270.240
xoL7=1186.5	 94 .921 .900	 1435.800









_o°444.923	 97 .924 .90	 1430.650
=158.5
j s{0er-=12 8 .0 7
.99.8	 98 .90 0-.1z	 1396.95







. 30106	 99 .40 T." "011 ed 30' Down
.31^=.3	 1.00 .50 1,!"	 i f olled 30°	 Pol•m
.5C:	 101 .643 ` TY Polled 30' Do-m
.60	 102 to 107 (.rcu .l - Se	 Sketch•
''S	
106 T.'	 'o,' od 30° Dom
- e5	 209 to 114 - "?r^.ur .t	 :.	 c	 -1,^tcr
)O^ 	 PA







26-OTS Orbiter - Conti.n,ied
E 0.010-Scale
Right Wig Tou Surface 1
•Orifice
b/2 !Tlo Yl/L X o	 YQFIJLL
.40 115 .602 .05	 1014.625





vo 281.004 119 .848 .60	 1332. ono
=36o.0 120 .904 . 80	 1404. 000
Y 0 T =1116.0 121 •932 '.90	 1440.00
122
.946 .95	 1458-COO
.80 123 .782 .20	 1246.960
' o=374.67" 124 .884 .9n 1378-070
C=187.3-
X T r=1209.5{	 y





125 .299 594.34 L. _ 	
0_
j 1 26 .299 594.34 1438.2	 .3{°
12.7 .299 594.34 1570.5	 .9r
12w .53" 667.9 L.	 ,.	 0
1?9 .532 667.9 1500. 8 	 .3r
.532 667.9 1537.0	
.50
13_J .532 667.9_ 1585.5	 .7
!	 132 .532 667.9 167.1. n	 .90	 ;.133 .765 741.49` L. ; , .
'_34 .765 741.49 1563.P	 , 3r,
135 .765 741.49 165	 .2	 .9f'
136 .905 785.6 L.R.	 0
42	 ^'




External Tank - 0.010-Scalp
LT = 2174-309 _ 1865 F.S. = 1P.65() ta.s.
Orifice
i	
No. ^L 9 11"F
^,.	 501 .04 0' 74.60 0.746
502 .08 0 149.20 1.492
503
.15 00 279.75 2.7975
504
.40 G° 746.00 7.460
505 .60 00 1119.00 11.190
506 .80 00 1492.00 14.920507
.40 450 746.00 7.460
508 .60 450 1119.00 11.190
509 80 450 1492.00 14.920
510 .90 450 1678.50 16.785511 .30 67.50 559.50 5.595
512 .35 67.50 652.75 6.5275
513 .40 67.50 746.00 7.460
514 .50 67.50 932.50 9.322
515 .60 67.50 1119.00 11.190_
516 .65 67.50 1212.25 12.1225
517 .70 67.5° 1305.50 13.055
518 .75 67.50 1398.75 13,9875
519 .80 67.50 1492.00 14. 92
52^ .9c^• 67.5° 1678.50 16.785
51 .20 90° 373.00 3.73
522 ..25 90° 466.25 4.6625
523 .275 900 512. 875 5.12875
524 90° 559.50 5.5950
525` .325 900 606.125 6.06125
526 .35 9o° 652.75 6.5275
527 .40 900 746.00 7.460
528 .45 90° 839.25, 8.3925529 , 50; 90° 932.5,.' 9.3250
530 •55 900 1'5.75 10.575
53` .6G 90° 1110.00 11.190
532; •65 90° 1212.25 12.1225s	
533 .70 900 1305.50 13.0550
f 534 .75 90° 1398.75 13.9875
535 •80 90° 1492.00 14.9200
i 536 .85 -90° 1585.25 15.85^5 >
537 ,90 9o° 1678.50 16.7850
w:
538 .275 112.50 512.875 5.12875
539 .30 112.50 559.50 5.5950
540 .325 112.50 606.125 6.06125
541 -35 112.50 652.75 6.5275
542 .40 112.50 746.00 7.460
543 .45 112.50 839.25 8.3925
t	 544 .50 112.50 932.50, 9.3250
43
'ABLE' IV. - Continued.





- No . _ . /L a x^ Xr^
545 .55 112.50 1025.75 10.2575
546 .60 112.50 1119.00 11.1900
547 .65 112.50 1212.25 12.1225	 1
548 .70 112.50 1305.50 13,0550
549 .75 112.50 1398.75 13.9875550
.80 112.50 1492:00 14.920	 j
551 .85 112. 50 1585.25 15.8525
552 .90 3.12.50 1678.5x, 16.7S50
553 .825 1230 1538.625 15.38625
554 .85 123° 1585.25 15.8525
555 .875 1230 1631.875 16.31875
556 _90 1230 1678.50 16.7850
557 .925 1230 1725.125 17.25125
558 .96_ 1230 1790.40 17.9040
559 •325 1350 6o6.125 6.06125
560' .35 1350 652.75 6.5275
561 .375 1350 699.375 6.99375
562 .40 1350 746.00 7.460
563 .45 1350 839.25 8.3925-
564 .50 135° 932.50 9.3250
565 .55 _1350 1025.75 10.2575
566 - .60 1350 1119.00 11.190
567 .65 1350 1212.25 12.1225
568 .70 1350 1305.50
13.0550
569 .75 1350 1398.75 13.9875	
{
570 . f?G 1350 1490. 00 14.920
571 .85 1-350 1585.25 15.8525
572 .90 1350 1678.50 16.7350
573 .935 1510 1743.775 17.43775
574 .40 157.50 746 . ,?r 7.460
575 •45 157.50 702.625 7.92625	 a
576 .45 157.50 839.2-5 8.3925
577 .475 157.50 885.67 , 8,85875
578 .50 157.50 932.50 9.325::,
579 .55 157.50 1025.75 10.2575
580 .6o 157.50 1119.00 11.190
581 .65 157.50 1212.25 12.1225
582 .70 157.50 13r,K_Kr 13-155C
583 .75 157.50 13 Y;.75 13:9n'7`
584 .80 157.50 1492.00 14-920
k	 565 .85 157.50 1585.25 15.8525
E	 586 .90 157.50 1676,50 16.7850
587 •425 1610 792.625 7.92625
588 .50 1660 932.50 9.3250
!	 589 .70 1660 1305..50 13.0550




MARLY N. - Continued.
26-CfrS Continued
Orifice
rio. x1^ e x^.
591 .40 16770 746.00 7.4600
592 0. 00 1800 0.00 0.00
593 .005 1800 9.325 0.09325
594 .01 1..800 16.65 0.1865
595 .04 1800 74.6c' '0.7460
596 .08 1800 149.20 1.4920
597 .15 i800 279. 75 2.7975
598 .20 1800 373.00 3.730
599 .25 1800 466.25 4.6625
600 .30 1800 559.50 5.5950
601 .35 1800 652.75 6.5275
602; .375 1800 699.375 6.99375
603 .40 1800 746. n0 7.460
604 .425 18011 792.625 7.92E2-5
605 .45 1800 839.25,- 8.3925
.	
606
.475 1800 885.875 8.85875
607 .50 1800 932.50 9.3250
608 .525 1800 979.125 9.79125,
609 .55 1800 1025.75 10.2575
610 .575 1800 1072.375 W-72375
611 _ .60 1800 1119.(",(1 11.1900
612- 55 1800 1212.25 12.1225
^r0 1800 1305.50' 13.0550
,.	 614 .^r5 1800 1398.75 13.9875
615 .80 180° 1492.00 14.920
616 .85 18011 158515-25 15.8525- -,
517
.90 1800 167n. 50 16.7850
6_8 .937 ILSO° 1747.5)5 7.47505
619 :975: 1800 1818.375 _6.1n375
620
.08 1970 149.20 1,492.,
621 .15 1970 279.75 2.79752
.30 559. 
5.595 w;623
-50 197° 932.5r, 9.125(' r
624 .70 1970 1305.5.; 13.`)55 - N
625 .90 1970 1678.50 - -6.7850
626 .15 2100 279.75 2.7975
627 .4C 2100 746. ()0 7.4600
f	 628 .60 2.100 1119. (DO 11.1900
629 .80 2100 1402.)O 14.9200
630
.937 2100 1747.505 17.47505
631 .40 :2200 746.00 7.4600
632 .50 `2200 932.50` 9.3250
633 _ .70 2200 1305.50 13.055e
634 .335 2250 624.775 6.24775
635 .40 2320 746.00 7.4600
_636 .60 2320 1119.00 11.1900











Xs('r ;ILL^	 ^No.y X/L ° (FULL
701 .00 90 200.000 735 .900 225 1708.400
702 .025 90 241.900 736 .930 225 1758.680
703 .050 90 283.800 737 .960 225 leo8.960
704 .100 90 367.600 73P .990 225 1859.240
705 .400 90 870.400 739 .930 240 1758.680
706 . 700 90 1373.200 74") . 960 -240 Skirt1808:960
-707 .780 90 1498.0 741 .990 240 1859.240 1?ia raM
708 ,800 90 1540.800 742 .300 247.5 702.800
709 .930 90 1758.680 743 .400 247.5 870.400
710 .990 90 1859.240 744 .500 247.5 1038.000 r
711 .050 180 283,800 745 .600 247.5 1205.600
712 .10 180 367.600 746 .700 247.5 13?3.200713 . 200 180 535.200 747 . 11.5_ 26c) 392.74
714 . 400 180 870.400 748 270 (4.5° RL from rose radius
715 .600 180 1205. 600 749 .025 270 241.90
716 .700 180 1373.200 750 .050 270 283 .800
717 .780 180 1498.0 751 .075 270 325-700
718 .800 180 1540.800 752 .100 270 367.600
719 .goo 18(-, 1708.400 753 .110 270 384.360
720 .930 180 1758.680 754 .130 270 417.880
721 .960 18C i.808.960 755 .150 270 451.400
722 .990 180 1859,240 756 .2nO 270 535. 200723
.910 21C 1725.160 75'7 .	 c;0 270 702.800
'	 724 :920 210 1741.920 On 758 . L^(i 270 87040G
725 .930 210 1758.680 Skirt, 759 5''0 ''70 ' 038.000
726 -95r 210 1'764.440 Dia- 760, .60n 270 12.05.600
797
.925 2,•5 :.736.42 grsrt 76
, ryr,r, 270 1373,200 •:
-?8 _94„
_5 1775.44x.' 7r 7 , 78^ 2'70 1408.0
729 .96o 215 "n8. 96o '^6? , Sor x,70 1540.800
73 'D .1 
5r
2?5
451-400 764 .9r)o 270 1708-400









. C ^t., 7 j^ ^rj Ci	 i
. ,9G 7...70 Q?85,.2 04733
.?8:, 225 1498.1: 764' .3On 315 "L.2.800
734 .80n 225 1540.800 ,16P . 70n '9 15 1373.200
v
I
ORIGINAL PAGE jBOF POOR QUALITy 	46
Orifice Valve Port Orifice Valve Port Orifice Valve- Port
1 12 4 41 10 17 81 2 10
2 12 5 4^ 10 18 82 10 28
3 12 6 43 4 4 83 6 33
4 12 7 44 10 19 84 6 8
5 12 8 '45 10 20 85 8 9
6 10 4 46 10 21 86 6 9
7 10 5 47 4 5 87 6 10
8 10 6 48 4 -6 88 2 11
9 10 7 49 4 7 89 2 12
10 10 8 50 4 8 90 2 13
11 6 28 51 4 9 91 2 14
12 6 4 52 4 10 92 10 29
13 6 5 53 4 11 93 6 34
14 2 4 54 4 12 94 2 15
15 2 5 55 4 13 95 10 30
16 2 6 56 4 14 96 10 31
17 2 7 57 4 15 97 4 24
18 2 8 58 4 16 98 _ 10 32
19 2 9 59 4 17 99 10 33
20 7 4 60 4 18 100 10 3.4
21 7 5 61 7 7 101 10 35
22 7` 6 62 7 8 102 12 9
23 8 10 63 7 9 103 10 22
24 8 11 64 7 10 104 10 23
25 8 12 65 4 19 105 12 10
26' 8 13 66 7 11 106 12 11
27 8 14 67 4 20 107 10 24
28, 1 4 68 7 12 108 12 12
29 1 5_ 69 4 21 109 12 13
30 8 15 70 4 22' 110 6 35
31 8 16 71 4 23 131 6 36_
32 8 17 72 10 25 112 12 14
33 ` 10 9 73 6 29 113 10 36
34 10 10 74 6 30 114 6 37
35 10 11 75 6 6' 115 8 18
36' 10 12 76 10 26 116 1 6
37 10 13 77 10 27 117 1 - 7
38 10 - 14 78 -6 31 118 1 8
39 10 15 79 6 32 119 1 9












Orifice Valve Port Orifice Valve Port Orifice Valve Fort
121 P L U G E D 521 1 23 561 9_ 27
122 1 12 522 9 8 562 9 28
123 1, 13 523 9 9 563 9 29
124 1 14 524 9 10 564 9 30
125 12 15 525 9 11 565 9 31
126 2 16 526 9 12 566 3 30
127 2 17 527 9 13` 567 3 31
128 12 16 528 9 14 568 3 32
129 2 18 529 9 15 569 3 33
130 2 19 530 9 16 570 3 34
131 2 20 531 3 10 - 571 3 35
132 2 21 532 P L U G G E D 572 3 36
133 12 17 - 533 3 12 573 5 4
134 2 22 534 3 13 574 11 4
135 2 23 535 3 14 575 11 5
136 12 13 536 3 75 - 576 - 11 6
537 3 16 577 11 7
538 9 17 578 11 8
539 9 18 5?9 11 9
540 9 19 580 5 5
501 7 13 541 9 20 581 5 6
502 7 14 542 9 21 582 5 7
503 1 15 543 9 22 583_ 5 8
504 1 16 544 9 23 584 5 9'_
505 1 17 545 9 24 585 5 10
506 1 18 546 3	 _ 17 586 5 11
507 1 19 547 3 18 587 11 .10
508 1 20 548 3 19 588 11 11
509 1 21 549 3 20 589 5 12
510 1 22 550 3 21 590 P L U G G E
511 9 4 551 3 22 591 11 12
512 9 5 552 3; 23 592; 12 19
513 9 6 553 P L IT G G E D 593 12 20`
514 9 _ 7 554 3 25 594 12 21
515 3 4 555 26 595 7 15
516 3 5 556 3 27 596 7 16
517 3 6 557 3 28 597 3 37
518 3 7 558 P 'L U G G E D' 598 3 38
519
_	 3 8 559 9 25 599 11 13









PORT 1 2 3 4 5 6
4 28 14 515 43 573 12
5 29 15 -516 47 580 136 116 16 517 48 581 75
7 117 17 518 49 .582 80
8 118 18 519 50 583 84
9 119 19 520 51 584 86
10 120 81 531 52 05 87
11 88 53 586 714
1.2 122 89 533 54 589
13 12390 534 55 716
14 124 91 535 56 611 1731
15_ 503 94 536 57 612 732
16 504 126 537 58 613 742
17 505 127 546 59 614 743
18 506 129 547 60 615 7"19 507 130 548 6
'	
616 745
20 508 131 549 67 617 74621 509 132 550 69 618 757
22 510 134 551 70 619 758
23 521 135
	 I 552 71 624 75924 705 ! j	 97 625 76025 706 554 1 628 761
26 555 ( 629 767'
27 556 630 768
28 557 633 11
29 i 636 73
30 566 637 74




I 704 8334 570- I 93
35 571 110
36 572 111










RTABLE 	 Concl ud
VALVE—PORT VS ORIFICE NUMBER
VALVE
SORT 7 8 1	 9 10 11 12
4 20 720 511 6 574 1
5 21 721 512 7 575 2
6 22 513 8 576 3
7 61 739 514 9 577 4
8 62 740 522 10 578 5
9 63 85 523 33 579 102
10 64 23 524 34 587 105
11 66 24 525 35 588 106
12 68 25 526 36 591 108
13 501 26 527 37 599 109
14 502 27 528 38 600 112
15 595 30 529 39 601 125
16 596 31` 530 40 602 128
17 620 32 538 41 603 133
18 709 115 539 42 604 136
19 710 723 540 44 605 592
20 719 724 541 45 606 593
21 722 725 542 46 607 594
22 735 726 543 103 608 701
23 741 727 544 104 609
7
24 764 728 545 107 610 708
25 765 729 559 72 622 717
26' 736 56o 76 623 718
27 737 561 77 627 730
28 562 82 631 733
29 563 92 632' 734
30 564 95 634 747
31 565 96 635 748.
32 713 98 711 752
33 756 99 712 753
34 100 749 754
35 101 750 755






ONFIG . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
I.V. A B C	 D	 E; F	 G H I J K L
B. A- B *F	 D 	 *E C	 G H *I J *K L
rANK A *I C	 *K	 E *F	 G *H B *J D L
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b. 26-OTS Orbiter
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d. 26-OTS Orbiter OMS Pods
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e. Left Wing Leading Edge













f. 26-OT3 Vertical Tail
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g.	 26-OTS ET Pressure Tap Locations
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h. 26-OTS SRS Pressure Tap Locations























^. 26-OTS SRB Skirt Detail


































b. Integrated Vehicle, 01 + T22 + So NlG










































^^VW ft-0	 tyt441' H.
d. External Tank,T 15





e. Solid Rocket Booster,s 8








DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4 	 PAGE 402
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-33NIS ORBITER FUSELAGE
	
(M039AA)	 ( 15 APR 76' )	 ^r
REFERENCE DATA
	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT,.
	 XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L
	
1.200	 BETA	 .000
LREF	 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP -
	 .0000 INCHES
BREF	 1290.3000 INCHES' ZMRP -
	 .0000 INCHES
SCALE _	 .0100
MACH ( 1) _
	 2.360
	 ALPHA ( 1 _	 .000	 P1NF	 = .480?0	 Q(PSI) = 1.8721
	
RN/L
	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.7063
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
X/L8	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200
	 .0400
	 .0500	 .0600	 .08)0	 .1000	 1250	 .1500	 1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
kri	
PHI
b	 .000	 3.4308 2.1627 1.3366 1.5039
















180.000	 3.4308	 1.1879	 1.0518 1..0656 1.1660 2.3223
	
2.3821	 2.1597
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000 .4000
	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800
	 .80)0	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620















































































sDATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 403
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SllN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BAA)
MACH 2.360	 ALPHA ( 1) .000
SECTION ('1)ORBITER'FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1.
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 :8000 .8050 8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI










MACH	 (	 1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA 'C 2) _	 5.000	 PINF	 .480i'O Q(PSI) _	 1.8721 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG 1.7063
SECTION ( I)ORBITER'FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1
X/LB .0000
	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .08(0 .1000 .1.250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI'
.000 3.3376	 2.2692	 1.4175 1.3714	 .8380
	







180.000 3.3376 1.0157 .8832 .9189 .9826 1.8794 2.0515 1.8833




.80(0 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
000 .5721















DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 404
UPWT 1059 OH4) 01-T15-SfN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE
	
(M03BAA)
MACH ( 1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2') _	 5.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE






































.000 ' .2176	 .2657
MACH
	
( 2)' _	 2.950	 ALPHA (	 1) _ .000	 PINF	 _	 .265225 Q(PSI)	 -	 1.6156'	 RN /L 1.2100




X/L8' .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500 .0600
	 .08C0 .1000 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI









180.000 2.9863 .8857 .7485 .7503	 8347	 1.7194	 1.9522	 1.8494
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7800	 .8000 .8050 B290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750	 1.0000	 1.0145
PHI





DATE 20 _APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 405
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SEV16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MO38AA)
MACH
	
( 2) 2.950 ALPHA ( 1) -	 .000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENJENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000 .3000	 ,.4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800
	













































DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA :- IH4 PAGE 406
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15 -Sei16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MG39AA)
MACH	 ( 2'. _	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000 PINF	 _ .2652:5 Q(PSI) -	 1.5156 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG	 - 1.7529
SECTION t !)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500	 .0600 .0801 .1000 .1250 .'x500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 2.8242 .6931 .5736 .5885 .6483 1.2667 1.5503 1.4761
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000	 .7800 800(1 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
































180.000 4151 .1618 .1985
p
e
DATE 20 'APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA 	 IH4	 PAGE 407
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 -T15-58!16 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ38AA)
MACH ( 2) =	 2.950
	








MACH ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000	 PILAF	 _ .1317'_	 Q(PSI) _ 1.2629	 RN/L	 _ 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB'ITER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/L8	 .0000	 .0050
	 .0200	 0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0801
	
.1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI














180.000	 2.4535	 .7908	 .6573	 .7387 1.6609 1.9666	 1.8898	 .4897
i
X/LB	 .2000
	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8001	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
	

















































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 408
UPWT 1059'(IH4)-01-T15-SENIS ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38AA)
MACH
	
( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION 'C 1)ORBI TER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL



















MACH	 ( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000
	
PINF	 .13115 Q(PSI) =	 1.2629 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION'( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000
	 .0050	 .02;00 .0400	 .0500	 .0600
	 .0860 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI











180.000 2.3391 .5944 .4833 .4880 .5357 I.1641 1.4970 1.4580
`	 X/LB' .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000
	
.6000	 .7800	 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1..0145
PHI
.000 .2093	 .1671

















DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 409
	
UPWT I059 (IH4) 01-T15-SE416 ORBITER FUSELAGE 	 (MQ3BAA)
MACH ( 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _
	
000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PC
X/LB	 2000	 3000	 .4000
	








































180.000	 .3709	 . 1 191	 .1056




a	 MACH ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 5.000' PINF	 = .66200-01 Q(PSI) _ .98085	 RN/L	 _ 1.2000	 CPSTG = 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT' VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0801	 .1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PH I
	--';













180.000	 2.0294	 .6086	 .4925	 .4952	 .5587 1.2956	 1.7326	 1.6234
t
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 410
UPWT 1059 (1H4)	 01-T15-S8'116 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BAA)
MACH	 ( 4)'_ 4.600
	
ALPHA 1	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000 ..7800	 .800 1) .8050	 .8290	 .8620 .9500	 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI


























130.000 .2499	 .1803 .0984




180.000 .3820	 .01949 .0767







DATE 20 'APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 411
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T15-SB"16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BAA)
'i MACH	 t	 a.) =	 4.600
	 ALPHA (	 2) _	 .000 PILAF .6620(-01 Q(PSI) =	 .98085 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 - 1.8033 1
SECTION ( .)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500 .0600 .080( .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI
--







180:000 1.6727 .4295 .3351 .3416 .3785 .7855 1.2006 1.2202 a
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7800 .800( .8050 8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 .1.0145
PHI



































IDATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE	 412	 {
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 'j -T15-SBN16	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (M03BAA)
MACH	 ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000
SECTION
	
(''I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDEN' )'ARIABLE PL
X1LB 1.0250	 1.0500
PHI





RDATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 413
UPWT 1059 (IH4I 01-T15-S8N16 ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UAA)	 (	 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L	 _ 1.200 BETA	 = .000
I	 LREF	 -	 1290.3000 INCHES	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES




MACH 	 (	 1) =	 2.360	 ALPHA (	 1) _ .000	 PINF	 _	 .48020 Q(PSI) 1.8721 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 i 1.7063
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW
	









MACH	 ( I)	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) = 5.000	 PINF	 .48020 0(PSI)	 = 1.9721 RN/L s	 1.2000 CPSTG 1.7063
SECTION'(	 I)ORB'. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .4000	 .6000	 .8000
X/CW
.050	 .6658





MACH'	 ( 2) _	 2.950	 ALPHA (	 1) _ P.00	 PILAF	 =	 .26525 0(PSI) _ 1.6156 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG 1.7529}
SECTION (	 1)ORB. UPPER WING"
r
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .4000	 .6000	 .8000
X/CW
.050	 .4893




.950	 .1513 -- r--
moo
DATE PO 400 76	 _-	 YABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 414
'UPWT 1059,(IH4) O1-T15-S8N 6 ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UAA)
MACH 	 ( 21 -	 2.950
	
ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000	 PINF	 =	 .26525 Q(PSI)	 = 1.6156 RN/L	 1.2100 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION	 t' L ; 2. UPPER WING' DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .4000	 .6000	 .8000
X/CW
.050 .4340





MACH	 ( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA (	 1) -5.000	 PINF	 _	 . 13175 Q(PSI) 1.2629 RN/L	 1.2000 CPSTG	 1..7839












MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2)'_ .000	 PINF	 _	 . 13175 Q(PSI)	 >- 1.2629 RN/L	 _	 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
7
2Y/BW .4000	 16000	 .8000
X/CW
.050 .2706







DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 415
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-581116
	 ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UAA)
MACH
	 ( 4) _	 4,600	 ALPHA t	 Il -5.000	 PINF	 =	 .66200-01	 Q(PSI) =	 .98085	 RN/L 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.8033












r	 MACH	 ( : 4) _	 4.FCID	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000	 PINF	 _	 .66201-01	 Q(PSI) _	 . 98085	 RN/L =	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.8033















DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 416
UPWT 1059 CIH4) 01-715-SBD16 ORB. LOWER WING (M03LAA)	 (: 15 APR 76	 )	 ^F -
^'FERENCE,DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L 1.200	 BETA	 = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES





	 ZMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
SCALE _ .0100
MACH	 ( 1)	 _	 2.360	 ALPHA	 (	 1) .000	 PINE .4802C Q(PSI) 1.8721	 RN/L 1.2000	 CPSTG	 _ 1.7063
SECTION (	 I)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000 750C .81500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 1.4185 1.5260 .2963
.001 .3962
































.3588 .4230 .636E .4838
MACH
	
(	 1) =	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000	 PINF	 = .4802C Q(PSI) =	 1.8721	 RN/L 1.2000	 CPSTG 1.7963
SECTION ('1)ORB,.	 LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500
	 .3011
	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 1.6582 1.6547" .1779
.001 .3891
	 .5554 1.4383








DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 417
UPWT 1059 (IH4) OI-T15-S8NI6 ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LAA)
MACH ( 1) _
	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000
SECTION (- I)ORB. LOWER WING
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL









































MACH C 2)	 2.950	 ALPHA t 1) =	 .000	 PINF	 = . 26525	 Q(PSI) = 1.6156	 RN/L	 1.2100	 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Yr8W	 .2500	 .3011




	 1.1516	 1.2181	 .1983
	















































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 418
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SSN.6 ORB. LOWER WING
	
CM03LAA)	 J
MACH- ( 2) _	 2.950
	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .000
SECTION (-1)ORB. LOWER WING
















.900	 .2211	 .3308	 .5022	 .2755
MACH ( 2)'=	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000	 PILAF	 = . 26525	 0(PSI) - 1.6156	 RN/L	 1.2100	 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 2500	 .3011	 .3480
	 .4000	 .5000
	




.000	 1.2864	 1.3513	 .1435
	
















































.900	 .1492	 .3755	 .6162	 .3508
aDATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 419
UPWT 1059'(IH4) 01-T15
-SBN'6 ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LAA)
MACH ( 31	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000 PINF	 13175	 Q(PSI) - 1.2629	 RN/L	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.7839




	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480
	
.4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500
	 .8500	 :9500	 .9980
X/CW
	
000	 .2135	 .2218	 189c
	
.001












.025	 .1747	 .1833	 .2264
	045	 1648
	






























1900	 .1747	 .2038	 1860	 .13I0
MACH C 3) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINT	 _ .13175	 O(PSI) = 1.2629	 RN/L 	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.7839'
I
SECTION ( i)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




	 .7042	 .9150	 .1087
	




























TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 -	 PAGE 420
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SSN13 ORB. LOWER WING	 (M:3LAA)
MACH ( 3)° =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000
SECTION ('I)ORB. LOWER WING
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL

























	 .0922	 .2315	 .2012	 ..11.40
MACH ( 4)	 4.600	 ALPHA ( I) _	 5.000 	 PINF	 .66200 -71 0(PSI)	 .98085	 RN/L	 1.2000-	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION t I)ORB. LOWER WING	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500
	





























































.900	 .0539	 .1155	 .0786	 .0665
f T
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 421
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1-T15-SBN1i ORB. LOWER WING	 (M43LAA)




ALPHA ( 2)'=	 .000	 PINF	 .66200-11 Q(PSI) _ .98085	 RN/L	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.8033





	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
	
000	 5457	 .7363	 .0732	 -;
	













j	 .025	 .1024	 1350	 .1870
	
.045	 .1024r	









































.0466	 .1264	 .0937	 .0586
r :+
t.'
DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 422	 y	 _
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SENI6 ORB. VERT. TAIL (Ma3VAA)	 t	 15 APR 76	 ?
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF
	 = 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP	 _ .0000	 INCHES RN/L 1.200 BETA .000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES -
	 YMRP	 _ .0000	 INCHES
BREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 = .0000	 INCHES
SCALE = .0100 j
MACH	 ( I)	 =	 2.360	 ALPHA
	 (	 1)' _	 .000	 PINF	 _	 .480EO 0(PSI) 1.8721 RN/L =	 1.2000 CPSTG _	 1.7063
SECTION (	 I)ORB.
	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL











MACH	 f 1)	 =	 _2.360	 ALPHA	 ( 2) =	 5.000	 PILAF	 =	 .48020 p(PSI)	 = 1.8721 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG =	 1.7053	 j
'	 SECTION (	 I)OREI.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL





.300 .7960	 .7425	 .6992
F	 .500 .6811 y
700 .3036
.900 .2495	 .2663	 .3162
MACH	 1 2) _	 2.950	 ALPHA (	 1) =	 .000	 PILAF	 _	 .26525 0(PSI) 1.6156 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG 1.7529
k'(	 SECTION (	 1)ORB. VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
P
k	 Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
1.4281	 1.3427	 1.IQ23000 1.4212












RN/L = 1.2000	 CPSTG = 1.7839
RN/L = 1.2000	 CPSTG = 1.8033
I
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SS416 ORB. VERT. TAIL
MACH	 ( Z) 2.950 ALPHA ( 2)'_ 5.000	 PINF	 _	 26525 Q(PSI)	 _	 1.6156
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV' .2990 .5320	 .7650' .9050"
X/CV
.000 1.1874 1.1260	 .9787 1.1345







	 ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINT"	 .13173 Q(PSI)	 _	 1.2629









.900 1.0284 .9713	 -1.2554"
MACH	 ( 3) -	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 .000	 PINF	 _	 .13173 Q(PSI)	 =	 1.2629
I	 SECTION	 ( I)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
Z/BV .2990 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV1	
.000 1.0881 .9079	 .8008 .9448
.300 .3065 .2517	 .2226
.500 ._2523
.7U0 .1327
.900 .1095 .1178	 .1101
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA	 (	 11 _	 -5.000	 PILAF	 =	 .6620)-°01 Q(PSI) =	 .98085
SECTION ( I)ORB, VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z /BV .2990 _5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 .7787 .7106	 .7315- .9829















RN/L = 1.2000	 CPSTG = 1.7839
1
DATE 20 APR 76
	
1ABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 424
UPWT 1059 (IH4)-01-T15-5£J16 ORB. VERT. TAIL 	 (MQ3VAA)	 +
MACH	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINF	 = .66Z30-01 Q(PSI) _ .98085	 RN/L	 1.2000	 CP.STG	 1.8033










	 .6926	 .4880	 .6751
	






.900	 .0484	 .0459	 .0441
i
j
RDATE 20 APR 16 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 425
UPWT 1059	 (IH4)	 01-T15-581116 EXTERNAL TANK (M03TAA)	 ( 15 APR 76	 T
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP = .0000 INCHES RNIL 1.200 BETA _.000
LREF
	 = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - _0000 INCHES
SREF
	 = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = :0000
	 INCHES
SCALE = .01,00
MACH	 ( 1)	 _	 2.360	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _ .000	 PINF .4802(" (a(PSE) 1..:8721 RN/L ^	 1>2000 CPSTG 1.7063
SECTION,( I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000 -	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0600	 .1500 .2001 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 ,3500 .3750 .4000
THETA






.413E .4574 .4605 1.3603 2.1938 .3213 ..1866
112.500
.47B9 .4727 1.2287 .3978 .2356
135.000





180.000- 3.6629 2.9631 2.6371 1.7584 1.2754
	 .6876 .4311 .4836 .4797 .6214 .7224 .6487













67.500 .3106 .5042 .4723 .4596 .4613 .459C 18280
90.000 .2081 .4376 .5033 .4288 .4329 .4160 .4091 .5292 .7961
112.500 .2524 .3962 .6211 .6139 .'5710 .5495 .5100 .4799 .7556 1.0742
b	 123.000
.7363 .9191 1.0730
135.000 .6E96 .5431, .4284 .5019 .5419 .5019 .4845 .4973 .9412 1.0412
157.500 .8545 .8584 .4933 .5535 .4933 .5767 .4431 .4563 .4847 .5773 .8540 1.2048 -~-
161.000 .8176
166.000 .5496 .,4330
180.000 1.4218 .9108 .6098 .4447 .5438
	 .6059 .5534 .5288 4525 .4305 .4576 .5842 .9996 1.2916











DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 4226
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S%16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAA)
MACH	 (	 1) =	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 1) _ .000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL







1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000	 PINF	 =	 .4802C Q(PSI) =	 1.8721 RN/L 1.0000 CPSTO	 i 1.7063
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
XILT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500
	
2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .325'0 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
r .000 2.0582 1.5006 .8207 .6675
45.000 .7388
67.500 .5232 .5021 .3638t 90.000 .4054 .4555 .4420 1.4005 2.4343 .3262 .1924'
f 112.500 4525 .4240 1.0013 .2165 .1278
f 135.000 .45:25 ,4721 .4736 .3813
F 157.500 .6272
` 167.000 .6776'
160.000 3.6567	 2.7010 2.5764 1.4822 1.0635 .5670	 .4364 ,1559 .4123 .47888 .5750 .8014







.4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500"	 .5750 .6000 .6500 ..7000 .7500 .13000 .8500 .8750 .9000
I
THETA
i .000 ,5020 .501-4
45.000 .4872 .4979 .5169
67.500 .4164 .5612 .5716 .5507 .5252 .5072 .8264
90.000 .1959 .2766 .5352 .6035 .5362 5014 .5008 .8502 1.0158
112.500 .1684 .3037 :5142 ,5681 .5455 .5153 .`4950 .5234 .911' 1.1458
123:000 .8055 1,0510 1.1725
135.000 ,4540 .4420 .4240 .5194 .5014 .4793 .52130 .5815 1.0306 1.t611
157.500 .7395	 .6853 .4588 _4762 .4569 .4058 .4154 ,4619 .5275 .7295 .9314 1.2249
161.000 .67564
166.000 .5595 4606 °--^4
180.000 1.1759	 .7763 .5769 .5188 .5575 .52'x6
	 ..4704 .4268 .3708 .4441 15708 .7097 1.0519 1.3057







DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 427
-UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T)5-SSM16 EXTERNAL TANK (M43TAA)
MACH	 ( i) .-	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) - 5.000
SECTION t .)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






MACH	 ( 21 =	 2.950
	
ALPHA (	 1) _ .000 PINF	 _	 .26525' Q(PSI) =	 1.6156 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG	 _ 1.7529
SECTION ( ))EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE_PL -
'I
X/L1 .0000	 .0050 .0100' .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
' .000 1.3244 .9015- .4147 .3180
-45.000 .2931
j 67.500 .2829 .2290 .1392
j 90.000 .2237 .2560 .2664 .7739 1:7881 .2664 .1437
j' 112.500 .2739 .2814 .3293 .2500 .1452
135.000 .2769 .2290 .2545 .3143
157.500: .4222
167.000" .4339
180.000 3.0443	 2.2934 2.2797. 1.2839 .8997 .4320	 .2522 .2847 .2692 .3041 .3622 .4319





X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500	 .5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
.THETA	 -
n' .000 .2284 .2296.
45.000 .2064 .2349 .2853
67.500 .1467 .2824 .2586 .2459 .2459 .2447 .4534
90.000 .1362 .1557 .2410 .2575 .2383' .2308 .2256 .2528 .4905
112.500" .1482 .1512 .2634 .3224 .3357 .3433 .3282 .3108 .3717 .6175i 123.000 .3885 .5352 .6280
135.000 .2979 .3937 .2919 .2702 .2731 .2917 .2975 .2806 .5561 .6141





.7012 .4358 .3273 .2886 .3486	 .3583 .3306 .2962 .2421 .1937 .2548 .5332 .7479
197.000 .4029 .2370 .7695
r 210.000 .2924 .2312
of 220.000 .4494 .3058
j 232.000 .2166 .2561
w" DATE_ 20 _APR 7
.6 ­ 1
	
_._ _ _TABULATED SOURCE. DATA - IH4 _ _ _. _ _ _ _PAGE 42d
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 O1-T15-S8N 6 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAA)
~tiMACH	 ( 2) _	 2.950	 ALPHA (	 1) _ .000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






MACH	 ( 2) _	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000 PINF	 - .26525 Q(PSI) 1.6156 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTO 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'PL
X/LT .0000
	 .0050 .0100 .0400' .0800 .1500 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000'
THETA
.000 1.5571' 1.1017 .5416 .3934
45.000 .2738Y,. 67.500 .3192 .3554 2349
90.000 .2258' .2515 .2575 .8056 1.7866 .2726 .1491
112.500 .2455 .2439- .5240 .1641, .1039
r ' 135.000 .2470 .2605 .3027 .2590
157.500 .3163
167.000 .3513
180.000 3.0307	 2.0732 2.0664 1.0483 .7361 .3547 .2345 .2601 .2387 _2465 .2930 .3920
197.000` .7464 .3709 .2445




X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5850 .5500 .5750' .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .:8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
THETA
.000 .287t .2637i 45.000 .2690 .2803 .2738
i! 67.500 .2229 .2897 .2961 .3170 .3187 .3G83 .4151
! 90.000 .1190 .1355 .1852 .2595 .3338 .3146 .2937 .3617 .6769	 -
112.500 .1.069 .1370 .1988 .2961 .3112 .3146 .3036 .2932 .4365 .6786
123.000 .3709 .5724 .6792
' r 135.000 .1.958 .2199 .2138 .2636 .2746 .2699 .2682 .2891 .5910 .6542





.5667 .3299 .2736 .3241 .3396 .3202 .2670- .2299 .2017 .1889 .3451 .5564 .7306




DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 IH4	 PAGE.
	
429
UPWT 1059 (1H4) 01-T15-S8N16
	 EXTERNAL TANK	 (MQ3TAA)
MACH	 1 2) =	 2.950 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL








MACH	 ( 3) 3.700 ALPHA f	 1)' =	-5.000
	
PINF	 -	 13175	 Q(PSI) =	 1.2629	 RN/L
	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 -	 1.7839
SECTION-('I)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000 0050	 .0100
	 .0400	 .0800	 .1500	 .2000	 .2500
	 .2750	 .3000	 .3250	 .3350	 .3500	 .3750	 .4000
Fb ^1 THETA











.1229	 .1334	 .3882	 1.0189	 1799	 .0944	 .0794
112.500 1694	 .1544	 2443	 .1544	 .1214
135..000 1949	 .1574	 .1754	 .2938
157.500 3093





1. 7930	 1.0939	 .7591	 .3448	 .1935	 .1591	 1940
	 .1863	 .2094	 2651	 .7165
- 197.000









X/LT: .4250 4500	 .4750
	 .5000	 .5250








	 .0728	 .0884	 .0884	 .1866	 1336
90.000 0764	 .0809	 1294	 .1658	 .1438	 .1196	 .1201	 .2253	 .1544
112.500 1259	 1634	 .2033	 .2253	 .2322	 .2106	 .2004	 .1814	 .3125	 1583
r 123.000
.2&,79	 3720	 .4494
135..000 `, 3253	 .2233	 .1768	 1716	 1906	 .2033	 .1848	 .2882	 .3368	 .5048
e` 157.500 .3189 2228	 .2382	 .2171	 .2798	 .1789	 .1689	 1483	 .1533	 .2287	 .3989	 .2958161..000 .2094
166.000 1957`
	.2632
180,000 .5840 2324	 .2305
	 .1710	 1959	 .2056	 .1851	 .2082	 .1857	 .1595	 1377	 .2755	 .4705	 .4892









DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 430
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T1 -SBN16 -EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAA)
MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700
	
ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION C 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABL -PL
X/LT	 - .9250






MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700
	
ALPHA'( 2) _ .000	 PINE	 = 3175 Q(PSI) _	 1.2629 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 _ 1.7839
SECTION ( U EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 0400 .0800 .1500 2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
r,	 THETA
.000 .9074 .5944 .2406 .1666
45.000 .1174
67.500 .2785 .1536 .0828
90.000 1179 .1280 .1370 .3373 1.4517 .2093 .0994
112.500 .1400 .1461 .1340 .1536 .0858
135.000 .1400 .1189 .1400 .1656
157.500 .4523
167.000 .1886
180.000 2.3374	 1.6650 1.7589 .8935 .6037 .2592 1418 .1635 .1559 .1540 .1636 .2021





t	 X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500 5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
THETA
.000 .1185 .1185
45.000 .0956 .1044 .1473
67.500 .0753 1325 .1094 .1024 .I111 .1117 .2170
90.,000 .0768 .0888 .0828 .1053 .1354 .1273 .1169 .1296 .2349
112.500 .0888 .0828 .0843 .1348 .1273` .1522 .1719 .1811 .1724 .3269
123.000 .1585 .2390 .3373
135.000 .1747 .1641- .1777 .1481 .1447 .1342 .1377 .1435 .2569 .31615
157.500 .2444	 .2348 .2136 .1886 .1828 .1436 .1252 .1220 .1029 .1099 .1735 .312J
161.000 .2252
166.000 .1771 .1379
180.000 .5774	 .4215 .2079 .1713 .1540' .1694 1675 .1411 .1525 .1341 .1087 .0947 .2110 .3857
197.000 .2040 .1341 .4092
210.000 .1493 .1087





DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA-r 'IH4 PAGE 431
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-TIE-SBN16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAA)
a
MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700
	
ALPHA ( 2) _ .000
SECTION ( 1'1EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






MACH	 ( 4) 4.600
	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000 PINT	 _	 .66200-01 0(PSI') _	 .98085 RN/L -1.2000 CPSTG	 _ 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000 	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0200 .1500	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 .5018 .3048 .1130 .0902
45.000 .0410
67.500 .0903 .0602 .0406
90..000 .0445 .0768 .0813 .2017 .8175 .1340 .0723
112.500 .0918 .0994 .0918 .1385 .0903




	 1.3365 1.3740 .7666 .5287 .2251	 .1198 .1061 .1176 .1`157 .1196 .1446





X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500	 .5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
f	 THETA
.000 0527 0884 = w ---
45.000 .0422 .0433 .0439
67.500 .0351 .0822 .0492' .0428 .0526 .0486 .0833,
'	 90.000 .0557 .0557 .0632 .0781 .1122 .0984 .0798 .07.75 .1342
112..500 .0783 .0798 .0753 .1412' .1250 .1342 .1250 .1296 .1128 .1880
123.000 ioe2 .1232 .2106
135.000 .1566 .1686 .1400 .1111 .1047 .1024 .1174 .1117 .1695 .1996
157.500 .1659	 .1639 .1157 .1060 - .1157 .1245- .0961 .1038 .0935 .0942 .1219 .2489 
161.000 .1504 ^-- -
F	
166.000 .1350 .1212
180.000 .4609	 .4204 .1639 .1524 .1138 .1061
	 .1157 .1071 .1032 .1109 .1045 .0935 .1490 .3205





DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 432
UPWT 1059 (IHI.0	 01'-T15-SBN16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAA)
MACH	 c 4) 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000	 PILAF	 _	 .63200-01 Q(PSI) =	 .98085 RN/L	 _ 1_2000 CPSTG	 * 1.8033
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000 -	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 .6517 .4184 .1521 .0958
45.000 .0379
67.500 .1025 .0844 .0513
90.000 ,1556 .0799 .0829 .1719 1.1501 .1613 .0724
112.500 .0859 .0905 .0784 .0875 .0618




 1.2682 1.2631 .6267 .4212 .1646-'	 .1864 .0929 .0929 .0910 .0910 .1123













67.500 .0437 .0898 .0574 .0487 .0591 .0551 .1049
90.000 .0482 .0573" .0558 .0603 .0869 .0788 .0724 .0771 .1275
112.500 .0603' .0573 .0603 .0881 .0707 .0736 .0811 .1072 .1090 .1901
123.000 .1171 1304 .1797
135.00.0 .0920 .0859 .0829 .0852 .0887'- .0788 .0811 .0794 .1235 .1663
157.500 .1317	 .1142' .0949 .0871 .0929 .0823 .0608 .0658' .0570 .0601 .0747 .1589
161..000 .1123
166.900 .0949 .0715
180.000 .4627	 .2517 .1220 .0987 .0910 .0833	 .891 .0639 .0690 .0671 .0620 ' .0557 .0994 .2013
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SREF = 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L _	 1.200 BETA _	 .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP =	 0000 INCHES




MACH ( 1) =	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .000	 PILAF	 .4E020	 Q(PSI) = 1.8721	 RN/L- = 1.2000	 CPSTG _ 1.7063
SECTION ( 1')SOLID RCKT. :BSTR	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE °L
X/LSRB
	 0000	 .0040	 .0250
	
.0500	 .0750	 1000	 .1100	 1150	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 6000
PSI	
-- i90.000	 3.6851	 .8849	 .8924	 .8696	 .4199180.000
	
.8817	 .9263	 .3917	 .6571
225.000	 .3956	 .5970	 .4830













.4807	 .7964	 .3904	 .8743	 .8463
180.000	 .4935 1.8418	 .,8801	 .4189	 .7710 :	 .6004	 .4031
210.000	 3909 1.2258	 .4339	 .2512
215.000	 E342	 .1384	 .0954
225.000
	 2.0603	 .3276	 .2305	 .4030	 .2216	 i
240.000	 .3815	 .3291	 .3518
247.500	 .8776
k	 270.000	 .6511 1.3349	 .2788	 .2E3	 .3947	 .8994f ;	 315..000	 .5070
MACH ('1) =
	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000
	
PINF	 .48020	 Q(PSI) = 1.8721	 RN/L	 _ 1.2000	 CPSTG _ 1.7063
;
k
SECTION ( I)SOLID RCKT. BSTR	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE OL
X/LSRB	 .0000	 .0040	 .0250	 .0500	 .0750	 .1000	 .1100	 .1150	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
k: PSI
f	 90.000
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	 ALPHA i 2) _	 5.000
SECTION ( "l)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
X/LSRB .7000 .7800	 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200	 .9?50 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .5085 .9379
	 .5119 .8327 .6869
180.000 .8117 -'1.4909	 .3909 .5748 .8815 .6766 .4757
210.000 .4812 1.0678 .4475 .2844
215.000 , .2322 .1051 .0890
225.000 1.,2929	 .6241 .3037 .3302 .2251
240.000 .3531 .2669 .3364
247.500 .9798
270.000 .9049 .9519 	 .2647 .2944 .3972 .9131
315.000, .5320




(	 it = .000	 PINF	 -	 . 26325 Q(PSI)	 _	 1.6156 RN/L 	 _ 1.2100 CPSTG 1.7529
SECTION ( I)SOLID.RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE ''L
X/LSRB- .0000 .0040	 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000
	
.1:00 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000. .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 3.3447 .5657 .5714 .5733 .2142
180.000 .6121 .5927 .2140 .2965
225.DOG .2682 .3207 .3161
247.500 .1558 .3116 .3086 .2995
260.000 1.9060
270.000 1.0048	 .7128 .5404 .7031 .7349	 3.0.36 .2734 .2125 .1317 .1422 .2299 .1951 .1997
"	 315.600 .1361
X/LSRB .7000 .7800	 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200	 .9250 .9300 ,9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.,000 .2587 .5747	 .2334 .4060 .5189
180.000 .2708 .9909	 .7802 .2790 .4637 .4248 .2865
210.000 .2406 .9664 .3387 .1694
215.000 .2'340 .1062 .0632
225.000 1.6278'	 .2160 .1353 .2648 .1411
240.000 .1882 .1680 .1363
247.500 .2814












MACH	 ( 2) _	 2.950 ALPHA t 2) 5.000	 PINE	 _ .x.6525 Q(PSI) =	 1.6156 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG	 - 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)SOLID'RCKT. BSTR	 - DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000' .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 3.3089 .5455 .5545 .5615_ .1890
180.000 .4735 .4580- .1491 .2571
225.000 .1431 .2631 .2900
247.500 .1360 .2556 .3169 .2914
260.000 1.9025
270.000 1.0150 .7142 .5337 .7006 .7310- 2.9641 .2687 .1745 .1325 .1420 .2257 .3109 .2929
315.000 .2182
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .2613 .6211 .3140 .4503 .4353
180.000 .3333 - .8531 .3768 .3690 .6321 .5688 .4017
210.000 ,2776 .9434 .3895 .2359
215.000
.1873 .0943 .0593
225.000 .7502 .4292 .1.541 .2925 .1563
240.000 .1914 .1456 .1513
247.500 .4857
270.000- .4050 .7833 1u93 .1158' .1794 .4521
315.000 .2765'
MACH'	 ( 3) _	 3.700 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000 P1NF _ .13175 0(PSI) =	 1.2629 RN/L	 = 1.2000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT.'BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




	 .3484	 .3509	 .0844	 .0899
	
180-.000










270.000	 5417	 .3804	 .4380
	 .4953" .9993
	 .1365
	 .1050	 .0869	 .0678	 .0924	 .129;	 .107
315.000 .1001
X/LSRB .7000	 .7800'- .8000	 .9000	 .9100	 .9200	 .9250 .9300 .9400	 .9500	 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .2328 -	 .0770 .1354 .1130 .5802
180.000 .3990	 .3903 .1363	 .2132 .2187 .1410 .1431
210.000 .4567	 .2077 .1183 .1499
215.000 .0647 .0426	 .1995
225.000 .2975 .0644	 .1155 .0743 .0702
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-TIS-SBNIB SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SAA)
MACH' 3.700	 "ALPHA (	 1) =	 -5.000
SECTION ( I)SOLID RCKT. BSTR' DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .7000	 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100	 .9200-	 .3250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI,
247.500 1.9978
270.000 .5583	 .0840 .0448 .0551 2082 .0416
315.000 .0000
MACH ,( 3) _	 3.700 ALPHA'( 2) _ .000	 PINE	 =	 i3175 Q(,PS:) =	 1.2629 RN/L	 _ 1.2000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( i)SOLIO RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000`	 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750	 11000	 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 2.8239- .3451 .3451 .3451 .1003




.1330 .1315 .1629 .1778
260.000 1.5916
270.000 .8008 .5485 .3811' .4542
	 .5163	 .3712 1352 .1247 .0828 .0986 .0927 .0986 .1016	 1315.000
.0762
X/LSRB .7000	 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100
	 .9200	 .3250 9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PS1
90..000 .1185	 .3723 .1142 .2139 .2213
180.000 .1539
	 .51.81 .4584 .1593 .2349 .2335 .1657
210..000 .1209
	 .4547 .2102 .1140
215..000
.1140 .0577 .0357





	 .6340 .0896 .0620 .0722 .2139
315.000 .1375
MACH'	 (	 4) =	 \4.600	 ALPHA	 C	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 _	 .6i20U-01 Q(PSI) _	 .98085 RN/L	 = 1.2000 CPSTG	 s 1.8033
SECTION ( 1'.)SOLID'RCKT.
	
BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000	 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750	 .1000	 ..100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 4000 .5000 .6000
PS(
90.000 2.3878 .2464 .2360 .2386 .0445
180.000




.0716 .1112 .1311 .1189
260.000
.8974
270.000 .6285 .4185 .2719 .3317	 .3230
	 .3884 .0978 .0943 .0617 .0457 _0533' .0716 .0610
^r
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UPWT 1' 059 (I H4) 01-T 15- •SBN 16 SOLID RCK.T .. BSTR.	 (M03SAA)
MACH ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1)	 5.000
SECTION ( I)SOLIO RCKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
XILSRB	 .10000	 .0040	 .0250	 0500	 .0750	 .1000	 100	 .1150	 1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
315.000 .021+4
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300- .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .0445 .1781 .0506 .0781 .0548
180.000' .0914 .2287 .2636 .0799 .1427 1183 .0892
210.000 .0843 .3100 .1305 .0775
215.000 .'.006 .0449 .0313
225.000) .3160 .1449 .0455 .0544 .0435
240.000 .0421 .0353 .0316
247.500' .0975
270.000 .0625 3492 .0594 .0279- .0307 .1319
315.000' .0366
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600
	
ALPHA ( 2) _ .000	 PINF .6E200-01 Q(PSI) =	 .98085 RNIL	 - 1.2000 CPSTG	 = 1.6033
SECTION ( I)SOLIO RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB" .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000	 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 2.4527 .2298 .2254 .2235 .0361
180.000 .3059 .2633 .0648 .0523
225.000 .0979 .1016 .1046
247.500 .0587 .0687	 .0543 .0897
260.000 .8010
270.000 .6611 .4337 .2788 .3524 .3393 5946 .0979 .0944 .0573 .0508 .0433	 .0403 .0493
315.000 .0344
X LSRB - .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200' 5250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .0485 .2448 '' .0752 .1352 .1222
180.000 .0717 .2676' .3445 .0805 .1429 .1103 .0972
210.000 .0681 .2859 .1157 .0694
215.000 Cf694 .0340 .0272
225.000 .5894' .0997 .0463 .0408 .0395
240.000 .0449 .0395 .0472
247.500 .0941
270.000 .0643 _.4110 .0647' .0361 .0380 .1324
315.000 .0508 r
SECTION (	 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE mL
r X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500 .0600 .0900 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700
r PHI







180.000 7.9485 2.9868 2.6141 2.5902 2.7957 5.7742 5`.9758
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7800 .8700 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750
PHI













^,	 t 65.000 1.0574
•,	 pis 68.000 .9624
w^ 69.000 1.0132
r 79.300 .8549




















DATE 20 APR 76
	




UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SBN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE
	
(MQ3BAB)
	 ( 15 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES
	 RN/L
	
3.000 BETA i	 .000
LREF	 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP =
	 .0000 INCHES





	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .000	 PINF	 1.1969	 Q(PSI) i 4.6665	 RN1L	 i 3.0000	 CPSTG a 1.7063
yDATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 440
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-38NIS ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BA8)
MACS'	 ( 11 =	 2.360	 ALPHA	 (	 1) .000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE %'L
X/LB .2000
	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8)00 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI









MACH	 (	 1) =	 2.350	 ALPHA c 2) _	 5.000	 PINE	 _	 1.1969 Q(PSI) _	 4.6665 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7063
SECTION'( !)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL 1
y	 X/LB .'0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0000 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 7..14126 2.4734 2.1596 2.3289 2.3574 4.9379 5.2202 4.7493
X'/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800
	
.8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-fBN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BAB)
MACH	 ( 0 =	 2.360	 ALPHA [ 2) =	 5.000
SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL



















.180.000 1.3260	 .7829 .9505
X/LB 1_.0250	 1.0500
PHI
r .000 .4084	 .6089,'
MACH	 ( 2) _	 2.950	 ALPHA C''11 .000	 PINF	 _ .66?45 0(PSI) 4.0415 RN/L 3.0200 CPSTG 1.7529
_ SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
X/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500 .0600 .0600 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
t PHI
c .000 6.7418	 3.4956	 1.5960 1.8042 1.6797 2.0161 6.4615 .5567
10.000 3.5529 !





180.000 6.7418 2.1706 1.8569 1.8431 2.0231 4.5685 5.0160 4.6752
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000
	 .6000 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9530 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
k,
PHI
.000 1.1343	 .8856	 .8555 .6786	 .4837 1.9E15 .2221 .1513 .1670
23.000 _8256
^DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
T
PAGE	 442 -1y Y
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-53NF6 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M038AB)
MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950
	
ALPHA (	 1) _	 .000
SECTION ( t)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE F_






























155. 10 00 1.16407
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UPWT 1059 ([H4),01-T1°,-S8N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BAB)
MACH	 ( 2) 2.950 ALPHA ( 2) -	 5.000 PINT	 _ E•6345 Q(PSI) =	 4.0415 RN/L _	 3 . 0200 CPSTG 1.7529
-	 SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500 .0600 ,0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PH[








	 - 6.0977 1.7338 1.4467 1.4467 1.5802 3.5806 4.0176 3.7900
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI




























130.000 1.2075 .7273 .6501




180.000 .9893 .4039 .5761
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UPWT 1059 ( IH4) 01-TIE-SBNIS ORBITER FUSELAGE ( MQ3BAB)
MACH	 ( 2)
_	
2.950	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB 1.0250	 1.0500
PHI
.000 .1968	 .3039 i
MACH	 t 3l -_	 3.700	 ALPHA C 1) _	 -10.000	 PINE	 a	 .33922 Q(PSI) =	 3.1550 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7639
SECTION ( i)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000	 .0050 	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .1800 .1000	 .1250	 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 7.3719 2.6505 2.2723	 2.2410	 2.4548 5.4659 6.0733 5.6662
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800
	
.3000 .8050	 .8290	 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI I
.000 1.0046
	 .5344	 .6529 .6617	 .5620
























_,	 ...	 .... ,	 ;_
(R '1
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	 ALPHA (	 1) =	 -10.000
SECTION ('1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000










a	 - 180.000 1.2907	 .4129 .5154
X/LB 1.0250	 1.0500
PHI
s;r_ .000 .0859	 .0973
t MACH	 ( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA'( 2) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 _ .3:922 Q(PSI) =	 3.1550 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
1
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
" X/LB- .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500






	 1.2475 S'709 4.9741' .3900







180.000 6.2448 2.0066 1.6883 1.6652 1.8493 4.4611 5.0945 4.8318
X/LB ' .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000
	 .6000	 .7800 E000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 I.0000 1.0145
PHI
` .000 .7411
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l	 ^^
UPWT 1059 CIH4) 01-T15-S8N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE
	
CMQ3BAB1
MACH ( 3) =
	 3.700
	 ALPHA ['2) _	 =5..000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER F"USELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .2000
	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .6000	 .8050	 8290
	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630
	































































MACH ( 31 _	 3.700	 ALPHA t'3)
	 .000 PINF	 _ .32922	 Q(PSI)	 3.1550	 RN/L _ 3.0000	 CPSTG _ 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
	 j
I
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400'	 .0500' .0600
	 .0300	 1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 1700	 .1750	 .1800	 =
PHI
	
.000	 5.2139 2.6777 1.3652 1.1263




















	 5.2139	 1.4674	 1.2043 1.2033 1.3369 3..2645	 3.8498	 3.7041
.^
f.
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-58N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BAB)
MACH	 ( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA ('3) _	 cGo
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
X/LB .2000	 .3000
	 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800	 .8100 .8050	 .8290	 8620 .9500	 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
.000 .6775 :-.3955
























'aI 117.500 .2950 3742 .3149
120.80D 2746
f	 r.T 127.900 1 .5217
E	 : ate 129.500 1.4012
C	 f;'„ 130.000 1.0478	 .5028 .3415
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15 -$;BN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MG38AB)
MACH	 ( 3) f	 3.700 ALPHA E-4) _	 5.000 PINF	 = .32522 0(PSI) 3.1550 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
I
SECTION t 110RBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
X/L8 .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500 .0600 .0000 .1000 .1250 .1500 .ISCJ .1650 .1700 -	 .1750 1800 sr
PHI







180.000 5.1040 1.0922 .8845 .8993 .9897 2.2440 2.8215 2.7656
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7800 .8(00 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
























C: 117.500 .3001 .2931
120.800 .5186 s
127.900 .4964 1





180.000- .6749 .2422 .2434
cr i«•+^. a ' :y+fl!hlla}++ 	 4S`-k4afn -	 »k ^P ow"W
DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 449
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-ESNIS ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BAB)
MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA ('4) 5.000




MACH	 ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA	 (-1) _	 -10.000	 PINF	 =	 .16535 Q(PSI) =	 2.4532 RN/L 3.0000	 CPSTG 1.8033
i	 SECTION ( I)ORBITER'FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
X/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 0830 .1000	 .1250	 .1500 .1600 .1650	 .1700 .1750 .1800
e	 PHI







1E10.000 6.3004 2.1127 1.4750	 1.4336	 1.6028 4.2120 4.8610 3.9388
X/LB .2000	 3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8030 .8050	 .8290	 .8620 .9500 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
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UPWT 1059
-`(IH4) 01-T15-S8N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BA8)
MACH 4.600	 ALPHA i 1) _	 -10.000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000	 .3000
	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 ..7800	 .:3000 .8050 .8290
.
















L 	 .000 .0561	 .0567
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4,600'	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 -5.000
	
PINF	 =	 .16565 Q(PSI) _	 2.4532 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG	 - 1.8033 --
is	 SECTION	 ( ))ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X'/LB .0000












180.000 5.2371 1.5403 1.2615 1.2487 1.4025 3_6332 4.4201 4.0442
`	 X/LB .2000


















.,	 ;^. ,,- aE.k+d.•f.s++r._.«,.R.3: ...	 . +r>.; ... .+,.-,.;;>	 +w .,s;M. .w, ^,	 „.ur, r . , o	 ,;	 ^-	 .,	 ..,. t r.;:	 .. v:w+KU+a^r14w^s:sY.,>c•r+^^k...r-r M..<t:.i:.:%^ts^setiuta`NYat:^?uv+^'"
It, _
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	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 451
UPWT 1059 (IH4) OI-T15
- S8N16 , ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BAB)
MACH
	 ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA C 2) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( I)ORB'ITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000	 .3000



















130.000 .9502 .5108 .2835















( 4) =	 4.600
	 ALPHA 't 3) _	 .000	 PINF 	` _	 . IE565 Q(PSI) _	 2.4532 RN/L _	 3 . 0000	 CPSTG 1.8033





	 .0500	 .0600	 0300 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650	 .1700 -.1750 .1800 Y^
PHI
.000 4.2038








180.'000 4.2038 1.0667 .8510 .8622 .9605 2.3526 3.11'09 3.0875
PAGE 452DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-38N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BAB)
MACH	 t°4) _	 4.600 ALPHA ( 3) _	 .000
SECTION 't I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 3L
X/LB .2000	 .3000 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800	 .8300' .8050	 .8290	 .8620 .9500	 .9630 :9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI



































DAT_ 20 API 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 453
	UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-!^8N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE
	
(M63BA8)
MACH ('4-) =	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 4)	 5.000 PINF	 = .16!i65	 0(PSI) = 2.4532	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG = 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE




.0400	 .0500	 .0600 	 0000	 .1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	.000	 4.0861 2.6695 1.3587
	 .7751
	







































	 .2769	 .2290	 .2153









I ^ 45.000 .1873
































DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA — IH4	 PAGE	 454__.__
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15—SSNIS 	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (M03BAB)
MACH	 ( 4) 4.600	 ALPHA { 4) _	 5.000











DATE 20 APR 76-
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 455'
UPWT 1059 (IH4) OI-T15-S3N16 ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UAB)	 ( 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 =	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L	 _ 3.000 BETA	 = .000
LREF	 = _1290.3000 INCHES	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 =	 1290.3000 INCHES




MACH	 (	 1) =	 2.360	 ALPHA (	 1) _ .000	 PINT	 _	 1:19$9 Q(PSI) 4.6665 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7063
SECTION (	 1) 0RB . UPPER WING DEPENDE(qT VARIABLE P.
G 2Y/BW	 .4000	 .6000	 .8000
X/CW
' .050'	 1.7760





MACH	 ('1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) 5.000	 PINF	 _	 1.1969 Q(PSI)	 _ 4.6665 RN/L -	 3.0000 CPSTG	 _ 1.7063
SECTION (	 I)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




.200	 .6335	 .7612	 1.1510
.600'	 .2760	 .2760
.800	 .2995
f .900	 2.2383	 .3422
.950	 .4401 1
MACH	 ( 2) =
	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 1) _ .000	 PINF	 _	 .663't5 Q(PSI)	 _ 4.0415 R'A/L 3.0200 CPSTG	 _ 1.7529 j
SECTION (	 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI.'-!











DATE, 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 456
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1-T15-Sf'NIG ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UAB)
MACH	 ( 21' Y	 2.950	 ALPHA t 2) =	 5.000	 PINF	 _	 .6639-5 Q(PSI) 4.0415 RN/L	 3.0200 CPSTG	 =	 1.7529












MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700
	
ALPHA (	 1) _	 -10.000	 PINE	 _	 .329E2 Q(PSI)	 = 3.1550 RN/L	 3.0000 CPSTG	 _	 1.7839
















MACH	 ( 31 _	 3.700	 ALPHA t 2) _	 -5.000	 P1NF	 _	 .329E2 Q(PSI)	 _ 3.1550 RN/L	 _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 _	 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORB
	
UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL












DATE 20; APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 457
UPWT
	 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S;BN16 ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UAB)
MACH	 ( 3) _'	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 .000	 PINF	 .32!122 Q(PSI) 3.1550 RN/L	 3.0000 CPSTG	 =	 1.7839















^. b MACH	 _( 3) _-	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 4) _ 5.000	 _PINF	 _	 .32S22 Q(PSI)	 = 3.1550 RN/L	 _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 _'	 1.7839















MACH	 ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _ -10.000	 PILAF	 _	 . 16E65 Q ( PSI) 2 . 4532 RN /L	 =	 3.0000 CPSTG	 =	 1.8033


















DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
--------
	 --- - -_
	




UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SBN16 ORB'. UPPER WING (M03UAB)
MACH	 c	 ) =	 4.600
	
ALPHA ( 2) _ -5.000	 PINF	 _	 .16ES5 Q(PSI) _ 2.4532	 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 _	 1.8033





.200 .2516	 .3188	 :6234





MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600
	
ALPHA t 3) _ .000	 PINF	 .16535 Q(PSI) 2.4532	 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 1.8033










MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.000	 ALPHA t 4) _ 5.000	 PINF	 _ .16555 O(PSI) 2.4532	 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 1.8033
1
SECTION t 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE R.
2Y/BW .4000	 .6000	 .8000'
X/CW
.050 .3678












4DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 459
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S)N16 ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LAB)	 ( 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 - .0000 INCHES RN/L 3,000 BETA	 _ .000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP 	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 =- 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMR-P	 = .0000 INCHES
SCALE = .0100'
^ j MACH	 ( 1)	 =	 2.360	 ALPHA	 ('1) .000	 PINF	 _ 1.1969 Q(PSI) _	 4.6665	 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7063
SECTION (	 1IORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1.
,- 2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
1
X/CW
.000 3.4547 3.7636 .7771
.001 .9098





_025 1.7387	 1.4736 1.50 9
.045 1.7279





















.900 .8257	 1.0554' 1.51n6 1.5297
MACH
	 ( 1)	 _	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000	 PINF	 = 1.19(,9 Q(PSI) =	 4.6665	 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7063
'
SECTION (	 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
8
2Y/BW .2500
	 3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW 
.000 4.0315 4.0264 .5051
.001 .7942	 1.5631 3.3108	 1.9925 4.0708 1.9793
.002 1.6602' 1.8877
.003 4.3695 3.7926







DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 460
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01'-TI5-SEN16 ORB: LOWER WING	 (MQ3LAB)
MACH	 ( 1) _	 2.360 ALPHA ( 2') _ 5.000'
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500 .3011
	 .3480 .4000 .5000 ..6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.025 1.8371 1.8760 2.05C7
.045 1.8220
















.900 .611.3 1.2194 1.85E8 2.0874
MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA (	 1) _ .000	 PINF	 = 66345 Q(PSI) =	 4.0415	 RN/L	 3.0200	 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION C I)ORS. LOWER WING' DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500 .3011	 .3490 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7500 .8500' .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 2.9085 3.1218 .5036







.025 .7383 1.1910 1.21E2
.045 .7520














DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 461
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O.IrT15-Sfi416 ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LAB)
MACH ('2) x	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 1) _
	
.000
SECTION ( I)ORB. LOWER WING
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL

















MACH ( 2) =	 2.950
	 ALPHA i 2)	 5.000 PINE	 _ .66345	 0(PSI) = 4.0415	 RN/L	 3.0200	 CPSTG	 1.7529'
SECTION ( I)ORB. LOWER WING	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
'	 2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480'	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .750)	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
	
.000	 3.2031	 3.3345	 .3019
	
.001'	 .5048



















































.900	 .3899	 1.0080 1.6491	 .7835
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 462
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S81116 ORB'. LOWER WING (MQ3LA8 )
MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA-(	 '1)'- -10.000	 PINF	 _ .3292i1 Q(PSI) =	 3.1550	 RN/L 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500- .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .75011 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
i
.000 2.0L28 2.2824 .3303
.001 .5975





.025 .4696	 .4178 .511..
.045 .5052

















	 .5454 .517i" .3603 i
MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700 ALPHA ( 2) =	 -5.000	 PINF	 - .3292i Q(PSI) =	 3.1550	 RN/L _	 3.0000'	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'PL
s	
2Y/BW .2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
{	 X/CW
.000 1.6827 2.2203 .3204





1025 .4159	 .3803 .466( ^-w- -- -
.045 .4353






DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 463
UPWT 1059 (IH4) OI-T15-SBD16 ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LAB)
MACH ( 3)	 3.700	 ALPHA t 2)	 -5.000
SECTION ( I)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011

























MACH ( 3)	 3.700	 ALPHA	 3)	 .000	 PINF	 .3292E	 Q(PSI) = 3.1550	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORB. LONER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Yl8W	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
	
.000	 1.6332	 2.2203	 .2642
	















































.900	 .2818	 .5612	 .5975	 .,2485
kr
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 I1-14 PAGE	 464
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S3N16 ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LAB)
MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000 PINT	 =	 .329?2 Q(PSI) =	 3.1550	 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P.
2Y/8W .2500 .3011
	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7510 .8500 .9500	 .9980
l
X/CW
.000 2.0933 2.4842 .1674





.025 .4306 .6808	 84 t9
.045 .4891
















r	 .900 .2648 .6980	 .67'16 .3708
MACH
	
( 4) -	 4.600 ALPHA	 (	 1) =	 •-10.000 PINF	 =	 .16565 8(PSI) =	 2.4532	 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 1.8033i
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P4
2Y/8W .2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 6000	 .7510 8500 .9500	 .9980
m`	 X/CW
.000 1.7537 2.0831 .2170





.025 .3255 .3320	 .36 2 J ^----9
.045 .3272







DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 465
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SlIN16 ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LAB)
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA t	 1)' =	 -10.000
SECTION t 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PC
2Y/BW .2500 .3011

















	 .3872	 .32:3 .1988
MACH
	 ( 4) -	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2)
_	 -5.000	 PINF	 _	 .165E+5 Q(PSI) =	 2.4532	 RN/L	 3,0000	 CPSTG	 '1.8033
SECTION t I)ORB.'LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PC
2Y'/BW .2500 .3011	 .3460,. .4000













.025 .2693	 2936	 .37E4
.045' .2660





















.900 '04	 3138	 2918 1832
w ,
DATE 20 APR 76 °-TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 456	 -
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SEN16 ORB. LOWER WING (MO3LAB)
MACH
	 i 4) =	 4.600 ALPHA ( 3) _ .000	 PINF	 =	 .165E5 QiPSI) =	 2.4532	 RN/L 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y /8w .2500 .3011
	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980 I
X/Cw
.000 1.2973 1.7052 .1575
.001 .2338






.025 .2354 .3134	 .4313
.045 .2354















.900 .1948 .3250	 .2599 .1350
MACH	 ( 4)" _	 4.600	 ALPHA 14) _	 x.000	 PINT	 =	 .16563 Q (PG 1) 2.4532	 RN'% _	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
I	 SECTION
I
1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y /BW .2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7503 .650U .9500	 .9980
X/CW
:000 1.4850 1.(3554 .1075
.001 .1727	 .1515 1.0176	 .5620
	 Y.7871 .7655





.025 .2525 .4366	 .6891 -"-
.045 .2590






DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE	 467
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S8AI6 ORB. LOWER WING	 (M03LA8)
MACH	 ('4) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 4') =	 5.000
SECTION,( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011





















DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 468
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S8P16 ORB. VERT.	 TAIL (MQ3VAB')	 C 15 APR 76	 ).
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L 3.000 BETA	 _ .000
LREF
	 = '1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 =' 1290.3000, INCHES `




( 1)	 =	 2.360	 ALPHA
	 (	 11 _	 .000	 PINF	 =	 1.196E Q(PSI) =	 4.6665	 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7063
SECTION (	 1)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL" DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X /CV
.000 4.3541
	 4.2875	 3.5297 4.2210'
.300 2.2064	 2.1543	 1.9370
.500 1.9394







( 1) =	 2.360	 ALPHA	 ( 2) =	 5.000	 PINT	 1.196E Q(PSI) =	 4.6665	 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7063
SECTION C;1)ORB'.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV











'	 MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA	 (`1) _	 ..:'?0	 PINT	 .6634E Q(PSI) =	 4.0415	 RN/L _	 3.0200 CPSTG	 = 1.7529
SECTION ('1)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
i	 Z/BVz<, .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV






.900 .4357	 .5174	 .6009
i
Y
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 469
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S8N16 ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VAB)
MACH	 ,( e) =	 2.950
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000	 PINF	 =	 .66345 Q(PSI)	 _ 4,0415 RN/L =	 3.0200 CPSTG	 _ 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z`/BV .2990
	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV





.900" .3384	 .4171	 .4589
MACH	 ( 3) =	 3..700
	 ALPHA	 (	 '1) =	 -10.000	 PINF
	 =	 .32922 0(PSI) 3.1550 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION'( 1)ORB.'VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990
	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/Cv
.000 2.7040	 3.7690	 3.1682 4.0848
.300 1.5190	 .9617	 .8175 -
.500 1.1952
.700 .5586
.900 .4247	 .4721	 .3778 i
MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 .32922a Q(PSI) _ 3.1550 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 ..5320	 .7650 .9050
X/Cv
.000 3.1095	 2.6402	 2.4678 3.1744
.300' 1.0365	 .7415	 .6316
.500 .9501
.700< .5092
.900 .3238	 .4403,	 .3214
MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700
	
ALPHA ( 3) =	 .000	 PINF	 =	 . 32922 Q(PSI) 3.1550 RN/L 3.0000- CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORB.-VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/$V .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 2.6794	 2.2442	 2.0223 2.3825
.300 .8139	 .6534	 .5214'
.500' .7039
.700- .3859
1 900 ,2586	 .3383	 .2800
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 470
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T,15-SBN'6 ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VAB)
MACH	 ( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA'( 4) =	 5.000	 PINF	 .32922 Q(PSI)	 = 3.1950 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL








.900 IB03	 .2504	 .2175_
MACH
	 ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA (	 1) =	 -10.000
	
PINF	 _	 .16565 Q(PSI)	 _ 2.4532 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION I i)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV









	 ( 4) _	 4.600'	 ALPHA	 ( 2) =	 -5.000
	
PINF	 =	 .16565 Q(PSI)	 = 2.4532 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG' 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORS.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/13V
_2990	 .532.0	 .7650 .9050
X/CV











(	 4) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 .000	 PINF	 .16565 Q(PSI)	 _ 2.4532 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG '= 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT V.;°LIABLE PL
I	 Z/BV" .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV







.900 .1399'	 .1429	 .1212
t

DATE 20 APR 78
	 TABULATED SOURCE' DATA - IH4	 PAGE 472
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SBIJIS EXTERNAL TANK
	
(MQ3TAB)	 ( 15 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA
	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF, - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L
	 -	 3.000 BETA	 -	 .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP -
	 .0000 INCHES




MACH ( 1)'_	 2.360	 ALPHA'( 1') _




3.0000	 CPSTG - 1.7063
SECTION (,I)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT	 .0000	 .0050
	 .0100	 .0400	 .0800	 .1500
	 .2000	 .2500	 .2750
	 .3000	 .3250	 .3350	 .3500	 .3750	 .4000
THETA
	




67.500	 1.0006	 .7196	 .4642
	
90.000	 1.032L 1.0313 1.0650 2.9527 6.7282	 .6776	 .4041
	
112.500
	 1.0693 1.0562 3.5318	 .9690	 .5619
	
135-.000









	 9.0527 7.3938 6.5524 4.4038 3.1754 1.7012 1.07422
	 .9615



























67.500	 151	 1.2575 1.1576 1.1525 1.1519 1.1332	 2.0542
	
90.000
	 .4477	 .9585	 1.2872	 .9708
	 .9847	 .9001	 .9766 1.0736	 2.0015
	
112.500	 .5799
	 .9405	 1.5694	 1.6070 1.4419 1.3114 1.2013 1.1332 1.6530 	 2.6070
	
123..000	 1.5526 2.1320 2.5951
	
135.000	 1.5563	 1.4598	 .9916	 1.1156 1.3142' 1.2211	 1.1457 1.1928 2.2574	 2.4804
	





























DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4 PAGE 473
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T15-SBf16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAB)
MACH
	 (-1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 1) _ .000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE, PL





MACH	 (	 1) =	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000 PINF	 =	 1.1965 Q(PSI) 4.6665 RN/L _	 3.0000
	
CPSTG = 1.7063
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK` DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 _0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000' 5.0304 3.6198 2.0001 1.6579
45.000 1.8483
67.500 1.2053 1.2200 _8667
90.000 1.012E 1.0372 1.0211 3.0200 6.6873 .6635 .4228
112.500'
.9705 .9269 2.8547 .5341 .2648
135.000 1.1527 1.1410 1.3165 .9946
157.500_ 1.8133
167.000> 1.7869
180.000 9.0664	 6.7196 6.4346 3.6980 2.6270 1.3846	 .8604 .7826 .8759 1.6909 1.7022 1.9356





	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500	 .5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 _7500 .8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
THETA
.000 1.2707 1.2380
I	 '^ 45.000 1.2076 1.2222 1.6859
I 67.500 1.0240 1.4635 1.3920 1.3244 1.2648 1.2262 1.9583 
Ed 90.000 .4920 .6861 1.6718 1.5418 1.2921 1.2211 1.1451 2.0372 2.2903
Ch
112.500 .3987 .7297 1.4364 1.3647 1.3085 1.2262 1.1587 1.1814 2.1195 2.6325
123.000` 1.9487 2.5673 2.8924
135.000 1.2009 1.0957 .8787 1.2404 1.2336 1.1706 1.1837 1.2768 2.4691 2.8669
L 157.500 2.0353	 2.0918 1.0454' 1.,1959 1.0642 .9496 1.0124 1.0701 1.2965 1.6576 2.2810 3.2807
161.000 2.0278
166.000 1.2430 - .9780
180.000, 3.8478
	 2.2104 1.4199 1.0153 1.2750 1.2637	 1.116S 1.0421 .9582 .9113 1.3511 1.7323 2.6495 3.3754




DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
	 PAGE 474
UPWT 1059 tIH4) 01-T15-SBNIS EXTERNAL TANK	 (MQ3TAB)
MACH t 1)	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK














MACH ( 2)	 2.950 	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 000	 PINF	 - .66345	 Q(PSI) - 4.0415
	
RN/L	 3.0200	 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT	 .0000	 .0050
	 .0100	 0400	 .0800
	 1500	 .2000	 .2500	 .2750	 .3000	 .3250	 .3350	 .3500	 .3750	 .4000
THETA
	



























180.000	 7.6481 5.6939 5.6666 3.2334 2.2286 1.0679
	 .6226	 .5291

















	 5u?0	 .5250	 .5500	 .5750	 .6000















	 .3069	 .6816	 7462








.8593	 .8280	 .763E	 .7479	 1.6156
	




	 .9916	 .7222	 .5951
	 .6342	 .7839	 .7537	 .6957 1.3454-	 1,4203
	
157.500	 1.3936 1.4952
	 .8625 1.-1696	 .7152
	 .8058
	









	 2,0466 2.0203 1.1602
	
.9246	 .7462
	 9013 1.0905	 9169	 .8e10	 .6620	 .5578	 .7187 1.2625	 1.7189
	
197.000
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SBN 6 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TA8)
MACH	 ( 2) 2.950	 ALPHA (	 1) _ .000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL










ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000	 PINF	 _	 .66345 Q(PSI) 4.0415 RN/L 3..0200 CPSTG 1.7529
o-	 SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
l	 THETA
000 3.8777 2.7174 1.3804 1.0534
45.000 .8072
67.500 .7273 .9231 .6038
90.000 .5945 .5978 .5963 2.1536 4.7316 .5587 .3448
112.500 .5436 .4984 1.5731 .3975 .1882
135.000 .6310 .7138 .7529 .5978
157.500 1.0033
167.000 .9917
180.000 7.5928	 5.0890 4.9678 2.5840 1.8129 .8678	 .491+9 .4250 .5550 .8578 .8830 1.0108€	





X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500	 .5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 8750 .9000
THETA
.000 .7971 .6874
45.000 .7035 .7619 .7327
67;500 .5707 .6813 .8091 .8225 .7865 .7510 1.2204
90.000 .3027 .3117 .5677 .8968 .8388 .7644 .7342 .8614 1.6591
112.500 .1882 .2831 .4382 .7743 .8091 .7720 .7371 .7104 1.0144 1,6171
123.000 .7290 1.3288 1.6682
135.000 .5617 .7288 .5722 .5565 .6764 .7261 .6970 .7121 1.4928 1.6126
157.500 1.1407	 1.2272` .6948 .9296 .6346 .6619 .5460- .5099 .6537 .9913 1.2685 1.7553
1131.000 1.1501'
166.000 .9005 .5574'
180.000 2.2492	 1.7693 1.0390 .7763 .6094 .8733	 .8073 .7151 .6328 .5536 .6226 .9653 1.3146 1.8390
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UPWT 1059 '(IH4) 01-T15-SSN16 EXTERNAL TANK (M03TAB) i►"' -
MACH	 ( 2) _	 2.950
	 ALPHA ( 2) _ 5.000
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






MACH	 ( 3)'_ 3.700-	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -10.000 PILAF	 _	 .32922 Q(PSI) =	 3.1550 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 - 1.7839
SECTION ('I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500
	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 1.4240 .832S9 .3075 .2892
45.000
.0848
67.500 1845 0915 0615
90.000
.3128 .2866 .3286 1.3516 2.7978 .3736 .2370
112.500
.4246 .4711 .4636 .9752 .6691
135.000
.5701 .5746 .5146 4111
157.500 1.0007
167.000 1.0967
180.000 5.7727"	 5.1378 4.4875 3.3387 2.3238 1.1590	 .6804 .5388 .5273 .5254 .5677 1.2811













67.500 .0645 .1156 .1000 .1283 1734 .1769 .2804j 90.000 .2565 .2761 .4216 .5636 .41.57 .3700 .3365 .3260 .6816
112.500 .5176' .6091 .7216 .8342 .8105 .6845 .6434 .5677 .5717 1.1221
f, 123.000 .4665 .8955 1.2436
135.000 .8867 .9437 .6511 .5874 .5949 .6908 .6457 .5850- .9839 1.1363
157.500 1_.1776





	 1.7102 .6755 .8198 .5869 -	 .7294
	 .6274 .5449" .6765 .5767 .5911 .5225 1.1154 1.4717
197.000
.5427 .6042 1.4547G 210.000
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) Oi-T15=SBNIPi EXTERNAL TANK 	 CM03TAB)
MACH ( 3) _
	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 10.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL (TANK
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL














MACH ( 3) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.-000	 PINF	 _ .32922	 Q(PSI) = 3.1550	 RN/L.	 - 3.0000	 CPSTG - 1.7839
SECTION ( i)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750
THETA
.000 1.8180 1.1196 .4442
45.000
67.500 .2451 .2000
90.000 .3385 .2887 .3233 1.1228 2.9316 .4000
112.500 .3669 .3985 .3910 .6782
135.000 .4406 .4135 .3128
157.500
167.000
180.000 "'5.8522 4.6729 4.4356 2.8209 1.9100 .8739 .4887 .3904 .4250 .5000' .6538





X/LT .4250 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500 .5750 _6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 .8750
THETA
.000	 " .2875 .2335
45.000 .1513 .2113
67.500 .0782 .1475 .1521 .1862 .2175 .2418
90.000' .17891 .1609 .1940 .3563 .3713 .3378 .3285 .2886
112.500 .3083 .3368 .4195 .4783 .5928 .6368 .5460 .5119 .4905
123.000 .3702 .4748
135.000 .5729 .8632 .5985 .4135 .4436 .4639 .4957 .4552 .7114
157.500 .8769 1.0113 .6212 .7538 .4904 .5258 .4837 .4410 .3842 .4052 .6471
161.000 .9019
166.000 .6308 .5112
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S8t16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAB)
MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






MACH	 ( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3) _ .000	 PINF	 -	 .3292E Q(PSI) 3.1550 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 _ 1.7839
SECTION G 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .01-1 00 .0800 .1500	 .200[7 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA





.324E• .2877 .3268 .9940 2.2795 .4036 .2590
112.500
.3283 .3494 .3539 .4367 .2349
135.000
.3494 .3840, .2696 .3178
157.500 .5579
167.000 .6023
r	 180.000 5.8352	 4.0465 4.3469 2.2707 1.5116 .6505	 .3484 .3398 .3398 .4247 .8154 .6062










67.500 .1506 .2783 .3154 .3131 .2824 .2957 .5932
90.000 .1566 .1370 .2063 .3316 .2859 .2749 .2703 .2992 .7662
112.500 .1747 .1837 .2229 .3524 .4028 .4664 .4358 .4207 .4115 .9138
123.000 .3478 .6360 .8854
1.35.000 .4428 .6446 .4398 .3409 .3495 .3235 .3628 .3536 .6563 .8420
157..500 .6120 	 .7741 .4749 .6197 .3900 .4268 .3481 .3285 .2752 .3393 .4914 .8802
161.000 7432
-.
166.000 .6506 .4001 j
180:000 - 1.1619	 1.3294 6544 .5425 .3919 .4807
	
.471G .4198 .4610 .3900 .3202 .2562 .6652 1.0079
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UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T15-S8N16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TA8)
MACH
	
1 3) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 3)' _ .000
SECTION ( !)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL









	 ALPHA t 4) _	 5.000 PINF .32922 Q(PSI) _	 3.1550 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION t;1)EXTERNAL'TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
r:	 THETA





.3311 .3005 .3276 1.0256 2.6692 .4538 .2720
112.500
.3020 .3005 .4373 .2675 .1337	 a
135.000
.3141 .3035 .3216 .3246
157.500 5112
E	 167.000 .4726
180.000 5.8362	 3.7744 3.4416' 1.7400 1.1723 .4823 .2681 .3125 .2952 .3280 .3723 .5132







X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250- .5500 .5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
THETA
.000 4224 3676
45.000 .3798 .3621 .4199
67.500 .2870 .3277 .3428 .3613 .3786 .3995 .4956
90.000 .1863 .1563 .2059 .2374 .3543 .4215 .4267 .3949 .8447
112.500 .1307 .1352 .1713 .2762 .3329 .3729 .4030 .4099 .4111 .9020
i	 123..000 3653 .6953 .8632135-.000 .2449 .2329 .2419 .2901 .2912 .3144 .3150 .3161 .7145 .8192
157,500 .4823	 .5016 .4244 .4534 .3955 .3451 .2867 .2521 .2232 .3733 .5090 .8762
161.000 .4553
166.000 .4128 .3072
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UPWT'1059 (IH4) D1-TI5-S8N.6 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAB)
MACH	 ( 3) 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 4)
_
5.000
SECTION ( 1')EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL










4.600	 ALPHA ( 11 =	 -10.000' PINF	 -	 .16565 Q(PSI) 2.4532 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT" .0000
	 .0050 .0100 .0400' .0800 .1500
	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA






.1734 .1593 .1878 .7033 1.8342 .2690 .1668







	 3.6038 3.2624 2.3298 1.6213 .7616
	 .4245 .3267 .3054 .3189 .4117 .7287






X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 :5100 .5250 .5500






67.500 0541 .0896 :27584 .0584 .0740 .0804 .1243
90.000 .1593 .1623 .2014 .3238 .2961 .2579 .2128 .2053 .3100
112.500 .,3"126 .3306 .4433 .4355 .5372 .4609 .3950 .3730 .3458 .5662
'23.000 .2654 .4089 .7819
135.000 .5605 .6792 .4673 .3771 .3516 .3921 .4251 .3718 .5864 .7136
157.500 .6437	 .7461 .3885- .3962 .3769 .4730 .3020 .3388 .3166 .3452 .5651 .8372
161.000 .5069
166.000 .3344 4145
180.000 1.4171	 1.3889 .4890 .4929 .4214 .4252	 .4040 .3172 .2905 .3662 .3452 .3140 .6630 .9828
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 -T15-S8N16 EXTERNAL TANK CM03TAB)
MACH	 ('4) 4-.600
	 ALPHA (	 1) -	 -10.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .9250







1 MACH	 ( 4) 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 -5.000 PINF	 = -..16565 Q(PSI) 2.4532 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500
	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 ,4000
THETA





.1541 .1668 .1880 .5520 2.1106 .2927 .1668
^+ 112.500
.2184 .2396 .2305 .4094 .2654
135.000
.2578 .2684 .1850 .1911
r I57.500 .4716
167.000 4330
t 160.000 4.4776	 3.3802 3.4741 2.0216 - 1.3407 .5645
	 .2941 .2281 .2725 .2938 .3808 .4504







i XILT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500
	 .5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
THETA
.000 .1434 .1428
45.000 .0714 .0749 .1570
67.500, .0561 .0996 .0741 .0712 .0915 .0955 .2061
90.000 .1198 .1016 .1061 .1534 .2478 .2235 .2026 .1858 .2571
112.500 .1850 .1941 .2032 ,2666 .2872 .3694 .3422 .3150 .2993 .3364
I' 123.000 .2304 .3034 .5107
135:000 .4200 .5368 .3973 .2669 .2634 .2547 .2959 .2930 .4748 .4881
157!500 .5219	 .6224 .3672 .4136 .3151 .3221 .2654 .2775 .2368 .2285 .3895 .6161
161.000 .5605
166, 000 .3982 .3494
180.000 .8872
	 1.2063 .3885 .4484 .3054 .2822	 ,3035 .2852 .2667 .3068 .2743 231.0 .4844 .6747
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S8N13 EXTERNAL TANK (M03TA8)
MACH	 (	 +1 :	
-.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 -5.000











	 ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 3) = .000 PINF	 _	 .16565 Q(PSI) 2.4532 RN/L _	 3.0000 FSTG 1.8033
G	 SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000










.1864 .1825 .1976 4344 2.0558 .3032 .1689
112.500 2021 .2097 .1825 - .2579 .1403
135.000




`	 180.000 4.4991	 3.0672 3.1901 1.6206 1.0621 .4098	 .2053 .2241 .2125 .2260 .2608 .3245












67-.500 .0818 .1484 .1403 .1281 .1350 .1374 .2712
90.000 .0996 .1116 .1101 .1403 .1675 .1675 .1687 .1687 .2904
112.500 1312 .1071 .1237 .1571 .1530 .1660 .2237 .2446 .2498 .4196
123.000
.1860 .2585 .4712
135.000 .2564 - .3002 .2579 .2150 .1953 .1971_ .1826 .1733 .3020 .4185
157.500 .3303 ,	 .3380 .2936 .2975 .2917 .2436 .2011 .2024 .1776 .1580 .2144 .5114
161.000 .3033
166.000 .3535 .2443
180.000 .8170	 .7803 .3805 .3226 .2202 .2530 	 .2743 .2246 .2417 .2265 20(1 .1605 .3026 .5919
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SSN11; EXTERNAL TANK
	
(MQ3TAB)
MACH (-4) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 000
SECTION ( 11EXTERNAL TANK










MACH	 ( 4) 4.600 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.000 PINE .16565 Q(PSI) =	 2.4532 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 -
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK" DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750
THETA




90.000	 - .1830 .1765 .1946 .5084 1.8365 .3213





180.000 4.5213 2.8828 2.4835 1.2038 .8028 .2919 .1689 .1874 .1816 .1796 .1854










67.500' .1765 .2002 .1897 .1938 .2013 .2031
90.000 .1222 .1116 .1252 .1329 .1532 .1555 .1735 .2013
112.500 .0950 .0935 .0935 .1381 .1317 .1497 .1723 .1955 .2350
123.000 .2275 .2634
135.000 .1297 .0860 .0845 .1213 .1445 .1741 .1752 .1538 .3238
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UPWT 1059 (1H4) 01-TI5-SB^16 SOLID RCKT. BSTR.	 (MQ3SAB)	 ( 15 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA
	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690-.0000 SQ.FT.
	
XMRP	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L
	 3.000	 BETA _	 .000
LREF	 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP	 .0000 'INCHES
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP =	 .0000 INCHES
SCALE	 0100
MACH ( 1) =
	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 1) _
	 .000	 PINE	 _ 1.196S	 Q(PSI) - 4.6665
	 RN/L
	
3.0000	 CPSTG - 1.7063
SECTION'( 1)SOL1D RCKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB
	 0000	 .0040	 .0250
	 .0500	 .0750	 .1000	 .1100	 .1150	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
90.000	 9.2114	 2.1420 2.1614	 2.1578
	 1.0365
180.000`	 2.1972'	 2.2123	 .9134	 1.6623
225.000
	 1.0243	 1.6463	 1.1897
247.500




	 2.9990 2.2650 1.8434 2.2951 6.7828 7.7112





.7800	 .8000	 .9000	 .9100	 .9200	 .9250	 .9300	 .9400	 .9500	 .9600	 .9900
PSI
90.000	 1.1709 1.7053	 :9081
	 2.0446	 1.9544
150.000
	 1.0879 3.5315 2.5825' .9666
















	 .6507	 .7051	 .9881	 2.1973
315.000	 1.0821
MACH ( 1) =
	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2)
	 5.000	 PINF	 = 1.1962	 Q(PSI)	 4.6655-	 RN/L	 _ 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7063
SECTION ( I)SOLID RCKT. BSTR





	 .1000	 .1100	 .1150	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
90.000	 9.1073	 2.0522 2.0928	 2.0959	 .9212
180.000	 1.7210	 1.7116	 .7117	 1.5329
225.000	
.4601	 1.3918	 1.1373
247.500	 .8996 1.5401 1.2856 1.1548
260.000	 5.6198
270.000
	 3.0075' 2.2593 1.8208' 2.2330' 6.5626 7.7010
	 .4949	 .4322	 .4288	 .6458 1.5154 1.3147 1.1868
315.000	 1.0384
1
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+..y
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T15-SSNIS SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (M03SAB)
MACH	 (	 1) 2.360 ALPHA ( 2) _ 5.000
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .5300
PSI
90.000 1.2631 1.9783 ,1.1557 1.9765 1.5459
180.000 1.9095 3.6799 1.0994 1.3204 2.2533 1.7175 1,.1833
210.000 1.4209 2.7424 1.0710 .7027
215.000 .5368 „2387 .1672
225.000 2.8812 1.9937 .7365 .8510 .5192
240.000 .6932 .5179 .7504
247.500 2.2658
270.000 2.1523 1.8828 .5995 .6854 .9464 2.2341
315.000 1.3496
E'
MACH	 ( 2) _	 2.950 ,'ALPHA	 (	 1) = .000 PINF	 _ .66345 D(PSI)	 =	 4.0415 RN/L 3.0200 CPSTO 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .,1000 1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000	 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 6.3990 1,4415 1.4585 1.4664 .5920
I80.000 1.5291 1.3841 .4634 .8449
225.000 .7450 .9265 .7980
247.500 .3174 .8933	 .7996 .7572
260.000 5.3542
270.000 2.4665 1.7606 1.3296 -1.3936 1.8554 7.4296 .4809 .5999 .3039 .3083 .7104	 .4973 .4867
315.000 .3340
d
X/LSRB .7000 .7600 .8000' .9000 9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400- .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI,
90.000 .6768 1.3759 .5404 1.0186 1.3416
180.000 .7013 1.8401 1.9323 .7527 1.1933 1.1322 .7658
210.000 .6088 1.9737 .8822 .4364
215.000 .5374 .2290 .1199-
225.000 2.5945 1.0669 .2540' .5374 .3690
240.000 .3839 .4364 .3554
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UPWT 1059 (1H4)	 01-T15-39N'6 SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (M03SA8)
MACH
	 ( 2) =	 2.950 ALPHA ( 2) _ 5.000 PINF .66345 Q(PSI) -	 4.04;5 RN/L 3.0200 CPSTG	 = 1.7529
SECTION ( I)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 8.2294 1.3820 '1.41,23 1.4305 5052




.2537 .9070 .8436 .7507
E`	260.000 4.8245
f:	 270.000 2.4623 1.7599 1.3176 1.5641 1.8701 7.6628 .4920 .3873 .3223 .3377 .8023 .8451 .7551
II	 315.000
E .5914
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000= .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
R	 90.000 .7190 1.3513 .6542 1.2176 .9333
180.000 .6946 2.4931 1.0219 .8158 1.4267 1.2875 .9725
t	 210.000 6205 1.8910 .8224 .5195
215.000
.3459 .1750 .1225




270.000 1.0712 1.7046 .3419 .3096 .4615 1.1173
315.000 .6710
MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700, ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -10.000' PINE	 = .32922 O(PSI) _	 3.1850 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION C 11SOLID RCKT . BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 6.8019 .8716 .8386 .8542 1243
160.000 1.9041 1.7008 .,6226 .8965
225.000 .6700 .8950 .5987
s'	 247.500 .4725 .9200 .6779 .5414
E	
260.000 5.8888




!	 X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .1231 .3794 .1270 .2628 .1686
180.000_ .4857 1.4735 1.5810 .4845 .9541 .6292 .4109
2.10.000 :6100 1.7434 .5442 .3345
215.000 .5209 .1782 .0960
225.000 2.0964 .7849 .2572 .5552 .2097
240.000 .2892 .1590 .1081
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) '01-TI5-S8N16 SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (M03SAB)
MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700 ALPHA	 (	 1) =	 -10.000
SECTION ( 1)SOL1D RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100	 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400	 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
247.500 .5003
'	 270.000 .2949 1.9377 .I688 .0988 1137 .5507
315.000 .1585
MACH -( 3) =	 3.700 ALPHA ( 2) _	
-5.000	 PINF	 = .32922 Q(PSI) _'	 3.1550 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 _ 1.7839
SECTION ( !)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB- .0000 .0040 .-0250 .0500 .0750
	 .1000 .1100 ' .1150 .1300	 .1500 .20UtJ .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 7.0401 .9119 .9004 .9075 .2245




.2790 .5698 .6123 .5350
260.000 3.8502
270.000 1.9541 1.3501 .9385 .8212	 1.3038 2.7374 .2648	 .2753 .2211- .1674 .2981 .3554 .2922
315.000 .0837
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100
	
.9200 .9250 .9300 .9400	 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .1.963 .4216 .1585 .3102 .2713
180,000 .3877 1.1963 1.4028 .4074 .6425 .5767 .3611
210.000 .4055
	 1.3460 .5370 .3014
215.000 .4753 .1699 .0890
225.000 1.2168 .9512 .16c0 .4589 .2041
240.000 1548 .1603 .1528
247.500 .4214
270.000 .2628 2.0565 1916 .1093 1417 .5528
315.000 ' 2364
MACH
	 ( 3) =	 3.700 ALPHA "( 3) _ .000	 PILAF	 = .32922 Q(PSI) =	 3.2550 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
f	 SECTION	 ( !)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB 10000 .00't0 .0250 .0500 .0750'	 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300	 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
r	
PSI
90.000 7.0828' .9201 .9252 .9271 .2879 x -1
180,.000 1.0922 .9344 .2515 .2809
225.000 .3829 .4147 .4588
247.500 .1691 3779 .4265 .4338
260.000 3.1744
270.000 1.9762 1,3802 .9498 .9730
	 1.2816 2.9252 .2797.	 .39-1 .2169 .1500 .2838 .2809 .2765
UPWT 1059 (1H4)	 O1-T1.5-S8N13 SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SAB)
MACH
	
( 3l_ = 3.700 ALPHA ( 3)
_
.000
SECTION ( I)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 ,1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000
PSI
315.000 .1618
X /LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .2879 .7832 .2622 .4935 .5983
180.000 .3529 1.1400 1.2594 .4230' .6214 .6379 .4852
210.000 .3676 1.1548 .4801' .3032
215.000 .3085 .1344 .0727
225.000 2.7613 .3182 .1716 .3813 ..1907
240.000 .2016 .1756 .1605
247.500 .3632
270.000 .3735 1.8875 i993 .1447 .1957 .5445
315.000 .3926
MACH'	 (	 3) =	 3.700 ALPHA	 (.4) _	 5.00h PINF	 - .32922 Q(PSI) =	 3.1550 RN/L 3.0000' CPST6
SECTION	 ('1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000 .,0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000
PS[
90.000 6.9524 .8806 .8896 .8986 .2532
180.000 .7832 .6887 .1458 .2723
225.000 .2516 .2693
247.500 .1531 .2399 .3459
260.000 3.4555
270-.000 1.9841 1.3833 .9453 .9588 1.3372 2.7880 .2778 .2848 .2269 .1692 .2252 .3032
315.000' .2958
X /LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 ,9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .3195 .8595 .4734 .6677 .6344
180.000 .3694 .8508 .7338 .5029` .8734 .8939 .7076
210.000 .3436 1.3583 .5092 .3450
215.000 .3491 .1437 .0794
225.000 1.3560 .4839 .1843 .4134 .2149
240.000 .2300 IR21 .1963
247,.500 .4047









DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 490
UPWT 1059 (TH4) 01-T15-SBNI(, SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (M03SAB)
MACH	 ( y > _	
-.600 ALPHA
	 (	 1) =	 -10.000 P1NF	 = .16565 Q(PSI) -	 2.4532 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.8033
SECTION ( I)SOL1D RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000' 0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 5.6518 .5772 .5429 .5575 .0602




.2777 .5212 .4722 3475
260.000 2.1548
270.000 1.5062 .9974 .6533 .4929 .9747 1.3936 .1721 .1545 .1698 .1574 .2955 .2777 .2019
315.000
.0535
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .0478 .2863 .0755 .1690 .1074
180.000 .3088 .9080 .8026 .3101 .6083 .4698 .3213
r	 210,000° .3788 1.1580 .4562 .2865
215.000 3775 .1439 .0787




270.000 .1812 1.3099 .1194 .0467 .0467 .3315
315.000 .0802
NACH
	 ( 4) _	 4.600 ALPHA ( 2) =	 -5.>000	 P'INF	 = .16565 Q(PSI) _	 2.4532 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 750 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 :4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 6.0771r .6136 .5945 .5989 .1077




.1551 .2476 .3744 .3251
260.000 1.5762
270.000 1.5796 1.0482 .6765 .5857 .9312 1.3526 .1747 .1765 .1441 .0955 .1148 .2148 .1760
315,.000 0477
X/LSRB 17000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100. .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .1035 .3337 .0961 .1910 1594
180.000 .2297 .7582' .8753 .2623' .4092' .3807 .2457
t	 21.0.000 .2678 9245 3685 1931
215.000
.3345 .1237 .0693




DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 491
UPWT 1059 (IH4)'01-T15-SSNIE 'SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SAB)
MACH	 ( 4) _	 4.600 ALPHA ( 2) _	 -5.000
SECTION C 1)SOLED RCKT. BSTR, DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200" .9250 .9300 .9400	 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
247.500 .2565
270.000 .1566 1.2382 .1310 .0640 .0797 .3309315.000' .1134
MACH
	 ( 4)'_ 4.60E ALPHA ( 3) _ .000 PINF	 = .16565 Q(PSI) _	 2.4532 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( I)SOL1D RCKT_ BSTP. DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000' .1100 .1150 .1300	 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PST
90.000 6.2314 .6338 .6294 .6275 .1517
160.000 7919 6471 1418 1327
225.000
.2116 .1163 .2534247.500
.1565 .1803 .2131 .2534
260.000 1.5891
270.000' 1.6523 1.0965 .6973 .7155 .9444 1.3314 .1766	 .2763 .1433 .1163 .1177 .1177 .1163
315.000
.0805
X/LSRB .7000' .7800 .8000 .9006 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400	 .9500 .9600 .9900
PS I
F	 90.000 .1680 .5596 .1626 .2840 .2868 j
160.000 .2027 .7485 .7048 .2357 .3801 .3106 .2701
210.000 .1826 .7384 .2725 .1921
215.000
.1975 .0817 .0531




270.000 .1640 1.0003 .1137 .0724 .0826 .3295
315.000 65 ,.
MACH
	 ( 4) 4.600 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000 PINF	 _ .16565 Q(PSI) _	 2.4532 RN/L	 = 3.0000 CPSTG	 =
a
1.8033	 j
SECTION t I)SOL1D RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1,100 .1150 .1300	 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 6.0983' .5990 .5933 .6003 .1130 - ^-
180.000 .5447, .4752 .0754 .1466
225.000 .1327 .1252 .1741
247.500 .1084 .1206 .1206 .1557
260.000 1.9322
270.000 1.6676 1.1115 .6992 .6780 .9724 1.4270 .1903	 .1955 .1539 .1099 .1176 .1'176 .1496
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 492
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-:15-SBNIS SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SAB)
MACH	 ( 4) _	 4.600 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.000
SECTION t 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIAELE PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250; .0500 .0750 .1000 .1.100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000
PS
315.000 .1680
X/LSRB .7000 .7800- .8000 .'9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .1359 .5168 .2252 .3534 .3422
180.000 .2229 .3230 2357 .2695 .5449 .5518 .4532
210.000 .1594 .8188 .4046 .2262
215--.000 .2262 .0995 .0613
225.000 .8328 .2863 .1212 .1635 .1580
240.000 .1076 .1144 .1156
247.500 2306
270.000 .2046 1.2444 .1589 .0615 .0681 .3301
315.000 .1954
 ,....^.......r^....... ..,...a..ssatia ..".,a.. 'rlNdtlB4a... . ...gym	 -	 .. _. .._.. ..^.	
-..__,__..
.._..^....^..._._ ...........::. ._......._._...,__.. ._.___..._.^....___.._.,_...... ..._........__. .. _.	 _.	 _	 ..
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 493
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1-T15-SBN16
	 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BAC)	 ( 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = .0000 INCHES RN/L 5.000	 BETA .000
LREF	 - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 INCHES
BREF
	
- 1290.3000 INCHES' ZMRP f .0000 INCHES
SCALE _ .0100
MACH	 ( 1) =	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 1)	 _ .000
	
PILAF	 _ 1.1042 Q(PSI) -	 6.7266 RN/L 5.0200	 CPSTG	 - 1.7529
SECTION (	 !)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAI3I_E PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500	 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250	 .1500 .1600 .1650	 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 11.2305 3.6254 3.0944 3.0613
	
3.3316 7.7161 6.4640 7.8423
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000	 .7800 .8000 8050 .8290	 .8620 .9500 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
^Nl
PHI





























DATE 20 APR 76




UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T 5-SBN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ3BAC)
MACH ( 1) _




X/L8	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000_ .5000	 6000	 .7800	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI'
	130'.000



















{{	 MACH ( 1)	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2)	 5.000	 PINF	 = 1.1042	 Q(PSl) = 6.7256	 RN/L	 5.0200	 CPSTG	 1.7529f
I. SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .0000
	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400	 .0500	 .0600
	
.0800	 .1000	 1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	
.000 10.1450 5.4942 3.2498 4.5453





















	 2.8929	 2.4136 2.3924 2.6019 6.1254	 6.8200	 6.3661
X/LB	 2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800




	 1.7293 1.3678 1.1199
	 .8887 1.8673



































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA th"+	 PAGE 495
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4` 71-TI'5-SSN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE
	
(M038AC)
MACH ( 1)	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2)	 5.000
































































MACH ( 2)	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 _ .54730	 Q(PSI) = 5.2445	 RN/L	 4.9900	 CPSTG	 1.7839
p	 SECTION`( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200
	
.0400	 0500	 .0600
	 .0800	 .1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	
.000 10.3972 4.9971 2.0052 1.9540'

















	 2.7806 2.7411 3.0074 7.4843	 8.5053	 8.0006
X/LB	 .2000
	 .3000	 4000
	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 9750 1.0000 1.0145
PH
uGo	 1.6603	 .8275	 .9583
	 8670	 .6742
	 2.1044	 .2326	 .1217	 .1121
;.	 23.000	 .8779
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 496
UPWT 1059 (1H4) 01-TI`)-S8N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BAC)
MACH	 ( 2) 3.700
	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






































.000 .1241 	 '1500
{	 5
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 497
UPWT 1059 (IH4)
	
01-T1E-SBN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BAC)
MACH
	
( 2) 3.700 ALPHA't 2) _ .000 P1NF
	 - .°4730 Qt PSI) -	 5.2445 RN/L 4.9900 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL'
k	
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500 .0600 .0800 .10010 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1550 .1700 .1750 .1800
i	 PHI







180.000 8.7181 2.4250 1.9634 1-.9613 2.1631 5.5137 6.4332 6.1185
X/LB .2000 .3000 ..4000 .5000 .6000 .7800 .3000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI




































180.000 1.4400s .4597 .4772
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 498
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1-T15-S8N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ38AC)
MACH ( 2) _
	 3.700
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 .000'






	 4.600	 ALPHA c 1) _	 -5.000 	 PINE	 - .27620	 Q(PSI)	 4.0904	 RN/L	 5.0000	 CPSTG = 1.8033
SECTION ( ))ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050:
	 .0400	 .0500





.000	 8.8226 4.0626 1.:4974 1.4086-














180.000 8.8226 2.5824 2.1150	 2.0864	 2.3183	 6.3048	 7_3688	 6.7900
X/LB .2000' .3000 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7800	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750	 1.0000	 1.0145
PHI




























DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULA7ZD'SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE 499
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SSNIS ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BAC)
MACH	 (	 3).'_ 4.600' 	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL













f.: 180.000 1.4650	 .3637 :3895
I X/LB 1.0250	 '..0500
PHI
.000 .0768	 .0846
'- MACH	 ( 3)` =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINE	 =	 27620 Q(PSI) 4.0904 RN/L =	 5.0000 CPSTC 1.8033
SECTION (
--I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
p
{ X/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 -.0500
	
.0600	 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1.750 .1800






E	 std 39.000 .8985
163.000 2.9933
174.000 5.2019
f 180.000 7.0510 1.7874 1.4295 1.4203 1.5756 4.2147 5.3488 5.2539
X/LB .2000
	 .3000	 .4000 .5000 	 .6000
	 .7800	 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
t PHI
_000 .7250
	 .4168	 .4549 .4385	 .3296












^-DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 500'
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S8N15 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M038AC)
MACH	 ( 3) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL





















180,000 1.1347	 .2800 .2104
X/LB 1.0250	 1.0500,
PHI





DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 IH4 PAGE 501
UPWT 1059 (IH4) OI-TI5-S8NI6 ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UAC)	 15 APR 76
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L 5.000 BETA .000
LREF	 -	 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP	 = .0000	 INCHES
BREF	 =	 1290.3000 INCHES	 ZMRP	 = .0000	 INCHES
SCALE -	 .0100
MACH	 (	 1)	 2.950	 ALPHA
	 (	 1) .000	 PINF	 1^1042 Q(PSI) 6.1266 RN/L 5.0200 CPSTG 1.7529
SECTION (	 !)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABL^' PL
2Y/BW	 .4000	 .6000	 .8000
X/Cw
.050	 2.0088





MACH	 (	 1)	 2.950	 ALPHA C 2) 5.000	 PINF	 1-1042 Q(PSI) 6.7265 RN/L 5.0200 CPSTO 1.7529
SECTION I	 I)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL









MACH	 c 2)	 3.700	 ALPHA
	 1) -5.000	 PINF	 .134730 Q(PSI) 5.2445 RN/L 4.9900 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION (	 IlORB. UPPER W!NG DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/13W	 .4000	 .6000	 .8000
X/Cw
.050	 1.5532





DATE 20 APR 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1059	 (IH4)	 01-T1! .-SSNIS ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UAC)
MACH	 (	 2) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 .000	 PILAF
	 _	 .`.4730 Q(PSI)	 5.2445	 RN/L 4.9900













MACH	 ( 3) 4.600	 ALPHA (	 11 _ -5.000
	 PINF	 =	 E7620 Q(PSI)	 4.0904	 RN/L 5.0000
SECTION ( i)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .4000	 .6000	 .6000
X/CW-
.050 1.0618






MACH	 ( 3) 4.600	 ALPHA C 2) = .000
	 PINF	 _	 E 7620 Q(PSI)	 4.0904	 RN/L 5.0000
SECTION ( 1)ORB.'UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW 4000	 .6000-	 .8000
X/CW
.050 .7444














	 RN/L	 5.000	 BETA	 _	 .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _
	 .0000 INCHES
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES




MACH ( 1) _	 2.950
	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 .000	 PINE	 - 1.1042
	
O(PSI)	 6.7266	 RN/L	 _ 5.0200	 CPSTG = 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT' VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500








































































	 1.4282 1:+197	 .7487
	
MACH ( ))
	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2)
	 5.000	 PINE	 = 1..042	 O(PSI) = 6.7266	 RN/L	 = 5.0200	 CPSTG	 1.7529	 1
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL'






























 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 504
UPWT	 1059 (IH4) 01-T15 ,•SBN16 ORB. LOWER WING	 (M03LAC)
MACH	 (	 1) _	 2.950 ALPHA ( 2)	 =	 5.000
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 ."500' .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.025 2.1742	 2.2875	 2.°,827
.045 2.2640
















	 1.7467	 2.£391 1.1870
MACH
	
( 2) _	 3.700-	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 =	 .5L 730 0(PSI) -	 5.2445	 RN/L	 j	 4.9900	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500 .3011
	
.3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .`500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
C.	 .000 2.7886 3.6744 .5283









.025 .6681	 .6454	 `852
.045' .6795t	
.100 .6131 .7219 .8080
.153 .8161
.177 .4622










DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4
	
PAGE 505
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SBNIS ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LAC)
MACH ( 2)	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 5.000
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011














MACH ('2) _ 	 3.700	 ALPHA	 2) _	 .00.0	 PINE	 54730	 Q(PSi)'_ 5.2445	 RN/L	 4.9900	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 11ORB. LOWER WING




.5000	 .6000	 .7300	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW,
	
.000	 2.7292	 3.7464	 .4448
	
001	 .6640


























































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4 	 PAGE 506
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T,5-SBNIG ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LAC)
MACH ( 3)
	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) _ -5=000 	 PINE	 _	 27620	 Q(PSI) = 4.0904	 RN/L	 _ 5.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION t 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011 ,	.3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
	
.000	 2..1920	 3.0573	 .3341
	















































.900	 ?046	 .5801	 .5477	 .2762	 I
MACH ( 31	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 21	 .000	 PINF	 = . 27620	 Q(PSI) = 4.0904	 RN/L	 5.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033





.4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
	
.000	 1.9445	 2.8559	 .2595
	
001




























lPAGE " 507DATE 20 APR '76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA
	 IH4
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SSN16 ORB. LOWER WING
	
(MQ3LAC)
MACH ( 3) =	 4.600	 -ALPHA ( 2) - _	 .000
SECTION ( I)ORB.. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABL PL
2"r/BW	 .2500	 .3011
	
.3480 	 .4000	 .5000

























DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
	
PAGE 508_
UPWT 1059 (IH4) OI-TI!i-SBN16 ORB. VERT. TAIL
	
(MQ3VAC)	 ( 15 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP _	 .0000 INCHES
	
RN/L	 5.000	 BETA =	 .000
LREF	 _ 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP 	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 - 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 = .0000	 INCHES
	 -
SCALE _ .0100
MACH	 (1) =	 2.950	 ALPHA (	 1) _ .000`	 PILAF	 _	 1	 1042 Q(PSI) _	 6.7266	 RN/L	 5.0200
SECTION (	 I)ORB.	 VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLF PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 5.9994	 5.8082	 4.8473 5.9533
.300 2.7109	 2.1070	 1.7772
.500 2.3733
.700 1.0266
.900 .7375	 .8816	 1.0129
MACH	 ( 1) =	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000	 PILAF	 1.1042 Q(PSI)	 6.7266	 RN/L	 5.0200
SECTION (	 I)ORB.,VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 4.9480	 4.9497	 3.8609 4.7501
.300 2.2704	 1.5707	 1.3696
.500 1.8712
.700 .8283
.900 .5660	 .7031	 _7795
MACH	 ( 2) _	 3.700
	 _ ALPHA (
	 1) -5.000	 PINF	 =	 .E4730 Q(PSI) =	 5.2445	 RN/L	 4.8900
SECTION (	 1)ORB. VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 5.1183	 4.3912	 3_991.8 5.2377
.300 1.8195	 1.1426	 1.0283
.500 1.6136
..700 .8200
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-TIE-SBN16 ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VAC)
MACH	 ( 2) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 .000	 PINF	 E4730 Q(PSI) 5.2445	 RN/L 4.9900 CPSTO	 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL










MACH	 ( 3) 4.600	 ALPHA	 (	 1) -5.000	 PINF	 .27620 Q(PSI) 4.0904	 RN/L 5.0000 CPSTO	 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORB.
	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




.300 .8381	 .6545	 .6353
.500 .7943
.700 .4823
.900 .3042	 .4230	 .2604
MACH	 ( 3) 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) .000	 PINF	 .27620 Q(PSI) 4.0904	 RN/L 5.0000 CPSTO	 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORB.
	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
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UPWT 1059 (1H4) 01-T15•SBNIS EXTERNAL TANK	 (MQ3TAC)	 ( 15 APR 75 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF =- 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L
	
5.000	 BETA	 .000
LREF	 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP =	 0000 INCHES




MACH ( 1) =	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .000	 PINF	 1.'042	 Q(PSl) = 6.7266	 RN/L
	
5.0200	 CPSTO a 1.7529
SECTION {,1)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT	 10000	 .0050	 .0100	 .0400	 .0800	 .1500	 .'r'.000	 .2500

















.8654 3.1794 7.7971	 .9495	 .5499
	
112>500.8549 1.4568 2.2011	 1.1688 .6460
	







180.000 12.6983 9.5426 9.3685 5.3920 3.7606 1.7875 1.0475
	 .8838	 .9032	 1.5742 1.8942 2.0316
	
197.000
















	 :4750	 .5000	 .5250	 .5500









	 .5634	 1.1275 1.1559 1.0900 1.0225 1.0702	 1.6127
	
90.000	 .3996	 .5514	 1.1439•	 1.1752	 .7946	 .8398	 .8305	 .7720	 2.2182
	
112.500
	 .5469	 .7557	 .8579
	 1.5469 1.5832 1.4510 1.3619 1.2597 1.1945 	 2.3970
'	 123.000
	 .8566 1.5480 2.3847
R	 135.000	 1.1132	 1.6952
	 1.1629	 1.1025 1.0424 1.3420 1.2096 1.1369 2.4895 	 2.2897
E	 157.500	 2.1087 2.2330 1.3202 1.7154






	 3.1759` 3,.4224 2.374i 1.6232 1.1696 1.4538 1.
-248 1.5648 1.2540 1.1107	 .9295 1.5374 1.9399	 2.6149
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S8N16 EXTERNAL TANK
	 (MQ3TAC)
MACH ( 1) _	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 000

















MACH ( 1) =	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000	 PINF	 1.1042	 Q(PSI) = 6.7266	 RN/L	 5.0200
	
CPSTG - 1.7529
SECTION ( I)'EXTERNAL TANK	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE RL
X/LT	 .0000
	 .0050	 0100	 0400
	 .0800
	 .1500	 EE000	 .2500










67.500	 1.1366	 1.5460	 1.0138
	
90.000
	 5736	 .8996	 .9765 3.692S 8.5736	 .8710	 .5847
	
112.500
	 8589	 .7851 2.8416	 .6585	 .2984
	
135.000








180.000 12.6232 8.3854 8.2966 4.2566 2.9951 1.4198
	 @?27	 .6978	 .7327	 1.5272 1.5498 1.6476
	



















	 .5500	 .5750	 .6000	 .6500	 .7000






	 1.1697	 1.2415	 1.1849
	
67.500








	 .8862	 1.2297 1.3607 1.2932 1.2149 1.1740 1.7989 	 2.6927
	
123.000




	 1.1425	 .9373	 .9080 1.1003 1.2160 1.1854 1.1G45 2.5014	 2.7608
	
157.500










	 3.6088 2.8277 '1.6740 1.2468
	 .9556 ' 1.5234 1.3729 1.2048 1.1156
	 .9322 1.1902 1.5775 2.1839 	 3.0276
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	 ALPHA ( 2)	 5.000
SECTION'( ))EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
X /LT
	











MACH ( 2) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 1) =
	 5.000	 PILAF	 =	 54'730	 0,(PSI) _ 5.2445	 RN/L	 4.9900	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION i ) ) EXTERNAL TANK	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE f'L
X/LT	 0000	 ..0050	 .0100	 .0400
	




.3250	 .3350	 .3500	 .3750	 .4000
THETA
	



























180.000	 9.7060 7.7808 7.3848 4.6697 3.1551 1.4375














X/LT	 .4250	 .4500	 .4750
	














	 .3267	 6155	 .5825
	
5553	 4986	 4592	 9606
	
112.500	 .5088	 5254	 .7030	 .7614 1.0754	 .9537	 .9236	 .8112	 .8020	 1.4590
	




	 .6786	 .8547	 .8454' .8002 1.3955	 1.4653
	
157.500'	 1.5442 1.9545
	 .9695 1 L640
	 _8536
	 .9977	 81Ll2	 .7605
	
.7018	 .8657 1.1380	 1.6891	 J
	






180.000' 2.6001 2.7789 1.0662 1.1734
	 .8517 1.1264	 .91346
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-TIE-SBN16 EXTERNAL TANK (M03TAC)
MACH	 ( 2) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( 1')EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .9250






MACH	 ( 2) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000	 PILAF	 -	 _54730 0(PSI) _	 5.2445 RN/L 4.9900 CPSTG 1.7839
'
r;
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 3.7500 2.4195 1.0325 .7542
45.000 .6122
' 67.500 .5321 .6795 .3713
! 90.000 .5424 .4495 .5261 1.7833 5.5617 .6689 4374




135.000 .5577 .8358 .5487 .5201
157.500 1.1476
167.000 1.1852
180.000 9.6363	 6.7110 7.0677 3.7178 2.4775 1.0632	 .5728 .4590 .4494 .5323 1.0761 1<1495
197.000 2.4931 1.1637 .4609






X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500
	




45.000 .4144 .5197 .7333
67.500 .2B11 4079 .5282 .5369 .5034 .4756 .9402
90.000 .2571 .2150 .3292
	 - .5693 .4918 .4640 .4484 .4177 .8175
112.500 .3006 .3052 .3518 .4987 .7047 .7909 .7533 .7093 .6966 .8042
123.000 .5201 .7458 1.1847
135.000 .5772 1.1194 .7892 .5687 .6243 .1369 .5861 .6029 1.2426 1.2176
157.500 1.2229	 1.3189 .8717 1.0817 .6808 ,8064 .6339 .5941 .5144 .7398 .8656 1.2222
161.000 1.2530
166.000 1.1212 .7448
1ti0.000 1-.7160	 2.7248 .8370 .9836 .7560 .8524	 .7329 .8008' .6955 .7311 .6016 .5125 1.1287 1.4042
197.000 1:0704 .7417 1.5566
210.000 .7934 .5891j' 220.000 3..0824 .7317
1° 232.000 .5237 .6657
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA
-'1H4 PAGE 514
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SBN16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAC)
MACH	 ( 2) 3:700
	 ALPHA ( 2) . .000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






l MACH	 ;c	 3) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 =	 .2''620 Q(PSI) 4.0904 RN/L 5.0000 CPSTG	 _ 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
r X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 1:000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA





.;,272 .2374 .3080 1.0109 2.7568 .4192 .2735
112. 500 3381 .3771' 3771 7287 .4493
135.000




180.000 7.5631	 5.7061 5.8717 3.4068 2.2465 .9446
	 t-948 .3798 .3625 .3644 .5302 .9004











67.500 .0781 .1360 .1210 .1401 .1696 .1829 .3490
90.000 .1938 .1593 .1668 .2894 .4028 .3797 .3305 .3108 .3791
!
'
112.500 .3050'-' .3155 .4087 .4532 .5493 .6390 .5637 .5527 _5047 .6013
123.000 .3664 .5163 1.01,03
' 135.000 .6987 .9196 .5955 .4572 .4462 .4474 .5139 .4844 .8172 .9642	 - ----
i 157.500 .9583 	 1.2247 .6401 .7462 .5437 .6947 .4347 .4911 :3925 .4315 .6684 1.0711
161.000 .9120 i166.000 5110 .6012
180.000 1.6971	 2.3087 .7230 .5765 .6035 .6324	 .6170 .4987 .4520' .5410 .4738 .4194 .8381 1.2150
197.000 .6440 .5429 1.1397
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-TIB-SBN16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAC)
MACH	 ( 3) _	 4.600	 ALPHA (	 1) _ 	 -5.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'PL






MACH	 ( 3) 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000	 PINF	 .21620 0(PSI) -	 4.0904 RN /L 5.0000 CPSTO	 . 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL"TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800	 .1500	 c000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 2.7765 1.7469	 .6798 .4138
45.000 .2402
67.500 .3300 .4491 .2321
90.000 .3069 .2698 .3150 .7731 2.5390 .4657 .2984
112.500 .3105 .3376 .3210 .4792 .2472
135.000 .3391 .3783 .2532 .2637
157.500 .5757
167.000 .5680
180.000 7.5477	 5.129:5 5.1668 2.7489 1.7865
	
.6880	 .3440 .3303 .3226 .4269 .5042 .5911









45,000 .2093 .2560 .3092
67.500 .1447 .2114 .2606 .2675 .2386 .2444 .5108
90.000 .1658' .1221 .7628 .2855 .2826 .2849 .2693 .2455 .5044
112.500 ..1703 .1658 .1703 .2959 .3237 .4210 .4181 .4088 .3984 .,6295	 I
123.000 .2971 .4065 .7928
135.000 .4295 .7852 .4808 .3237 .3382 .3098 .3098 .3289 .5669 .7424
157.500 .5486	 .6935 .5139 .6665 .3980 .4590 .3532 .3289 .2789 .2776 .4244 .8116
161.000 .6356
166.000 .7863 .4667
180.000 1.1964	 1.4787 .7225 .6105 .4289	 4366	 .4733 .4032 .3417 .4148 .3449 .2959 .5494 1.0134
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Jf_:'f 1059
	 (IH4) 01-T15-t$N16 SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SAC) ( 15 APR 76	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF
	 = 2690.0000- SQ.FT.-	 XMRP	 = .0000	 INCHES RN/L 5.000 BETA = .000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES 	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF
	 = 1290.3000 INCHES	 ZMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
4 SCALE = .0100' y
MACH	 ( it	 2.950
	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 .000	 PINF 1.1142 Q(PSI) 6.7266 RN/L 5.0200 CPSTO	 _ 1.7529
SECTION (	 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
X/LSR9- .-0000 .0040'	 0250 .0500	 .0750	 1000 .1100 .1150	 -.1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90-.000 13.9254 2.3872 2.4188	 2.4309 1.0453
180.000 2.5680	 2.2988 8639 1.5489
225.000 1.3264 1.5808 1.3380
247.500 .5651 1.4529 1.2813 1.2871
260.000 8.1925
270.000 4.0640	 2.9049 2.1840	 2.2141
	 5.3030 10.4181 .6361 .9742 .4793 .5681 1.1650 .7384 .7851
315.000 5530
X/LSRB .7000" .7800	 .8000 .9000	 .9100	 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 ^900
PSI
90.000 1.1300 2.2156	 .8505 1.7575 2.2516




215.000 .7E88 .3291 .1659
225.000 3.6765	 2.3641 .4031 .8160 .5786




	 .5542 .3300 .5268 1.7511
315.000 .8077
MACH	 ( 1)	 =	 2.950	 ALPHA	 ( 2) =	 5.000	 PINF 1.1C42' Q(PSI) 6.7266 RN/L =	 5.0200 CPSTG 1..7529
i SECTION t	 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
X/LSRB .0000 10040	 .0250 .0500	 .0750	 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 13.6507 2.2737 2.3229	 2.3490 .8372
T° 180.000 1.9243	 1.6966 .5997 1.0617
225.000 .5929 1.1562 1.2013





270.000 4.0605	 2.9049 2.1614	 2.2123	 3.3113 11.9E61 .6331 .5719 .5560 _5335 1.2420 1.3874 1.2609
315.000 .9870
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 518.
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T15-S3NI6 SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SAC)
MACH	 (	 1) _	 2.950 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000
SECTION ( 1)SOLID'RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250' .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.00.0 1.2152 2.2036 1.0823 2.0308 1.4539
180.000 1.1548 3.6373 1.7940 1.4023 2.3067 2.2533 1.7078
210.000 1.0645 3.0610 1.3533 .8632
215.000 .56?4 .2846 .1848
225.000 2.8402 2.1934- .5679 .9711 .6663
240.000 .8261 ,5975 .7326
247.500 2.0055






t	 1) _	 -5.000 PINF	 = .547.50' Q(PSI)	 =	 5.2445 RN/L 4.9900 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( I)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P'_
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .11)0 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000' 11.7216 1.5149 1.4997 1.50'+6 .3901
180.000 2.4269 2.1088 .6654 .9677
225.000 1.3120 1.2030 .9038
247.500 .4843 .9568 .9568 .8346
260.000 6.4546
270.000 3.2443' 2.2406 1.5480 1.1584 2.1742 8.1553 .4458 .4336 .3733 .3135 .50L9 .5549 .4548 7
315.000 .1148
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 G":i .9100 .92u0 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
f	 PSI
i	 90.000- .3216 5997 52465 .5015 4408
180.000 6727 1.9403 2.2305 .7229 1.2736 .9639 .6211
210.000 .7654 2.5951 .8320 .4104
215.000 :83•)7 .2746 .1400
225.000 2.4848 .9878 .2877 .8551 .3249
240.000 .3807 .2610 .2307
f,	 247.500 .6859
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UPWT 1059 :IH4)	 01-T15-S((N16 SOLID RCKT. BSTR_ (MQ3SAC)
MACH	 ( 2) _	 3.700	 ALPHA-( 2) _ 000	 PINT	 = .547;(0 Q(PSI) -	 5.2445 RN/L _	 4.9900 CPSTG 1 .7839
SECTION ( ()SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pl.
XILSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .11('0 .1150 .1300	 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 11.7680 1.5378 1.5475 1.5524 .4941
180.000 1.7875 1.5221 .4495 .3954
j 225.000 .9045 .5556 .7923
247.500 .2543 .6218 .7159 .7203
l 260.000 7.2827
270.000 3.2753 2.2768 1.5616 1.4337- 1.8792 6.2154 .4183	 ,5838 .3698 .2455 .5174 .4586 .4042
315.000 .2734
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .0c0o .si00 ,9200 .92`0 .9300 .9400	 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.0,00 .5232 1.3399 .3747 .8932 1.0641
180.000 .5880 1.6676 1.7717 .8450 1.2553 1.0159 .7144
210.000 .5228 1.9954 .8263 .5105
215.000 .61 F3 .2464 .1239
225.000 1.6079 1.3621 .2400 .7188 .3567
240.000 .2645 .3322 .3039
247.500 .6130




( 3) _	 -},600	 ALPHA
	
(	 I1- _	 -5.000'	 PINT	 = .276&0 Q(PSI) =	 4.0904 RN/L -	 5.0000 CPSTG 1.®033
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
l X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 0750 .1000 .11(0 .1150 .1300	 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000t
PSI
90.000 10.2204 1.0529 1.0377 1.0420 .2115
r 180.000 1.8213 1.5258 .3396 .3203 v
i 225.000 .4418 .6865 .5655
247.500 .2697 .4919 .6636 .5731
260.000 2.7928
270.000 2.6886 1.7836 1.1324 :9718 1.5486 2.52:4 .2602	 .2917 .2464 ,1686 .2437 .3770 .3279
315.000 .0782
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .92`_"0 .9300 .9400	 .9500 .9600 _9900 jV
PSI 19
90.000 .1917 .4663' .1502 .2914 .2616
160.000 4322 1.2396 1.5912 .4729 .8666 .7041 .4394
210.000 .4563' 1.6783 .6432 .3480
j 215.000 .59;1 .2058 .1043
fl 225.000 1.2345 .8767 ::1899 .5796 .2424
e




( 3) =	 4.600	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION	 ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .7000 .7800	 .8000 .9000 .9100	 .9200 .1250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
247.500 .4659
270.000 .2881 2.3661	 .1973 .0940 .1350 .5613
315.000 .2084
MACH	 ( 3) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) = .000	 PINE	 = .2°620 Q(PSI) =	 4.0904 RN/L 5.0000
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSR8 .0000 .0040	 .0250 .0500 .0750	 .I000 100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000
PSI
90.000 10.4253 1.0784 1.0754 1.0796






1.8232 1.1831 1.1720	 1.2038 2.H798 .2817 .4531 .2517 .1223
315.000 .1417
X'/LSR8 .7000 7800	 .8000 - 19000 .9100	 .9200 X1250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.00^ . 2G?ll . --3PX5	 .2309 .4789 .5078
180.000 _31tz6 ,!406	 1..2396 .4425 .6956 .5627 .4863
210.000' .3973	 1.1984 .4542 .2983
215.000 .:;620 .1410 .0786
225.000 1.3147	 .•6421 1' .3742 .1776
240.000 .1722 .1342 .1456
247,500 .3490
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	 XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L	 3.000	 BETA	 -5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP =
	 .0000 INCHES
	
SREF = 1290.3000 INCHES





!	 MACH ( 1) _	 3,700
	 ALPHA ( 1) _
	
-5.000 PINF	 - .3E910	 Q(PSI) - 3.1537	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG i 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORSITER FUSELAGE -	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400
	
.0500	 .0600	 CBOO,	 .1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	
















180,000	 7.2026	 2.6116	 2.2371 2,.2086 2.4619 5.5809	 6.0569	 5.6121
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 E300	 .8050	 .6290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHA
	
.000	 .9546	 .6728	 .5528	 .4751
	
.5470
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UPWT I059 (1H4) 01-T15-38NIS ORBITER FUSELAGE
	
(MQ3BAD)
MACH	 1) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 13	 -5.000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
X/LB	 ,.2000	 .3000
	 .4000	 .5000	 6000	 .7800	 .8)00	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
	130.000




















MACH ( 1) _
	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINF	 = .32.310	 Q(PSI)	 3.1537	 RN/L	 _ 3.0000	 CPSTG . 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400	 0500	 0600	 .0300
	 .1000	 .1250	 .1500	 1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	
.000	 5.0965 2.5466 1.3058 1,2768















	 5.0965	 1.4559	 1.1974 1.1964 1.3316 3.3125	 3.8523	 3.652(Y
XILB	 .2000	 .3000	 4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8)00	 BDSD	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
	
.000	 .6138	 ,4400	 .3756 .2916































DATE 2 0 APR 76




UPWT 1059 (I,H4) OI =T15-S8N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 (Ma3BAD)
MACH ( 1)	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE


























































	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1)
	 5.000	 PINF	 .16!70	 Q(PSI)	 2.4540	 RN1L	 3.0000	 CPSTG = 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
X/LB	 .0000
	 .0050





































.3136	 .2363	 .2184	 .7=05
	 .0816	 .0438	 .0480
	
23.000	 .4196
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 524
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S3NI6 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BAD)
MACH	 t 2) _	 4.600,
	
ALPHA ( 1) _'	 -5.000
SECTION_( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_










































DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 525
UPWT 1059	 (IH4)	 OI-T15-SllN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE ( MQ3BA0)
MACH	 (.2) =	 4.600	 ALPKA ( 2) _	 .000 PI'NF	 = .165''0 Q(PSI) =	 2.4540 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORSITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT' VARIABLE P1.
e
X/LB .0000 .0050	 .0200 .0400 .0500	 .0600` OBIla .1000 .1250 1500 .1600 .1650 1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 4.0886 1.0476 .9327 .8411 .9501 2.4026 3.1401 3.0725
X/LB .2000 .3000
	
.4000 .5000 .6000	 .7800 80[0 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 ,1.0145
PHI





















in 105.000 .0560t 112.600 .2117
117.500 .2670 .2832
120.800 .6647
127.900 .4985t' 129..500 9195





180.000 .6730 .1664 .1254

DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 527	 ---
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SBNIG -ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UAD)	 i 15 APR 76
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -=	 2690.OPOO SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L	 _ 3.000 BETA	 _ -5.000
LREF	 =	 1290.3:00 INCHES
	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
©REF	 =	 1290.3000' INCHES
	




MACH ` (	 1)	 _	 3.700	 ALPHA''(
	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 _	 V910 Q(PSI)	 _ 3.1537 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839











MACH	 (	 1)	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINF	 _	 .3E910 Q(PSI)	 _ 3.1537 RNIL _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL





.200	 .2186	 .2631	 .4823
.600	 0879	 _0844 3E
.800	 .0850
C .900	 .5093"	 .1682
.950	 .1635
MACH	 ( 2)	 4.600	 ALPHA-(	 1) _'	 -5.000	 PINF	 _	 IE570 Q(PSI)	 _ 2.4540 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECT iON '.	 I) ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL













DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE	 528





MACH	 ( 2) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINF	 =	 .1E370	 Q(PSI) =	 2.4540	 RN/L	 _	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033



















DATE 20 APR _76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 529
UPWT 1059 (IH4) OI-T15-,8N16 ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LAD)	 (	 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP





LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP	 - .0000 INCHES
BREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
SCALE = .0100
MACH	 ( 1) -_	 3.700
	
ALPHA (	 1) =	 -5.000 PINF	 _ .32I1I0 Q(PS'I)	 3.1537	 RN/L _	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION (	 I)ORB.:LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
x 2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7E+M .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 2.3742 3.2447 .4782
.001 .6809






.025 .3939 .5074 .6674
l^ .045 .4182


















.900 .4032 .6756 SC15 .4310
MACH	 ( I) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000	 PINE	 _ .321I0 Q(PSI)	 =	 3.1537	 RN/L s	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION (	 1')ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .700 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW:
.000 2.3862 3.1167 .3637







DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 O1-T15-SBN'o ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LAD)
MACH	 (	 1) =	 3.700 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
2YIEW .2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000 _5000 .6000 .7°00 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.025 .4449 .5748 .8E49
.045 .4400

















.900 .3021 5777 5801 3533
MACH	 ( 2) _	 4.600' ALPHA f 1) _	 -5.000 PINF	 = .16570' Q(PSI) =	 2.4540	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG
S=C?1c L' i i)^8B. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P,
2Y /BW .2500 .3011	 3480 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
r<
X/CW
.000 1.9868 2.6866 .2993




i .005 .4521 .5483
T
.025 .3204 .4456 .5839
.045 .3123k

















0DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PI.GE 531
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-S3NIS ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LAD)
MACH ( 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( I)ORB. LOWER WING 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW
	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480
	














	 .2585	 .3125	 .3409	 1704
MACH ( 2) -	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINE	 .165'10	 Q(PSI)	 2.4540-	 RN/L	 = 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/8W	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .75,10	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CWzr
	


































































iDATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 532
UPHT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SENI6 ORB.	 VERT'. TAIL (MQ3VAO)	 t	 15 APR 76
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L	 a 3.000 BETA -5.000
LREF	 = 1.290.3000 INCHES 	 YMRP	 = .0000	 INCHES
BREF 	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	
ZMRP	 = .0000	 INCHES'
SCALE = .0100
MACH-	 ( 1)	 _	 3.700
	
ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 _	 .32910 Q(PSI)-= 3.1537 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG	 _ 1.7839
SECTION (	 110RB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 2.7292	 3.9478	 3.5024 4.0758
.300 -'	 1.8246	 1.8216	 1..2440
500 1.6676
.700 .7063 af' .900 .5707
	
.6021	 .7093
MACH	 ( 1)	 _	 3.700	 ALPHA	 ( 2)'_ .000	 PILAF	 =	 .329I0 Q(PSI)	 = 3.1537 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839







.000 - 2.4510	 2.5159	 2.5569 2.381-1' 9






I MACH	 ( 2)	 =	 4.600	 ALPHA	 (	 11 =	 -r.000	 PINE	 _	 . 16570 Q(PSI) = 2.4540 RN /L _	
3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION (	 i)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL'' DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'PL -	 -
Z/BV' .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
i X/CV














DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCEDATA IH4	 PAGE 534,
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-18NI6 EXTERNAL TANK
	
(MQ3TAD)	 ( 15 APR 76 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L =	 3.000 BETA _	 -5.000
LREF = 1290.3000` INCHES' YMRP _
	 .0000 INCHES
BREF	 1290-.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 .0000 INCHES
SCALE =
	 .0100
MACH ( 1) _
	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 1)
	 -5.000	 PINE	 .32610	 Q(PSI) - 3.1537	 RN/L
	
3.0000	 CPSTG - 1.7839
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL









	 .2406	 1113	 .0737
	
90.000	 .4E56	 .3640	 .4572 1.7911 3.7286	 .4271	 .2557
	
112..500	 .5369	 .6076	 .5850	 1.0322	 .6948
	





180.000- 5.7553 5.0299 4.8183 3.3293 2.3107 1.1467	 .6"42
	 .5291	 .5484	 .6754	 .7577	 9505
	
197.000










	 .4750	 .5000	 .5250






45.000	 .1071	 .1192	 .2245
	
67.500	 .0707	 .1243	 .0896	 .0943	 .1139	 .1347	 .2405
	
90.000	 .2662	 2933	 .3534	 .6124	 .5083	 .4834	 .4343	 3770	 .8442
	
112.500	 .5444	 .5429	 .7-+14	 .8402 1.0134	 .9165	 .8003	 .6991	 .8801	 1.1467
	
123.000
	 1.0122	 .9818 1.0713
	
135.000.	
_8392	 1.3115	 .8587	 .7130




	 .9293 1.0984	 .7754	 .9436	 .6599
	








	 I.9302 1.8794	 .7042"	 .6519	 .5792	 .8197	 .6E57	 .6055	 .5193	 .4987	 .4806	 .7012	 .9374	 1.3076
	















DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 535
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T15-S3N16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAD)
MACH	 (	 1) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( ))EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_






MACH	 (-1) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) = .000 PINF	 -	 .32910 Q(PSI) =	 3.1537 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( ))EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE P,_
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100' .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2010 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 2.2472 1.4596 .6118 .3657
45.000' 4811
67.500 .4209 .4299 .2353
90.000 .4536 .3515 .4375 1.6011 3.6292 .4948 .2987
112.500 .3967 .4148 .8251 .5114 .2670




	 4.1288 4.3796 2.2435 1.4909 .6509	 .3433 .3187 .3380 .3960 .4616 .5988








.4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 -.5500	 .5730 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
THETA
.000 .2772 .2778
-45.000 .2215 .3094 .3809
67.500 .1705 .3032 .3477 .3460 .2933 .2904 .4472
90.000 .1689 .1418 -E172 .3749 .3396 .3628 .3581 .3026 .5925
112.500 .1901 .1991 .2700 .3419 .4420 .5699 .5560 .5410 .5167 .5566
123.000 .4171 .4542 1.0537
135.000 .3469 .4118 .4842 .4524 -4380 .4096 .4102 .4200 .6468 1.1036
157.500 .4829	 .9078 .6954 .9387 .5911 .6989 .4287 .3574 .3452 .4606 .5294 1.0350
161.000' .8055'
166,000 .6355 .3396
180.000 1.3242	 1.5312 .5234' .5119 .3863 4925	 .5099 .4336 .3273 .3458 .3052 .4342 F308 .8223




























DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4
UPWT 1059 (fH4) 01-T15-S13N16 EXTERNAL TANK 	 (MQ3TAD)
MACH (,1) =
	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) _
	
.000
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pl.













MACH ( 2) =	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 5.000	 PINT	 = .165"0	 Q(PSI) = 2.4540	 R.N/L	 - 3.0000	 CPSTG - 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pl.
X/LT .0000 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .15017 .20(0 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350
THETA'
.000 1.2931 .7704 .2682
45.000
67.500 .2199
90.000. .27(0 .2003 .2636 .9971 2.3673




180.000' 4.4428 3`.3488' 3.7635 2.0393 1.3335 .5706 - .30;6' .2284 .2458









67.500' .0663 .1108 .0852 .0858 .1195 .1061
90.000 .1341 .1024 .1084 .1972 .2737 .2685 .2615
112:500 .2048 .2033 .2515 .2708 .3543 .4790 .4523 .4129
123:000
135.00.0	 - .3509 .3600 .4955 3868 .3619 .3294 .3172 .3294
157.500 .4858 .6309 .5554 .7257 .4703 .4137 .3373 .2839 .2495 .2629
161.000 .6851
166.000 .4703 .2788







DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE 537
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SEN16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAD)
MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600
	 ALPHA	 (	 1) -5.000
SECTION'( I)EXTERNAL TANK - DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






ji	 MACH	 ( 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) .000 PILAF	 _	 .16570 Q(PSI) _	 2.4540 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 _0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2003 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 1.6604 1.0494 .4116 .2050
45.000 .2695G 67.500 ,2668 .3151 .1598
90.000 .285? .2050 .2638 .9768 2.1692 .3603 .2156
112.500 .2306 .2487 .3165 .3512 .1744
135.000'^i .2261 .2337 .1839 .2985
157.500 .4304
167.000' .3088
180.000 4.4831	 3.1245 3.1808 1.6291 1.0513 .4105	 .2082 .2085 .2085 .2181 .2355 .3243
197.000 1.0044 .4065 .2104








45.000' .1230 .1477 .2147
67.500' .0920 .1496 .1624 .1716 .1682 .1490 .2517
90.000 .1191 .0874 .1100 .1682- .1890 .2000 .2163 _2134 .2911
112.500 .1176 .1161 .1206 .1827 .1902 .2267 .2754 .3067 .3328 .3456
123.000' .2940 .2992 .4273
'i	 135.000 .2216 .2080 .1930 .3038 .2633 .2505 .2383 .2221 .3496 .4227
157.500 .2779




	 1.2464 .3629 .3108 .2239 .2355	 .2931+ .2679 .2007 .1560 .1477 .1745 .2992 .4564







DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA — IH4 PAGE	 538	 `^•
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01—T15-S8116 	 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAD)	
it
'	 MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE' PL
i


















DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 539
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SWIS SOLID RCKT. BSTR. 	 (MQ3SAD)	 ( 15 APR 76 )
	
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	
XMRP =	 _0000 INCHES
	
RN/L _	 3.000 BETA _	 -5.000
LREF	 1290.3000 'INCHES
	
YMRP =	 .0000 INCHES
SREF = 1290.3000.INCHES ZMRP
	 0000 INCHES
4	 SCALE _	 .0100
MACH C 1) =
	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) _
	
5.000	 PINE _ .3291C	 Q(PSI)	 3.1537	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
	
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB	 .0000	 .0040	 .0250	 .0500
	








	 1.9246	 .7715	 .9370
225.000









	 2.1387 :1.4710' 1.0758
	 .8620 1.6147 6.253E	 .3492	 .2427	 .2677	 .2962	 .5411	 .4927	 .4018
315.000	 1085
;r r	 X/LSRB	 7000	 .7800	 .8000
	 .9000	 .9100	 .9200
	 .9250	 .9300	 .9400	 .9500	 .9600	 .9900
PSI
'	 90.000





	 .5778 1.7769 1.8008
	 .8241	 1.1222	 1.0103	 .7183
"r	210.000
	 .7759 2.3045	 1.0988	 .6352
215.000
	 .774E
	 .2992	 i'30	 1
,t	 225.000	 3.0945	 .3666: .4241	 .6407	 .4358
r	 240.000











!	 ^ MACH ( 1) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) _
	 .000	 PINF	 - .32910	 Q(PSI)
	
3.1537	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( i)SOLID RCKT BSTR





	 .1100	 .1150	 1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 r
PSI
	


















270.000	 2`.1984 1.5482' 1.1002 1.0268 1.3161 5.9003
	 .3638	 .4162'	 .2489	 .1576	 .3564	 .3005	 .3211
315.000	 1738
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 540-
UPWT 1059 (1H4)	 01-T15-SSN16 SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SAD)
MACH'	 (	 1)
-	
3.700 ALPHA ( 2) = .000
SECTION ( IISOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .7.000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 :9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .4038 1.0379 .2938 .6061 .7842'
180.000 .4625 1.2307 1.0976 .6695 1.0363 .8610 .6723
210.000 .5667 .1.7179 .7003 .5722
215.000 .5749 .2629 ,1403
=	 225.000 1.2393 1.1488 .3329 .5790 .3978
240_.000 .3147 .2425 .2061
247.500 .4478




	 4.600 ALPHA	 (	 1) =	 -5.000 PINF	 _ .16570 Q(PSI)
	 =	 2.4540 RN/L	 = 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
'	 SECTION	 ( 11SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL_
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500- .0750 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000	 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000 7.2145 .8891 .8904 .9076 1786
180.000 1.3110 1.0852 .2802 .2288
225.000 .5999 .2957 .4280
.	 247.500 .1709 .3121	 .4339 .4295
260.000 3.8523_
270.000 1.8486 1.2151 8128 .5767 .9969 3.5826 .2728 .2378 .1762 .1055 .1560	 .2333 .2244
315.000 .0624
X/LSRB ,7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .1462 .5019 .1172 .2683 .3568
180.000 .3299 ,9269 .6541 .5133 .8000 .5034 .3316 J
2IG.000 .4789 1.4343 .4013 .3020
215,000 .4272 .1510 .1020
225.000 .9811 .4547 .2003 .4558 .1823
240.000 .1429 .1401 .1313




DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PACE 541
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1-TI5-S3N16 'SOLID RCKT. BSTR. IM03SAD)
MACH	 C 2) =	 4.600 ALPHA'{ 2) _	 .000 PINF	 = .16570 Q(PSI) =	 2.4540 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTC 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)SOLID'RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1130 .1150 .1300	 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
`	 90.000 7.4033 .9033 .9123 .9295 .2201




.1063 .1978 .2642 .3292
260.000 4.2646
270.000 1.8922 1.2652 .8377 .6717 .8703 2.4674 .2394	 .2744 .1824 .0989 .1506 .1609 .1712
315.000
.0960
X/LSRB' .7000 `-.7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9230 .9300 .9400	 .9500 .9600 .9900
t
s PSI
90.000 .2520 .5680 .1468 .4462 .5293
I	 180.000 .2879 .8983 .6012 .4640 .7713 .5174 .4499
f	 210.000
.3809 1.3153 ,4628 .4232
215.000









DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE '542
UPWT 1059 (IH41	 01-TI5-S(HN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M038AE)	 l 15 APR 76	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES RN/L 3.000	 BETA 5.000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP =	 .0000 INCHES
RREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP =	 .0000 INCHES
SCALE = 0100
MACH	 (-1) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000	 PILAF	 _ .3291;5 Q(PS"I)	 m	 3.1551 RN/L _	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 a 1.7839
SECTION (	 1)ORB1TER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pl.
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600 .08(0 .1000	 .1250	 .1500 .1600 .1650	 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI









180.000 7.4296 2.6355 2.2592	 2.2316	 2.3760 5.2128 5.8787 5,5106
'	 X/L8 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .8010 .8050	 .8290	 .8620 .9500 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PH[
































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 543
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SEN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BAE)
MACH	 (,1) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA (
	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION:( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB F000	 .3000
	 .4000`,.5000 .6000
	 .7800	 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI








MACH	 (	 1) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 .000	 PINF	 .32925 Q(PSI) =	 3.1551 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 _ 1.7839
SECTION (
`j i)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB 0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500
	 .0600	 .0807 .1000 '.1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .18c0
PHI
g	 .000' 5.3637









	180.000 5.3637 1.4782 1.2141 1.2049 1.3075 3.1674 3.7553 3.6058
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000
	 .7800	 .8003 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145




	 .3597	 1..226) .1603 .0912 .0828
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	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000
SECTION ('1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000






























MACH" ( 2) =	 4.600	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000
	
PINF	 _	 .16570 Q(PSI) =	 2.4540 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION t I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB' .0000	 .0050	 10200 .0400	 .0500 .0600	 .080Q .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1,550 .1700 .1750 .1800
PH 1; i
























DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 545
UPWT 1059 CIH4)	 01-T15-SBNIS ORBITER FUSELAGE (hQ3BAE)
MACH	 C 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA T	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( l)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000
	 .3000	 .4000 ' .5000	 .6000 .7800
	

















95.500 .1653 .172c 1
























DATE	 APR 76 PAGE 54620 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT'1059 (IH4)'01-T15-S8N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BAE)
MACH
	 ( 2) 4.600 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000 PINE	 - .16570 0(PSI) -	 2.4540 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG = 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400
	 .0500 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI








180.000 4.3509 1.0718 .8488 .8432 .9263 2.3616 3.0432 5.0107
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000<	 .6000 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145 
PHI







































DATE'20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 547
UPWT 1059 (IH4)'OI-T15-S8N16	 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BAE)
MACH	 ( 2)'= 4.600 	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000















rDATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 548 -
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SSN16 ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UAE)	 C 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP '= .0000 INCHES RN/L	 _ 3.000 BETA	 = 5.000
LREF	 =	 1290.3000 INCHES
	
YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 = '1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 = - -.0000 INCHES
SCALE =	 .0100
MACH	 (	 1) =	 3.706	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000 	 PINF-	 _	 .32525 Q(PSI) 3.1551 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION (	 I)OR9. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL














MACH	 (	 1)	 =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000	 PINT	 =	 .32S35 Q(PSI)	 = 3.1551 RN;L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7P.3?
SECTION (	 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_








r	 .900	 .6936	 -'.2655
r`	 .950 '	 .2285
w	 MACH	 ( 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 _	 )6°-70 0(PSI)	 _ 2.4540 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033





_200	 .3660	 .4917	 .8554












DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA — IH4	 PAGE	 549
9
—UPWT' 1059 (TH4) OI
—TI5-S3N16	 ORB, UPPER WING	 (MQ3UAE)
MACH	 ( 2) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINE-	 _	 .16570
	
Q(PST) _	 2.4540	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pi_













DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - iH4 PAGE 550
UPWT 1059	 (IH4)	 01-715-SEIN16 ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LAE)	 ( 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA L PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP'
	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L
	 = 3.000	 BETA 5.000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP'	 = .0000 INCHES
SCALE = .0100
MACH	 ( 1)	 =	 3.700
	 ALPHA C	 1) _	 -5.000 PINF	 _ .329i'5 Q(PSI) _	 3.1551	 RN/L 3.0000	 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTION (	 I)ORB'. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




.000' 2.0977 1.9578 .2578




.004 .9794 .6355C	 .005
.5139 .4280
.025 .7230 .5107 .49`7
.045 .7327
r,	





















k;	 .900r .3903 .4456 .4227 .2892
MACH	 ( 1) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA t 2) _ .000	 PINT	 = .329E5. Q(PSI) =	 3.1551	 RN/L 3.0000	 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTION (	 I)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480,' .4000 .5000
	 .6000 .75C0 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW -	 -----
.000 1.231'1 1.4997 .2061
.001 .3505	 .2661' .8421	 .4397 1.3137 .4997
1002
.3667 .4614








DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA 	 IH4 PAGE	 551




	 ALPHA,( 2) _	 .000
SECTION ( IiORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .750J .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.025 .3164	 3424	 .5063
.045 .3132















.900 .2032	 .3021	 .417$ .2263
MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000
	
PINF	 =	 .16571 Q(PSI) '=	 2.4540	 RN/L	 3..0000	 CPSTG	 1.9033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000






	 .2006 .6196	 .2968	 1.015) .2595
.002 .2006 .24611
.003 1.4929 1.3034
.004 .4719 .3489 ---^
.005 .2283 .2372
.025 .2902	 .2430	 .2609k;	 045. .2886












DATE 20 APR 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 552






	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION (- I) ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000








.900 .1501	 .2141	 1815 .1410
MACH	 ( 2) -	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINE	 =	 .1657) O(PSI) =	 2.4540	 RN/L _	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 _	 1.8033
SECTION !' I)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VAP:ABLE PL
2Y/BW
4
.2500 .3011	 .3490 .4000	 -50.10
	 .6000	 .7501 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW	
-.000' .9097 " 1.0979 .1110of	
-.001 .1893	 .1583 .6235






































1DATE 20 APR 76 -	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -'IH4 PAGE 553
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SBN16 ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VAE)	 (	 15 APR 76
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L 3.000 BETA 5.000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 = 0000 INCHES
SCALE = .0100
MACH	 ( 1)	 =	 3.700	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINE	 _	 .32925 Q(PSI)	 _ 3.1551 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION (	 1)ORB.	 VERT	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
k x ev
.000 2.8231
	 3.7140	 2.8845 3.9922
'.'
.300 ".6395	 .6389	 .6485
.500 .6071
.700 .2924
.900'' .3135	 .3044	 .3465
MACH	 ( 1) =	 3.700	 ALPHA t 2) _	 .000	 PINF	 .32925 Q(PSI)	 _ 3.1551 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTION ('	 i)ORB."VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 2.5357	 2.1568	 1.6362 2.3923
I;
.300 .3604	 '.3080	 .3473.,
.500 rr	 2925
.700 .1763
.900 .1692	 .1847	 .2169
Y MACH	 ( 2)' =	 4.600	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 =	 .16570 Q(PSI)	 = 2.4540 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION (	 1)ORB.	 VERT'.
	 TAIL' DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
e Z/BV .2990
	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 2.0151
	 1.7933	 1.6431 2.4299
g .300' .2768	 .2605	 .2701
.500 -	 .2430
.700 .1224




DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA — IH4 PAGE	 554
UPWT 1059 -(IH4) 01-T15-SBN(6	 ORB. VERT.	 TAIL (MQ3VAE)
MACH
	
( 2)- _	 4.600	 ALPHA'( 2) _	 .000	 PILAF	 _	 .16570	 Q(PSI) _	 2.4540	 RN/L 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033






.000 1.9001 1.7294	 1.1069	 1.7038

















I' DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 555
UPWT
	
1059 (IH4)	 01 715-S8N16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAE)
	
( 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP' _ .0000 INCHES RN/L
	 _ 3.000 BETA 5.000
LREF	 - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 INCHES
BREF	 - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 INCHES
SCALE _ .0100
', MACH	 ( 1)	 =	 3.700	 ALPHA	 ( 1)	 _	 -5.000 Pi NF	 _ .32925 Q(PSI) =	 3..1551 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION (	 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIvBLE PL
X/LT .0000 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800	 .1500 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
J:




.2277 .2094 .2184 .9128 2.3483 .3329 .2304
112.500
.3208 .3509 .4232 .9218 .6311
135.000 4067 .6507 .6296 .6718
157.500 .8540
167.000 9138
180.000 5.7928 5.1238 4.1014 3.3302 2.3825	 1.1706 .6767 .5417 .5263 .5205 .5205 1.1849
197.000- 2.4552	 1.3232 .5822
.^ 210.000 1.3119 .9215i 220.000 .9523
225.000 1.1473
232.000 1.1435






67.500 .0768 .1436 .1441 .1650 .1858 .1986 .4452
90.000 .2455 .2862 .5392 .4898 .3601 .3213 .3149 .2842 .7178




























180.000 2.4949 1.7665 .7615 .8135 .5861	 .7615 .8039 .6202 .4913 .5564 .4447 .7038 .9578 1.2966
























45.000 ' .2771 .2638
67.500 .1553 .3550 .3317 .2819 .2709 .2640
90.000 .1357 .1538 .3!05 .3045 .2640 .2773 .2819
112.500 .1794 .2593 .3226 .3496 .3867 .3652 .3450 .3340
123.000
135,.000 .6196 .5472 .3422 .2489 .2749 .3317 .3247 .2981





















DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4
	
PAGE 556
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01- X15-S8N16 EXTERNAL TANK	 (MQ3TAE)
MACH ( 1)
	 3.700	 ALPHA C 1)	 5..000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIAALE PL









	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2)
	
000




	 DEPENDENT VARIASLE PL
X/LT	 .0000	 .0050	 .0100	 .0400	 .0800	 .1500	 .2000	 .2500	 .2750	 .3000	 .3250	 .3350	 .3500	 .3750	 .4000
THETA
.000 2.1757	 1.4166	 .6063
45.000
67.500` .2804







180.000 5.8263	 4.1110	 3.9864'	 2.1416
	 1.5215	 .6587	 .3519 .2741	 .2664
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SBN16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAE)
MACH	 (	 1) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA
	 (;2) _ .000
SECTION' ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK ' DEPENDENT VARIAB-E PL









	 ALPHA	 C	 1) =	 -5.000 PILAF	 =	 16570 0(PSI) 2.4540 RN/L	 _ 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION .i 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABI.E PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2000 .2500 2750 3'000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 1.2740 .7631 .2787 .1513
45.000 .1263
67.500 .1568 .1100 .0724
90.000
.1263 .1281 .1296 .3919 1.9235 .2457 .1296
112.500
.1553 .1749 .1462 .3392 .2367
135.000>
.2156 .2653 .1930 .2231
157.500' .4313
167.000 4429
180.000 4.3994	 3.4744 3.0955 1.9144 1.3660 .5778	 .3031 .2263 .2089 .2166 .3056 .5299
197.000 1.3844 .6699 .2417




ii	 232.000... - .8007






67.500 .0724 .1124 .0945 .1020 .1159 .1153 .2318
90.000 .0980 .1040 .1206 .2138 .2248 .1941 .1686 .1569 .3744
F .	 112.500' .2005 .1734 .2683 .2840 .3645 .3042 _2938 .2608 .3587 .5326
l	 123.000	 - .4184 .4422 .5326
135.000 .3859 .3889 .2819 .2735 .2086 .2451 .2399 .2220 .4120 .5123




180.000 1.0845	 1.4289 .5086, .4042 .3926 .3365	 .3558 .3519 _.?807 .2500 .2365 .2179 .4890 .7582
i	 197.000 .5338 .2762 .7326
210.000
.4326 .3660
I;	 220.000 1.8204 4019
).	 232.000
.2903 .4031,
RDATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 558
UPWT 1059 OH4) O1-T ! 5-S8N16 _EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TAE)
MACH
	
( 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA	 (	 1) '_	 -5.000
SECTION	 (' 1)EXTERNAL'TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL







	 ( 2)'_ 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000	 P1NF	 - .1.6570 Q(PSI) =	 2.4540 RN/L	 _ 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT`VARIABL'_ PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .01.00 .0400 .0600 .1500 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 1.6422 1.0395 .4022 .2093
45.000 .1214
67,500 1753 .1979 .0982
90:000 1196 .1456 .1526 .2538 2.0471 .2538 .1179
112.500 .1526 .1556 .1179' .2010 .1163




	 '3.0931 3:0914' 1.4959 1.0552 .4186 2122 .1507 .1643 .2435 .2976 .3517





X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .3310 .5250 .5500' 5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
THETA
000 1260 - .1425
45.0.00 1466 .1202 .1716
67.500 .0861 .1809 .1496 i374 .1449 .1455 .2389
90.000 .0922 .1043 .1299 1565 .171.6 .,1623 .1560 .1577 .3137
112.500 .0982 .1058 .1753 .1609 .1919 .2192 .2076 .2134 .2574 .4992
123.000 .2516 .3838 .4470
135.000 .3188 .3203 .2206 .1699 .1757 .1542 .1693 .2180 .2974 .4163
157.500 .3034
	
.2706 .1276 .1391 .1140 .1716 .1129 .1217 .1476 22]4 .2485 .4049
161.000 .2435
166.000 .3691 2416
180:000 .8349	 .8581 .4368 3711 .2512 .2242 .2493 .3116 .2315 .2132 .2151 .1924 .3557 .6718






PAGE 559DATE -20 APR -76
	
TABULA'CED SOURCE DATA	 I H4
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01
—T1 F -SON16 EXTERNAL TANK	 (MOTAE)
MACH ( 2) _	 4.600
	
ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000
SECTION (-1)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL












DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 560
j	 UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T15-SBN16 SOLID RCKT. BSTR.	 (MQ3SAE)	 ( 15 APR 75
1	 REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SD.FT.	 XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L	 _	 3.000	 BETA	 5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = 	 0000 INCHES




MACH ( 1) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 .3c925	 D(PSI) = 3.1551	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 t.7839 j
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB
	
.0000	 .0040	 .0250	 .0500	 .0750	 1000	 1100	 .1150	 .1300	 1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
90.000	 5.7945	 .6017	 .5583	 .5590	 .0650
180.000	 1.6404	 1.4955	 .6070	 .6339
225.000	 .6634	 .7059	 .5677
247.500	 .5633	 .8015	 .5839	 .5074
260.000
	 4.1219
270.000	 1.6830 1.1247	 .7788	 .8039 1.1010 2.[534 	 .2165	 .1798	 .2380	 .2838	 .4750	 .3059	 .2706
315.000	 .0809
X/LSRB
	 .7000	 .7800	 .8000 	 .9000	 .9100
	
.9200`	.?250	 .9300	 .9400	 .9500	 .9600	 .9900
PSI
90.000
	 .0955	 .3352	 .1344	 2340	 .1366
180.000	 .3471 2.0380 1.4833'	 .2639
	
.5123	 .4440	 .2826
210.000	 .4194 1.3394	 4126	 .2008'
215.000	 .4.+40	 1421	 .0861
225.000	 2.5722	 .3771	 .1776	 .4044	 .1667
240.000	 .1639	 1899	 .3369
247.500	 .4133
270.000	 .2574 1.5140
	 .1589	 .1301	 .1432	 .6654
315.000	 .2015
MACH ("1) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2' =	 .000 PINF	 = .32925	 Q(PSI)	 3.1551	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839




	 .0000	 .0040	 .0250	 .0500	 0750	 1000	 .1100	 .1150	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
`r	
PSI
90.000	 6.0328	 .6642	 .6618	 .6493	 .2297
180.000	 .9111	 .8532	 .2216	 .4481
225.000	 .3198	 .5557	 .3611
247.500	 .1901	 .4717	 .3420	 .3317
260.000	 3.4385
270.000	 1.7506 1.1993'' .9612 1.0544





DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4




	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 .000
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
j	 Xi LSR[3 .7000
	 .7800	 .8000 .9000	 .9100	 .9200	 .9&150 .9300	 .9400
	 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .3031	 .6501	 .3146 .5960 .5607
180.000' .2639	 1.6345	 .7567 .2868 .4527 .3277 .2209
210.000
.3412	 .7627 .2624	 .1808
215.000
.2L74 .1699 .1699




270.000 .2845	 1.3529	 .2010 .2302 .2961 .6842
315.000 .2521
MACH	 C 2) =	 4.600	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000	 PILAF	 =	 .16E70 Q(PSI) =	 2.4540 RN/L 3.0000
SECTION ( i)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
PAGE 561
CPSTG - 1.8033
X/LSRB -	 .1000	 .0040	 ;0250,	 .0500	 .0750	 1000	 .1100	 .1150	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
:I PSI
z; 90.000 5.1692 .4089 .3884 .3775 .0879
' 180.000 .8915 .7678 .1824 .3684
w,.. 225.000
.2779 .4102t 247.500 1850 3535
^
260.000 1.1413
1 270.000 1 ..3768 .9012 .5608 0.5899	 .713	 1.01-38 .1468	 .1416 .1146 .1029 .1730
tj 315.000 .071.6
t X/LSRB	 - .7000 :7PL2 .8000 _9000 .9100
	 .9200
	 .9250 .9300 .9400	 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .1053 ,2954 .0961 2024 13181 180.000 1700 1.2812 8406 1578 .3136 .2263 .1337
210.000
.2440	 .7362 .2154 .1091
215.000
.2249 .0859 .0750











sDATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 562
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 O1- fI5-S8N16 SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SAE)
MACH
	 ( 2) =	 4.600 ALPHA ( 2) .000 PINF	 = 18570 Q(PSI)	 =	 2.4540 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.8033
SECTION t 1)SOLID RGKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIA3LE PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
90.000- 5.1395 .4516 .4403 .4258 .1002




.1414 .2500 .2277 .2114
260.000 1.7567
270.000 1.4239 .9276 .5933 .7711 .6211 1.1406 .1505 .1575 .0967 .1087 .1250 .1369 .1340
315.000 0789
XILSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .3200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .1583 .4181 .1452 .2941 _2690
180.000 .1533 1.3113 .3639 .1855- .2619 .1610 -.1113
210.000
.2237 .4597 .1869 .1187
215.000
.2114 .1337 .1078












}DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
	
PAGE 563
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-SBN16' ORBITER FUSELAGE 	 (MQ3BBB)
	 ( 15 APP 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT
	
XMRP	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L	 3.000 BETA *	 .000
LREF	 = '1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES
BREF'	 = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 INCHES
SCALE . .0100
MACH	 ( 1)	 _	 3.700 ALPHA (	 1) -10.000	 PINF .32910 Q(PSI) 3.1538 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION (	 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE' DEPENDENT VARIAB!..E PL
XILB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500	 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250	 .1500 .1.600 .1650 .1700 1750 .1800
PHI







180,000 7.3452 2.6229 2.2484	 2.2143 2.4469 5.4280 6.0289 5.6244
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000	 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290	 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
.000 .9979 .7575 .7379 .5987 .5111 .5702 .2135 .1376 .1265
23.000 .7484
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UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ••TE2-SSN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE 	 (M03BBB)
MACH ( 1) _	 3.700
	
ALPHA ( 1) _ -10.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	
DEPENDENT VARIABL PL
X/LB	 _2000	 .3000	 .4000
	
.5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
	



















Me;'u)'. ( 1	 '.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000'	 PINF	 .32910	 Q(PSI)	 3.1538	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
t'	 SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL_
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400	 0500	 .0600	 0800	 .1000	 .1250	 1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	






















180.000	 6.2488	 1.9882	 1.6708 1.6468 1.8205 4.3985	 5.0397	 4.7705
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000
	
.5G,30	 .6000	 .7800	 8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
	.000








































DATE '20 APR: 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 555
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 0i-T2E-S8NI6 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38BB)






SECTION ( 1)ORBITER'FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL



























MACH	 (	 1) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 .000'	 PINF	 _ .3?91^ Q(PSI) =	 3.1538 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 _ 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB'" .0000















180.000 5:2238 1.4534 1.1967 1.1921 1.3244 3.2182 3.7918 3.6474
X/LEI .2000
	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .1000 .8050 .8290- .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145	 - -
PHI
i .000 .5565	 .5874	 .5315 .4160	 .3154 .'264 .1193 .0931 .0907
e
23.000 .6132
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 566
-;UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T22-S8N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MO3BBB)
MACH	 ("1) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 -.000
- SECTION ( H ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL














































DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 567
UPWT 1059 (IH4) OI-T22-38N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BBB)
MACH	 (	 IA =	 3.700	 ALPHA -( 4) _	 5.000_ PINF	 _ .32310 Q(PSI) =	 3.1538 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTiON ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE i'L
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500	 .0600 .01)00 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 4.9507 1.0872 .8757 .8991 .9816 2.1997 2.8111 2.7525
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000	 .7800 .8(00 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
































180.000 .6694 .2029 .2350
	'	 DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 568
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-S3NI6 ORBITER FUSELAGE 	 (HQ368B)
MACH ( 1) _	 3.700 	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000








4.600	 ALPHA t-1) _ -10.000	 PINE	 165'10	 Q(PS0 = 2.4551	 RN/L	 3.0050	 CPSTG	 1.8033





0200	 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0810	 .1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 1700	 1750	 .1800
PHI
	




























































































DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE 569
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-'22-SBN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BBB)
MACH	 ( 2) _	 4.600 ALPHA	 (	 1)'= -10.000
SECTION f i)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIANLE PL



















	 ( 2) =	 4.600 ALPHA ( 2) -	 -5.000	 PINF	 _	 .16570 O(PSI) _	 2.4551 RN/L 3.0050 CPSTO 1.8033
►b j SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAPLE PL
X/L8 .0000
	 .0050 .0200 .0400
	
.0500 .0600	 OBOO .1000 ,1250 .1500' .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI
.000 5.2975	 2.4370 .9179 .6818 .6224	 .5191 .4741 .4006p^ b






180.000 5.2975 1.5265 1.2468 1.2339 1.3841 3.5758 4.4238 4.0206
X/L8 .2000
	 .3000 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800	 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI

















570DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE
UPWT 1059 (IHL+)	 01-T?2-SBNI6 ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BBB)
MACH	 ( 2) 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) -5.000
SECTION I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAB.E PL

























MACH	 ( 2) 4.600	 ALPHA	 3) .000	 PINT	 .16570 Q(PSI) 2.4551 RN/L 3.0050 CPSTO 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 4.2028 1.0575 .8419 .8475 .9385 2.3303 3.0691 3.0639
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA
- lH4 PAGE	 571
UPWT'1059 (IH4) OI-T&?-S8N16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BBB)
MACH	 ( 2) 4.600	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 .000


































130.000 6880	 .3162 .1724









DATE 20. APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 572
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T2c-SGN16 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38BB)
MACH 	 ( 2) _	 4.600 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000 PINE	 _ .15570 Q(PSI) =	 2.4551 RN/L 3.0050 CPSTG = 1.8033
SECTION ( I )ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X'/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400	 .0500 .0600 0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 3.6488 .7377 .5697 .5994 .6457 1.3880 2.0995 2.1333
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000
	
.6000 .7800 .3000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
.000 .2549 .3493 .2880 .1930	 .1598 .1449 .0577 .0487 .0565
























130.000 .3730 .2041 .1182
135.000 .0774 .0897 - _- ---
139.600 .3461Ii s	 144.000 .1352
155.000 .5556











OFT	 .'C APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 574
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-^;GN16 ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UBB)	 t	 15 APR 76	 )	 ----
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ;.FT.
	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L
	 _
3.000 BETA .000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 = 1290;3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
SCALE = .0100 '.
MACH	 ( 1)	 =	 3.700	 ALPHA	 (	 1)	 _ -10.000	 PINT	 _	 .32S10 Q(PSI) 3.I538 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION (	 1)ORB. UPPER WING	
-
DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL









MACH	 ( 1)	 =	 3.700
	 ALPHA	 ( 2)
	 _ -5.000	 PINF	 .32510 Q(PSI) 	 = 3.1538 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 _ 1.7839
SECTION
(	
1)ORB.	 UPPER W"ING' DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
2Y/BW .4000
	 _	 .6000	 .8000
X/CW
.050 .9479










( 1) =	 3.700	 ALPHA t 3) = .000	 PINE	 =	 .32910 Q(PSI)
	 _ 3.1538 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
1;1















DATE 20 'APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 575
UPWT 1,059 (IH4) OI-T22-SlN16 ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UBB)
MACH
	 (	 1) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 4)
_	
5.000	 PINF	 _	 .329 0 Q(PSI) 3.1538	 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 _	 1.7839
SECTION ( l)ORB.'UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .4000	 .6000	 8000'
X/CW
.050 .5917
200` 2309	 .3124	 .5367




MACH	 ( 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA (	 1) _ -10.000	 PINF	 _	 .165'0 Q(PSI) = 2.4551	 RN/L 3.0050 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION.( 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1









MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600'	 ALPHA ( 2) = -5.000	 PINF	 =	 '.165-,0 Q(PSI) 2.4551	 RN/L 3.0050 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PC














DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA — IH4 PAGE	 '576
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 —T?2—SBN16	 ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UBB)
y
MACH	 ( 2)	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 3) = .000	 PINE	 =	 16570	 Q(PSI) _	 2.4551
	 RN/L 3.0050	 CPSTG	 1.8033














MACH	 1 2)	 4.600	 ALPHA (_4) _ 5.000	 PINE	 16570	 Q(PSI) =	 2.4551	 RN/L =	 3.0050	 CPSTG	 _	 1.8033
SECTION (	 I)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIARX PL






















DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 577
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-TE2-SBN16 ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LBB)	 ( 15 APR 75	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L 3.000	 BETA .000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
SCALE = .0100
MACH	 ( 1) _	 3.700	 ALPHA	 (	 1) -	 -10.000	 PILAF .32910 Q(PSI) 3.1538	 RN/L 3.0000	 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ('I'IORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLc,PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 ,6500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 2.0595 2.3053 .3897
.001 .7175





.025 .5791	 .5281 .5663
.045: .5955

















.900, .2709	 .2228 2148 .2420
MACH	 ( 1) =	 3.700
	
ALPHA F 2) _	 -5.000	 P'INF	 = .:12910 Q(PSI) =	 3.1538	 RN/L 3.0000	 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION (	 I)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
- v---
.000 1.7823 2.2278 .3518






DATE-20- APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4
	
PAGE 578
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-SSN16 ORB. LOWER WING 	 (M03LBB)	 41-1-
MACH ( 1) -	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 -5.000
SECTION ('1,)ORB.,LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500
	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500
	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
	








































.900	 .2224	 .2049	 .2176	 .2299
MACH ( 1)
	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 31 _	 .000	 PINE	 _ .32910	 Q(PSI) = 3.1538	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW
	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480
	 .4000
	 .5000	 .6000	 7500. .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
	
.000	 1.7079	 2.2882	 .3023
	
.001
	 .4466	 .3573	 1.2007




















































DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 579
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-SSN16 ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LBB)
MACH ( 1) _
	
3.700
	 ALPHA ('3) _	 .000
SECTION C l)ORB. LOWER WING
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL













.900	 .2142	 .2264	 E434	 .2485
P




ALPHA-( 4) =	 5.000 PINF	 .32910	 Q(PSI)	 3.1538	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Yie lw	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .i500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
r	 X/CW




1.5911	 .8713 2.4282 1.0852
	
002	 .6450	 .8948














































.2168	 .2570	 .3702	 .3850
{
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
	
PAGE 580
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-38NIG ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LBB')
MACH ( 2)	 4,600
	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 10.000
	 PINF	 - .16'i70
	 Q(PSI) = 2.4551	 WL	 3.00")	 CPSTG =




	 4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500




	 1.7816	 2.1298	 .2412
	



























































.900`	 .1635	 .1459	 IE90	 .1294
MACH ( 2)	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 21 _	 -5.000	 PINT	 = .16°_70	 Q(PSI) = 2.4551	 RN/L	 = 3.0050	 CPSTG
SECTION ( i)ORB. LOWER WING	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011
	 _3480	 .4001






































DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 581
i
UPWT 1059 (IH4)'01-T22-S3NIS ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LBB)
MACH C 2) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 -5.000
SECTION'( I)ORB. LOWER WING
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_























.900'	 .1474	 .1390	 .1253
	
.1044
MACH ( 2) =	 4.600
	
ALPHA ( 3) _	 . 000	 PINF	 .165^0	 Q(PSI) = 2.4551	 RN/L	 3.0050	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION'S I)ORB. LOWER WING




.5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
	
.000	 1.2382	 1.7007	 .1627
	




















































DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA --IH4 PAGE	 582
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-S8J16 ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LBB)
MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 4)r= 5.000	 PINF	 =	 .16573 Q(PSI) =	 2.4551	 RN/L 3.0050	 CPSTG	 =	 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .750) .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 1.5580 1.8465 .1.059





.025 .2615	 .4536	 .744'3
.045 .2698























DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 583	 {
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T2?-SBN16 ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VBB)	 ( 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	
XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L	 _ 3.000 BETA .000
LREF	 - 1290.3000 INCHES	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES 	 ZMRP	 = .0000 'INCHES
` SCALE '= .0100
)MACH	 ( 1)	 =	 3.700	 ALPHA (	 1) =	 -10.000	 PINF-	 .:12910
-
Q(PSI) _	 3.1538 RN/L- _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION (	 1)ORB., VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE; PL
^s Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050 i
X/CV
.000 2.6364	 3.7201	 3.1689 4.0632




.900 .4264	 .4758	 .3758
MACH	 ( 1)	 =	 3.700	 ALPHA	 [ 2) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 =	 32910 Q(PSI) _	 3.1538 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION (	 I)ORB.	 VERT. 'TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE. PL
I Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050 3
X/CV
.000 3.0453	 2.6203	 2.4838 3.1767
r 9773	 95	 .6171
.500 .90
.700 .4871
.900 .3082 .4225	 .2992
t+ MACH	 ( 1) _	 3.700
	
ALPHA ( 3) =	 PINE	 =.000	 .:2910 Q(PSI) _	 3.1538 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
1 =p) °SECTION (	 1)ORB. VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
_,_---
X/CV
.000 2.6278	 2.2489	 .2.0254 2.3531





DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAbt 584
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 0I-T22-SSN16 ORB. VERT. TAIL (M03VBB)
MACH	 (	 1) a
	3.700	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000	 PINE'	 _	 .32910 Q(PSI)	 = 3.1538 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 2.1943	 2.0646	 1.6055 1.9127
.300 .5998	 .5224	 .4972
•500 .5506
.700 .2828
.900 .1795	 .2492	 .2186
MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -10.000	 PINE	 =	 .16570 Q(PSI)	 = 2.4551 RN /L 3.0050 CPSTG	 = 1.$033
SECTION ( 1)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990








.900 .2488	 .2676	 .1907
MACH	 ( 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA	 ( - 2) =	 -5.000	 PILAF	 -	 1S570 Q(PSI) 2.4551 RN/L =	 3.0050 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV ,2990















(-2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 .000	 PINF	 =	 IE570 Q(PSI)	 = 2,4551 RN/L =	 3.0050 CPSTG 1.8033





.000 1.7673	 1.6836	 1.2041 1.6871 rT
.300 .3904	 .2991	 .2757
.500 3027
.700 .1568





DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4 	 PAGE 586
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-58N16 EXTERNAL TANK	 (MQ3TBB)	 ( 15 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L	 a	 3.000	 BETA	 =	 .000








MACH ( 1) =	 3,700	 ALPHA ( 1) _ -10.000 	 PINF	 = .32°10	 Q(PSI)	 3.1538	 RN/L	 = 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839' i
SECTION i I)EXTERNAL TANK 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE F_
X/LT	 .0000	 .0050	 .0100	 .0400	 D800	 1500	 .2000	 .2500	 .2750	 .3000	 .3250	 .3350	 .3500	 .3750	 .4000
r	 THETA
	








90.000 	 ,3153	 .2776	 .3256 1.3796 2.7950	 .3797	 .2401
	
112.500'	 .3992	 .4652	 .5942	 .9619	 .6618







180,000	 5.7646 4.5138 4.2117 3.2623 2.3321 1.1540
	 .6837	 .5347	 .5192	 .5347	 .5868	 .7991
	












X/LT	 .1+250	 .4500	 .4750
	 .5000	 .5250









.1135	 .1349	 1725	 .1823	 .2703
	
90.000	 .2591	 .3196	 .4961
	 .14561	 .4133	 .3745	 ..,282	 .3132




.7426	 .6998	 .6072	 .5464	 .4984	 j
	123.003	 .5331	 .5019 .4932	 _vJ
I	 135,OOG	 .7,533	 .9064	 .7458	 .6327	 ,5910	 .6813	 .6720	 .5922	 ,5343	 .5233
157.500
	 1.1203 1.2161	 .8454	 ,8223


















	 .6541	 .5918	 , --
j	 A& T	 9250	 9350	 9370	 9750
t;
f.
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 587
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T22-S£N16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TBB)
MACH
	
(	 1) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 -10.000
SECTION '( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDED:' VARIABLE PL






	 (	 1) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 -5.000 PINE .32(310 Q(PSI) 3.1538 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION _t 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500 .20(:0 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 1.8125 1.1270 .4473 .3386
45.000 .2645
67.500 .2628 .2148 .1247
90.000 .3261 .2718 .3229 1.1142 2.4463 .3890 .2313
112.500 .3559 .3950 .3950 .6653 42801
r 135.000 .4415 .4971 .3304 .2733
157.500 5674
i G7. 000 .6061
180.000 5.8563	 4.0011 3.6665 " 2.7758 1.8679 .8756 .4963 .3853 .3718 .3737 .3873 .6158
^i











.000 .2878 .2233 i
45.000 .1517 .2341 .3260	 1
67.500 .0826 1558 .1511 .1894 .2264 .2369 .3405
90.000 .1832 .1622 .1,757_ .2953 .3915 .3816 .3498 .2861 .36:`2
112.500 .3079 .3214 .4115 .4731 .6260 .6567 .5994 .5449 .4581 .40'1;
123.000 .4488 .4175 .4019
135.000 .6128 .7975 .6428 .5345 .4650 .4384 .5131 .4685 .4419 .4100




	 1.2024 .8907 .9275 _5364 .6913 .7145 .5859 .5159 .5052 +126 .3692 .3005 .2829	 --- ^---
197.000 .8462 .4863 .3433
210.000 .5789 .3912
` 220,000> .9081 .4151
232.000 .4731 .4F''
a
BATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA --IH4 PAGE 588
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T22-S81116 EXTERNAL TANK (M03TBB) --
MACH	 (	 1) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ('2) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT






MACH'-	 (	 1), _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3) _ .000 PINF	 - .3291( 0(PSI) 3.1538 RN;L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION'( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT' .0000
	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500 .200( .2500 _2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA






.332& .2995 .3311 .9121 2.5464 .4214 .2634'
112.500
.3326 .3462 .3206 .4245 .2288
135.000




	 3.3890 3.1296 2,2888 1.4656 .6444 .3512' .3527 .,3604 .3585 .3837 .4941













67.500 .1550 .2341 .3135 .3344 .3332 .3060 .5529
90.000 .1565 i355 .1671 .3095 .3100 .3216' .2973 .2695 .4364
112,500 .1716 .1641 .2152 .2735 .4062 .4984 _4775 .4514 .4167 .3576
123.000
.3802 .3506 .3361
135.000 .3853 ' .3793 .4847 .3993 .3871 .3419 .3350 .3471 .3332 .3367
3.57.500 .3798	 .5387 .5755 .6704 .5522 .4870 .4394 .3523 .3103 .2394 .2294 ..369
'61.000 .5065
3;16.000 .7131 .3:705
^0.000 .3555	 .9708 .8642 111199 .5832 15	 to ."999 .5886 .5i02 .4093 .34(0 2 , 0 ;^ .'r."E-91 1" : r	 • ` " -^
;1?.Q00
.7228 .339ta ..°	 .j. L'.	 1Eic 000 14319 .2783




DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 589
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-SSN16 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TBB)
MACH	 ( 1) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 3) _ .000
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL





,I	 210.000 .2664 
MACH I	 (	 1) =	 3.700'-	 ALPH:,	 ( 4) = 5.000 PINF'	 _	 .32910 QCPSI) =	 3.1538 RNIL 3.0000 CPSTO	 = 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 2.7535 1.8638 .8587 .5546
45.000 .2380
67.500 4028 .6042 .3847
90.000 .3201 .2976 .3261 1.0272 2.6195 .4539 .2765	 1
112.500' .2886 .2735 .5275 .2705 .1353
135,000 .2871 .2525 .2540 .2570
157.500 .3391
"r 167.000 .3139
180.000' 5.8331	 2.8514 2.6057 1.8527 1.1415 .4572	 .2486 .2965 .2965 .2907 .2965 .4050





X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500	 .5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 _8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
I'	 THETA
1000` .4100 .3606
r	 45.000 .3743 .3558 .3910	 v __._-
r	 67.500
t
.3021 .3350 .3425 .3616 .3981 .4283 .4624
90.000 .1924 .1608 .1638 .2121 .4329 .5013 .4624 .4242 .5019
112.500 .1127 .1127 .1413 .2422 .3610 .4387 .4538 .4396 .3906 .4322
123.000 .3564 .3355 .36.6
135.000 .1834 .2194 .23E) .3118: .3147- .2973 .3332 .3118 .3129 .3257	 j
157.500 .3197	 3837 4980 4592 ,360- .4923 .3360 .3482 .2595 .2142 .2347 .2595
161.000 .3585
166:000- .5968' .3826
180.000 .6666	 .8894 .8216 .8797 .5271 .3120	 .6569 .5994 .4036 .3858 2646 .2417 .2072 .2296




DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -'IH4 PAGE 590
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-SBNI6 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TB8)
MACH	 4 1) _	 3,700	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 -10.000 PINE	 _	 13570 Q(PSI) _	 2.4551 RN/L' 3.0050 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 ."$GOO
THETA
_000 .9150 .5154 .1684 .1352
0468
67.500 .1219 .0798 .0602
90.000 .;707 ,1671 .1912 ,7030 1.8388 .2695 .1656
112.500' .2559 .2890 .2996 .6142 .4185
135.000 .3507 .3387 .2800 .2469
157,500 .4334
167.000 ,4818
180.000 4.1642	 3.I316 2.9098 2.3077 I.E277 .7740	 .'+340 .3251 .3618 .3947 .4141 .4838











45.000 .0445 .0575 .1008
67.500 .0557 .1049 .0666 .0660 .0788 .0817 .1211
90,000 1566 .1596 .1837 .2659 .3158 .2833 .2277 .2161 2138
112.500 .3116 ,3282 3492 .4253 .4948 .4959 .4305 ,3853 .3540 3279
123.000 3407 .3320 .3227
135.000 .3778 .6066 .4847 .3992 .3355 ,3824 .4160 .3812 .3523 .3291
157.500 ,5:592
	
.8966 .5263 ,5534 ,4702 .3425 .3767 .3854 .3388 .3363 .3239 .2996
161.000 .6173
166.000 ,5921 .3904
180,000 .7063	 .9153 ,7334 .6076 .5573 .4218	 .:.967 .2965 4153 .3537 .3736 .3394 .2965 .29222





DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 591
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-SBNIS ,EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TBB)
MACH
	
( 2) 4.600	 ALPHA	 (	 1) =	 -10.000
SECTION ( 1)'EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL







MACH	 ( 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA (' 2) _	 -5.000 PINF	 _	 .16570 Q(PSI) =	 2.4551 RN/L 3.0050 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
X/LT .0000 	 .0050 0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2J00 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 1.2827 .7807 .2810 .1977
45.000 .1298
67.500 .1518 .1458 .0842
90.000 .1361 .1698 .1909 .5201 1.9236 .2916 .1698
112.500 .2209 .2450 .2510 .4088 .2660
135.000 .2675 .2796 .1774 .1563
157.500 .2947'
167.000 .3587
180.000 4.5141	 2.8995 2.6845 2.0160 1.3416 .5717	 .3]76 .2288 .2889 .2850 .2986 .3703	 i











45.000 .0741 .0863 .1683
67.500 .0601 .1138 .0816 .0772 .0934 .0963 .1857
90.000 .1217 .0977 .0992 .1329 .2519 .2391 .2124 .2008 .2304
112.500 .1849 .1969' .1969 .2490 .2850 .3285 .3807 .3436 .3012 .2780
!	 123.000 .2786 .2676 .2629
135.000 .2615 .3277 .4179 .3186 .2513 .2687 .2641 ..2;39 .2716 .2565
157.500 .3606
	
.5603 .4479 .4905 .3819 .2417 .3000 .2931 .2398 2125 .1935 .1782
E	 161.000 :4634 - ^-
166.000 .5136 .3203
180.000 .4983	 .7755 .6824 .5739 .4672 .4091	 3905 .2360 .3438 .2874 .2778 .2506 .1884 .1637








DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 592	 -	 -,
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-E8N1S EXTERNAL TANK (MD3TBB)
MACH	 ( 2) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 2) "_	 -5.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL







	 ( 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 3)'= .000 P.INF	 _16570 0(PSI) _	 2.4551 RN/L	 = 3.0050 CPSTG'	 _ 1.8033
SECTIC% t i)Er'_RNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2000 ..2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 1.6905 1.0658 .4126 .2490	 j
w 45.000 1371
67.500 .2106 .2617 .1.399
90.000 1E72 .1730 .1956 .4498 1.7694 .3069 .1820
112.500 .1941 .2031 .1790 .2632 .1444
135.000 .2001 .1775 .1369 .1384
157.500 .2344
167.000 .2499
180.000 4.5987	 2.5404 2.3424 1.6795 1.0520 .4095	 .2038 .2073 .21.31 .2073 .2092 .2480





X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5250 .5500	 .5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 .8750 .9000t
THETA
.000 .1660 .1619
45.000 I348 .1571 .1954
67.500 0888 .1444 .1369 .1520 .1578 .1485 12558
90.000 .1023 .0903 .1053 .1247 .1717 .1711 .1885 .1865 .2349
112.500 .1053 .1008 .0993 .1485 .1514 .1908 .2436 .2558 .2581 .2465
123.000 .2227 .2134 .2129
135.000 .2557 .1835 .2587 .2651 .2163 .2297 . 1 879 .1746 .1792 .1868
157.500 PISS
	




180-000 .3914	 .5567 .5774 .4960 .3991 .379.7	 .1918 .2764 .3516 .2199 .2404 .2019 .14;'9 .1336
;97.000 4495 ?r?`: z	 t F.^
210.000 0
220, 000 M?7 71 3i
232.000 21175 36`i`
C`
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 593
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T22-S11NI6 EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TBB)
1
MACH	 ( 2) '= 4.600	 ALPHA ( 3) _ .000
SECTION't 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pl.






MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000 PINT	 -	 .165"0 Q(PSI) =	 2.4551 RN/L 3.0050 CPSTG 1.8033
,.	 SECTION	 ( I)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PC
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500	 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 2.0896 1.4069 .5705 3431
45.000 .1451
67.500 .2529 .4170 .2529
90.000 IBL5 .1656 .1912 .5239 1.7393 3206 1957
112.500 .1626 .1550 .2333 .1686 .0888
135.000 .1581 .1385 .1415 .1520	 d
F	 157.500 .2055	 I
167.000 .1881
180._000 4.6097	 2.1230 1.9301 1.3287 .7850 .2786	 .1416 .1706 .1687 .1629 .1609 .2171
197.000 .8035 .2914 .1822




f	 X/LT .4250	 .4500 .4750 .5000 .5250 .5500	 .57°0 ,6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 .8750 .9000
E	 THETA
.000 .2462 .2115 -^- -- --
45.000 .2080 .2062 .2532
4	 67.500 .1837 2084 .1915 .1962 .2049 .2095 .2832
90.000 .1295 .1054 .1189 .1213 .1648 .1921 .2339 .2594 .3285
^.	 112.500 .0873 .0828 .0903 .1341 .1393 .1770 .1991 .2380 .2356 .2815
123.000 .2124 .1997 .2449
135.000 .1204 .0828 .0828 .1248 .1672 .1747 .1828 .1521 .1532 .1822
w	 157.500 .1667	 .1842 .2230 .1939 .1939 .3009 .2212 .2133 .1783 .1434 .1385 .1263	 1
161.000 .1997 -- --i
166.000 .4498 .2323
180.0(10 .3955 _ .6398 .4963 .6921 .3063 3955.'881 .3616 .2464 .2323 .1802 .1612 .1428 .1244
197.000 .2792' .2170 .1465








""-DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - TH4 PAGE	 594-
UPWT 1059 (TH4) 01-T22-SBJI6
	
EXTERNAL TANK (MQ3TBB)
MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'PL














DATE 20 APR 76




UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01-T22-SBN16
 SOLID RCKT. BSTR.	 (MQ3SBB)	 t 15 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP =	 . 0000 INCHES	 RN /L	 _	 3.000	 BETA	 _	 .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP =	 .0000 INCHES






MACH ( 1) =	 3.700.	 ALPHA ( 1) = -10.000	 PINF	 = .32910	 Q(PSI) = 3.1538	 RN /L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION :I 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB	 .0000	 .0040	 .0250	 .0500 	 .0750	 .1000	 .1100	 .1150	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
90.000	 6.7308
	 .8790	 .8418	 .8636	 .1295
180_.000
	 1.8787	 1.6811	 .6258	 .8452










	 .9226	 .7412 1.3461 3.6399




	 .8000	 .9000	 .9100	 9200	 .9250	 .9300	 .9400
	 .9500`	 .9600	 .9900
PSI
90.000	 .1295	 .3478
	 .0839 	 2472	 1942
180.000
	 .5050' 1.253




















MACH ( 1) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) _
	 -5.000	 PINT	 = . 32910	 Q(PSI) = 3.1538
	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
l
I	 SECTION ( I)SOLID RCKT. BSTR 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
k	 X /LSRB	 .0000	 .0040	 ,0250
	
.0500	 .0750	 .1000	 .1100
	 .1150	 .1,300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000I<
p	 PSI
90.000	 6.9639	 .9078	 .8989	 .9065'	 .2263	 7
'.:	 180.000









270.000	 1.9564 1.3529	 .9353
	 .8675 1.3096 2.8524	 .2690	 .2777	 .2268	 .1555	 .2302	 .3499	 .3140
315.<000	 0733
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 596
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 OI -T22-S8Nl3 SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (M03SBB)
MACH	 (	 1) _	 3.700	 ALPHA (	 2) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( [)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .2030 .4471 .1310 .3315 .3818
180.000 .3977 1.0450 .1869 .3464 .9205 .7794 .5531
210,000 .3753 1.5058 .6671 .3767
215.000 .4014 .1575 .0945
225.000 .9378 .3301 .-1853 .3315 .2972
240.000 .2151 .2548 .2989
247.500 .4156
270.000 .2497 1,6850 .1973 .1574 .1881 .5531
315.000 .2153
MACH	 (	 1) =	 3.700	 :'ALPHA (	 3) _ .000 PINT	 = .32910 Q(PSI)	 =	 3.1536 RN/L	 = 3.0000 CPSTG	 =	 1.7839
SECTIOW ( [)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .	 Guu .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
90.000 '7.0534 9214 .9258 .9271 2986
180,000 1.0770 .9262 .2574 .2176
225.000 .3362 .2660	 .5301
247.500 .1599 .3168	 .4397	 .4871
260.000 3.0904
270.000 1.9861 1.3837 .9514 .9940 1.3273 2.7217 .2728 .4048 .2198 .1436 .2606	 .2828	 .2828
315.000 .1599
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 8100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .8900
PSI
90.000 .3316 .8941 .2094 .6572 .6498
180.000 .3746 1.0269 IS48 .3193 .7912 .8720 .6553
210.000 .3107 1.1904 .6721 .4011
215.000 .3313 .1424 .0903
225..000 .9398 .2746 .1852 .2861 .2738
240.000 2163 2259 .3091
247.500 .3790
270.000 .3124' 1.5133 .2006 .1424 .1890 .551!
315.000 .3198
'^	 y
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 597
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01-T22-S8N16 SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SBB)
MACH	 (	 1) _	 3.700 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000 PINF	 - .3P910 Q(PSI) =	 3.1538 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




	 - 6.9390 .9085 .9169 .9278 .2392
160.000 .7654 .6763 .1413 .2375
225.000 .2243 .2420 .4586
247.500
.1091 .2062 .4168 .4810
260.000 3.3174
270.000 1.9929 1.3894 .9475 .9398 1.3495 2.E978 .2764 .2886 .2284 .1598 .1763 .3481 .4795
315.000 .2943
X/LSRB' .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 E250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .3285 .8171 .2451 .6556 .6855
180.000 .3481 .6919 .2208 .5046 .9379 .8820 .7032
210..000
.4158 1.5117 .6666 .4703
215.000 .7-476 .1718 .1227




270.000 .4153 1.4297 .1982 .1418 .2611 .5577
315.000 .3660
MACH
	 ( 2) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 -10.000 PINE	 - .16570 Q(PSII 2.4551 RN/L	 = 3.0050 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( I)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE mL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1-000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000	
1
PSI
90.000 5.5569 .5856 .5458 .5620 .0593
180.000 1.3711 1.1998 3492 3523
225.000 4415 5519 3690	 -^--
247.500
.2631 .4431 .5081 .3690
260.000 2.1.434
270.000 1.4847 .9830 .6444 .5302 .9756 1.3566 .1798 .1571 .1671 .1452 .2057 .2843 .2132
r!	 3i5.000 .0439
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .6000 .9000 .9100 .9200, .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI --..
90.000 .0468 .2949 .0733: .1854 .1316
180,009 .3145 .8220 .1588 .2976 .6534 .6206 .4626
210.000
.3349 1.1188 .5085 .3156
215.000 1•=_302 .1162 .0724
225.000 .7574 .2932 .1520 2379 1941
240.000
.1066 .0971 .1298 p
s
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 598
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4), 01-T22-'18N16 SOLID RCKT. BSTR.	 (MQ3S9B)
MACH ( 2) -	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) = -10.000





.7000 	 .7800	 .8000	 .9000'	 .9100
	
.9200	 .9i.'50	 .9300	 .9400	 .8500	 .9600	 .9900
PSI
247.500	 .3085




MACH ( 2) =	 4 600	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000	 PINF	 :16`,70	 Q(PSI) = 2.4551	 RN/L	 = 3.0050	 CPSTG - 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)SOL1D RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1:07 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000
PSI
90.000 6.0706 .6172 .6039 .6077 .1163




270.000 1.6212 1.0643 .6747 .6165 .9493 1.3E86 .1801 .1818 .1473 .0946 .1081
`	 315.000 .0495
X/LSRB - .7000 7800 .8000 .9000 19100 .9200 .9E50 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .11,39 .3462 .0839 .1991 .2038
180.000`' .2566 ,5402 .1241 .2112 .4444 .5412 .4149
210.000 .2372 .9365 .4335 .2454
215,000 .2663 .1009 .0654
225.000 6067 2255 .1813 .1363
240.000 .1050 .0900 .1343
247.500 .2882






MACH ( 2) =	 '4.600	 AI:PHA ( 3) =	 -000	 PINT	 lF;=70	 0(PSI) = 2.4551	 RN/L	 = 3.0050	 CPSTG ' 1.8033
r
'	 SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
XLSRB .0000	 .0040	 .0250 .0500 .0750'	 .1000	 .1100	 .1150 .1300	 .1500	 .2000 .3000	 .4000
PSI
90.000 6.27 13	 .6436 .6361 .6349 .1524
180.000 7808 ,6432 .14559 (rn
225,000 i	 !0 ;70
24 7 .500 0E .	 : X9101
2fi^0 . ;" (;0^ 1 .7792.2=0»tls:0
I




1.41	 3 I82`T	 Iw`?»2	 ;:,= dE::'>
.5000	 .6000
tcw6
4DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 599
UPWT 1059 (IHq ) OI-T22-S3N16 SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SBB)
MACH	 C 21 _	 4.600 ALPHA C 3)'= .000
SECTION 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P:_
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .11 .10 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
315.000 .0708
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900 {1
PSI
90.000 " .1695 .5603 .1335 .3811 .3505
180.000 .2335 .6007 .1335 .2012 .3792 .4775 .4154
210.000 .1842 .6821 .3533 .2005
215.000 .18515 0778 .0546
225.000 .6586' .2248 .1085 .1351 .0996
240.000 .0873 .0723 .1140
247.500 .2546




( 2) _	 4.600 ALPHA ( 41 _	 5.000 PINF	 = 165'70 Q(PSI)	 _	 2.4551 RN/L	 = 3.0050 CPSTC 1.8033
SECTION,( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
{	 ,.	 L• X /LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 11C•0 .1150 .1300 .1500 .200:1 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 
PSI
s w 90.000 6.1560 .6196' .6110' .6165 1105
180.000 .5351 .4672 .0708 .1251
225.000 1259 .1,025 .2307
247.500 .0889 .1010 .1131 .2141
T 260.000 1.8448
L* 270.000 1.6758 1.1189 .7018 .6417 .9913 1.46C8 1941 .1958 .1581 .0920 .0965 .1116 .1824
315.000 .1673
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .92°_0 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PS[
90.000 .1299 .4895 .1329 .3665 .3841
180.000 .1658 .3129 .1189 .2839 .5652 .4928 .3693
210.000 .2184 1.0993 .4464 .2594
215.000 .25:9 .0969 .0601
( 225.000 .6836 .1259 .1216 .2130 .1474 .--_
240.000 .1051 .1174 .1577
247.500 .2457
270.000 .2442 1.0802 .1206 .0714 .0770 .3479
'< 315.000 .1975
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 600
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCA) ( 15 APR 76	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L 1.200 BETA .000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP"	 = .0000	 INCHES
BREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
SCALE = ;0100
MACH	 ( 1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 .000	 PINF	 _ .48157 Q(PSI) =	 1,8775 RN/L =	 1.2100 CPSTG	 - 1.7063
SECTION'( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 J200 .0400
	
.0500	 .0600 .080) .1000 .1250	 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 3.6741 1.3126 1.1442	 1.1396 1.2476 2.4872 2.5431 2.2908
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 ,7800 .80011 .8050 .8290	 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PH




















c $ 05.000 21 2a1 12.500 .4754
1"7.500 01,;,,






DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 601
UPWT 1059	 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCA)
MACH	 (	 1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA	 (	 1) '_ .000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI














MACH	 (	 1) =	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000	 PINT	 _ .48157 Q(PSI) _	 1.8775 RN/L =	 1.2100 CPSTG = 1.7063
SECTION	 ('I)ORBLTER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600 0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI
.000 3.6945







180.000' 3.6945 1.1056 .9544 .9581 1.0460 2.0450 2.1919 1.9929
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .8000 .8050 .6290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI













f	 68.000 .3737 _- w
DATE 20 APR 76,	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MO3BCA)
MACH ( 1)'=	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000
SECTION ( I) ORBITER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
.`
























	 (	 t) 2.360 ALPHA (3) -	 10 PINE	 - .48157 O(PSI) =	 1.8775 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTO	 = 1.7063
i'	 SECTION (t_ 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE _"tiNDENT VARIABLE PL
XILB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 3.6621 .9023 .7723 .6178 .8655 1.5520 1.8486 1.7029
X/LB _.2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7800 .8000 8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI





DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 603
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCA)
MACH	 (	 1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 10.000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8000 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500 .9630	 .9750	 1.0000	 1.0145
PH'I
24,.000 .7237






















1	 130.000 .6888	 .4419 .4127





180.000 .4723	 .2596 .4060








DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 604
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38CA)
MACH	 (	 1) _	 2.360 ALPHA ( 4) =	 20.000 PINF	 = .48 57 Q(PSI) -	 1.8775 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG = 1.7063
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 1'L
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500 .0600 .00,00 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 3.4761 .6238 .5987 .6331 .6575 .7464 1.2372 1.2424
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4002 .5000 .6000 .7800 .8(00 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI






F	 40.000 .8537 .9283
45.000 .9084
50.000 .6448
51..600 .1297f	 _	 57.000 .2919
k	 50.900 .3557
65.900 .3727











129.500 .5728 .	 __-





180.000 .3459 .2268 .3014
1
DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE 605	 i
UPWT 1059	 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (M038CA)
MACH	 (	 1) g	 2.360
	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 20.000







MACH	 ( 2.) 2.950	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 .000	 PINE	 _ .26572 0(PSI) 1.6163 RN/L _	 1.2100 CPSTG	 = 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)0RB)TER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pl.
X/LB .0000
	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600 .08(0 .1000 .1250	 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
f. PHI
k	 .-000 3.1231	 1.7560
	







180.000 3.1232 .9659 .8082 .7989	 .8905 1.8615 2.0748 1.9499
X/LB 2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 BOC.O .8050 .8290	 .8620 .9500 .9630 .975C 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
.000 .2763




























DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 606




MACH ( 2) =	 2.950
	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .000
SECTION (' H ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X?LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 15000	 .6000
























180 ..000	 .5424	 .2206	 .2236













	 = 1.2100	 CPSTG - 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 ,0000	 .0050'	 .0200	 .0400
	 .0500	 .0600	 _0800	 .1090	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	
000	 3.1197 2.0154 1.0187
























	 6269	 .6362	 ,6988 1.3893	 1.6781	 1.5883










































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE
	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ3BCA)
MACH ( 2) _	 2.910
	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000
PAGE 607
SEG^.ON ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
!	 X/L8	 .2000
	 .3000' ,.4000



























MACH	 ( 2) _	 2.950	 ALPHA C 3) _	 10.000
	
PINE	 .26532 QtPSI) 1.6163	 RN/L 1.2100
SECTION ('1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/L8 .0000 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500 .0600	 .0600 .1000 .1250 .1500	 .1600 .1650
PHI












180.000 3.0900 .6029 .4858 .5202 .5564	 .9346
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 608
UPWT 1059 ('IH4)	 Ol ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (M038CA)
MACH
	 ( 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 10.000'
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000
	
.6000 .7800 .8000 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145	 ----
PHI










































DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 IH4 PAGE
f
609	 I
jUPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38CA)
MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950 ALPHA (	 4) _	 20.000 PINE	 = .26532 0(PSI) =	 1.6163 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG = 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER`FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500 ,0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI




`	 39.000 .4991 i
163.000 .3788
174,000 .4833
18;.000 2.9115 .3834 .3424 .3657 .4005 .4100 .6476 .7413
X/L8 .2000 _3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI




































UPWT 1059 	 (IH4l	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCA)
MACH	 (	 2)' _	 2.950	 ALPHA t 4) =	 20.000






( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA	 (	 1),= -5.000	 PINF	 _ .13154 Q(PSI) =	 1.2605 RN/L a	 1.2000 CPSTG - 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000	 .0050-	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600 .0800- .1000 .1250	 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI
000 2.3288	 1.0726	 .4377 .2756	 .2093 .3507 .1583 .1243





180.000 2.3288 .8100 .6716 .6614	 .7465 1.6358 1.9063 1.8322
X/LB '' .2000	 -.3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290	 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI





























DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 811
UPWT	 1059 (IH4)	 01 ALON1: ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCA)
MACH
	 ( 3) _	 3.700-
	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION C 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000















MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA c 2) =	 .000	 PINE	 _ .13154 Q(PSI) 1.2605 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORBI?ER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE FL
X/LB - ,0000	 .0050	 .0200' .0400













180.000 2.3459 .6428 .5146 .5109 .5766 1.2391 1.5564
T
1.5122
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI












76 PAGE 612DATE 20 APR	 TABULATED 50URCE DATA - IH4 f--
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MO36CA)
MACH
	
( 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000
	

























MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA (
-.000	 PINF	 = .131°4 Q(PSI) =	 1.2605	 RN/L 1.2000	 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION-( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000
	 0050
	 .0200 .0400	 :0500	 .0600 .08[0 .1000 .1250	 .1500	 .1600 .1650	 .1700	 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 2.3612 .5021 .3877 .3942	 .4429	 .8505 1.2078 1.1922	 {
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 613
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCA)
MACH-	 ( 3) _	 3.700 ALPHA ( 3) =	 5.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000	 .3000 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800 .800) .8050	 .8290	 .8620 .9500
	
.9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI






































10.000 .3057	 .1069 .0772




SECTION ( 1)QRBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/L8 0000 .0050 ,0200 .0400 .0500 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600
PHI







180.000 2.3561 .3883 2898 .3112 .3378 .5149
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 :5000 .6000 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500
PHI

































180.000 .2275 .1102 .1108












DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
	 PAGE 614
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE
	
ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ3BCA)
MACH- ( 3) -	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 10.000	 PINF	 = .13154	 Q(PSI) = 1.2605	 RN/L	 1.2000	 CPSTG = 1.7839
aDATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 615
UPWT	 1059	 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCA)
MACH
	
(	 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 4) 10.000
SECTION ( ])ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




s MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 5) 20.000	 PINF	 = .13154 O(PSI) 1.2605 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION	 ('I)ORSITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250	 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







E 180.000 2.2359 .2397 .1840 .1996	 .2352 ,2162 .3208 .3902
X/LB .2000	 ,3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290	 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.-0000 1,0145
PHI




























DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 616
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38CA)
MACH	 (,3) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 20.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL















MACH 	 ( 4) 4.600	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000	 PILAF	 =	 .66240-C1 Q(PSI) _	 .98142	 RN/L	 = 1.2000	 CPSTG	 =	 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800 .1000 .x1250	 .1500	 .1600 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	


















180.000	 1.8038	 .5852	 .4756	 .4691	 .5411 1.1986	 1.5588	 1.5354




.8000	 .8050	 ,8290	 .8520	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
.000 0673 .0637	 .0570
















DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 617
UPWT 1059	 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38CA)
MACH	 'C 41 =	 4.600	 ALPHA 111 _	 -5.000
SECTION f I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB_ .2000	 .3000








( 95.500 .0613 .0456





















MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINT	 - .66240-01 Q(PSI) =	 .98142 BN/L =	 1.2000 CPSTG	 = 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 0400	 .0500	 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 ..1800
PHI







180.000 1.8225 .4547 .3487 .3459 .4010 .8397 1.2820 1.2311
f'
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 I.H4 PAGE	 618
UPWT 1059 (IH41	 CI ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MO38CA)
MACH	 ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000
SECTION t 11ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VAFIABLE PL





































180.000 .3081	 .0854 .0551
XILB 1.0250	 1.0500
PHI
.000 .9455	 .0426 -. --
1
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4 PAGE 619	 - - i
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38CA)
MACH	 ( 4) _	 4.600 ALPHA 13i 5.000 P`INF	 : .66240-01 Q(PSI) _	 .08142 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTO	 - 1.-8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB'ITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500 .0603 .0800 11000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI
I







180.000 1.8270 .3448 .2488 .2534 .2899 .5097 .8710 .9101
X/LB .2000` .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 17800 .8000 .6050 .8290 .8620 49500 .9630 9750 1..0000 1.0145
PHI
.000 .1002 .0885 .0832' .1086 .0796 .1076 .0572' .0499 .0541
23.000 10885
4 24.000 .1019
+	 t 31.500 .1130


































180.000 .2292 .0794 .0433
mz	 7
E	 ,
DATE 20 ,APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 IH4 PAGE 620




_	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 5.000




MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 10.000	 PINF	 = .,56240-01 (1(PSI) _	 .98142 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( ])ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VAR'A®LE PL ---
~_-X/LD ObDO	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .060( 0800 .1000 .1250	 .1500 .1600 .15150 .1.700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 1.8140 .2592 .1772 _1865	 .2142 -2830 .5309 .6090
X/LB .2000 	 ,3000
	





























DATE '20 APR !76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 621
UPWT 1059
	 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER' FUSELAGE (MQ38CA)
MACH
	
( 4) 4.600	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 10.000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIARLIc PL













180.000 .1644	 .0844 .0486
X/LB 1.0250	 1.0500
- PHI
.000 0880	 .0785 , i
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 5) _	 20.000	 PINF	 = SS240-01 Q(PSI) _	 .98142' RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER'FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARI48LE PL
` X/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500
	 ..0600' .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
k
PHI











180.000 1.691I .1640 .1090 .1127 ._1628 .1292 .1655 .1938 w- -
X/LB .2000	 .3000
	 .4000 .5000	 .6000
	 .7800- .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI














DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 622
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38CA)-
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600 	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 20.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEP(=NDENT VARI%RLE PL
















130.000 .0838	 .0559 .0443
135.000 .0603 .0375} 139.600, .0484} 144.000 .0449
155.000 .0942
l180.000 .0834	 .0694 .0335
X/LB 1.0250	 1.0500
PHI











DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED) SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 623
I
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORB. UPPER WING . (MQ3UCA)	 t 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 =; 2690.00O0 'SQ.FT.
	 XMRP	 _ .0000 INCHES RN/L	 _ 1.200 BETA	 _ .000
L.REF	 _ 1290.3000 INCHES	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES	 ZMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
SCALE _ .0100
MACH	 ( 1)	 _	 -	 2.360	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 .000	 PINF	 =	 .48157 Q(PSI)	 = 1.8775 RN/L _	 1.2100 CPSTG	 _ 1.7063
SECTION
r











MACH	 ( 1)	 =	 2.360	 ALPHA	 ('2)
	 _ 5.000	 P1NF	 .48157 Q(PSI) 1.8775 RN/L _	 1.2100 CPSTG	 = 1.7063
!	 SECTION (	 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIF.BLE PL
I 2Y/BW 4000	 .6000	 8000 I
X/CW
.050 .6612






MACH	 ( 1)	 _	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 3)	 _ 10.000	 PILAF	 -	 . 48157 Q(PSI)	 = 1.8775 RN /L _	 1.2100 CPSTG	 _ 1.7063
SECTION (	 I)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL {










DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA 	 IH4' PAGE	 624
UPWT 1059'(IH4) 01 ALONE ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UCA)
MACH	 t	 1); =	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 20.000	 PINE	 =	 .48157 Q(PSI) _ 1.8775	 RN/1" =	 1_.2100 CPSTG	 1.7063
SECTION ( 1) ORB .













MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA (	 1) -	 000
	
PINF	 =	 .26532 Q(PSI)	 _ 1.6163	 RN/L _	 1.2100 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION (
6







.290 .2230'	 .2833	 .4619





MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2) = 5.000
	
PINE	 =	 .26532 Q(PSI)
	 _ 1.6163	 RN /L 1.2100 CPSTG	 1.7529


















IDATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 625
UPWT 1059 (IN4) 0	 ALONE OR9. UPPER WING (MQ3UCA)
MACH 12) =	 2.950
	
ALPHA ( 3) =	 10.000	 PINF	 .26532 Q(PSI) 1.6163	 RN/L. _	 1.2100 CPSTG	 _	 1.7529













( 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 20.000	 PINE	 .26532 Q(PSI) 1.6163	 RN/L '1.2100 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION ( I)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VAR ABLE PL













MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINE	 .13154 Q(PSI)	 _ 1.2605	 RN/L _	 1.2000 CPSTG	 _	 1.7@39
SECTION ( I)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .4000	 .6000!	 .8000
X/CW
.050 .4254





DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 626
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UCA)
MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINE	 _	 .13154 Q(PSI)	 = 1.2605	 RN/L _	 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION





.200 .1253	 .1779	 .3144
.600 .0538	 .0591
.800 .0686
.900 .21IO	 .1164 -
f	 950 .1005.
MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3) = 5.000	 PINE	 .13154 Q(PSI) = 1.2605	 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .4000	 .6000	 .8000
X/CW
.050 .2554





MACH	 (,3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 4) = 10.000	 PINE	 _	 .13!54 Q(PSI)	 = 1.2605	 RN/L =	 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL









DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 627
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UCAl
MACH	 (,,3) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 5) _	 20.000	 PINF	 -	 .13154 Q(PSI) I.2605	 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 =	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIIBLE PL









MACH	 ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA (	 I) _ -5.000	 PINF	 ='	 .66240-01 Q(PSI)	 _ .98142	 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION ( i)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .4000	 .6000	 .8000
X/CW
1050 .2645
.200 .0966	 .1586	 .3243






( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA l 2) _ .000	 PINF	 =	 .66240-01 Q(PSI)	 _ .98142 	 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 _	 1.8033
SECTION (
i
IIORB.-UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARI^.BLE PL
2Y/BW .4000	 .6000	 .8000 a
X/CW
.050 .2207 `^







UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE
	
ORB. UPPER WING	 (MQ3UCA)
MACH ( 47 =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 3)	 5.000	 PINF	 .66240-01 Q(PSI)	 .98142	 RN/L	 _ 1.2000	 CPSTG = 1.8033



















MACH ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 10.000	 PINF	 .66240-01 Q(PSI) _ .98142 	 RN/L	 1.2000
	
CPSTG = 1.8033
SECTION ( IJORB. UPPER WING
	
DEPENDENT VARI<BLE PL














MACH ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 20.000	 PINF	 .36240-01 Q(PSI) _ .98142	 RN/L	 _ 1.2000
	
CPSTG - 1.8033
SECTION ( '1)ORB. UPPER WING	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y /BW .4000 .6000	 euUu
X/CW
.050 .0592






DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE 629
UPWT 1059	 (IH4)
	 01 ALONE ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LCA)	 ( 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000'SO.FT.
	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L	 _ 1.200	 BETA	 = .000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP	 = ..0000	 INCHES
BREF	 =' 1290.3000 INCHES - ZMRP
	 = .0000 INCHES
SCALE = .0100
MACH	 ( 1)	 _	 2.360
	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 .000	 PINF .48157 Q(PSI) _	 1.8775	 RN /L 1.2100	 CPSTG 1.7053
SECTION (	 I)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VAP.IA3LE PL
2Y/13W .2500	 .3011	 .3480, .4000
	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
V CW
.000 1.5082 1.6123 .3365





.025 .6117	 .5686 .6200
.045 .6200


















.900 .3167	 .30-02 .3031 .3101 - -
MACH	 ( 1)	 _	 2.360
	
ALPHA	 ( 2) =	 5.000	 PINF	 - .48157 Q(PSI) =	 1.8775	 RN/L _	 1.2100	 CPSTG 1.7063
SECTION (	 i)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIA3LE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480' .4000




.000 1.7796 1.6704 .1966




(	 .004 1.1515 1.0853
.005 ..8509 .8750
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 630
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 %LONE ORB. 'LOWER WING	 (MQ3LCA)
MACH
	
(	 1) _	 2.360 ALPHA L 2) _	 5.000
SECTION	 (_1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIA3LE PL
2Y/BW .2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000



























	 .4227 .4463 .4390
MACH	 (	 17 _	 2.360 ALPHA i 3) =	 10.000	 PINE	 = .48157 Q(PSI) =	 1.8775
	
RN/L	 1.2100	 CPSTG	 1.7063
SECTION ( 1)ORB: LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y BW .2500 .3011	 :3480 '+000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CWI	 .000 1.9605 1.6584' i.1.470





.025 .9450	 1.1896 1.2724
045 .9715












GATE 20 'APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 631
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 i.LONE	 ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LCA)
MACH ( 1) _	 2.360
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 10.000
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




















	 .5602	 .6003	 .5683
MACH ( 1) =
	 2.360
	
ALPHA ( 4) _	 20.000	 PINE	 - .48157	 OYPSI) = 1.8775	 RN/L	 1.2100	 CPSTG	 1.7063
SECTION ( I)ORB. LOWER WING'
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW
	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480
	
.4000




.000	 2.0407	 1.4400	 .1359
	



















































	 8725	 .9424	 .8703
	
- -.--^-
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE
	 ORB. LOWER WING
	 (MQ3LCA)
MACH ( 2) =	 2.950 	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .000	 PINE	 = .26532	 Q(PSI)
	 1.6163
	 RN/L	 1.21.00	 CPSTG = 1.7529
SECTION,( 1)ORB'. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500
	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000




000	 1.21.84	 1.3464	 .2220
	

























































.900	 1608	 .154E	 .1584	 _1919
MACH ( 2) =	 2.950
	 ALPHA	 2,	 5.000	 PINF	 = .26532	 Q(PSI) = 1.6163	 RN/L	 1.2100	 CPSTG	 1.75L9
SECTION ( 1)ORB.. LOWER WINO
	 DEPENDENT VARI4BLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011
	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
	 .7500




	 1.4263	 1.3942	 .1515
	
001	 .3723	 .3632





































DATE 20 'APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA 	 IH4
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING
MACH ( 2) _
	 2.950
	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500
	 .3011























.900	 .2399	 .2470	 .2680	 .2791
MACH ( 2)
	 2.950'	 ALPHA '( 3) =	 10.000	 PINF	 = .26532	 O(PSI)	 1.6163
SECTION ( I)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 -	 1.6256	 1.4140	 .1114
	
.001	 .3475 ' .2876























































DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 534
UPWT	 1059 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LCA)
MACH	 ( 2) 2.950;,	 ALPHA
	 ( 4) _	 20.000	 PINF	 = .26532 Q(PSI) =	 1.6163	 RN /L =	 1.2100	 CPSTG	 _	 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIIBLE PL
2Y/BW .2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 1.8772 1.3737 .1148
.001 .4409






.025 - ...8584 1.2765 .1 .6258
i; .045 .9350















K .900 6113	 .6299 .7034 .6612
MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 - .13154 Q(PSI) =	 1.2605`	 RN/L _	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARI6BLE PL
t
2Y/BW .2500 30]1	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 .7534 ,9992 .1362
.001 .0800
	 .0698 .4988	 .1975 .7988 .2189
.002 1379 .1680
003 1.1767' 1.2655
C . 004 .3331 .3030
r- ---
.005 .1617 .1818
1025 .0800	 .1345 .1992
.045 .0766







DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 635
UPWT'1059	 (IH4)	 01 'ALONE ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LCA')
MACH	 ('3) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA d
	 l) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( I)ORS. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW _.2500	 _3011 -	 3480 4000 	 5000
	 6000 7500 8500 9500	 9980
X/CW












.900' .0609	 .0651 .0597 .0747
MACH	 C 3) _	 -	 3.700'	 ALPHA	 (- 2) _	 .000	 PINE	 _ .13154 Q(PSI) =	 1.2605	 RN/L	 _	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIA9LE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011
	 .3480 .4000
	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 .8790 1.0453 .1320
.001 ,1303	 .1320 .6533
	 .2941 .9226 .3145




.025 .1855	 .2456 .2957
.045 .1871
















	 .0700 .0754 .0957
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 636
UPWT	 1059	 (1H4) 01 1LONE ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LCA)
MACH	 ( 3)'= 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 5.000	 PINE	 = .13154 Q(PSI) =	 1.2605	 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.7839	 \




.3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
{
I X/CW
.000 1.0658 1.0965 .0976
.001 .1753





.025 .3,193	 .4185 .4483
.045 .3209















.900 .0975	 .1066 .1181 .1393
s
MACH 	 ( 3) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA	 4) _	 10.000	 PINF	 - .13154 Q(PSI) =	 1.2LJ5	 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1) ORB.' LOWER' WING DEPENDENT VAR 1 A(iLE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011
	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000- .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 1.2518 1.1324 .0828
.001 .1972
	
.1657 1.0174	 .6462 1.2314 .6563 t
.002 .5054 .573I




.025 .4043	 .5965 .6578
.045 .4209
' 100 .4714 .6031 .5 53
.153 .2635
.177 .3753




tr,^rtlrr. rata. „+K ..+^v-lstr<f+^' ' .iu	 '	
.
••	 ^	 ^	 .
...
-717
DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 IH4 PAGE	 637
UPWT 1059 CIH4) 01 -!LONE ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LCA)
MACH	 ( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA	 4) 10.000
SECTION I)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIAELE PL















9.4) .900 .1594	 .1794 .2121 .2242
MACH	 3) 3.700	 ALPHA	 5) 20.000	 PINE .13154 Q(PSI)	 =	 1.2605	 RN/L 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION I)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIAELE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/Cw
.000 1.5874 .9357 .0865





.025 .5906	 .9299 1.2258
.045 .6428















.900 .3659	 .3944 .4181 .4229
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 638
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01_A -ONE ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LCA)
MACH
	 ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA 'c	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINT	 - .66240-01 Q(PSI) =	 .98142 	 RN/L 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION (-1)ORB. LOWER' WING DEPENDENT VARIAE_E PL i
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
..000 .5515 .8726 .0920

































	 .0309 .0339 .0449
C'	 MACH	 (	 4)
f
-	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 21 -	 .000
	
PINF'	 _ .66240-01	 Q(PSI) _	 .98142'	 RN/L _	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB, LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIAB._E PL
2Y/BW .2500
	 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 .6918 .8862 .0848
'	 .001 .0701	 .0685 .4778
	 .2038 .7776 .2444'
.002 .1337 .1769
c	 .003 .9020 .9860
P	 .004
.3363 .3408
f	 .005 .1565 .1716
.025 1011	 1631 2234
.045 .0962





Rf4^.^k' h.»c3s+}k,t#i+Y F y^4eFY^tNN	 9 ",i¢lf-.•4W){Mf1t4..a +w'	 ;,#	 .. ,cf •'i•	 . ri
,•,ta y .4wNW1F43hiM•F, ,N4 s.dani ,s4MHf	 ..7^' Yfib>^-"ih^,g	 .
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kDATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 639
UPWT	 1059	 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORB. LOWER WING (M03LCA)
MACH
	
( 4) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA ,C 2)
_	
.000
SECTION'( I)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL-
2Y/BW .2500 .3011













l	 .900 .0432	 .0443, .0503 .0656
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600 ALPHA ( 3) _	 -	 5.000	 PILAF	 = .66240-01 Q(PSI') _	 .98142	 RN/L 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BWE; .2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 .8541 .8996 .0752 1
.001 .0986	 .0952 .6482	 .3258 .9014 .3292 a
.002' .2322 .2743
.003 .9154 .85t+ 1
.004 .4656 .4494
.005 .2690 .2891
.025 .202.1	 .2974 .3492f ,I
	
.045 .2038
.100, .2103 .2773 .2656



















	 .0511 .0614 .0779
s'
J^
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 'IH4 PAGE	 640 u
-i
UPWT 1059-(IH4) 01 %LONE ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LCA)
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 10.000	 PINF	 = .66240-01 Q(PSI) =	 .98142	 RN/L	 =	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.6033
SECTION	 (, 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIA3LE PL
2Y/13W .2500
	 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 1.0460 .7584 .0702




























.900 0880	 .1072 .1246 .1255
' MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 20.000	 PINT	 - .66240-01 Q(PSI) _	 .98142	 RN/L	 _	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION t 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIARLE PL
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 :3480 .4000 	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
I
X/CW
.000 1.3737 .7071 .0735

















`:+ 'S'^tfrrf. Yt c. k,^ft"'(f'
.. -	 _....,._,_..^...v__....e.....,..... ...............a.......,...^.ev ..._.
------	 ----
DATE 20 APR 76	 -	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 641
UPWT 1059 (1H4) 01 ,,LONE	 ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LCA,)
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600
	 ALrHA ( 5) _	 20.000
SECTION (	 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIAEILE PL -

















.2469	 .2553 .2763	 .2984
f
^	 i
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 542
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VCA)	 C	 15 APR 76
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L i.20o BETA .000
LREF
	 = 1290.3000 INCHES	 YMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
BREF
	 = 1290.3000 INCHES	 ZMRP	 = .0000 INCHES
SCALE = .0100
MACH
	 ( 1)	 2.360	 ALPHA	 (	 1) .000	 PINF	 .48157 Q(PSI) 1.8775 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG 1.7063
SECTION (	 I)ORB : .	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIAE 7-E PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 1.8035	 1.6567	 1.4280 1.7113
.300 .9465	 .8845	 .8355
.500 .8151
.700 .3502
.900 .2764	 .3062	 .3669
MACH
	 ( 1)	 2.360	 ALPHA	 ( 2) 5.000	 PINF	 .48157 Q(PSI) 1.8775 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTO 1.7063
SECTION I	 I)ORB.	 VERT.
	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIAB^-E PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 7650 .9050
X/Cv'
.000 1.6226	 1.4980	 1.2642 1.4553
.300 .8211	 .7860	 .7593
.500 .7127
.700 .3076
.900 .2525	 .2693	 -324F
MACH	 C 1)	 2.360	 ALPHA	 1	 3) 10.000	 PINF	 .48157 Q(PSI) 1.8775 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTO 1.7063
SECTION I)GRB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIAB-E PL
Z/BV .2990
	 .5320	 7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 1.5594	 1.3358	 1.0969 1.2795





DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - I114 PAGE 643
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 A_ONE ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VCA)
MACH	 (	 1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA ('4) _	 20.000	 PINT	 =	 .48157 Q(PSI')	 = 1.8775 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG 1.7063
I SECTION ( !)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIAB.E PL
t
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 1.8718	 1.2556	 .8738 .9962




.900 .1660	 .1911	 .2502
MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA	 c	 1)
-
_	 .000	 PINT	 .26532 Q(PSI) 1.6163 RN/L 1.2100 _ CPSTG = 1.7529
f
SECTION C 1)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIAB;_E PL




.000 1.4147	 1.2628	 1.1109 1.3669





.900 .1645:	 .2122	 .2110
MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000	 PILAF'	 =	 26532 Q(PSI)	 _ 1.6163 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG 1.7529
SECTION I I)ORB.
	

















( 2) =	 2.950-,	 ALPHA	 (	 3) =	 10.000	 PINF	 =	 26532' Q(PSI)	 _ 1.6163 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL ,_-
fk Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650'' .9050
X/CV
.000 1.1546	 .9992	 .8276 .9836
.300 _4472	 .4065	 .3579
.500' .3919
.700 .1634
.900 .11'48	 .1367	 .1671
iTDATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE: DATA - IH4 PAGE	 644
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VCA)
MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 20.000	 PINF	 _	 .26532 Q(PSI) = 1.6163 RN/L _	 1.2100 CPSTG	 1.7529
"	 SECTION ( 1)ORB.
	 VERT.
















MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700




















MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA'( 2) _	 .000	 PINF	 -	 .13154 Q(PSI)	 = 1.2605 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION (
l

















-	 MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 3) 5.000	 PINF	 =	 .13154 Q(PSI)	 _ 1.2605 RN/L _	 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL



















UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VCA)
MACH	 ( 3) =	 33.700	 ALPHA t 4) =	 10.000	 PINF	 -	 .13154 Q(PSI)	 = 1.2605 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839









4 .700 - .0746 r-°--=
.900 .0545	 .0612	 .0715
k, MACH	 ( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 5) 20.000	 PINF	 _	 .13154 Q(PSI) = 1.2605 RN/L _	 1.2000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL" DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 7590	 .5911	 :3533 .4250-
.300 .1171	 .1402	 .1523
.500 1116
.700 .0499
.900 .0388	 .0413	 .0607
MACH	 ( 4) 4.600-	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 .66240 -01 Q(PSI)	 = .98142 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 = 1.8033
SECTION C I)ORB.	 VERT'.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABL_ PL







.300' .1369	 .1351'	 .1387
.500 .1278
.700 ..0600
.900	 " .0648	 .0570	 .0533
MACH	 ( 4)-_ 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINF	 .66240-01 Q(PSI) _ .98142 RN/L _	 1.2000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORB.	 VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABL _` PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050p
X/CV i





r ' .500 .1091
.700' .0581
1900 .0575	 .0539	 .0533
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED -SOURCE DATA	 IH4 PAGE	 646 - --°-
UPWT 1059
	 (IH4) 	 OI ,kLONE ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VCA)
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 3) 5.000	 P1NF	 =	 .66240-01 Q(PSI)	 _ .98142
	
RN/L _	 1.2000 CPSTG	 =	 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990
	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV









( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 10.000	 PINE	 _	 .66240-01 Q(PSI)
	 _ .98142	 RN/L =	 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION
	 (' i) ORB .	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT' VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990
	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/Cv
.000 .4589	 .4379	 .3678 .4501
.300 .0851,	 .0946	 .0958
.500 .0904
.7.00 .0479
.900 .0419	 .0431	 .0467
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 20.000	 PINE	 -	 . 66240-01 Q(PSI)	 _ _.98142
	
RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORB.	 VERT.' TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 9050
X/CV 7









DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 647
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 /LONE	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ3BCB)	 ( 15 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 	 XMRP _	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L	 3.000	 BETA	 .000
	
LREF - 1,290.3000 INCHES
	
YMRP =	 .0000 INCHES
BREF	 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP
	 .0000 INCHES
SCALE	 .0100
MACH ( 1)	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .000
	
PINF	 _ 1.1978	 Q(PSI)	 4.6698	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7063
G	 SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIAELE PL
X/LB
	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400	 .0500




	 9.1237 5.4149 2.7217 2.0646




















180.000	 9.1237	 3.2485	 2.8106 2.7655 2.9853 6.1967	 6.3164	 5.6530
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000r	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .800^	 .8050
	
.8290	 8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
C	 PHI
	

























































MACH ( 1) _
	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2)
	 5.000 P?NF	 = 1.1978	 Q(PSI)	 4.6698	 RN/L	 3.0000
SECTION ( 1)OR8ITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIAB.E PL
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050
	 0200	 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800




	 9.1339 '6.1352 3.2866 2.5186
















	 9.1339	 2.7029	 2.3303 2.3192 2.4963 5.3174 	 5.5243	 4.9637
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000, .6000
	 .7800	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
	
000 : 1.4074 1.411'7 1.4678 1.4393 1.4213






























.1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1600
r
1
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 A_ONE ORBITER FUSELAGE
MACH	 (	 1) _	 2.360
	 ALPHA	 ("1) _	 .,000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAB_E PL
X/LB .2000



















DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 549
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE'	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ3BCB)
MACH ( 1) =	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000
SECTION 4 1)ORBITER'FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL'













































MACH ( 1) =	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 10.000	 PINT	 -	 .1978	 O(PSI) _ 4.6698	 RN/-L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7063
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .0000	 0050	 0200	 .0400	 0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000	 1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	





















	 9.1230	 2.2E19	 1.9146 1.9735 2.0833 4.4245	 4.7041	 4.2502
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000
	 .6000	 17800	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
	
.000	 1.7322 1.6799 1.7355 1.7134 1.7015	 1.7664	 1.5066	 1.4767 1.4581
	
23.000	 1.6690
DATE 20 APR '76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 650
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38CB)
MACH-	 (	 l) 2.360
	 ALPHA f 3) =	 10.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL


























130.000 1.6938	 1.0957 1.0825






180.000 1.1260	 .6030 1.0147







DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4 PAGE 651
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01 ALINE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCB)
MACH	 (	 1) P.360 ALOHA (	 q ) 20.000 PINT 1.1978 Q(PSI) =	 4.6698 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTO	 - 1.7063
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABL E- PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 :0200 .0400	 .0500 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250	 .1500 .1600 1650 .1700 .1750 .1800It
PHI







160.000 8.6040 1.4745 1.4607 1.5031	 1.5286 1.9630 3.2884 3.0712
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290	 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI































180.000 .8076 .4898 .7824




MACH > ( 1)
	 2.360	 ALPHA .t 4)	 20.000








	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 1) _
	 .000	 PINF	 = .66350	 Q(PSI) = 4.0417	 RN/L	 _ 3.0200	 CPSTG = 1.7529
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050 	 .0200	 0400	 .0500	 .0600	 0800	 1000	 1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	
.000	 7.7406 4.3103 1.9891 1.4106 	 1.1409


















180..000	 7.7408	 2.3742	 2.0080 1.9739 2.1612 4.8549	 5.2542	 418861
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800
	 8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500' .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI "<
	



















































BATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 653
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 vLONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (M©3BCB)
MACH	 ( 2) _	 2.950
	
ALPHA	 (	 l) _	 .000
SECTION ( "I)ORBITER FUSFL,3E DEPENDENT VARIAPLE PL















MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950
	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000	 PINF	 - .66350 Q(PSI) =	 4.0417 RN/L 3.0200 CPSTG 1.7529
n	 SECTION (
r.
I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAELE PL
X /L8 .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400
	











180.000' 7.7825 1.91.02 _1.5734 1.5596 1.7054 3.8619 4.2794 4.0024	 -.-----
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
.000 .8692	 .8458	 .9072 .9011	 .8986 .8865 .6980 .6660 .6465
23.000 .8441
24.000 .91451	









DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4	 PAGE 654
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ3BCB)
MACH	 2)	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2)	 5.000
	
SECTION	 I)ORETTER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL









































MACH C 2)	 2.950	 ALPHA	 3)	 10.000	 PINF
	 .66350	 Q(PSI)	 4.0417	 RN/L	 3.0200	 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIAB-E PL
X/LB
	 .0000	 -0050	 .0200	 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000	 .1250
	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	000	 7.7559 5.6668 3.0299 2.2517
	











180.000	 7.7559	 1.4932	 1.2190 1.2797 1,3549 2.8416	 3.4155	 3.2OB4
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 655
UPWT 1059 (:H4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCB)
MACH	 ( 2) _	 2.950- ALPHA ( 3) =	 10.000
SECTION [ 1)ORBITER`FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000
	 .3000 .4000 .5000	 .6000 -.7800 .8000 .8050	 .8290	 .8620 .9500	 .9530 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
k,	 PHI






































hDATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 656
UPWT 1059	 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCB)
MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950 ALPHA t 4) _	 20.000 PINF 66350 Q(PSI) =	 4.0417 RN/L 3.0200 CPSTG	 = 1.7529
SECTION
	
(_1) ORB I TER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .0500	 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 1x50 .1700 .1.750 .1800
PHI







180.000 7.2712 .9275 .8708 .9061 .9563 1,0532 1.9064 1.9753
X/LB .20001 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000	 .7800 .8000 .6050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI




































DATE: 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 657
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ38C8)
MACH ( 2)' =
	 2.950.	 ALPHA ( 4)	 20.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE





MACH ( 3) =
	
3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) _ -10.000	 PINF	 = .32910	 Q(PSI) _ 3.1538	 RN/L	 _ 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABL= PL
V	
X/LB
	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200
	
0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000	 .1250	 1500	 1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 1800
PHI
	
.000	 5.6579 2.1557	 .8066










^d	 174.000	 5.6372	 j
	


































































DATE 20 APR 7S	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 658
UPWT'1059	 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCB)
MACH	 (	 3) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -10.000'
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 - DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL















MACH	 ( 3) 3.700-	 ALPHA
	 ( 2) =	 -5.000	 PINF	 _ .32910 Q(PSI) =	 3.1538 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE. PL
X/LB .0000 	 .0050
	 0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600 0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
l
PHI







180.000 5.8201 2.0303 1.7018 1.6696 1.8497 4.3340 4.9024 4.6513
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PH[ 1



















GL	 .,...._:-	 _	 ^uu'	 .,	 ......r....uiurau.uw.:.i._.__ ./I111Ma,.......s..:.._::_...	 ..._^	 .^........ ._.tv..^..e........_.. _. ^. _:...... 	 . ...	 .... ... ., z.......... w......^.. ..uu ..
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 	 PAGE 559




	 3-.700	 ALPHA ( 2)	 -5.000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000
	
.6000	 .7800








































































MACH ( 3) _'	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3)
	 .000 _PINF	 .3?910
	 Q(PSI) = 3.1538	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG - 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400
	 .0500	 .0600	 .1,1800
	 .1000

























	 5.8491	 1.5905	 1.2979 1.2749 1.4244 3.4144 	 3.9598
	
3.8150
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 660
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38CB)
MACH
	 t 3) =	 3.700 ALPHA ( 3) _	 .000
SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
XIL$ .2000	 .3000, .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800 .8000 .8050	 .8290	 .8620 .9500	 .9630 .9750 1.0000	 1.0145	 I
PHI






































DATE_ 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA '- 1H4 PAGE 651
7
UPWT 1059	 (IH4) 01 ALJNE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCB)
MACH	 ( 31 =	 3.700 ALPHA ( 	 4) =	 5.000	 PINE .32910 Q(PSI) =	 3.1538 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT`VARIABL= PL
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400
	
.0500	 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI




39.000 > .7113 
163.000 1.8991
174.000 3.0398
180.000 5.8883 1.2289 .9728 .9756 1.0797 2.4831 3.0736 2.9761
X/LB .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
































180..000' .7178 .2016 .2105
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED 'SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 662
UPWT	 1059 ` (IH4) 01 AWNE ORBITER FUSELAGE (M038C8)
MACH 	 ( 3) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE: PL






	 ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 5) _	 10.000	 PILAF	 - .:.2910 O(PSI) =	 3.1538 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1,7839
SECTION C 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE' DEPENDENT VARIABLE	 PL
X/LB	 - .0000
	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600 0800 .1000 .1250	 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 5.8796 .9458 .7282 .7603	 .8320 1.5752 2.3114 2.2646
X/LB .2000






































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA IH4
	
PAGE 663
	UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALCNE
	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ38CB)
MACH ( 3)	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 5) 	 10.000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .2000	 ..3000
	 .4000











































MACH ( 3) =
	 3.700	 ALPHA t 6) =	 20.000	 PINF	 = .32910
	 QtPSI)	 3.1538	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE












	 5.5897 5.1561 3.1473 2.4015






















	 .5004	 .5586	 .5572	 .9436	 1.1096
X/LB	 .2000' .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800
	 .3000
	 .8050	 .8290 .8620






	 1.2419 '1.1346 1.1614 1.1801
	 1.2023	 1.2669

































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 664
UPWT 1059
	 (IH4)	 01 AL04E ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BC8)
MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA,( 6) =	 20.000
SECTION	 C'1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X^_3 .2000	 -.3000	 .4000 .5000



































MACH	 ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -10.000	 PILAF	 _ .16595 Q(PSI) _	 2.4580 RN/L _	 3.0100	 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER'FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X'/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400
	 .05,1 0	 .0600 .)BOO .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650	 .1700 .1750 .1800
., PHI
.000 4,4065	 1.6314	 .5742 .3421
	 .2461 c?453 ..1702 .1402
10.000
.1535







180.000 4.4065 1.8212 1.5543 1.5341 1.7149 4.0587 4.7156 4.4997
4
a-
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 665
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCB)
MACH --( 4) 4.600	 ALPHA (	 1) =	 -10.000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB' .2000	 .3000




.9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
' PHI
.000 .1285	 .1352
	 II27 1163	 1139 2B2 .0720 .0647 .0623
23.000 .081E
_	













































DATE'20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE b66
UPWT 1.059 IIH4) O1 ALOE= 	 ORBITER FUSELAGE. 	 (MQ3BC8)
MACH t 4)	 4.600	 ALPHA 12) =	 -5.000	 PINT	 _ .1E595	 O(PSI) = 2.4580	 RN/L _ 3.OlOC	 CPSTG _- 1.8033
SECTION ( iJORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE '^'
X/LB	 .,0000	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400	 .0500	 .-0600	 .0300	 .1000	 .1250	 _1500	 .1600	 .1$50	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
`	 .ODO	 4.5516: 1.971.0	 .7487
	










t	 163: OD 0'	 2.2677
!	 174.000	 3.9053
F	 180.000	 4.5516.	1.4522	 1.1964 1-.1798. 1.3273 '3.2991'	 3.9950	 3.'8740
E	 X:/LB	 _2000	 .3000	 .4000....500Q	 .6000	 .7800	 .8<^00	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.D000 1.0145
PH I
	.000	 .1465
	 .1351	 .1368	 .1362
	















































































DATE-20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 667
UPWT 1059 iIH4) OT ALJNE ORBITER FUSELAGE tMl]3BCB)
MACH.'.	 C	 41 _	 '4.600	 ALPHA i 2) _	 -5.000




^; MAGN	 ( 4)' =	 4.600	 ALPHA C 3J -	 .000	 P1NF	 = .;6595 Q(PSY) _	 2.4580 RN/L _	 3:OlOD CPSTG 1.8033
^> SECTION	 C
: 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE : DEPENDENT VARIABL: PL












E, 180:000 4.5772 1.11.73 .86C4	 . .8749 .9849 2.4238 3,1131. 3.0897

































UPW?"	 IDSS	 tYH4)	 01 ALt rNE ORBITER FUSELAGE {M^3BC8)
MACH	 (4) _	 4.Ei00	 ALPHA C 3)
_
.000
SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE CEPENDENT VAP,IABLE.	 PL















r.	 ,000 ....1002 . '	 .0941
!'	 MACH	 (	 4)
,,
=	 4.Ei00	 ALPHA ( 4) _ 5,000	 PILAF	 = :16595 0(PSI) _	 2.4580 RN/L =	 3.0100 CPSTG 1.80;;3
SECTION ( ])ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAE3LE PL
X/l8 .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400 .0500 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 ,1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI,








180..000 4.5840 .8395 :6323 ..6527' .7147 !.5497 2.2781 2.2911
{
E	 X/LBk,- ..2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000 .6000. .7800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1»0145
^	 PH 1.

























DATE' 20 APR -76	 TABULATED;,SOUPCE DATA. - IH4 PAGE 669
UPWT	 i059'CIH4)	 01 ALCNE ORBITER FUSELAGE	 ^ iMQ38C6)
MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000
SECTION	 ('L)ORBI'TEFl FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000	 .3000

























155 _ D 00	 ....6188
180.000 .5202
	 .1298 .0979
X/LB' 1.0250	 1.D500 ,
PHf
:000 .1476	 .1379
MACH	 C 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA`'! 5) _	 :10..000
	 PINE	 _ .13595 ^CPSI) =	 2.4580 RN/L	 _ 3,0100 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( IIORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL ^	 j
X/LB .0000



















lDATE 20 APR" 76 TABULATED SOl!"2CE-DATA - IH4 PAGE.	 670
UPWT 1059 IIH4)	 01 ALQ^E ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BC6)
MACH	 t'4) 4;600' ALPHA.( 5) =	 1.0.000
SECTION c 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB ,2000	 .3000 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800 .3000 .6050	 ,8290	 .8620 .9500.	 .9630 .9750 1.0000	 1.0145
PHI
..000 .4433






v:	 40.000 Y.. 0238	 ,9565...
I'	 45.:.000 1.4000.,





























..180.00.0 ..8506	 .3538 '.9856






































GATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA = IN4 PAGE 671
i UPWT 1059 tIH4) OL ALOtiE -ORBTTFR FUSELAGE tMQ3BCB)
MACH	 t 4) _	 4.600 ALPHA-t 6T =	 20.000	 PtNF .1E^595 ^tPSI) _	 2.4580 RN/L 3.0100 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION t 1lORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
S	 V
r; X/LB '.000"0, .0050 ..0200 _0400
	 .0500
	 :0600. .1800 .1000 .1250 :1500 .1600 .1550 .1700 . .1750 ..1800
`` PHI'
'










180..000 4.2836 :3403 .2565 .2799 .3499 .3189 .4810 .5796
F
k X/LB ,2000 ..3000 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .f000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .5500. .9630 .9750 ].0000 1.0145
s PHI'































127.90 0 . 1 144. "'^^^^""^
129_$00
.2613





^!, 155; 000 `.2135




^mi i1SiY	 i ^ i7u< .,	 ,^..f}s
.^












DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - tH4'
(;PWT 1059 (IH4) Oi ALONf: 	 ORB. UPPER WING	 tMQ3UC8)
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 2690.0000 SO.FT':	 XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L	 3.000	 BETA





( ]5 APR 76
_	 .000
BREF
	 =	 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 _ ..0000	 INCHES
SCALE = .0100
MACH	 (	 1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA. i	 1J _ .000.	 PINF	 1.1H78	 OtPSII _	 4.:6698	 RN/L	 =	 3.0000











MACH	 (	 11 =	 2,.360	 ALPHA
	 ( 2) = 5.000	 PINT	 =	 1.1^t7B	 0(PS1) =	 4.6698	 RN/L	 =	 3.0000











MACH	 C 1) 2..360	 ALPHA ( 31 = 10.000	 PINE
	 _	 1 , 1978	 OIPSU =	 4:6698	 RN/l	 3.0000
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE I'L
2Y/BW .:4000	 .6000	 .81100
X/CW
.050 .9849











i	 DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE b74
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1 ALONE 'ORB. UPPER WING (M03UC8)
MACH
	
(	 1) =	 2:360	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 .20.000	 PILAF	 _	 1.1978 Q(PSI) 4.6698 RN/L 3.:0000 CPSTG	 =	 1.7063
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .4000.,	 ..6000	 .8000' -
X/CW
..050 :5202





MACH	 ( 2)'= 2.950	 ALPHA (
	 1) _	 .D00	 PILAF	 =	 ,56350 0(PSII 4.-0417 RN/L	 s .3.0200 CPSTG	 1...7529




^	 .050 1' .4472
k	 .200 .5657	 .7470	 1.1850






k	 MACH	 (	 2),' _	 2.950	 'ALPHA i 2) -_	 5.000	 PINE	 	 .36350 0(PSII = 4..0417 RN/l 3.0200 CPSTG	 1.7529
^	 SECTI'OSl'( 1)ORB.	 UPPER'.W1NG DEPENDENT VARIABLc PL
2Y7BW .4000	 .6000	 .80DC
X/CW
t	 :050 I.13Q5
.200 .4130	 .5517	 ,8697.
.600 .1664	 .1564
,800 .1670































DATE. 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 675
^ ^ UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1 ALINE ORB. UPPER .WING (MQ3UC8)
►b MACH.
	 t	 23 =	 2.950	 ALPHA	 3) =	 10.000	 PINT	 _	 .6350 OtPSI) 4.041T RN/L	 3.0200 CPSTG	 1.7529^
x
^
SECTION ( i)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARLABL^_ PL
i ^ 2Y/BW .4000
	 .6000	 :8000(~ib,,
X/CW








MACH:	 t 2),= 2.95[?	 ALPHA	 ( 4) 20.000	 PINE	 .16350 (7{PSI) 4.0417 RN/L	 _	 3.0200 CPSTG	 .	 1.7529
SECTION	 ('1)ORB. UPPER WING' DEPENDENT VARIABL= PL











E' MACH.	 t	 3)'= 3.700	 ALPHA. c
	 l)	 _ -1:0.000	 PILAF	 .32910 OtPSII = 3.1538 RN/L	 =	 3:.0000 CPSTG.	 ^	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING L"ICPENOENT VARIABL: PL












F_	 ,,^.	 m	 ^, ^ _	 _	 _ _	 _____ _	 _	 _	 _
- ^^	 , ,-,
_:__.^
DATE 20 APR-76
	 TABULATED SOURCE .DATA - IH4 PACE	 676
UPWT	 1059 t I H4 l 	 O 1	 :.I_i lNE ORS . UPPER WING (M03UC8 )
.MACH	 (	 3l 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) _ -5,000
	
PINF
	 =	 .:i29I0 Q(PSI) 3.1536	 RN/L ^	 3.0000 CPSTG	 =	 1.7839
SECTION ( I)ORB. UPPER'WING DEPENDENT.VAR:lABLE: PL











	 (	 3) _	 3.700
	 °ALPHA l 3). = .000
	
P1NF
	 =	 .::.2910 OfPSI)	 _ :3.1538	 RNIL .3.0000. CFSTG	 =	 1.7E339








^	 .200 .3470	 .4855.	 .82D9
.600 .1256	 .1.268
'	 .800 .1:274 j
.900 .5507	 .2137
..950 .1691
MACH	 '(	 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 4) = 5.000
	
P1NF	 .:'291'0 QdPST) = 3.1538	 RNIL. 3.0000 CPSTG	 1..7839







































DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 677
UPWT 1059 CIH4) 01 AL(NE ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UC6)
MACH.'(
	 3) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 5) _	 10.000	 PINF	 =	 .:2910 O(PSIb = 3.1538	 RN/L 3.0000. CPSTG	 _	 1.7E)39














-MACH	 (	 3) =	 3:.700	 ALPHA t 6) _ 20.000	 PINF	 =	 ..?910 ^cPSi) 3:1538	 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 _	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER. .WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW :4000









MACH	 (	 4)' 4.b00	 ALPHA (	 1)	 = -10.000
	 PINF	 =	 .13595 0(PSI) 2.4580	 RN/L ^	 3.0100 CPSTG	 ^	 1.8033
SECTION ( I)ORB. UPPER'WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1_
























... . ,	 _	






_.^ _ _ __
__
""rDATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE.. 678
UPWT 1059 (1H4) 0T ALO VE ORB. UPPER WING {M03UCB)
MACH	 ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA'( 2I'= -5:000	 PINF	 =	 .1595 Q(PSI) 2.4580 RN/L	 3.0100 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER,_WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW _4000	 .6000	 .8000
X/CW
.050 .6918





( MACH	 ( 4) =	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 3) _ .000	 PINT	 =	 .ii595 Q(PSII	 = 2.4580 RNJL	 3,0100 CPSTG 1.8033.
k SECTION ( l)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARLABLc PL










.MACH	 ( 4) _	 4:600	 ALPHA ( 4) 5..000	 PdNF	 =	 .1h595 Q(PSI)	 _ 2.4580 RN/L	 _	 3:0100 CPSTG 1.8033 ^1
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER, WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




































DATE 20 APR-76	 TABULATEO;SOURCE DATA - IH4
	
PAGE 679
UPWT 1059 (IH4l 01 ALOIIE
	
ORB. UPPER. WING.	 tM^3UC8)
MACH ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 10.000
	 PINE
	
- .111595	 a(PSL)	 2,4580.	 RN/L
	
3.0100	 CPSTG ^ I.B033
SECTION ( i)ORB. UPPER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL


















MACH c 4r'=	 4:600	 ALPHA c 6) =	 20.D00
	 PiNF	 = .1E,595	 D(PSI)	 2.4580	 RN/L
	
3.0100	 CPSTG	 1.8033
^ECTtON ( 1)ORB UPPER WING.











f`	 .600	 .0528.	 .0539
f	 .800	 .0597


















QATE 20 APR'76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 680
UPWT	 1059 (IH4)	 O1 ALONE ORB. LOWER Wtiw tM^3LCB)	 (	 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCc DATA PARAMETRIC DATA `
SREF	 _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 _ .0000	 INCHES RN/L	 _ 3.000	 BETA	 _ .000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP	 _ .0000	 INCHES
BREF	 = '1290.300.0 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 = .0000'INCHES-
SCALE _ ..0100
MACH	 ( i) =	 2.360	 ALPHA	 (	 1J _	 .000	 PINE	 = 1.1978 (PSI)	 4.6698	 RN/L _	 3:0000	 CPSTG	 _ 1..7063
SECTION (	 1lORB. LOWER. WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/8W .°500	 ,3011	 ,3480 ,4000	 ..5000	 .6000 .500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW ,
.000 3.6792 4.-0103. .8223..
.001 1.2282	 1.252 2.8205	 1.4867 3.7192 1.4956
,002 1.2021 1.4298




.025 1.4606	 1.3520 1.°?14
:045 1.4802

















..900 .8055	 .7656. .1765 .7875
MACH	 (	 t) _	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.000-	 PINE	 = 1. 1378 Q(PS1) =	 4.6698	 RN/L 3.0000	 CP$TG	 _ 1.7063.
SECTION (_1)URB.	 LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
2Y/BW :2500	 .301.1	 ,3480 .4000	 ..5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
`'r -
XICW 1
.:000 4.3363 4.1.400 .'+496.

















DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - LH4	 PAGE 681.
UPWT 1059 CIH47 11 ALDNE
	
ORB:. LOWER WING	 (Ma3LC8)
'.MACH ( 1) =	 2.:360`
	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000
^ ^	 SECTION ( t)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VA 2IABlE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000 ..5000.






^ ^	 .045	 2.0920..
	
.100	 1.86)3	 2.1548 2.1353



























	 I.O177 1.1092 .	I.OB39
^	 MACH ( 1) _
	 2:360	 ALPHA.t 3l =	 10.000	 PINT	 = ?..1978
	 0(PSI) _ 4.6698	 RN/L	 _ 8.0000	 CPSTG_ _ 1.7063
SECTION ( i)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT YA2IABLE PL
2Y/8W	 .2500	 .3011





^^	 ,DO1	 1..4072 1.1303.




































_GATE 20`APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA.- IH4 PAGE	 682.
UPWT 1059
	 CI H4)	 )1 ALONE ORB. LOWER:WiNG	 (M^3LC8)
.MACH-	 (	 1) _	 2:360 ALPHA (3) =	 10..00.0
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING' DEPENDENT VA2IABLE PL
2Y/^W .2500 .3011	 :3480 .4000









MACH	 (	 i) _	 2..360	 ALPHA
	
c 4)'_ 20.:000	 PINE 1.1978 0(PSI1 =	 4.66`	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.7063
E	 SECTION	 ( 11ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VAI'IABLE PL
2Y/BW
p
.2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000
	
.5000
	 .60Ci0 .7500 ..8500 .9500:	 .9980
2	 X/CW^
-.000 5.04.6 3.5256 .2660






.025 2.7413	 3.7552. 4.7149
.045 2.9867 1











^	 ..700 3: 08nB
.736 2.9479


















DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE	 683
UPWT	 1059	 (IH4)
	
111 ALONE ORB. LOWER WLNG
	
(MQ3LCB)
MACH	 ( 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA (	 I) _	 .000	 PINE	 = .86350 a(PSI)	 4.0417.	 RN/L
	 ^	 3.0200	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500 .3011
	 .3480. .4000
	 .50D0	 .60(10 .7500 .8500 :9500	 ,9980
XTCW
.000 2.982 3,3426 .5599
.001 .7125	 .7175 2.3742	 1.14113 3.01.15 1.1076
.002 .84^ •9 .9981
.D03 3.88!.12 3.5764
004 1 .45114 1 .49 t B!	
.005 .94; i9 1.0015






















_4280	 .401^t .4153 .4757
t
i	 MACH	 (2) _	 2:950	 ALPHA. ( 21 5.000
	 PINE .$6350 ©{PSI) =	 4.0417	 RN/L	 _	 3.0200	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.7529
(	 SECTION ( 1)ORB. LDWER WING DEPENDENT VAIIABLE PL ^




.-000 3.5D"'i 3..4320 ..2931
rOD1 .842^t	 :8290. 2..8909	 1,77(.4 3.44:06 1.6594
.002 1..42
	 9 1.5161
r	 . OD3 3, 67E;1 3, 2545
'	 ...004 2.10"6 1..9869 ,,.._,,,,._,,._




.100 1.29'"0' 1.641.3 1:6258
.153 .8994
.177 1.1.549







DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - LF,4 	 PAGE 684
	
UPWT 1.059 CIH4) C1 ALONE
	
ORB. LOWER WING	 (M03LCB7
MACH ( 2) =	 2.950
	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5:000
SECTION ( 1)ORB: t_OWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VAFIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 ,3480
	 .4000	 ..5000	 .60(0	 .7500	 .8500	 ..9500	 ..9980
X/CW'
.302	 1 . L?.*i 7	 1..4193


















f	 MACH ( 2)	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 31 =
	 10..000	 PINE	 _ .66350	 (PSI) _ 4.0417	 RNiL	 ^ 3.0200	 CPSTC;	 1..7529i,
SECTION ( I)GRB. LOWER WING	 DEPENDENT VA^-IABLE PL







	 3.3095 2.2955 3.8748. 2.3070
4	 .002
	 1 .88c 9
	 2. 1606
.003	 3.39C1	 2.7603 3
.004	 2.82;4	 2.7074
I	 .005





	 i .6691	 {
t	 .100	 1.8X5	 2.2406 2.0399
.153	 T.1019
.177
























	 .8354	 .84"5	 ,9876	 .9849
.- ---_.,n--^--
,^	 t






DATE 20 APR' `76
	 TABULATED SOU^'CE DATA - 1H4
	
PAGE 685
UPWT 1059 (IH4) C1 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LCBJ
MACH ( 21	 ` 2.950
	
ALPHA ( 4) =	 2O.D00
	 PILAF	 _ .66350	 C1(PSI)	 4.0417	 RN/L	 .3.0200	 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPcNDENT VAFIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 ,.2500	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000.	 .5000
	 .6000	 .7500	 .^.:^0	 .9500	 .9980
r.^	 X/CW
	.000	 ^	 4.6138	 3,3713	 .2126
	
.001	 •1.0947	 .8274	 3.5683 3.49E8 4.4824 4.0288










































,900	 1.4970	 1.51°0	 1.7412
	 1.6411
<MACH ( 3)'=	 3.700	 ALPHA ( U = -10.000
	 PINT	 = ..3291.0
	 Q(PS11	 3.1538	 RN/L	 = 3.0000	 CPSTG • 1.7939
SECTION ( f)9R8. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VAFTABLE: PL
2Y/BW'	 ..2500	 .301T	 .34.60	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 ..7500	 .8500	 ..9500.	 .9980	 °"`-
1
^	 X/CW
s	 .000	 1:5601	 2.1523	 ,1575
f	 ,fu1	 ,0666
	









:005	 .26^ 6	 .2847
	 --^-^--^--
	














^"+ ^-DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 686
UPWT'	 1059.(1H4)	 C1 ALONE ORB. LOWER. WING	 CMD3LCB)
MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA { 1) _	 -10.000
SECTION ( 11ORB..LOWER.WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL













	 .071 .0806 t60
MACH	 ( 3) =	 3.700' ALPHA ( 2l _	 -5.000
	 PI NF	 = .32910 QIPSI) =	 3.1.536	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER. WING OEPENOENT VARIABLE PL'
2Y/BW .2500 .3011	 :3480 .4000
	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000 1.83E3 2.4510 .3078
.00L .1254	 .1156 1.2262
	
..4691 .1..9509 .5099 1




.025 .1287	 .3078 ,.4463
.045_ .1287
.100 .31E3 -.4186 .4805 ^`
.153 .1710




























DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - TH4
UPWT 1059 CIH4) C ALONE 	 ORB. LOWER. WING
MACH
	 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA.(3) _	 ,000	 PI'NF	 = .32910	 OtPSI) = 3.1538
	 RN/L
SECTION t 1)ORB. LOWER W 1NG	 DEPENDENT VAR IABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500
	 .:3011	 .3480
	 .4000	 ..5000	 .6007	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500
	 .9980
X/CW
.D00	 2.1143	 2.5773	 .3323
.001
	 .3323	 .3388
	 1.6754	 .703	 2.2632	 .7802
.D02	 .4951	 .6405
.D03	 2.816?	 2.8162
. (104	 ! .012?	 ! .0081
.D05	 .57i7	 ..6644






















'.900	 .1745	 .1.673	 .1919	 .2421
MACH ( 3)-=
	 3.700-	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000. PINF	 = .32910	 (]iPSI)	 3-.1538.	 RN/L
SECTION t 1)ORB. LOWER WING 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW
	 .2500
	 .301.1	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .600	 .7500	 .8500
	 .9500	 ..9980
X/CW
.Q00	 2.6'131	 2.6848	 .i752
.001 -	 .4503
	 .4421	 2.1331
	 i.11E1' 2,$251	 1.1132
.0'02	 .82°^	 ,9549
.003'	 2.792	 2.5353
x .004	 1.464	 1.50D4
.005	 ,9293	 ..9750

















= 3.000Q	 CPSTG ^ 1..7839
,.
_.	 . ^ .	 `*.
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED `SOURCE DATA - LH4 	 PAGE 688	 ^"^^ ^^
	





MACfi ( 3) _
	
3.700	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000
SECTION.("I ORB. LOWER WLNG
	 DEPENDENT `3.ARIABLE PL
2Y,/BW
	 .2500 - .3011
	
.3480	 .4000	 .5000















.900	 .2859	 .30Ii	 .3580	 .3995
MACH t 3) =
	 3.700
	 ALPHA t 51 =	 10.000	 PINF	 = ..32910	 QtPS1) = 3..1538	 RN/L	 ^ 3,0000	 CPSTG ^ 1.7839
SECTiON_C 110RB. LOWER WING	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 ..2500	 .3011
	 .3480	 ..4000	 .5000	 .6007	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000	 3.;084?	 2.775	 .:1370
.001	 .5074
	








.-025	 1:0253 1 .5381	 1. , 6222
.045	 1.0727






















	 .470	 .5735	 .5869
-..,,-^-
c^.
1DATE 20 APrR 76




UPWT 1059- (I.-t4) OI ALONE
	 ORB. LOWER WING	 tM03LCB)
MACt•i ( 3) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 6) _	 20.D00
	 PINF'-' _ .329t0	 D(PSL) = 3,1538 	 RN /L	 = 3...0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
•SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VAR;ABLE PL
2Y/8W"	 .2500	 ,3011	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .600)	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .99817
	 '
X/CW
..000	 3.932^t	 2.2496	 .1466
.001	 .?151	 .5536	 3.0677 2.720	 3.8147. 2.6210
_'002
	 2.:198H	 2.41..73
'	 .003	 2.563f'r	 1.3706
.004	 3.265	 2.8939
.005	 2.47Ti	 2.4899
.025	 1.5079 2.2953	 2.8918
:045.	 1.6366
















.900	 .9508	 .986'' 1:0564	 .1.071.3
MACH t '4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA t 11 = -10.D00
	
P1NF	 -- .16595	 0(PSI) = 2.4580	 RN/L	 3.0100	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION t tJORB. LOWER WING	 DEPENDENT VAR ABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6001	 .7500	 .8500 .9500	 .9980	 i^-^
X/CW
.000	 1.1825	 1.8669	 .1268
^"	 .DO1	 .0718 -..0651
	 .7861	 .2677 1.3446	 -.2468
.002	 .170.?	 .1833
.DD3	 2.143'	 2.6981
.004	 .4E9'i	 .3789	 ,.-.-.
..005	 .203Ei	 .1952
.025	 .(1768	 .1736	 .2420.
045	 .0718.









DATE 20 APR. 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 0 ALONE
	
ORB. LOWER WINO
MACH ( 4) _	 4,600
	 ALPHA ( l) = -IA.000
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VAR ABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500
	 :3011	 ..3480	 ..4000





















i.	 .900	 :0544	 .0550	 _0641	 .0861
MACH ['4) _	 ' 4:'600	 ALPHA Y 2) _	 -5.000
	 PINE	 - .16595	 Ci(PS1) _ 2.4580	 RN/L
SECTION ( 1)ORB. L[)WER WING	 DEPENDENT VAR ABLE PL
_2Y/BW	 .2500
	 .3011	 .34f30	 .4000: .5000




	 1.459E	 2.1519	 .1970
	
' .001











"	 .045	 . Gf347
^	 .100
























.800"	 . 061 i'.






a 3.0100	 CPSTG	 1.8033
-^;
OATS 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
	
PAGE 691
UPWT 1059 iIH47 0 ALONE
	
ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LCBl
MACH i 4)	 4.600	 ALPHA t 37	 .000 PINE	 .16595
	
OCPSI)	 2.4580	 RNIL	 = 3.0100	 CPSTG = .1.8033
SECTION t 170R8. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT.VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500 - .3011
	 -;?^^^^	 .4D00	 .5000.	 .6000 ..7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
	




















































	 4.6D0	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.000	 PINE' - .:16595
	 Q(PSi) _ 2.4580	 RN/L	 ^ 3.0100	 CPSTG ^ 1.$033
SECTION ( 170R8. LOWER :WING
	 DEPENDENT VAR; ABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500
	 .3D11	 .3480	 .400





	.000	 2.117E	 2.1929	 .1239
	
:00t	 .2642




























GATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 fi92
UPWT	 1059	 (IH4)	 O1 ALONE ORB. LOWER WING	 (M03LCB)
..MACH'
	 (	 4) _	 4.600 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000
SECTIC)N	 ( 1 )ARB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT 'VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .25D0 .30Y1
	













.900 .1379	 .1665 .2087. .2342
MACH	 L 4) =	 4.600 ALPHA ( 5) _	 10.000.	 PINE .36595 ^(PSi) =	 2.4580	 RN/L	 s	 3.0100	 CPSTG	 1.8033
f'	 SECTION	 ( 1')DRB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
^	 2Y/BW .2500 .3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
^	 X/CW
^ .000 .3525 .3474 .3474
001 ..3474.	 ....3458. .3480.	 .3495 .3474 .3474




.025 .3580	 ..3489 .3474
.045 .3493.

















.3625	 .3464 .3474 .3489
,
't

























DATE. 20 APR 76
	
TABL^ATED 50URCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 693
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) Ol ALONE
	 ORB., LOWER. WING	 (M03LCB)
MACH ( 4) _	 4.600
	
ALPHA ( 6) = PO.000	 P1NF	 _ .16595	 Q(PSI) = 2.4580	 RN/L	 = 3.0100	 CPSTG	 1.8033












.000	 3.42f7	 1.7406	 .1225
	
►tj ^	 .001'.	 .5063 ...3969	 2..7382 2.3035 2.3294 1.9885 	 {
	
.002	 1.8603.	 1.7893	 ^
	.003	 2.288°	 .8930
	





























































DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED .SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 694
UPWT.1059 tIH4) O1 ALbNE ORB. VERT. TAIL (M(]3VCB)	 t	 15 APR 76	 )	 -'
REFERENCE DATA. PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 _ 2690.0000 S(7.FT.	 XMRP	 = .0000' INCHES RN/L 3..000 BETA ..000
LREF	 = 129D.3000 INCHES
	
YMRP	 _ .000D INCHES
BREF	 = 1290.3000._INCHES
	 ZMRP .0000 INCHES
SCALE .D100
MACH	 t 1)	 =	 2...360	 ALPHA (-1l _	 .000	 PLNF	 =	 1..1978 0(PS1) _ 4.6698 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7.063
SECTIQN (	 i)ORB. VERT. TALL DEPENDENT VARI4BLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650. .9050
X/CV









MACH	 ( 1'l	 =	 2.360	 ALPHA	 (	 2) _	 5.A00	 P1NF	 =	 1.I978 O(PS1) = 4.6698 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7063
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z1BV >2990	 .5320.	 .7650 .9050 ,
x^cv j
.000 3.8949	 3..8908	 3.1586 3..6058




.900 .:6244	 .6818	 .810E
"'	 MACH	 i T) _	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 3I =	 10.000	 P1NF	 =	 1..]978 Q(PSI) r 4,6698 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7063.
SECTION'( 1)ORB.. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARI48LE PL ^,,±
E^'	 Z/BV
I
.2990	 .5320	 .7650 .:9050
,	 X/GV
.000 3.7928	 3.414.0	 2..7142 3.1426
^	 .300- 1.8765	 1.8035	 .1.7358.
.500 1.6095



















_ _	 _	 nz
,,..	 , ._..,.......P.n..,-..--^----- ., _.	 ..T
.v	 l
DATE 20 APR 76
	






UPWT 1059 (IH4) C1 ALONE ORB. VERT. TALL {MQ3VCB)
'MACH
	
t	 1) _	 2.360
	
ALPHA ( 4) =	 20:000	 PILAF	 1.1978 ^(PSI1 4.6698 RN/L ^	 3.0000 CPSTG =	 1.7063







	 3.2184	 2.1192 2..3940 j






MACH	 t 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 .000	 PILAF	 _	 '.66350 (i(PSI)	 = 4.0417 RN/L ^	 3:0200 CPSTG ^	 1.7529








.300 L.B363	 L:2281	 .9680
.500 1:3741
.700 ,6320
.900 .:4274	 .5400	 .5781 ^3
MACH	 t 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5..000	 PINE	 _	 .66350 Q(PSI)	 _ 4.04L7 RN/L 3..0200 CPSTG =	 1.7529
SECTION t 1 11.'^B.	 VERT.
	
TAIL DEPENDENT VAR.i ABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 ..5320.	 .7650 .9050.
X/CV
.000 3:1095	 2:9865-	 2'.3278 2.8176
.300 1.3934	 f.1927	 .9754
-.---
.500 1 ..2341 .•-.,.
.700 .5258
. 90 0 .'3668	 .4424.	 :5252
MACH	 t 2) _	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 10.000	 PINT	 -	 ..66350 Q(PSI) = 4.0417 RN/L ^	 3.0200 CPSTG .1.7529.
SECTION ( 1)ORB. YERT.,TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE. PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.0.00 2:.8354	 2.5129	 2,0827 2:4326
..300 1..2564	 1sOB36	 .9365
.:500 1.0816.
.70h .4565
:900 .3079.	 .3849	 ,4649
r. -	 ;, ,
_-	 -_ _
f-^_-._.
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4' PAGE 696
UPWT 1059 tIH4) 0I ALONE ORB. VERT: TALL 1M03VCB)
MACH
	
t 2) =	 2.950	 ALPHA t 4) _	 20.000	 P1NF	 -	 .66350 QIPSI) _ 4.04I7 RN/L 3.0200 CPSTG 2.7529
SECTION t i1OR8..4ERT.
	 TAIL. DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL









MACH	 (	 3'l 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 -10.000	 PINF	 -	 ,3291Q (i(PSII	 _ 3.1538 FiN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7839












.90.0 .3707	 .4040	 .3047
MACH	 ( 31 =	 3..700	 ALPHA:( 2) _	 -5.000	 PINF'	 -	 ..32910 (PSI)	 _ 3.1538 RN/l =	 3.0000 CPSTG 1..7839
SECTION t 1):ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL '
Z/BV' ,2990,	 .5320	 .76F0 .9050
X/CV
^' .000 2.4595'	 3.0603	 2.6080 3:3197
.300 .8460
	 .$343	 ..6131 i
,500 .7071 ,_:
_.700 _.3808
^' .900 .3002.	 .3402	 .2492
MACH	 4 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 .000	 PTNF	 ^	 .32910 D(PSII	 = 3.1539 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG 1..7839
SECTIt)N	 ( I)ORB. VERT. TAIL bEPENDENT VARIABLE PL ^






.000 2.3810	 2.2325	 2.0004 2.5448
^	 '' .300 ..61.85	 .5487	 :4783
^, .500 -	 _.6035
.700 .3502'







.DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA. - IH4 PAGE 697
UPWT 1059 lIH41 0. ALONE. ORB. VERT. TAIL lM^3VCBl
MACH	 ( 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.000	 PINF .32910 Q(:PSI)	 = 3.1538 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 a 1.7839
SECTION t IYDRB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VAR ABLE PL
^ Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 ..9050 _ 4	 1
X/CV
.000 2.1745	 1.9543	 1.5328 .1.9236
.300 ..6305	 .5051	 .4210
a^ ^a .500 .5300
^t .700 .2883.
.900 .1647	 .2477:	 .2126^ ^
^ MACH
	 ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA [ 5) _	 10.000	 PINF	 •• .32910 QCPS1) 3.1538 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB.	 VERT. TAiI DEPENDENT VAR. ABLE PL
ZlBV ..2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV t









MACH	 i 3) =	 3.700
	
ALPHA ( 6) _	 20.000	 PINF	 ^^ ,3291C 0(PSI)	 = 3.1538 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839	 r.
SECTION ( 1)'ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VAR ABLE PL
ZlBV .2990	 .5320'	 .7650 .9050
X/CY
r ,000 1.5925	 1.2665	 .91.45 1.0771. 1
:.300 .2662	 .4340	 ,.3999
-.._
.500 , 4166 ;,,_,_..
,700 .1361
.900 ..'0851	 .1061	 .'1804
MACH'	 ('4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA (	 i) =	 -IO.D00	 PINF	 ^^ .16595 ^GPSI)	 = 2.4580 RN/L 3.0100 CPSTG	 ^ 1.8033
SECTION ( 11OR8, VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARtABLE PL
Z/BV .2990
	
.5320	 .7650 .9050 "-`'"- -^
XlCV
:Q00 2CSOf8	 3.1999	 2.6776 3,5310












DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATEb SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 698
UPWT	 1059	 tIH4)	 01 ALONE ORB. VERT. TAIL (M(33VC8)
MACH	 t 4) _	 4.600'	 ALPHA	 121'_ -5.000	 PINE .16595 QtPSi)	 = P.45B0 RN/L 3.0100 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION I t)ORB. \BERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL ` --
Z/BV .2990'	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 1.51Oi?	 2.1895	 (.9881. 2.6059
.300 .4223	 .3654	 .3744
.500 .3860
.700 .1.939.
.900 .1775	 .1763'	 .1351
MACH	 C 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 31 _	 .000	 PINF	 -• ..16595 OtPSI)	 = 2.4580 RN/L =	 3.0100 CPSTG 1.8033.
SECTION ( 1lORB.	 VERT. TA1L DEPENDENT VAR ABLE PL
Z/BV ,2990	 .5320	 .7650 '.9050
X/CV







.900 .1273-	 .1327	 .1062
MACH ( 4) 4.600	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.000	 PINE	 •- .16595 OfPSII 2.4580 RNIL 3.0100 .CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION ( I1ORB.,VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT bAR ABLE PL













4 4) =	 4.60b	 ALPHA t 5) _	 .!.0.000	 PINT	 = .16595 (1tPSi)	 = 2.4580 RN/L 3.0100 CPSTG	 ^ 1.8033
SECTION t 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
ZlBV ,2990	 ,5320	 :7650 .9050
X/CV
















DATE 20 APR ?6 TABUL'TED SOURCE DATA - IH4
	
PAGE	 699
UPWT I059 tIH4) 0
	
ALONE	 ORB. VERT. TAIL
	
tMQ3YCB)
.MACH t 4) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA t 6) =	 20.000	 PLNF	 .16595	 QtPS1) s	 2.4580	 RN/L	 3,0100	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION t 1 );QRB.' VER7.
	 7AL1. DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/RV .2990 .5320	 .7650 .9050
x/CV























^.r	 _	 _ _
-,f . _--•
DATA 2D APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 700
UPWT 1059 tIH4) OY ALONE	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 tM03B^C)	 ( 15 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF	 2690.0000 SQ,FT.	 XMRp 	.0000 INCHES	 RN/L	 5.000	 BETA	 .000
LREF = I^90.3000 INCHES YMRP _ 	 .D000 INCHES




MACH ( !) _	 :2.950 ' ALPHA t t1	 .D00	 PINT	 = 1.4998	 q(PSI) _ .6.6993	 RN/L	 5.0025	 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION t 1rOR81TEH FUS1aLAGE
	
DEI=ENDENT VARIABLE PL	 .
X/LB	 ,0000	 ,0054	 .02D0	 .040D	 .0500	 .0606	 .D800	 .1000	 .1250	 .150D	 .16D0	 .1650	 .17DD	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	
.00Q 12.7644 7.0776 3.2187 2.2749	 1.837	 1.5714. 1.4(78	 1.2116
	








180.000 12_7644-	 3,9336	 3.3208 3.2582 3.5471 8.1294 	 8.8084	 8.1424
X/L$	 .200(1 - .3D00	 .4000	 .5D00	 .60DC	 .780C	 .8000	 ..8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.D000 1,0145
E.'	 PH1
	


























'	 l 03, 00D	 1, .0766	 "
105.000	 .51.91
112.600	 1.D792













DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 701.
UPWT 1059 ciH4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE tM038CCJ
MACH	 (	 1) =	 2.950	 ALPHA t'1) _	 ..ODD
, SECTION	 ( IFORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .:4000 .5000	 .6000	 .780C .8000. .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1..0000 1.0145	 -----
PHL,
^	 (30.000 2,8763 1.5026 1.2576












t	 i) _	 2.950	 ALPHA t 2) =	 5..000.	 PINE	 = 10998 Q(PSI) _	 6.6993 RN/L _	 5.0025 CPSTG _ 1.7529
SECTION (
^'




.:0050	 .D200 .0400	 .A500	 .060E .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600. .1650 .1700 .:1750 .1800
j
{	 PHI 12.8890	 8.1989	 3.9833 2.8756







180.000 12.:8890 3.1.772 2.6251 2.5782 2.8006 6.5959 7.2437 6.6987
X/LB .2000	 ..3000	 .4000 .5000
	 .6000.	 ,780C ..8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
^1



















_	 _	 .	 ._
,^^_.
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - TH4 PAGE 702
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 OI ALONE ORBI?ER FUSELAGE (M^36CC)
MACH	 t 7) 2.950.	 ALPHA f 2) 5.000
SECTION t 1)DRBITER 'FUSELAGE. DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL














^, 130.000 P.4402 1.3729 1.1280 ^^
E. 135.00.0 .4827 .8670
139.600. 2.2286`
144 .:000•. 1 .3396
155.000 2.4091
i




i MACH	 (	 1) 2.950	 ALPHA	 :3^' =	 10,000
	
RINF	 = 1.0998 t1IPSI) 6.6993 RN/L 5.0025 CPSTG 1...7529
F SECTION ( t)ORBITER FUSELACc DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
XILB .0000	 .005D
	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 _0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .'1600 .1650 .1700 .1'750 .1800
PHI'
' .000
	 .12,8327 9.2946	 4.9254. 3.6403	 3.0071 2.5529 2.3220 1.9864






^ 180.000.. 12.8327 2.4982 2..0353 2.0832 2.2022 5.1236 5.8233 5.3837
f X^t_B ,2000	 .3000.	 .4000 .5000	 .6000.	 .7BOC .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 ,9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
i'
PH1












':	 ;/ . __
DATE 20 APR 76	 TA8ULA7E0 SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 703
UPWT 1.059 U H4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (P1a3BCC )
MACH	 (	 1) a	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 1D.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBLTER.FUSELAGE D^'PENDENT VARIABLE PL .


























)27..900 ... i .2643
129.500 1..5532












DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE. 704
	
UPWT 1059 (iH4) 01 ALONE 	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 ("1O3BCCl
MAr„'N c 1) =
	 2.950
	
ALPHA c 4)	 2D.000	 PINF	 1.0998	 t;cPSII - 6.6993	 RN/L	 5.0025	 CPSTG ^ 1.7529
SECTION ! 1IORBI T[R.FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VAR1,aBLE PL
X/L8	 .0000	 .OLtiO	 .0200	 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000	 ..1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 ..1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	














180.000 12.0400	 1.5173	 1.4133 1.4612 1.51.55 1.8667	 3.4587	 3.3325
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000
	
.4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800. .8000	 .805D	 .f1290	 ..8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
	



































































180.000	 .8398	 ,3894	 .5931
^.






GATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 705
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1 ALONE.	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 CMt]36CC)
MACH ( 11 _
	 2.950	 ALPHA. c 41 _	 20'.000







MACH ( 21 =
	
3.700	 ALPHA t l: _	 -5.000	 PINT	 .54768	 OtPSII _ 5.2486	 RN/L	 4.'9900	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( i)ORBITER FUSELAGE 	 DEPENDENT VARiHBLE PL


















	 3.3693	 2.8236 2.7675 3.0287 7.2663	 8.2184	 7.7397
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000.	 .4000 .....5000	 .6000	 ..7800 ..8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI	 _










































DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED 5©URGE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 706





MACH: ( 2) _
	
3.700'	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000
-'SECTION ( 1)OR8ITER FUSELAGE
	
DEPENDENT VARI„8LE PL






















MACH t 2) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 P1NF	 _ .54768 . 	OtPSi) _ 5.2486	 RN/L	 4.9900	 'CPSTG	 1...7839
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE '
	
DEPENDENT VARIkBLE PL
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400	 .0500.
	
..0600	 .0800	 .1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 ..1650	 .1.700	 .1750	 .1800
PHY	 a














' 180.000	 9.6936	 2.6341	 2.1510 2.1041 2.3185 5.81.08	 6.7070	 6.3675
I
(	 X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000'	 .7800	 .8000	 ..8050	 .8290.	 .8620 . 	 9500	 .9630	 ,9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI










'35.00 0 	 _6195





























DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED.SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 707
UPWT 1'059 (EH4) O1 ALONE	 ORB)"TER FUSELAGE. 	 (MQ3BCC)
MACH (2)	 3:700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000
SECTION ( 1lORBITER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL	 ^
X/L8
	










f	 ^	 79.300	 .4986
	
95.500	 .5108	 .4843
























































MACH ! 2) =	 3:700
	
ALPHA ( 3) =
	
5.000	 PINE	 _ .54768	 0(PSI)	 5.2486	 RN/L	 4.9900	 CPSTG ^ I.7B39
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE .	DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL	 r"-'-'--"


























DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATEQ SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 708
UPWT 1059 (IH41 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MO38CCl
MACH
	 ( 21 s	 .....3:.700	 ALPHA	 (	 3) 5.000
SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VAR1<BLE PL ____
`i
X/LB .2000	 ,3000	 :4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 :8000 .8050	 ..8290	 .8620 .9500	 .9630 .9750 1.0000	 1.0145
PHI


























130.000' 1.4435	 .7261 .5291


















UPWT 1059 (1H4) 01 4LONE	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (Mti3BCC)
MACH ( 2) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 4) _
	
10..000	 PLNF	 _ ..54768
	
Q(PSi) _ 5.2486	 RN/L	 4.9900	 CPSTG ^ 1,7839
SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE.
	 DEPENDENT VARIA3LE PL
X/L8	 ..0000
	 .0050	 .0200
	 ,'0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1$50	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	














	 1.2098 1.2732 1..3456. 2.9793	 3.9548	 3.81.56
X/L8
	 .2000
	 -..3000.	 .4000	 .'5000'	 .6000	 .7800	 .8000





























E :'	 60.900	 .5030
	65.000°	 ..4962


















































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 710
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE
	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (M^38CC)
MACH t 2) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA (4) _	 1D.000
SECTIAN i T10R81TER FUSELAGE




MACH (2) _	 3,700
	 ALPHA t 5) _	 20.000	 PINT	 = .54768	 a(PSi)	 5.2486	 RN/L	 4,9900	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1lORBdTER FUSELAGE '
	 DEPENDENT VARIA3LE PL	 ^-.
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200.	 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0600	 .1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	
.ODO	 9.2653 8.5160. 5.1640 3.9386.
	 3.3139 3.D063 2.7545	 2.3802
	














	 ..8995	 .7849	 .8240	 .8915	 .9538	 1:.7436	 1.92'18
X1L6	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8000	 ,8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .950D	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 I.OT45
PHI
	.000	 2.1463 1.9814 1.8678 I.9217 1.9388









33<lbD ' _	 '1..9235..




















































OA?^` 20 APR: 76
	 TABULAT"D °"IURCE OATH - IH4' 	 PAGE 711	 `--"-' i
	UPWT_10^9 ([H4) O1 1LONE
	
ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ39CC)
MACH C 2) _	 3.700...	 ALPHA ( 5l ^	 20.000
SEC?10N ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIA'3LE PL
X/L8	 .2000
	 .3000	 .4000	 .500D	 .6000	 .7800








130.D00	 .6164	 .2793	 .2105
	
135.000'















MACH (,3) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5.000	 PINE	 = .27610	 0(PSI) = 4.0900	 RN/;	 _ 5.0000	 CPSTG ^ 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB[TER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
	 I
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050. .0200	 .D400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1.000	 .1250	 .150D	 .1'600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .i8D0
PHI
	




















	 7.6459..	 2.4579	 2.0218 1.9822 2.20'14 5.7:118	 6.8357	 6.5391
XfLB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1 0000 1.0145	 `^•^
PHt
	



























DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED. SOURCE :DATA - IH4 PAGE 712
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1 ,ALONE ORBLTER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCC)
MACH
	
( 3) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTLON ( `1)ORBLTER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAE3LE PL --^------

























j NACN	 t 3) _	 4.600	 ALP1iz ( 2) _	 .000	 PILAF	 _ .2761D O(PSI) 4.0900 RNlL ^	 5.C^0 CPSTG	 ^ 1.8033
SECTION 1 1)ORAITER FUSELAGE. OEPENDENT VARIAHLE PL
XlLB' .OD00	 .00.50	 .0200 .04D0	 .0500
	
.D600 .0800 ..1000 .1250 .1500 .160Ct .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PH'1







174 . C1D'0 5.2098
^,L
I





- __-^ _._. ...^.,. --
,..
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE	 713
UPWT` 1.059 CIH4)	 O1 !.LONE ORBITER' FUSELAGE (MQ3BCC)
MACH	 t 3) _	 4..600	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 .000
SECTION ( i)GRBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAE^LE PL
_^, T^
+.,:^
XlLB .2000	 ,3000	 .4'000 .5000	 .6000 ..7800 .8000 .805D	 ,8290:	 .8620 .9500	 .9630 .9750 1..0000	 2.0145	 ,
i^a PH I
^;^ .000 .3433	 .3152	 .2942 ..3036	 .3013 .2979 .2069 ,1905 .1856
-a!	 ^--> 23.000 .3046






























130.000 1.0915	 .5720 .2967
135.000: .1985 .2107
139.600 1.0878
144.000 .3787 ^-	 j
155.000 1.4028
180,000 1.1608	 .2165 :2414


















TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 714
	
UPWY 1059 {IH4) O1 fLONE
	
ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MO38CC3





X/LB	 .0000	 .0O50	 .0200	 .0400	 .0500	 :0600	 .0800	 .1000	 ..1.250	 .I500	 .1600	 ,1650	 .1700	 .1750	 ..1800
_	 PHI















180.000	 7.721D	 1.4062	 1.0648 1.6713 1.1804 2.9037	 3.8975	 3.8896

































































G	 155.000	 1.0737 1
	












DATE 20-APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 7!5	 ^^
UPWT 1059 (IH4) QI PLONE OP.BITER FUSELAGE (MQ3BCGI
MACH
	 ( 3) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 S.ODO
SECTION ( 1lORB'iTER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIA6LE PL
X/LB 1.0250	 1.0500
I'H I
g	 :000 .271.9	 .2622
MACH
	 ( 3) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 4i =	 10.000	 PiNF	 = <27610 O(PSI) 4.0900 RN/L 5.0000 CPSTG _ 1.8033
SECTION 11)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIA6LE PL
X/L8 .0000	 .0050
	 .0200. .0400	 .,0500	 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250	 .1500 ,1600 .1650 .270 .1750 .1800
PHI-
.000 'f`.6561







180:000 7.6561 1..0280 .7492 .8097	 .8581 1.5875 2.6280 2,6839
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 , .:6000.	 .7800 .8000 ..8050	 . ..8290 . .8620 .9500 :.9630 .97we_s 1.0000 1.0145
E	
PHI




























r_	 _	 _.____ __ _ _ _	 _	 _ _ _	 _ _ _	 _ _ _ _ _ _
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PRGE 716
UPWT 1059	 IFi4) 01 ±:LONE 6RBITER FUSELAGE fMQ3$CC)
M":H	 t	 3') _	 4.60D	 ALPHIt (41 10>000
SE(iT10N ( 1 }ORBITER E'UsELAGE tEPENDENT VAr21AE'LE PL

















	 c 3) -	 4.600	 ALPHA.( 5) 20.000	 PTNF .27610 QcPSI1 =	 4,0900 RN/L	 ^. 5.0000 CPS?G	 ^ 1..$033
f
'	 SECTION	 ( IlOR81TER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAELE PL
X1L8 :DODO
	 .D050	 .0200 .17400	 ..0500	 ,0600 .D800 .I000 .1c50 .1500 .1600 .165D .17D0 .1750 ='1£00
PHI ^







`	 180.000i 7.1561 .5534 ..4425 ,4732 .5572 .5303 .$6$9 1.0425
f	 X7LEi .2000	 .30.(70	 .400D .500D	 .$OT70	 .7$00 .$000 .8050 .829D .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1,0!45
PH1
..040' 1.4409	 1.3!48	 1.3392 1.39D9	 1.3994 1.491s 1.0733 1'.0134 .'9520 1
P3'. ODO 1 , 2832



















OATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA. - 1H4 PAGE	 '717
^^_.^
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1	 !LONE DRBSTER FUSELAGE (MQ39CC1
MACH	 ( 3)-^ 4.600	 ALPHA ( 5) _	 20:000
SECTLON ( i30R81TER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAELE PL
__.
















130.000 .3205	 .1565 .0869
.135.000 .0706 .072G
^	 139.600 .1612
'	 144.DOp .0842 a
155.000 .3670 s










'DATE.. 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 718
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1 FLONE ORB. UPPER WJNG	 - (MQ3000)	 l	 15 APR 76	 )
: F'RE ERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
f
SREF	 2690.000D'SQ.FT.	 XMRP .0000 INCHES RN/L'	 _ 5.00.0 BETA.	 _ .000
LREF ._	 `1290.3000'INCHES	 YMRP :0000 INCHES




MACH'-	 t	 1)	 _	 2.950	 ALPHA	 t	 1)	 _ .000	 P1NF	 1.0998' Q(PSi) ^ 6'y&993 RN/L ^	 5.0025 CPSTG = 1.7529
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIAELE PL






	 .9799	 1.2421	 1:9461 .^,
:600	 .3855	 .3630
k .800	 .3061




', MACH_ (	 1)	 2:950
	
'ALPHA ( 2) _ 5:000	 PINF	 =	 1.0998 ^tPSi)	 _ 6.6993 RN/L _	 5..0025: CPSTG = 1.7529
SEC7ICrl t 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIAE_E PL
^
,`













^ MACH	 t	 1)	 2.950
	
'ALPHA'( 3)
	 _ l0.DD0	 PINE	 _	 1.D998 QtPSi) 6.6993 RNfL _	 5..0025 CPSTG _ I.7529





^ .050	 '...9829 . ^.,r----
.20D	 .4082`	 .5664	 1.1011
^, '.600	 ?.I734 '	 .19:1.8
f ':800	 ,1912






^ _	 .,..,.	 ..w	 ...:.	 _	 ._	 ,	 .:	 ._	 ......	 ,	 .,_.n,_.	
- __.,
__	





OATS c0 APR 76'-'	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH{ PAGE	 7t3
UPWT I059 (IH4; 01 A_ONE ORB. UPPER WING (M03UCC)
MACH'	 (	 11 _	 2.950.	 ALPHA t 4)	 - .20.000	 PINE	 _	 1.0998. - ©tPSi) _ 6:b993 RN/L	 _	 5.0025 CPSTG	 1:7529
SECTION (1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIAB_E PL
2Y/BW .4000	 .6000	 :8000
X'/CW
,050 .2399





MACH	 ( 2)'= 3.700	 -'	 ALPHA	 (	 11 _ -5.000	 PINT	 _	 .54768 OtPSI) 5.2486 RN/L	 4.9900 CPSTG	 =	 1:7839









.''	 .950 .3230 ,
MACH	 t 2) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _ >000	 PiNF	 .54768 QtPSi) _ 5.2486. RN/L	 =	 4.9900 CPSTG	 1.:7839
SECTION C 1)ORB: UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIAB_E Pl
2Y/BW .4000	 .6C00	 :8000
X/CW
:050 1.5225













,.,^,....,,	 z_...:_^_	 .,	 ,.
_ _	
_..	 _
"'^ _"°PATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA. - IH4 PAGE	 720	 ^-
UPWT 1059 (IH4)' Ol A_ONE ORB. UPPER WING (M03UCC)i
l	 MACH'	 (	 2) _	 3.700
	
ALPHA, ( 3A _ 5.000	 PINF	 _	 .54768 O(PS1) _ 5.2486 RN/L	 _	 '4.9900 CPSTG	 ^	 1.7839















MACH	 '( 2l =	 3.700	 ALPHA..( 4) _ 10.00tl	 PINF	 =	 .54768 (l(PSI1	 _ 5.2486 RN/L	 4.990tl CPSTG	 =	 1.7839














MACH	 t 2) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA.( 5) _ 20,000	 PINF	 =	 .54768 Q(PSI) _ 5.2486 RN/L	 _	 4.9900 CPSTG	 =	 1:."7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING
	 -- bEPENDENT VARIAB_E Pl
	 '
2Y/BW ' .4000_	 .6000	 .8000
x/cw
'r. 050 .2073 _
.200 .0972 ,
























	 _.	 ......:	 ._. _
..












OATS' 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4' PAGE.	 721
i UPWT	 1059.:(IH4)	 01 .A'_ONE ORB. UPPER WING tMC3000)
' MACH	 ( 3) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( ll -5.000	 PINF	 _	 -.27610 0(PSI)	 = 4.0900 RN/L	 ^	 5.0000 CPSTG	 1.8033
O ^ SECTION ( U ORB. UPPER: WING DEPENDENT VARiAB'.E PL









^ i600 .1194	 .1732





MACH	 ( 3) 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000	 PINF	 27610'. (PSI) 4.0900 RN/L	 _	 5,0000 CPSTG	 1.8033
I SECTION f 1)ORB. UPPER. WING DEPENDENT VARIA8I.E PL '
2Y/BW .4000
	 .6000	 .8000 7
X/CW ^
.050 1.0022






MACH.	 (	 3) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 31 _ 5.000
	 PINF	 =	 .27610 O(PSi) _ 4.0900 RN/L
	
"5.0000 CPSTG	 1.8033























DATE'20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA'- LH4 PAGE	 722
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 AI:ONE
	
ORB. UPPER WING (M03000)
MACH
	
t 3l ^	 4.600
	
ALPHA t 4) _	 40.000'	 PINE.	 _	 .27610	 OtPSI)	 _	 4.0900.	 RN/L ^	 5..0000	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.8033










MACH	 ( 3) _	 4..600	 ALPHA t 5) 20.000	 PILAF	 _	 ,27610	 (PSI) _ -4..0900	 RN/L _	 5.0000	 CPSTG	 =	 1.8033
SECTION t ilORB..
	


















































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -_IH4 PAGE 723
UPWT 1059.(IH4)	 O1 A'_ONE ORB. LOWER WING (Ma3LCC)	 t 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA' PARAMETRIC DATA.
SREF'	 _ 2690.0000 S^.FT.	 XMRP	 _ .0000 INCHES RN/L
	
_ 5.000	 BETA	 _ .00U	 '
LREF	 _ L290:3000 INCHES
	
YMRP	 = .'0000	 INCHES
BREF'	 _ 1290..3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 _' .0000 INCHES
.SCALE _ .;01.00.
MACH	 ( 1)'_	 2.950	 ALPHA	 (	 1l _ .000	 PINT 1..0998 D(PSI) _	 6'.6993	 RN/L _	 5.0025	 CPSTG	 = 1:.7529
SECTION.( 1)ORB.' LOWER WING - DEPENDENT'VARIAB_E PL
♦ 	 2Y/8W .2500.	 .30.11	 .3480 .4000 .5000




.ODO 4.8486 B.5774 .9180 _:.
.001 I.i260	 1:.1.172 3.8006	 1,7623 '1.9647 ).7973
:002 1..3322. 1.6287
., 003 6.4205 5.9495
.004 2.2988 2.2757
.005 1.4946 1.6299 3
.025 1.3959' 1.4551 .7798
..045 '1:4156


















.900 .7021.... .6623 .6868 .7937
MACH'
	
t 11	 =	 .2.950	 ALPHA	 ( 2) =	 5.000	 PiNF
	 = ^.D998 0(PSI) _	 6.6993	 RN/L _	 5.0025	 CPSTG	 ^ 1..7529
^	 SECTIONL (	 1lORBi LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABa_E PL
`	 2Y/BU .2500	 .3011	 .3480 .4000. .5000	 .6000 .'7500 .8500 .9500
	 .9980 '
X/CW
_000 5.7139 5.7310 :.5315

















DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED'SOURCE DATA -^ IH4 PAGE	 724
UPWT 1059 t I H4) t)1 A^..ONE ORB.. SOWER WING	 (MO3LCC )
MACH ' (	 1) ' _	 2.950
	
ALPHA - t 2) :,	 5:000
SECTION C t)ORB. LOWER WING 'DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL ---•-
2Y/8W .2500	 .301.1	 .3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW '
.025 2:2613.	 2.5326 ^?..6858
.Day 2.2744

















.'90D .9790	 .971.7 ..0941 1.1411
MACH	 't	 1) =	 2.:950
	 ALPHA ( 3)
-
_	 10.000	 PINF	 - .0998 OtPSI) ^	 6.6993	 RN/L	 5.0025	 CPSTG	 1.7529
e
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER ' .WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500 -	 .3011
	 .3480_ ,40.00	 .5000	 .6000 ..7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
'.' X/CW
^, .000 6:.'5280 5.7737 .3172
.001 1.5310	 1.:2467 5.3572	 3.6453. 6.5058 3.$757
..:002 2.9997 3.4652i
.103 5.5723 4..6353 3^.	 ,.
.004 4.5585 4.3059 '	 i
:005 3.3011 3.5157
:025 2.5828-	 3.4316 a.6624
.045 2.:6726
.'100 2.9215 3.5299 3.2456	













_.., _. _ .._	 ..
PAGE 725DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - Ifi4
UPWT 1059 tIH4l 01 Al .ONE 	 ORB. LOWER WING	 iM©3LCC1
MACH t 
11 
_	 2.950	 ALPHA t 3)'_	 10.000
SECTION i 1)ORB. LOWER. WING	 DEPENDENT VARLA8I.E PL
2Y/8W	 .2500	 .3011





' 	.800	 1, 8064
^	 .850	 1.5825
.900	 1.3610.	 1.3634	 .GO 11	 1.5773
^+^	 MACH t 1)-=	 2.950
	
ALPHA t 41 =	 20.000.. PINE	 =	 .0998	 OtPSI: '= 6.6993	 RN/L	 = 5.0025
^^ ^;	 SECTION i 1)ORB: LOWER WING 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
3^
	2Y/8W	 .2500'	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .99f70
X/CW
-.000	 7.601Ei	 5.5501	 .3379
.001-	 1.8735 1.4307	 6.0467 5.:7056 " 5743 3:1777




.025	 3.4093 4.8660	 1.1190
.045	 3.7238




















'DATE 20 APR: 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IN4	 PAGE
UPWT 1.059 (IH4) 01 ALONE
	
ORB. LOWER WING	 (M03LCG)
MACH ( 2) _	 3.700
	 ALPHA '( I) _	 -5.000	 PI11F	 = .54768
	
0(PSIJ,_ 8.2486	 RN1L	 4.9900	 CPSTG _
SECTION ('1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 _DEPENDENT VARIA6IE PL
2Y/BW
	



















































'.800	 . 1 722.
	
=850	 .1444
E	.900	 .1970	 .1299	 .1825	 .:3105
^	 I1ACH t 2) _
	
3.700
	 ALPHA { 2^ _	 .000	 P1NF	 _ .54768-	 ^(PSI1 = 8.2486	 RN/L	 4.9900	 CPSTG _
r





. : 3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
k/CW
	.ODD	 3.4880	 4.3533	 .5592.
	
.001





































	 TABULATED SOURCE. DATA - IH4
UPWT-.1059 . (IH4)
 UI ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING	 (MQ3LCC)
MACH ( 2) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 21 _
	
.00D
SECTION C 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPi:NDENT VARIABLE PL'
2Y/BW	 ,2500	 .3011
	 .348D	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980-
X/CW
	
























:900	 .3031..	 ,2867	 .3353	 .4129
MACH ( 2) _ ' 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 31 _	 5'.000	 PINF	 = .54768	 OtPSI) _ '5.2486	 RN/L	 4.9900
SECTION ( i)ORB.`LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT' VARIABLc PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011` .3480 ,4000
	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
	
.000	 4,2714	 4-.50D1	 .2856
	















































	;Q00	 .4895	 .5056	 .5988	 .6643
^.	
.










	 ALPHA ( 4l	 10 000	 PINF- ^ .54768
	 Q(PSI)	 5:2486	 RN/L	 = 4.9900
L'cCTION ('110R8. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 '.:2500" .3011
	 .3480	 .:4000	 .5000
	
.6000


















































'MACH ( 21 _	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( ^) -	 20.000	 PILAF	 = ..54768
	 -0rPSt? _ 5.2486	 RN/L	 _ 4.9900
.SECTION ( 1)ORB, LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABL= PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .30.11	 ,3480
	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000.
	
.75D0









































_	 _	 _ _ __m. _ __	 _	 _	 _
^	
^
DATE 20 APR: 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE. DATA - IH4	 PAGE 729
UPWT 1059 (IH4:1 01 ALINE
	




	 ALPHA ( 5)- ^
	 20:000
SECTION ("1)ORB-. LOWER'WING.
	 DEPENDENT VARIABL: PL
}Q e9 2Y/BW




















`"	 .850	 1 .8671
	
.900	 1.5541"
	 1..6020 1.7468	 1.7445
MACH [ 3)
	 4.600'	 ALPHA ( li =	 -5.000	 PINT	 _ , ?7610	 O (PSIJ = 4. 090D	 RN/L	 ^ 5 . 0000	 CPSTG ^ 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABL: PL
2Y/8W	 .2500	 .301'1	 .3480	 .4000
	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .E500	 .9500.	 .9960
X/CW
	
:000	 2..3823	 3.5770	 .3366
	







t	 •005	 .4275	 .5791
	








































RN/L	 5.1)000	 CPSTG = 1.8033
RN/L _ 5. 0000	 CPSTG = 1.9033
'DATE-PO APR 76
	 '`.46ULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1059 tIH4) 01 ALONE. 	 ORB. ,LOWER . WING
MACH t 3) ^	 4..600	 ALPHA t 2) _	 .000	 t'INF	 _ ..27610	 OtPSI)	 4.0900:
SECTION 6 i)OR^. LOWER WING
	
DE?INDENT VARIAPL= PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480
	
.4000	 .'5000	 ..l000	 .7500 ..8500 ..9500	 .9980
XICW
'.000	 2.8158	 3.5890	 .3574






	 ..5212.	 .7430	 .8997.
.b45
	 ..5141.




















.900	 ,1298	 .1.347	 .1796	 .2588
MACH t 3),_
	 4.6D0	 ALPHA # 3) =	 5.000	 PINF	 _ .?76.10	 OtPSt)	 4.0900
SECTaON t 1)ORB. LOWER WTNG:
	 'DEPENDENT VARIABLc PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .301'1	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000





	 3.4951	 3.6556	 .1835
'.'001	 .4679	 .4477




















DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 731
UPW7 1059 ^'H4) 01 ALINE ORB. L(1WER W[NG IM03LCC)
MACH	 ( 3),_ 4.600 ALPHA ( 3) 5.000
,
SECTION f'1)ORB.,.LOWER WING !DEPENDENT VARLABL_ PL
















^	 .900 .2616	 .2919- .3633 .4084
^'	 MACH	 t	 3);, 4.600	 ALPHA'c 4) _'	 10.000	 PINE	 _ .37610 OtPSI) =	 4.0900	 RN/L _	 5.0000	 CPSTG	 =	 1.8033
^',	 SECTION	 ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING.. DEPENDENT.VARIABL^	 PL
4.'
E,	
2Y/8W .2500 .'3011	 .3480 .4000
	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
°.:000 4.2819 3.0957. .1554
E	 .001 .5448	 .:4434 3.4037	 2.0890 4.2580_ 1:7910
,°	 ..002 1.6111 1.:5537
.003 3.8672 2:2782
ar	 :'004 2.6008 2.3120^',	
..005 1.8129 1.6116
"	 ,025 1,2522	 '1.8872 2'.0656
t	
.045 1.2968


















. 90 0 .4480.... '. 	 ..4886: .5929 ..6656
Lid	 ^	 . _:^.^.^ea__ a^._.._._.,...o...,,^..,....'..,:,..... .:.,.:^:..v._,...^..:._. _^	 ._
^_ ,^,.
--r---..__ ....	
--I .	 --	 -	
_
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 'PAGE 732	 ^^ ^^
UPWT.:1059. I1H4) O1 ALJNE
	
ORB. LOWER_WING	 (M03LCC)
MACH ( 3) ^	 4.600	 ALPHA ^ 5) _- 20.000 	 P1NF = .'7610	 0(PSI) ^ 4,D900	 RN/L	 ^ 5.0000	 CPSTG ^ I.8033
SECTION ( T)ORB. LOWER - WING	 DEPENDENT.VARIABL^. PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000 : .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980.
X/CW
	,000
	 5.6507	 2.8824	 .1776
	











.005	 3.2681	 3.0451	 _
	
.025	 1.9918 3:0894	 3.1504	 +
	
.045	 2.1474














DATE. 20 APR' 75	 TABULATED :SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 733
UPWT 1059 lIH4) ^^1 AL')NE ORB. VERT. TAIL tM03VCC)	 ( 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATH
SREF	 = 2690.0000, SOFT.	 XMRP
	 =' .0000 INCHES RN/L'
	 _ 5..000	 BETA .000
LREF '= 1290.3000' INCHES
	
YMRP
	 = ..0000 INCHES
^ BREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP .-0000 LNCHES ---
'SCALE _ .0100 !:




	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABl1: PL
^ 
t
Z/BV '" .2990	 .5320	 .7650 ,9050
^.`^
E.	 ^ ^. X/CV
'
^ .000 '5.7395 '5.5364	 4.4851 5.7054





^ MACH	 t 1) =	 2.950	 ALPHA t 2) 5..000	 'PINE	 _	 .1,0998 OtPSL) =	 6.6993	 RN/L 5.0025	 CPSTG 1..7529
'	 SECTION t	 fi)ORB.-VERT.'TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
-
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
{`
F X/CV if ..000 5.1371	 5.0193	 3.7973 4.6711








MACH.	 t 1) _	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 3) _	 10.000	 PINE	 1:0998 QIPSI) _	 6.6993	 RN/L _	 5.0025	 CPSTG	 _ 1.7529
' SECTION (	 11OR8. VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABL[ PL




	 3.3825 4.0209 ^'
.300 2.0206 '' 1 .9183.1..'5209
'.500 1._7818
.700 7442
".900 .5016	 .6380	 .7581 ^Y
rL
@@^ 	I
=;if	 `---:	 DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE.. DATA - IH4 PAGE	 734
UPWT:1.059 tIH4J 01 ALUNE ORB. PERT. TAIL iM03VCC)
MACH	 4 1) ^	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 20.000	 PINF	 1 4998 <QtPSP)	 n 6,6993 RN/L _	 5.0025. CPSTG	 1.7529 ,.,





,000 3.4184	 .5430	 2.8091 1.7744 i.
.300 1.64E39	 .4246-	 I.78t38
.500 2.4865,
;700 (.4855
. -900 1.3964	 .6T24	 1.7888
!	
MACH	 ( 2) 3.700	 ALPHA t	 1) _	 -5.000	 PILAF	 .64768 OtPSL) 5;2486 RN/L =	 4.9900 CPSTG	 ^	 1.7E339
SECTION ( 1)ORB, VERT.	 TA1L DEPENDENT VARIABLE. PL
;''	 Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .:9050
X/CV
Y
.000 4.0734	 5..1367	 4,2014 5.5190






^	 MACH	 (	 2) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2)
_	 .000	 PILAF	 _	 .*.14768 Q(PSI)	 _ '5.2486 RN/L. _	 4.9900:. CPSTG	 =	 1.7839
:SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Pl








.900 .3712	 .5133	 :3481
MACH	 ('2) _	 3.700
	
ALPHA
	 ( 3') _	 5:000	 PINE	 _:	 .'.-14768 0(PSf) _ 5.2486 RN/L _	 4.9900 CPSTG	 1.7839
E '	 °SECTION	 ( 150RB. 'VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE; PL




.000 3.5938	 3.3685	 2.5800 3.2149 i















_ _ _	 __
_	
,
GATE 20 APR 76
	 TABoJLATED SOURCE'. DATA - IH4 PAGE 735
c,	 ,
^	 ^^
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORB, VERT. TAIL (M03VCC) a'	 1
MACH	 c 2) ^	 3..700
	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 10.000	 PINF	 _	 ,E^4768 O(PSI>)	 = 5..2486 RN/L _	 4.9900 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTION ( I70R8. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE' PL





.000 3.0630'	 2.7814	 .2.4042 2.8172
.300 1,1207	 ..7708	 .6981
.500 .8490
.4115
X900i .2485	 .3448	 .3369
^!	 MACH	 (	 2) _	 3..700	 ALPHA ( 5) 20.000	 PINF	 _	 .54768 0(PSL) _ 5.2486 RN/L _	 4.9900 =.CPSTG 1.7839
^^' SECTION ( IlORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE' PL ^-
'	 Z /BV .2990	 .5320.	 .7(750 _.9050
`	 X/CVf
.000 2:.6687	 2.0117	 1.5423 1.7847
.300 .5321	 .8072	 .6Et05
p.	 :500 .7539
^	 :700 .2369
^.	 .900 .'.1109	 .1739	 .3091
MACH	 ( 3) _	 4.600	 ALPHA'Y I) _	 -5.D00	 PINF	 _	 .i'7E710 O(PSI? _ 4.0900. RN/L _	 5.0000 CPSTG = 1.8033
!	 SECTION ( 1)ORB.'VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIAE9LE PL )
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
_
X/CV
.000 2.5633	 3.8245	 3.3x88 4.3877
,:300 '.6802	 .5973	 .6384




MACH	 c 3) 4.600	 ALPHA c 2) =	 .000	 PINF	 .F^7610 O(PSI) 4.0900 RN/L _	 5.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.8033
t^
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE-PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
^	 .000 2.6025= 2.401T	 2.4182 3.1589
_300 .5375	 ,4483	 ..4525.
E	 .:500 .4877











DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - LH4 PAGE	 736 ^^-
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 0t ALC`NE ORB. VERT. TAIL.. t6^3VCC) '
MACH	 ( 3) -	 4.600	 ALPHA c 3) _	 5.D00	 PILAF	 _	 .^:76t0 Q(PSIY _ 4. 0900 RN/L	 _	 5.0000 CPSTt3	 ^	 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
'
Z/BV .2990	 .5320'	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 2::4318	 2. 1263 ''1.6228 2.2048
,.300 .5274	 .3869	 .3421 '
..500 .4033=
.700 .2059
.900 .?653	 . 1883
	
.'1508
MACH	 C 3) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 41 10.000	 PILAF	 .c7610 O(PSI) 4.0900 RN/L	 =	 5.0000 CPSTG	 =	 1.8033 t
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320'	 ..7650 .9050...
X/CV





.900 .1116	 .1407	 .1328
MACH
	 ('3) 4.600	 ALPHA ( 5) _	 20.000.	 PINT	 _	 .E761D QtPSII 4.D500 RN/L	 '5.0000 CPSTG	 1.8033 i
SECTION	 ('i)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT.VARiABLE PL
Z/BV .2990





:300 .1951	 .3654'	 .2978
.:500 .2875'
.700 .0924:'
..900 , 0640	 .0707;_	 .1305 ,.,_,_-,,i
_^^ _^..:::.^	 .^..,.^.:...,,.:^..^,:,:^.., =mom ,^^._.4n:,.^ ,	 ....._^ _ . W..^^	 _.^.... ^.:_:.	 ,.....	 _,. ,	 ..:.... ..._.__^...........^.._.^.,_
__
.y^.._.,.^...^..,.^ y





DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED'SOURCE DATA. - IH4	 PAGE.. 737.
UPWT 1059 (IH4l Ol AL )NE
	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (M^38CD1	 115 APR 76 )
	




2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 :0000 INCHES	 RN/L	 _	 3.000. BETA	 _	 -5:000
	
IREF = 1290.300.0 INCHES
	 YMRP	 ,0000 INCHES
	
f^	 BREF	 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 .0000 .INCHES	 ''
O O SCALE _
	
.010.0
^ ^ MACH ( 1) '=	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 1) _
	
-5.000	 PINE _ .12910	 (PSI) _ 3.1538	 RN/L	 ^ 3.0000	 CPSTG _ 1.7839	 {
	
""	 Q ^	 SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 -DEPENDENT VARIABL4 PL
	 ^,
	
{	 ^ ^' X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200 . ..0400	 .05,00	 .0600	 .D800	 .1000	 .1250	 :1500	 :)'600	 .1650	 .7700	 .1750	 .1800
b _ PHI
`^	 .000 5.7876 2.6234 1.0532
	 .6722	 .5080	 :4114	 .3529	 ,2894
















1.6714' 1.6429 T.8341 4.3699	 4.8685	 4.5629	 `
	
N./LB
	 !.2000	 .3000	 :4000
	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8000	 .8050	 :8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
	
PHI:	 ,




























































i 29;500	 1 .8720	 ^-------.
..
	
G:	 t,	 -- -.^ . ^..__^^..^ _.	 -	 --
• DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED .SOURCE DATA - IH4r^.^._._PAGE 7^8
UPWT	 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE ORBITER FUSELAGE Cf1^3BCD1
: .MACH	 (	 1) ^	 3.:700 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION c 1)'ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT-VARIABLE: PL
X/LB ,200D	 ,3000 .4000 .5D00	 .600.0`	 .7800 8000 .$050 .8290 .8620 .9500 ..9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI.











'MACH	 c	 1) _	 3.700 ALPHA (2) _	 .000	 PINE	 _ .;,2910 O(PS?) _	 3.1538 RN/L _	 3,0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
^ SECTION ( iTORBI7ER FUSELAGE_ bEPENDENT VARIABLE: PL
E^, X/LB .'GOOD	 .D050 .0200 .0400	 .0500"
	
.0600 0800.. .1000 .1250 .1500 ..1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI








.9193 1r, 163.000 2.8466
174.000 4 '3294.
^ 180.00D 5.8296 1:.5750: 7.281 '1.2631 1.4159 3.4978 3..9925 3.770!
X/LB .2000	 .3000 .4000 .50D0	 .6000	 .7800 f3000 .805D .8290 . .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1..0145
PH1
''




























.J,^. _ ^,^r. ^ ^. __.__
E;
DATE'20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 739
UPWT 1059 (IH41 O1 AU)NE ORBITER FUSELAGE tM^36C0)
`MACH '	 t	 1) ^	 3,700	 ALPHA ( 27 _	 .000
..SECTION	 t 1')ORBITER FUSELAGE'' DEPENDENT VARLABU: PL
I	 X/LB .2000	 .:.3000
















130.,Q00 1...2383 .6307 .4324













MACH'	 t	 2) _	 4.600
	
ALPHA t	 IT -5.000	 PINE	 _ .16610 QcPSI) _	 2.4595 RN/L 3.0100 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
XJLB' .0000	 .0050	 :.0200. .0400	 .0500	 .0600. UB00 .1000 .1250. .1500 .1600 .1650 ..1700 .1751? .1600
PHI
.000 4.5652	 2.0034	 .7609 .4590	 .3299 2637 .2133 .1.661







180.000 4..5652 1.4632: 1.2084 1.1900 1.3494 3.4097 4.0574 3.8818.
€	 X/L8
^:
.2000	 .3000 .	 4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .8000 ,8050 .82.x;0 .8620 .9500 .9630 ..9750 1.0000 1:0145
k	 PHI,
.0.00 .1481





.,. ,	 ... ....
.ar+^^	 _
_	 _ _	 _
^"^^OAJE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURf,E DATA -	 I'H4 PAGE	 740
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALUNE -0RBITER FUSELAGE iMQ38Cl))
^	 MACH	 (2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA t I)
_	
-5.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER.FUSEIAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




























._ .127-.900 1 . 1992
129.500 1...3087


































'DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE. DATA - IH+
	
PAGE 74!
UPWT 1059 iLH4) 01 ALtiNE
	
ORBITER FUSELAGE	 tMQ38CD)
^ MACH t 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA t 2) _	 .000 PILAF	 _ .'-6610
	





ad d 	 SECTI)N t t)ORBITER FUSELAGE 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE; PL
X/L8 .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400 .000 .0600 .1)800 ;1000 .1250 .{500. .1600 x1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
^	 ^ PH1







^i 180.0(10 .4.5823 {.1210 .8805 ..871.2 .9931 2.4771 3.1691 3.0910
i XIL9 .2000, .3000. .4000 .'5000 .6000 .76J0 8000 .8050 .8290 :.8620 ,9500 .9630. .9750 1.0000 1.0145
^ PHI






k 40,000 .3046 .1928
f.' 45.000 .2127































180.000 ...6981 .1516: .1440
i,	
..,	 .....',.	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ,
^.	 ^: _,. _„^„„^ :,, a ..	 ...;:,

_: ^	 ^ T
':	 `DATE'20 APR'76
	 TABULATED SOURCE OATH - IH4 PAGE	 743
,^
'^ UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALC:NE ORB. UPPER WING (MQ3UCD)	 ( 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 _ 2690.0000_SO.FT.	 XMRP	 _ .0000 INCHES RN/L
	 _
3.000 BETA -5.000
IREF -= 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP
	 _ .0000 LNCHES
BREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 ^ .p000 INCHES
"'	 SCAIE _ .0700
MACH	 (4I 1)	 _	 3.?00	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 -5.OJ0	 PILAF	 _ -.._2910 0(PSI)	 = 3.1538 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG ^	 1.7839
ff	 'SECTION
Ij (	 1)ORB.`!^PP^'R WING` DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL











MACH	 c 1) _	 3..700	 ALPHA t 2) _	 .000	 PINT	 _	 .?2910 Q(PSI) = 3.1538 RNt =	 3.D000 CPSTG ^	 1.7839
SECTION (	 1)ORB.' UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL









"	 .900 .521.8	 .1757
^'	 .950 .145?
l
.MACH	 ( 2) _'-	 4.600	 ALPHA	 t	 1) _	 -5.000	 PINE	 ^	 .16610 D(PSU 2.4595 RN/L 3,D100 CPSTG 1.8033






















DATE 20 APR 76	 tABULATED SOURCE DATA — IH4	 PAGE	 744






_	 4.600	 'ALPHA c 2?
_	 .000	 P1NF	 ='	 .16610	 Q(PSI) _	 2.4595	 RN/t	 _	 3.0100	 CPSTG	 1:8033































f	 ^ ^ ...
P°
^	 ^._.._.
DATE 20 APR 76	 'TABULATED SOURCE DATA'- IH4 PAGE 745
UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1 AI ONE ORB. LOWER WING (MQ3LCD1	 ! 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.:0000 SQ:FT.	 XMRP	 '_ ..0000	 INCHES RN/L 3.000	 BETA	 • -5.000
LREF	 ^. 1290,3000 INCHES
	
YMRP	 ^ .0000 INCHES
BREF	 ^ 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 • .:0000 INCHES
SCALE • .01.00
MACH	 ( 1J	 '3.700
	
ALPHA
	 (	 I) •	 -5.'000
	 PINE .32910 QhPSi) 3.1538
	 RN/L 3,0000	 CPSTO 1.7839:
(	 SECTION
^	 ': c	 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIAOIE PL
2Y/BW .2500
	 .3011	 :3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
,:
X/'CW
:.000 2:3315 3.1661 .4309
.001 .2000	 .1545 1:7011	 :6228 i=,5483' .6939,




.025 .1984	 .4293 ..6277 3
.045 1 B6^



















,.850 . l 176
_,;,.^-^
.900 `:1146. .100'.1 .1510 .2479
MACH	 ( 1) _	 3:700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000	 PINE	 = 32910 G(PSI) 3.1538
	
RN/L 3.0000	 CPSTG	 n 1.7839	 i
a
SECTION (1LOR8. LOWER WING. DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2YlBW .2500	 .3011	 :3480 .4000	 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
s	 °..000 2.6568 3.3685 ..4213














__ - _ ,_ __
DATE "'0 APR 76




UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1 AI ONE
	
ORB. LOWER WING	 cM(i3lCl))
.'.:MACH..:...( I) _
	 3.700	 ALPHA t 2) _	 .'000
SECT'1ON t'1lORB. LOWER .WING
	 DEPENDENT VAR1A8lF:`PL


























































` MACH t 2)'_	 4.600	 ALPHA t 1) _	 -5.000	 PINS	 -	 16610	 D(PSI) _ 2.4595	 RN/L	 3.'0100	 Cf'STG _ .1...8033
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .B000
	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
f	 X/CW
	...000
	 1.9574	 1.9266	 .2540 i
1
	 0 !


























































__	 _	 _	 __
DATE' 20 APk 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 747
UPWT 1059.(IH4) 01 ALONE ORB. LOWER WING tM03LCD1
^*^ MACH'	 (2) 4.600	 ALPHA i	 1l
_	 -5.000
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
t	






^, ..900 .0629	 .064E .0901 .1563
--=^
;! MACH'-	 i	 2) 4.600_	 ALPHA' ( 2) _	 .000	 PINE	 _ .16610 0(PSII =	 2.4595-	 RN/L 3.O1D0	 CPSTG	 =	 1,8033
SECTION ( i)ORB: LOWER'WING ' DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW .2500 ..3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000
	 .6000 ..7500 .8500 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
:000 2.3141 2.1861.. .2094
1001 .2812	 .2830 1.7444	 .7443 :.9232. .6432
:002 .5281 .5542
'.:003 3.1179 2.2680
( .004 1.0408 .9065
.005 .6200 .5478.
:025 .4055	 .6200 .6290.
`. ,045 .3947





















	 .0943 .1307 .1879
..
4, ,._.
^, .,. t	 ,,,	 ;	 .
Y^.	 ._..,a..^^
_... ^,..,.^.._..^.^..,^.^m.. _
DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - LH4. PAGE 748	 ;`
/UPWT 1059 (IH4) O1 Al ONE ORB. VERT. TAIL ( M^3VCDJ	 (	 15 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC. DATA
SREF	 a 2F^90.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP .0.000	 INCHES RN/L
	 a 3.000 BETA -5.000
LRFF 1290.3100 LNCHES
	 YMRP	 _	 .0.000 INCHES
BREF	 = 290.3000 INCHES'
	 ZMRP	 _ ..0000 INCHES
SCALE.' _ .0100
MACH	 ( 1J	 =	 3.700
	 ' ALPHA t.11 =	 -5.000	 PINF	 =	 .3291'0 O ( PSI)	 3 . 15i.°^	 RN/l 3.0000 CPSTG =	 1..7839
SECTION C	 I)ORB.
	 VERT:':TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 ...5320	 .7650 :9050..
x/cv
'.000 2.5022	 3.1507	 2.8760 3.2924





MACH	 ( 1) =	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000
	
PTNF	 -	 .32910 OtPSL) _	 3.1538	 RN/L _	 .3.0000 CPSTG ^	 1.7839
SECTION (	 I)ORB. VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/AV .2990	 .5320	 ._7650. .9050:
X'/CV
.000 2'.:3308	 2..3769	 2.2899 2.5356
.300 1.1788.	 .9484	 .7726..
'.500 1. D615
.700 .5071
.900 ..3289.	 .4389	 .4353
MACH	 ( 2)	 4..600	 ALPHA f	 1) =	 -5..0:00 - PINF	 .1fi610 ^tPS1)	 2.4595
	
RN/L a	 3 . 0100 CPSTG a	 1..8033
`	 SECTION ('i) ORB. ,VERT .	 7A l L DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
Z/BV .2990	 .5320	 :7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 ).6348! 2.3192	 2.2526 2.6537
.300 .7808	 :6102..	 .5510
;.500 ,6459.
.700 .3417



















DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 749
UPWT 1059 cIH4J D1 ALONE	 ORB. VERT. TAIL (MQ3VC0)




RN/L	 n 	 3.0!00	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.8033
SECTION ( i)ORB'. VERT. TAIL-
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pl. F
Z/BV .2990 ... .5320	 .7650	 .9050
X/CV
.
`	 .000 4.5989 1.5733	 1.621T	 1.8925
I,'



















DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABUL :. + ED SOURCE DATA - I H4	 PAGE "75U	 ^.-----
UPWT 1.059 CIH41 O1 AkONE	 ORBITER FUSELAGE	 (MQ38CE)'	 t 15 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 2690..0000:SO.FT.	 XMRP _	 .0000 INCHES
	




YMRP '_	 .0000 INCHES.
BREF ^' 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ^ 	 ,0000 INCHES
	 -
SCALE ^	 .-0100
'MACH' ( 1) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -5..000	 PINE	 _	 32905	 t](PSI1 _ 3.1531	 RN/L	 _ 3.0000	 CPSTG _ 1.7839
SECT'fON ( 1)OR8ITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABC.E PL
I	 `X/L8	 .0000:	 .0050	 .0200	 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000	 .1250	 .Ib00	 .1600	 .1fi50	 .1700	 .1750	 .3800i.;
i	 PH1
^-	 .000	 5.7381 =2.51?5 1.0344
	 .6698	 .5089	 ..4568	 .3915
	
.3190













^,	18D.000	 5:7381	 1.9705	 1.6549 1.6273 1.7651 4.0946 	 4.6994	 4.4588
X/LB	 .2000




.8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750' 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
'`	 .000	 ;2900



























^'	 95.500	 .2334	 .2607
i	 95.700	 .1496	 i
+	 96 ,: 30 0 .3382
	
























DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE .751





MACH ( 1) ^	 3.,700	 ALPHA: ( IJ	 -5.000
SECTION c 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABL= PL
X/L8	 .2000	 ..3000	 .4000	 .5000
	
.6000.	 .780.0.	 .'8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630 '.9750' 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
	


















	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 ,000	 PINE	 ,32905	 Q(PSI)	 3.1531	 RN/L	 ^ 3.0000	 CPSTG n 1..7839
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200





	.000	 5.7996''3.0074 1.3:177	 .8799















180.000	 5.7996'	 1.5527	 1.2629 1,.2399. 1.3502 3.2375 	 3.8124	 3.6615
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 ..4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7800	 ..8000	 .8050












	 .3486	 n .
	
























:DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 752
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 0I AL )NE ORBITER FUSELAGE (M03BCE)
MACH	 ('	 1)_a 3..700
	
ALPHA t 21 _	 .000
SECTION ( 1)ORBLTER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABL_ PL '



















t80.OD0 .9221	 .2819 .2726
X/LB	 `1...0250 4.0500
PHI i
!`	 .ODO .2108	 .2060'
i'	 MACH	 (	 2) 4.6D0	 ALPHA (	 1) =	 -5..000	 PILAF	 ^ .18595 Q(PSI1 i?.4581 RNIL ^	 .3.0100 CPSTG	 =: 1.8033
^,	 SECTION	 ( 1JORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LB .0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 ..0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500. .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .t800
J
PHI^	









i..	 180.000 4..5243 1,4402. 1..168] 1.1670 1.2883. 3.1886 3.8597 3.7557
r-	 X/LB .2000	 .3000
	
.4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800 .8000 ..8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 ,950 1.0000 1.0145
E'
PHI
.D00 .4452	 .1319'	 .1267 .1308












_...,.inrn^.	 ^..^,	 . .u......a.	 ....,Y._.w.._.^,.^...,.L.___^, _^
_
.._........^._....,._..^.^..m..
















i -„ `, ^ , .-	 ^_,._
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA.. - IH4 PAGE	 753
UPWT 1059.tIH4a 01 AL )NE ORBITER FUSELAGE (MGisBCE)
MACH'..(	 2) n 	 4.600	 ALPHA'.(	 1l
_	
-5.000
SECTION C- ilOR81TER.FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VAR1'ABL: PL
'X/LB .2000	 .300.0	 .4000 .5000"	 .8000 .7600	 .8000 ,8050'	 .8290	 .8620 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000	 1.0145
'=J ^ 241000 .1502.....




^ ^ 40.000 .1385	 ..1051
.0985
^	 ^ 50.000 .1936






















180;000 .9D95	 .1743 .2020 `"`^"
Y,.. X/L8 1.0250	 1.0500 ^j
[' PH t
-7
^, :000 .0678	 .0648
ff.
-"^,,t..







- .:.... ....-	 . _. ...	 ..-._ ..._ ..... ....	 .. -.. _..-. _.	 .... -_	 ..-.	 .-...-...	 -..	 ..	 -....__	
_._.-
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 754
UPWT '1059 cIH41 Dl AL )NE ORBITER FUSELAGE cM03BCE)
.:MACH	 c	 2) _	 4.600 ALPHA (2) _	 .000 PINE	 = :16595 QtPSI) _	 2.458:1 RN/L _	 3.0100 CPSTG	 ^ t.8033
SECTION ( IIORB[TER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT.'VARIABL= PL'
X/LB -.0000 .0050 .0200. :0400	 .0500. .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1500 '.f650 ..1700, .1750 .1800
PHI







]80.000 4.5618 1.1072 .8692 .8515. .9419 2.3614 2.9857 2.9649
X/LB	 '' .2000 .3000 .4D00 .5000	 .b000 .7800 .8000. .8050 .8290 ..8620 .'9500. .9630 ."9750 I,D000 1.0149
k	
PHI


























129.500 ,6540 -.,- ^
130.000



























GATE'20 APR 76	 TABULATED<SOURCE DATA — IH4 PAGE	 755
UPWT 1059 ,dIH4) 01 AL^^NE
	 ORBITER FUSELAGE (MQ38CE)
MACH	 ! 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA. ( 2) ^	 .000











































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 756
UPWT 1059 lIH4) O1 ALINE ORB. UPPER WING tM03UCE)	 (	 15 APR 76	 1
REFERENCE DATA 'PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF
	 _ 2690.0000 SOFT.
	
XMRP	 = .0000 INCHES RN/L
	
s 3.000 BETA	 _ 5.000
LREF
	 = T290.3000 INCHES
	
YMRP	 _ .!)OOD INCHES
BREF	 =- 1290.3000 INCHES '
	 ZMRP	 _ .0000 'INCHES
SCALE _ .0100
MACH	 ( U =	 3.700	 ALPHA C 1) _	 -5.000	 PINT	 _	 ..32905 flEPSI'I	 = 3,1531 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG	 ^ 1.'i'a39















MACH	 t 1')	 =	 3.700	 ALPHA	 12) _	 .000	 PINT	 _	 .32905 tl(PSS)	 _ 3.1531 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
















2)' =	 4:.600	 ALPHA t	 U =	 -5 000	 PINT	 .16595' OtPSTI = 2.4581 RN/L 3.0100 CPSTG 1.8033






































_..F'	 _. _..	 . __. -	 __.. ___
(^:.
iY'^__.^
DATE'20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 757
UPWT 1059 (IH41 O1 ALINE
	
ORB. UPPER WING (M^3UCE)
MACH	 ( 2l _	 4:600	 ALPHA	 t 2)'_' -.000	 PINT	 _	 .16595	 OIPSI) _	 2.458k	 RN/L _ '3.0100	 CPSTG	 =	 1.8033
5EC7ION ( 1)ORB. UPPER WING. DEPENDENT VARIABI_ PL





i_(( ..200 .2828:	 .4627	 .6822































PAGE '758'	 ^ _
(M03LCE1	 C 15 APR 76 )
PARAMETRIC DATA.
3.000 BETA	 5.000
OATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA. - IH4




SREF _ X690.0000 SO.'FT.
	 XMRP =	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L
LREF a 1290.3000 INCHES
	
YMRP _	 .0000 INCHES.
BREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP =
	 .0000 INCHES
`SCALE _	 .0100
MACH ( iJ =	 3.700




3.D000	 CPSTG = 1.'7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011
	 ,3480	 .4000	 .5000
	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.ODO	 1.4696	 1.8724	 .2501
.DO1	 ..1.885
	 .1394	 .9571




























.900	 ,1377	 ,.1.173	 1.167	 .1307
''	 MACH ,( 1)'_	 3.700
	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 .000	 PINT	 _ ,32905.	 04PS1) _ 3.L531	 RN/L	 3.0000
SECTION ( i):ORB. LOWER WING 	 DI_PENDENT VARIABLE: PL.-
2Y/BW	 .2500
	 .3011	 .3480	 .4.000	 .x'000
	 .6000	 7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980'
X/CW
..:000	 1.8263	 1.9987	 .2420














	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 759
	
UPWT 1059 tIH4) O1 ALUNE
	
ORB. LOWER WING	 tM^3LCE)
MACH t iJ	 3,700
	 ALPHA ( 2) _
	
.000
SECTION t - t1 QRB. LOWER WING








































.900	 .2108.	 .1820	 1910	 .1970
MACH ( 2) _
	 4.600	 ALPHA (_1) _
	 -5..000	 PINE	 .°.6595	 QtPSI) = 2.4581
	
RN/L
	 _ 3.0100	 CPSTG _ 1.8033
SECTION C''1)ORB. LOtJER WING
	 OEPENCENT VARIABLE PL
1	 2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 ..3480
	







	 .0951	 .0901	 :6826
































^ _DATE' 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE.OATA - IH4 PAGc	 750.
UPWT 1059_(IH4) 01 Al( ^NE ORB.. LOWER WING	 (M03LCE)
MACH	 ( 2l _	 4..600
	
ALPHA (	 I) _	 -5.000
SECTION	 (: 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLC PL






.900 .0678	 .0696 0726. .079I
MACH	 -( 2) ^	 4.600	 ALPHA'E 2) _	 .00O	 PLNF	 = .,6595 flIPS1) _	 2.4581	 RN/L	 ^	 3.0100	 CPSTG	 .1:..8033
SECT3ON ( 11ORB,. SOWER WLNG DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
^	 2Y/HW .2500 .3011
	 .3480 .4000	 ;5000.
	
.6000 7F00 .8500 .9500	 .9960
X/CW
i	 .000 1,3446 1.5853 _.1289





.005.... , 3404 .3792
.025 .2627	 .3652 4197
.045 :.2644
.i'00 .2816 .3734 .3883
.153 .1685
































DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE 761
UPWT	 1059	 t IFi4)	 01 ALt^NE ORB, VERT, 7A1L {Mti3VCE1	 C 15 APR 76	 )
:REFERENCE DATA PARAMETFt1C DATA
SREF	 ^ :.2690.0000 SO.ET.
	 XMRP .0000	 INCHES.. RN/L	 _ 3.000	 BETA	 = 5.000
LREF	 ^	 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP .0000 INCHES


















VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE' PL
^ Z/BV	 .2990.	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
^ ^`
X/CVC 2.5858
	 2.8248	 2.1898 3.1542
i	 ^ 300	 .4606 '	 .4329	 .4389
.70A	 .19.72,'
.90'0	 ; 2231	 .21 t7	 .2483
-MACH t	 1l	 _	 3.'700'	 ALPHA	 C 2) _	 .000	 P1NF	 _	 .32908 Gt°SIB	 _	 3.1531. RN/t 3.0000	 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7839	 i
SECTION t	 1)ORB..
	















^ MACH	 t 2)	 4..600	 ALPHA t	 1) _	 -5.000	 F'INF	 _	 .'6595 ^tPSI) _	 2.4581 RN/L _	 3.0100	 CPSTG	 ^ 1.8U33
SECTION t	 E)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VAFIABLE: PL
^ Z /BV	 .2990.
	




	 2.1093	 1.7150 2'.5411
.300	 .2604	 .2592	 .2628
.500	 .2358
...700	 . 11 iD
^,



















DATE`20 APR_76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - iH4 PAGE.
.
'763
°UPWT 1059 (IH4) T15 ALONE EXTERNAL TANK (M^3TOA) ( IS APR 76	 )
REFERENCE.DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF `_ 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP _	 ..0000	 iNCHE5 RN/l
	 = 1.200: BETA .000
LREF	 _ '1290.3000 INCHES YMRP =	 .0000 INCHES
BREF '_ '1290.:3000 INCHES' ZMRP _	 .0000. INCHES = -
SCALE = 0100. ?.
MACH^	 ( 1)	 =	 3...700	 ALPHA.	 (	 I) _	 -5.000	 PINE	 _ 31.85 Q(PSI) 1.2633 RN/L 1..2000 CPSTG	 _ 1.7839
k	 SECTION (<1)EXTERNAL TANK bEPENDENT VARIABLE: PL
X/LT .0000 .0050 .0100 .0400
	 ,0800
	 .1500. 2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .'4000.
THETA
.000 .7279




90.000 1131 .1002 .0996 .0990 .0984 .0984 .0978
112..500
.1104 .111D .1092 .1104 .1110
135.000
.1212 .1236 .1272 .1326.
157.500 .1566-
167..000 .1455	 i
180:000 2.3402. 1.8828 1.8111 1. -0904.	 .7719
	 .3435 1953' .1235 ..1:200 .1193 .1283 .1524











- .0895 ..0853 .0835
67.500 .0960 .1412 .1023 .09f38 .1017 .0994 .1:029
90.000 .0984 .:0966	 ..0948 .0959 .1192 .1081 .0977 .0982 .1.017
112..500 .1110 .1056	 ..1038 .1180 .1.110 .1093 .1.058 .1122 .1.035 .1192	 ,,,._.^ a
123.0.00:
.0982 .0953 .1418
135.000 .1212 ,1176	 :1248 .1267 .'1221 .1174 .f197 .1186 ,1184 .1168	 ^
157.500 .1386.'` .0979 .0938 .'1Q55	 .0903 .1270 .1151 .1189 ,1170' .1170. ,1164 .2178
16T.000 .0897
166.000 .0986 .1288
180:000 .1759 .4207 .1228 .0814
	 :1152	 .1193 1076 .1270. .1214 .1151 .1263 .1207 .1282 .1929













IDATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
__
PAGE 764
UPWT 1059 (.IH4)	 T15'd_ONE EXTERNAL TANK (M^3TDA)







('1 )EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLI; PL







_	 3.700	 `'ALPHA L 2) _ .000	 PINE	 _ .'3185 QIPS1l 1.2633 RN/L	 _ 1...2000 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7839
C	 SECTION	 ( 7lEXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABCF; Pl
^'	 X/LT :0000	 .0050 _0Y00 ,0400 .0800 .'1500 2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
^`	
THETA





90.000 1070 .0998 .0986. .0986 .0980 .1004 .1016
^	 112.500
."1004 .:1010 .0998 .1034 .1..^°
^	 135.000

























67.500 .ID34 .1485 .1129 ..1095 .1124 .1106 .1.147
90.000 .1028 .1.034 .1034 .1083 .1316 ..1.217 .]112 .1164 .1194
112.500 .1064 .1052 .1A52 .1217 .1118 .1.129 .1135. :1205 .1141 .1281
k;	 123.000
.1164 .1170 .1450
f	 135.000 .1070 .1A64 .1076 .1176 .11.53 .1118 .1:135 .1.141 .1560. .1)76
157.500
'
.0985	 .0821 .0793 .0848... .0793. .1259.. ..1135 .1215 .11.9:1 .1215 .1191. .1928
161.000 '.0800
166.000 .0752 .1203 ^' a
4	 180.000 .1193	 .2945 .1117 .0648 .0938 .0883 0834 .1172 .1116 .1129 .1184 .1160 .I246 .1817	 3












DATE 20 APR:. 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - iHu PAGE 765
UPWT 1059 (iH4)	 Ti5 ALL^NE EXTERNAL TANK (M03TDA)
MACH	 t	 1) ^	 3,700
	 ALPHA C 2) _ :000
SECTION ('1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL_






I	 MACH	 '(	 2) _	 4,.600
	 ALPHA	 (	 iJ =	 -6,000 PINF	 = .6E^200-01 Q(PSI} _	 .98085 RN/L	 ^ 1.2000 CPSTG	 ^ 1.8033
E	 i	 SECTION	 ( i)EXTERIJAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
i	 X/L1r-. .0000'	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800'. .1500 .r 0.00 .2500 .2750 ..3000 .3250 .3350. .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
:00.0 :5042 .3092 .1027 .0579
45:.000 . G316
67:500 :1055 .0623 .0533	 1
s'	 90.000 .f555 .'0587 .0575' .0575 ,0557 .0557 - .0545	 ^112.500., :0635 .0641 .0629 .0629 .0623




^	 '.180.000 1.7441	 1.341.3 1.3908 ,7474 .5311 .2207 .:225 .0585 .0557 .0557 .0606 ..0702
'	 197.000 .5200 .2381 .0551










.0340 .0364 , 0382	 ',;,_.-.^
67,500 .0521 .1028 .0581 .0540 .0552 .0540 .0569
e	 90.0.00 .0545 ,0533 .0509 .0546 .0761 .0645 .:0552 .0569 .0581
c,	 112,500 `.0623 .0599 .0593 .0720 .0616 .0633 .0616 .0674 .0592 .0755
i'	 123.-000
_0656 .0598 .0929
135:000 ,0689 :0659 .0671 .0743 ,0726 .0679 .0691 .0674	 ..0918 .0650
157..500 ..'0674	 .0482 .0434 .0482 .0392 :0676 .0571 .0616 .0578 .0576 ..0578 .1029
161.bDO .0399
166:0: 00 ..0475 - .0629 r----^-^--
160;000 .0750	 .2264 .0791 ,0330 .0454 .0530 .0489 .0622 .0584 :.0540 .061.6 ,0584 .0667 .0990









DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE. DATA - IH4 PAGE ?66	 ^ J _.




	 ALPHA t	 1) _	 --5.000
SEC71J'.i 1)EX{ERNAL TANK DEPENDENT .VARIABLE PL







	 t 2) 4...600
	 ALPHA	 (	 2) _ .000 PILAF	 _ .6f'2O0-01 (PSI) _	 .98085 RN/L	 ^ 1.2000. CPSTG	 ^ 1.8033
SECTION L 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL `
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0BO0 '..1'500 ,iD0O .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
^
THETA





j 90.'000 .1764 .0570 .0564 .8558 .•0546 .0546 .0540
112.500 ..0576 .0576 .057.0 .0576. .0576	 -	 ``^^
'" 135.0OD .0588 ..:0594 .0612 .0624
157.500 .1064
167, 0!)0 ,043E
180.000 1.8216	 .2874 2.2601 ,6107 .4217 .1566 .(902 .0373 .0359 .D380 .0415 .;,^t10












67.5Q0 .0540 .1042 ,0605. ,0553 :.0576 .0559 .0600
k:" 90.000 -	 ..0546 .0540 :0528 .0565 .08D3 .0687 .0582. ,0611 .0629
112.500 .058B> .0570 .0564 .-0710 .0605 .0617. .0605 .0681 .0611 ,0763
123:000. .0704. .0629 .0920
'135.000 .0600: .0594 .0600 .0658. .D646 .0617 .0623 .0623 .072E .0652
,' 157.500 .0484
	 .0352 ,0304 .0359 .0304 .0967 .0331 .0375 .0344 ,,0344 .0331 .0643
161 .000 .031 1 ,,.-.-.. =
'
...166.000 .0318 .0363 1
180.000 '.0498	 .1251 .0574 .0263 .:0380 .0380. .(1339 .0344 .0299 .0305 .0331 .031.2 .0394 .D617
'' '197.00p .!0394. _.0356- .0630	 ,
'^ 210.000 .0356 .0305










DATE 20 APR. 76 TABULATED SOURCE. DATA ^ IH4	 PAGE	 767
UPWT 1059 (IH4)' T15 ALtiNE	 EXTERNAL TANK-	 (Mp3TDA)
MACH	 t 2l	 ^	 4:.600	 ALPHA ( 2P	 .000
SECTION	 tfEXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE. PC


































: o-,	 ,a^i^	 w... ;,.
_...^....,,..:,....
REFERENCE DATA. PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP	 _ .0000 INCHES RN/L	 _	 3.000 BETA	 _	 .000
LREF	 _ 1.290.3000 TNCHES	 YMRP	 _ .D000 INCHES
BREF 1290.3000 :INCHES
	
ZMRP	 _ .0000 INCHES
SCAtE _ . D 100
MACH	 (	 11 _	 3.700	 ALPHA (	 11 -10.000	 PINF	 .3c'890 Q(PSL)	 3.1518	 RN/L	 3.0000 CPSTG	 _	 1=7839
SECTION ( 1).EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000.	 .0050	 :OlOD .0400	 .0800	 .1500	 .i'000 .2500	 .2750	 ...3000	 .32°i0	 .3350 .3500	 .3750	 .4000
THETA.
.000 1.4302 <8475' .3287..
45.000
67.500 .2056 .1630
90..000 ,3031 .:2331' .2343 .2301 .2265 .2187
112..500 .3068 .3722 .3038 .3002
635.:000 ..3877 .3901 .3871
157:500
167.0.00.'
180.000 5.7751	 5.1283	 4.5275 3..3523 2.3346 1.1376 .E.777 .5121 .5114 .5010 .4948













67:500 .1510 .1825 .6476 ..2372 .1.343 .I360
90.D00 .2032 .1906 .1786 .1784 .1848 .1587 .1465 .1470
`	
112.500 .2894 .2697 .2763 .2604. .2441 .2424 .2406 _2394 .2209
123.-000 ,1918 .2394
135.000 .3877 .3745	 .3680. .3388 ,3435	 .3435 .3487	 .3464	 .5957
157.500 .5946 .4150 :3462
	 .4398	 .3359 .4118 .3957	 .3945 .3895	 .3716	 .3809
^	 161.000 .;3290..
'	 166.OD0 .3379: .4676




..4738 .4521	 .4193 ' ..4477	 .4397	 .4484
197.000 .4887 .4366
210.000 .4552 .4378
220.000 .5244 .436 0
t	 232.000 .2421 .2322



















































GATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA.- IH4
	
UPWT 1.059 (IH4) T15-AU)NE
	
EXTERNAL TANK	 2M^3T08)
MACH ( 1) ^
	 3.700
	 ALPHA:( 1) _ -10.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK









	 I.040B	 .1226i	 210.000
	 1.2654
MACH ( I) _	 3,700	 ALPHA t 2) _
	 -5.000	 PINE	 .32890	 Q(PS1) _ 3.1518	 RNJL	 3..0000	 CPSTG ^ 1.7839
4I	 .,
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
t	
X/LT .0000 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500 .2000 .2500 '.2750 .3000 .3250 .3350. .3500
THETA




90.000 .3158 :.2431 .2425 .2419 .2395 .2407





I	 180:000 5'.8690 4.7084 4..4951 P.7956 1.9151 .8647 .4914 ..3605 .357^ .3570









.4250 .4500 ..4750 .5900 ..5250 .5500 .5750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500
'	 THETA
^	 .000 .2454 .:2983
t _	 45.000 .2183 .2213
67.500 .2191 .2413. .2I63 .2140 .2221 .2169
E	 90:000 .24'19 .2305 .2233 .2204 .2477 .2280. .2'169 _2192
^	 112.500 .2774 ..2533 .2582 - .2745 .2640 ,2541 .251$ .2518 .2448
123:000 .1902
^	 135.000 .2978. .3044 .3236 .3047 .2954 .2960 .2937 .2948 .4838
157..500 .4468 .3018 .2901 ..3564 .2659 .4350 .3188 .3176 .3170 .3109 ..3152
161.000 ..2238.
.166,000 ,2811 .3508'
180x000 .5338 .8605 .2914' .21.41 .3819 .3515 .:,191 .3545. .3379 .3225 .:3391 .3330 .3354
197.000 .4102 .3317
































GATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE :DATA - IH4 PAGE 770	 ^ ,___-
UPWT 1059. t I H4)	 T 15 ALt INE EXTERNAL TANK 4 MG13TD8 )
MACH	 (	 11 _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 21 _	 -5.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL




.. 151:000 :8Q 1'.'
180.000 .8484 .1052
210.D00 :.9387
MACH	 (	 1I 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3) _ .000 PINE	 _ .31'.890. Q(PSI) _	 3.1518. RN/L	 = 3.0000 CPSTG 1.'7839
.SECTION	 ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .D100 :0400 .0800. .1500 ..1_'000 .2500 .2750 .3000 ..3250 .3350' .3500 .3750 ..4000
THETA
E	 .000 2.2482 1..4568 .6181 .2860
45,000 .2843
67.500 .2753 .2555 .2555
90;000 .:5120 .2500 .2476 :2494 ..2482 .2561 .2567
112,500 ,2525 .2525 . .2506 .2591 ..2633
135.000 .2585 .2609 .2735 .2873
,57.500 .3059
;. y7:000 .2970
1B0-.00.0 5.8451	 4.0923 4..3346 2..2344. 1.5295 .6470 .:532 .2486; .2486 .2535 .2735 .3142









45.000 .2666 .2748 .2736:
'	 67.500 .2645 .2950 .278! ..2816 .2845 .2857 .2898
f	 90.000 .262.1 -.2657 .2687 .2758 ,3002 .2915 .2898. .2909 .2938
;'	 112:500 ,2693 .2663 .2717 .2869. .2880 .2869 .2845 .2863 ..2933. .2933
123.000 .2461 .2950 .2915
135.000 .:2693. .2687 .2807 .2927 .2781 .2793 .2828 .2857 .4.102 .2537
157:500 .2493	 ..2562 .2369 .2693 .2238 .2602 .2437 .2494 .2558' .2558 .2666 .4931^	
161 .000 .2265 -^---
166.000 .2307 .2596
180.000' .4268	 .6008 .c590 .1582' .2914 .2693 .^?396 :2494- .2360 .2449 .2538 .2558 .2647 .4829


























MACH''	 t	 1) _	 3.700 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.000 PINE	 _ .3F'890 (PSI) _	 3.1518 RN/L =	 3.0000
SECTION ( iJEXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pl
X/LT ' .0000 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800 .1500 .L'.000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350
THETA
.Q00 2.7321 1.8507 .8448
45.000
67,500 .2991
90.000 .'_i115 .2461 ..2419 .2425 .2389




180.000 5.8485 3.7748. 3:3703 1.7080 1.2.7.35 .4757 .03562 .1732 .1732









e7.500 .2648 .2812 .2597 .2585 .2585 .2562
90.Ofl0 .2401. .2395 .2407 ,2434 .2632 .2498 .2439
112.500 .:2341 .2389 '.2413 .2515 .2492 .2492 .24ti7 .2480
123,.000
135.000 :2401 .2431 .2449 .2620 .2521 .2492 :.2492 .2556
157.500 ..2119 ..2333 .22'15 .2415 .2250 .2577 .2395 .2439 .2496. ,.2584
161.0 00 .2188
166..000 .:1801. .2489
180.000 .3313 .3720 .1787 .1546 .2160 .2070 .2153 .2364 .2250 .2426 .2502. .2477
197.000 .2112 .2351
^	 210.000 ..2357 .2169

































MACH ( I) _
	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 .000
SECTION ( 1-)'EXTERNAL'TANK




iI ^^:	 DATE 2.0 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - I H4' PAGE ?72	 ----^
UPWT 1.059 ltH4)	 T15 ALCVE EXTERNAL TANK tMQ3T087
MACH	 (	 11 3.700	 ALPHA t 41 _	 5.000
SECTION ( +EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT JARIABLE 'L






MACH	 i 21 =	 4.600
	 AL^'HA	 (	 11 -10".000 P1NF	 = .16520 ^(PSI1 _	 2.4476 RN/l =	 2.9950 CPSTG	 = 1.8033	 ---.
SECTION ( 11EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARlABLE 'L
X/LT .0000	 .:0050 .0100 ..0400 .0800 .1500 .200 .2500 ..2750 .3000 .3250 ..3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 .9411 .5267 .171.0 .0965
. 45.000 .:0644
'	 67.500 .1336 .0893 ..0803
90.000 .1321 .1246 .1252 .1222 .1192 .1144 .1096
112.'500 .1666 ..1696. ..1648 .1624 .1582
.135:.000 .2139 .2163 .2145 .2241
157.500 .3074
!67.000 .3625
I80.000 4.1284	 3.6113 3.3024 2.2919 1.6036 .7350 ..4131. .2874 .2777 .2708 .2660 .3074







-:	 X/LT .4250	 :4500 ..4750 .:;x:00 .5250 .5500 .P750 .6000 :6500 .7000 .7500 ,8000 .8500 .8750 ..9000	 I
THETA
..000 .0971 .1269
I	 45.000: .0656 .0590 .0524
r	 67.500 .0761 .1226 .0825. .0779 .0808 .0773 .081.3
90.DOQ .1084 .1001 .0917 .0866 .1145 :,0930 .0813. .0813 .0819
112:500 .1576 .1396 .1.414 .1505 .1365 .1319 .1302 .1319 .1197 .1650
t23.b00 ..1209 .1336 .2034
135.000 .2013 .2013 .2085 .1.964 .1886 .1871 ..1906 .1900 ,3271 .1'772
157.500 .34.11	 .2233 .1909 .2365 .1771 .3385 .2167 .2174 .2130 .2061 ..2124 ,4085	 _
161.000 .1778. ''.	 j
166.000 .2157 .2580
180.000 .4273
	 .7092 .2261 .1.647 .2667 .2695 .cc"350 .2592 .251] .2267 .2498 .2442 :.2455 .3991
197.000 .3019 .2442 .4785	 ''









DATE ;20 :APR-76 TABULATcO SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 773
UPWT 1059 (IH4)
	
TI5 ALCVE EXTERNAL TANK (Ma3TOB)
MACH
	 ( 2) =	 4.:600.
	 ALPHA	 C'1) _	 -10.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL. TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE °L
^ ^ X/LT ;9250	 .9350 ;9370 .9750
b I23E000^ :.2435
g !jy 151.000 .5709
^j ty^^ 180.000 .6365 .0712f_"! 210.000 .8151
f ^-,^ M'ACH	 (	 2l 4.600
	 ALPHA ( 2) n 	 -5.000 PINE .16320.. 0(PSI1 ^	 2.44;6 `?h/L
	 ^ 2.9950 CPSTD	 ^ 1.8033
^'^ ^
SECTION ( i)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
X/LT .0000	 .0050. ..0100 .0400. .080G .1500 .2700. .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .'3350 .3500. .3750 ..4000
t THETA






.1748 .1282 .1276 ,1258 .1252 .1233 .1209
L12.500
.1468 .1486 .1450 .1450 .1462
13°x:000 :161 .1679 .1.727 .1859
157:.500
.227?
. 167, 000 '
.2243
180'.000 4.4442' 3.3126 3.4560 1:9560 1.3395. .5474. .2326 .1912 ..1836 .1794 ..1908 .2312














67.500 ..1041 .1478 .1123 .iA70 .1117 .1047 .1094
90...000 .1209 .1149 :.1089 .1'082 .1367 .1216 .1070 :1117 ,1111
112.500 :1432 .1318 .1264 .1425 .1365 ,1344 .1291.. .1.321 .1245 .1361
123.000
.1099 .1152 .1629
135.000 .I582 :1528 .1637 .1716 .1571 .1524 .1513 .f495 .2484 .1425
157..500 .2215
















_	 ^ _ 	 _
DATE 20:APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 774	 ^ ;, _-
UPWT 1059 tIH41	 T15 ALt:VE EXTERNAL TANK iMa3TOB1
MACN	 t 21 4.600	 ALPHA t 2) _	 -5..0.00
SECTION t i)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE "L







MACH	 t 2) 4.600.	 ALPHA t 31 _ .000	 PiNF .:16520 O(PSI) _	 2.4476 RN/L	 _ 2.9950 CPSTG I.Q033
.SECTION t 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L '.
X/LT .0000	 .0050 .01.00 .0400 .0800 .1500 .cJ00 .2500. ..2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
.THETA
:D00 1.6883 1.:0681 .4153 ..1539
45.000 .1271
:67:500 .:1.700' .1363 .1.309
90.000 .1754 .1351 .1339 ..1327 .1:303 .1315 .1309
112:500 .1345 .1333 ..1309 .1339 .1357
135.000 .1327 ..1351 .1417 .1459
157.50b .1617
.167.00(} . 139Fi
180.000 4.5739	 3.101.0 3.1249' 1.5631 1.0552 .3923 .2J08 .1182 .1126. .1209 .1334 ..1458
197.'000 1.!0469 .4354 .1133 9




X/LT .4250	 .4500 - .4750 .5D00- .5250. .5500 .F750 .6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 ..8750 .9000
THETA i
>000 ,1301 .1521
.. 45:.000 .1265. .1229 .liBl
67.5D0 .1297.. .1676 .1380 .1321 .1374 .1321 .1374
90.000' .1315: .1309 .1315 .1339 .1477 .1449 .1339 ,.1..397 .1:385
11.2.500 '.1363 .1339 ,1333 .1461. ..1385 .^?S1l .1385 .1432 .1385 .1484
t23.b00 .1298 .1414 .1636
135.000 :1381 .)3S1' .1345. .1484 .T420 .'1380 .1385 .1.374 ..1927 .14s'6
157.500 ;1244
	






.3905 .1686 .0746 .1078 .1216 .1092 .1083 .D942 .0974 .1006 .0994 ...1058 ,2000
197,.000 ,1472. .J974 .2026	 ,













ry -:a ^ ^
fi
.^^__._
DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA = IH4 PAGE 775
UPWT 1059 tiN4)	 T15 ALCNE EXTERNAL TANK (M^3TOB)
MACH
	
t 2)" ^	 4.600	 ALPHA t 3) _ .000
SECTION t 1)EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
X/LT .9250






MACH	 t 2) _	 4.fi00	 ALPHA 't 4) ^ 5.000 PINE	 _ .1E520 QtPSI) 2.4476 RN/L 2.8950 CPSTG	 ^ 1.8033
SECTION t 13EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
X/LT .0000.	 .0050 ,.0100 ..0400 .0800 .1$00.. .c'000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 ..3350 .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA






90.000 ,1770 .1357 .1321 .1303 .1267 .1255 .1231	 3
112.500.
.11'53. .1147 .1123 .1123 .1123
135..000





















.1505 .1352 .1293	 '^'-^"'-'^
67:.500 ,1369 .1651 .1308 .1250 .1256 .1215 .1233
90.000 .1195 .1165 .1135 .1145 .1355 .1198. .1122 .1203 .1273	 l112.500 .1'135 .1123 .1117 .1244 .1157 .1.163 .1174 .1267' .1262 .1401
123.000
.1413 .1297 .1512
z35.000 .1171. .1'165 .1165 .1308 ..1221 .1198 .12c1 .1.233 .1320 .1355
157.500 ,1008_	 .0994 . .' .0945. ..0959. .0932 .8052 .1229 .1265 .1247 .1284 .1308 .1738
16^.00 p .0939
'	 166..00(3 .0863 .1259
180.000 ,1208-	 ..1249- .0849- .D856 .09.11 .0883 .C856 .1265 ..1179 _1284 .1296 ..1259 .1351 .1806	 .
197.000 .0870 .124'7 .:1843















OATS 20 'APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE. DATA -'IH4






SREF! _ 2690:0000 St1_FT'. 	 XMRP _	 .0000 iNCHES	 RN/L
	 ^	 5.000	 BETA
LREF _ 1290:.3000 INCHES
BREF _ .1290:3000 INCHES
SCALE _	 .0100
MACH ( 1J _
	
3.'^`JO	 AI




l5 APR 76 )
_	 .000
YMRP _	 .0000 INCHES
ZMRP _	 .0000 INCHES.
_PHA.f 11	 -5.000- PINT	 _ ,547 Y5
	 a1PSL)	 5.2436	 RN/L	 ^ 4.9900	 CPSTG = 1.7839
DEPENDENT VARIABLE ^L






90.000 .5?44	 ..411.3	 ..4096	 .4131	 .4161 .4203
112.500 .4671
























X/LT ,-.4250- .4500 .4750 .5000	 ..5250 .5500 .5750




: 67.500' .3790 ..3932 .3845. .3874 .3886. ..3932
90.000 .4060° .4018. .4018 .3985 .4019 .38f6 .3752 .3746
112..500 .4581. .4647 .4575 .4502. .4345 .4252 .4211 .4200 .41$5
'123.000
.3020
135;000 .5792' .5187 .5319 ..4937 .'4862 .4°26 .4908 .4873 .7847
157.500 .7533 .5Y83 .5079 .6403 .4514 .6165 ..5234 .5203 .5178 :5078 .521.5
161.:000 .3901
166.0.00 .4900' .5625





X/LT .9250 .9350 .9370 .9750
THETA
123,000 .8661





































DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE. 778
^-
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) T15 ALC:VE 	 EXTERNAL TANK-	 tMQ3TDC)
MACH... ( I)'_	 3:700	 ALPHA i 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( !)EXTERNAL TANK	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE: PL







MACH	 t'1) _	 3.700	 ALPHA t 2) _ ...000	 PINT	 _ .54715 ^](PS U _	 5.24:36 RN/L,	 _	 4.9900
.SECTION	 t 11 EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE: aL '
X/LT :0000 -	 .0050	 .01.00	 .0400 .0800	 .1500 .c000 .2500 .2750	 .3000 .3250	 .3350.
THETA
:000 3.7831 2.4508	 1.0544
45.000
67.500 .4412
90.000 .5267 .4208 .4172	 .4220 .4226




180:000 9.7050	 6,7387	 6.8753.	 3.6249 2.4904	 1.0506 .°7.10 .4248 .4255
197.000










67..500 .4460 .4687 .4692 .4791 .4861 .4896
90.000 .4406" .4436 .4562 .4681. .4995 .4890 .4861 .4867
112.500 ,4430 .4640. .4694 .4820 .4791 :4768 .4751 .476fl :.4890
123.00D .4111
1'35.000 _5085 :4688 .4814 .4780 .4547 .4611 .4663 .472I .6652
157.500 .5572 .4310	 .4310 .5090 3945 .5209 .4534 .4583. .4700 .4687 .4933
161.000 .4007
'.166.000 .3938 .4687.























	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 779
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4l 'T 15 AlO;^E
	
EXTERNAL TANK	 (MQ3TOC)
MACH ( 1) '_
	 3, 7(^0	 ALPHA ( 21 _	 D00
SECTION ( l)EXTERNAL.TANK












	 MACH ( 2) _	 4,600
	 ALPHA ( 1) _ -5.000 PINF	 .27520	 G(PSI) _ 4.0915	 RN/L	 5.0100	 CPSTG = 1.8033




X/LT .0050 ,0100 .:0400 .0800 .1500 .2100 .2500 .2750 :3000 .3250 .350 .3500 .3750
THETA
.000 2.1426 1.2740 .4564
45.000
67.500 .2223 .1917
90.000 .3)03 .2259 .2241 .2223 .2193 .2175
112.500 ,2601 .2619 .2553 .2541.
` 135.000 .2936 .2948 .2930
'..157.500
^. 167.000
.180.000 7.5835 5.6908. 5.8580 . 3.3176 2`.2429 ...9373 .5'.101 .3503 .3455 .3421 .3379











6Z 500 .1870 ,2082 .1814 .t79I . .1785 .1744
f 90.000 „ 2079 .2037 .1983 .1954 :2140 .1.907 .1803. .1785
112.500 .2487 ..2445 ..2415 ..2431 .2332 .2233 .2169 .2157 .2093
123.000 .1.675 ..1971.
135.-000 .3'194 .2840 .2936 ..2838 .2628 .2646 ..2617 .2582 .4396
157,500 .4586 .2786 ..2800 .3586 ..2483 ,3481 .2660. .2647 ,2622 .2552 .2578
161.000 .2269
166.000 .3290 .2931






































	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1059 tIH4) T15 ALOdE
	
EXTERNAL TANK	 (M©3TDC)
MACH ( 2) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA t 1) _	 -5.000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT .VARIABLE 'L











MACH [ 2) _
	 4,600
	 ALPHA'C 2) _	 ,000.- PILAF	 _ .27^i20
	
aCPSt) ^ 4.0915	 RN/L	 5:0100	 CPSTG ^ 1.8033
SEGTION ( 1).EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE ''L
X7LT	 .:0000	 .0050
	 .O1 DO-	 .0400
	 .0800	 .1500	 .2700.	 .2500	 .2750	 .3000	 .3250	 .3350	 ..3500	 .3750	 .4000
.THETAk





..3784 .2340: .2310 ,2298. .2262 .2304 .2280
112.500
.2310 .2292 .2250 .2304 .2310
.:135.:000 .2286 .2298 .2400. .2525
.157.500 .2726
167.:000. .2581
180.:000 7`,6443 5.21D5 5,1371 2.6415 1.7858 .6777 .3'38 .2243 .167 .2174 .2353 .2857










{	 '	 45.00.0' .2247 .:2247. .2218
`	 67,500 .2316 .2571. .2368 .2362 ...2379 ..2368 .2379
90.000. .2310 .2322 .2328. .2356. .2583 ..2449 .2408. .2420 .243?
1'.12.500 .2358 .2334 ;2352 .2478 .2449 .2443 .2420 .2420 .2432 .2461
R	 123.000 .2106 .2496 .2565
^	 135.000 ,2382 .2346 .24:24 .2560 .2443 .2391 .2373 .2373 ..3421 .2216
^	 157.500 .2208 .2257 .2050. .2374 .1905 .2453 .1835 .1854 .1880 .1887 .1952 .411'8
161.000' .2043
I	 ,'	 166.;000 .2229 .1913
i	 180,000 .3906 .6087 .2795' .1463 .2008 .2457 .2)70 ,1906 .1711 .1802 .1841. .1854 .1926 .404D









.DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED. SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE	 78l
UPWT 1059 OH4) T15 ALO!dE
	
EXTERNAL TANK	 (M03TOC)
.MACH	 ( 2) ^	 4.,600	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 .000




















DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA-- IH4	 PAGE. 782	 `/ J_
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4) SBN16 A.ONE. SOLID RCKT. BSTR. 	 (M03SEA)	 { 20 APR 96 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRLC DATA
SREF ^ 2690.D000 S^.FT.
	 XMRP _	 .:0000 INCHES	 RN/L
	 ^	 1.200	 ALPHA _	 .000
LREF ' _ 1290..3000 INCHES
	 YMRP =	 ,D000 INCHES
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES





	 3.700	 BETA P i) _	





SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT.'BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE ;'L
^'	 X/LSRB	 .0000
	 .0040	 .0250	 .0500	 .0750	 ,1000
	




	 .3805	 .401.7	 .4191	 .0974	 ,
1.80.000

















	 .7800	 .8000	 . 9000	 :9100	 .9200
	
.9.?50	 .9300	 .9400
	 ..9500	 .9600	 .9900
^	 PS I
r	 90.000	 ...1138	 .2351	 .0801	 .1966	 .2865
^	 180.000'
	 -.1184	 ..1794	 :0697	 .L400	 .2705	 .2436	 .2207
f	 210.000	 ,1802	 .3028	 .1884
	 .1830
215.000
	 .1^^56	 .1534	 .1494
225.000
	 .1219.	 .0784.	 ..1344	 .1669	 .1736




	 .1165	 .1149	 .0697	 .?,^;^	 ..1827	 .2179
315.000
	 ..1.073	 I





3.700	 BkTA ( 2) _
	 .000	 PINE	 .13177
	 atPSI)	 1.2625	 RN/L	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.7839	 ^
^;, SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR' 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE ^L
X/LSRB	 .0000	 .:0040.	 .0250	 .0500	 .0750	 ,tD00
	 ,1f00
	 .11 .50	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 :5000	 .6000
PSI
90.000	 2;3480	 :3890	 .4050	 :4209	 .1097
'	 180.000
	 .4022	 .4153	 .1185	 .1052
'225..000








	 .4431	 .3678	 .3822	 .3898
	 .4065	 .3757
















DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 783
UPWT 1059.(IH4) 58N16 A_ONE SOLID RCKT. BSTR. iM^3SEA)
..MACH	 1) _	 3:700	 BETA	 ( 2) _ .000
SECTION ('1)80LID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL





180:.000 .1253 .1535	 .1256 .14tD .1689 .2118 .2578
210.000 .1408 .2306 .4652 .2279
215.000 .1196 .1515 ..1314
P25.000 .1465
	 .:1256 ..1428 .1515 .2038
240.000 .T501 .1.863 .2457
247:500 ..1241
l''	 270.000 .1272 ' .1413`	 ,1256 .1428 .1456 .2253
315-.000 :7204
.MACH	 (	 1) _	 3..700
	 E3t=TA	 (	 3) _	 5.000	 PINE .13;77 Q(PSI)	 1.2625 RN/L	 ^ 1.:2000 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7839
SECTION t 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE."'L
X/LSRB .0000 .0040'	 .0250 .6500 .0750 .1000 .1:00 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3D00 ..4000 .5000 .6000.
PSI
90.000 2.3361 .3593 .3688 .3809 .0823








	 .3701 ,3811 .3880 .4D65 .3768 .1326 .1029 .1036 .0962 .0950 .0944 .0938 -J
315.000 .0932
X/LSRB :7000 .7800:
	 .8000 .9000 .'9100 .9200 .9?50 .930u .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI ,
90.00G .1D12 .2303	 .0820 .1680 .2515
180;000 .:1302 .1832
	 .0698 .1559 ..3566 .4263 .3369




225.O1J0 .1588	 .0715 .1550 .3016 .2882 ^
240'.000. ,2480 .3177 .2905
247.500 .0967







DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE.DATA - IH4
	
PAGE 784	 ^ ^ ---
UPWT 1059'(IH4) S8N16 A':ONE 	 SOLtD RCKT. BSTR.	 CM^3SEA)
MACH' ( 2) _	 4.600.	 BETA 11) _
	
.000. PINF	 - .66+00-01	 (PSI) _ .98320
	
RN/L	 = 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1..8033
SECTION ( IISOL D REKT. BSTR' DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'L
X/LSRB .:0000 .004.0' ::0250 .0500 .0750 ..1000 .1100 .1150 ,1300 .1500 .2000 .3000
PSI
90.000 1•..:8070 .:2097 .2238 .2379





270.000 .3070 .2402 .2526 .2622 ..2844 .2399 .0855 .0628 ..0574 .0261
3t5.OD0 .0238
X/LSRB ,7000. ..780.0 .8000 .9.000 .9100 .9200 .9 .350 .9300 :9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 .0604 ...1762 ..0733 ,0788 .0881
1.80,000 .0491 .0785 .0628 .07 t4 .1055 .1041 ..1796
210:000 .0788 .0975 .2537 ,1522
215:OOD
.0321 .0801 .0734












MACH ( 27	 4,600
	 BETA ( 2) _	 5.000	 ALNF	 _ ,66^t00-01 QtPSI) = .98320 	 RN/L	 1.2000	 CPSTG ^ 1.8033
SECTION f i)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARiABL'E ''L
X/LSRB ,0000 ..0040. .0250 ,E^:^^,0 ,0750 .7000 ,1,00 .1150 .1300 .1500. ..2000 .3000
PSI









270:0.00 .3105 .2471 .2588 .2643 .2861 .2534 ,0855 .0611 .0587 .0370
315.000 .0329
X/LSRB. .700.0 .7800 ,8000, :9000 .9100 .9200 .9?50 ,9300 .9400. .9500 .9600. .9900
P51
90.000 ..0385. .1675 .0558 >0760 .1038
180.000 .0640 ...0994 .0454 .0917. .1885 .2433 .2279
.210.000 .1083 is:0066 :2968 .1444
215:0:00 ..371'7 .1270 .0882
225.000 _-0872 .0454 .0917 .1350 .1898
x















DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA — dH4
	
PA3E 785
UPWT 1059 (IH4) 58N16 A.ONE	 SOLID RCKT. B5TR'.	 (M^3SEA)
.MACH C 2) _	 4.600	 BETA ( 22 =
	
.5.000
.SECTION (,!)SOLID P.CKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT-VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB	 .70D0	 .78D0 :8000	 .9000	 ..9100 .9200	 .9?50	 .9300	 .9400	 .9500	 .9600 ..9900
PSI
247 : ,:500 . '_	 :0382
270.000
	 .0341	 .0628





















DATE 20 APR '76
	 TABULATED SOURCE .DATA - IH4	 PAGE 786
	





SREF _ 2690 . ..0000 SQ.FL	 XMRP _	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L 	 3..000	 ALPHA	 .000




'BREF _ 1290.3000 .INCHES
	





_MACH ( 17 _
	 3.700	 BETA ( 51- _	 -5.000	 PINE .329")0'	 Q(PSI1 = 3.1528	 RN/L	 = 3.0000	 CPSTG = 1.7839
SECTION i 1)SOLIO RCKT. BSTR 	 DEPENL^NT VARIABLE PI.




	 5.8229	 .9479 1,0093	 5.0487	 .2734
	
180.000	 :7535	 .7679	 .2379	 .2740
	
2?5.000	 .':1954	 .2618	 .2688
	













	 .8000	 .9000	 .9100	 .9200	 .92'50	 .9300	 .9400	 .9500	 .9600	 .9900
PSI
	
90..000	 .3168	 .5356	 .1515	 .6589	 .7081
	
180.000
	 '..3297	 .9019	 ..1.797	 .3146	 .6917	 .6756	 .5624
	






225.000	 .4292	 .1692	 :2998	 ..5912	 .5952
	





	 ,3181	 .4013	 .1431	 3GF°`	 .5735	 ,5281
	
31'5.000	 .3048
MACH [ 1) =	 3.700
	 BETA ( ^<; -	 .000	 PILAF	 = .32970	 Q(PSI1 = 3.I528	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG = 1.7839
SECTION ( 1 lSOLID'RCKT. BSTR	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P._
X/LSRB -	 .0.000	 ..0040	 .0250	 .0500	 .0750	 .1000	 .11 )D	 .1150	 .1300	 _1500	 .:2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
	
.90.000	 5.8417	 .9519- 1..0050	 1.0445	 .2947
	
180.000	 1.0535	 1.0789	 .?875	 .3036
	
225.000	 .2451	 ..2884	 .2990
	












DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 787
UPWT 1059 (IH41 SBN16 ALl(vi_ SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (M03SE8)
.MACH	 (	 1) ^	 3.'700	 BETA	 (	 21 - .000
SECTION . ( 1)50LID.RCKT..BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
X/LSRB' .7000 .7800	 .800.0 .9000 .9100- .9200 .92 i0 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 ..9900
P51-_
90.000 .$603 :5302	 .1599 .6867 .7904
180.000 .3737 .3912	 .1460 .3443 .8434 .87f32 .6839
210.000 .4753. 2.5375 I.0092 :5087
215.0?0' 1 .4332 .5315 ..',936
^	 225.0.00 .4016	 .1391. ..3369 .9371 .'7858
240.000 .7925: ,8354 .7580
247.500. :3585
270:000 .3498 .4746	 .1356 -.3369 .6423 .5497
r	 515.000 .3252 '
MACH	 (	 1) 3.700	 BETA	 ( 3) _ 5.000	 PINF	 - .329.)0. QtPS1) =	 3.1528 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG 1..7839
SECTION.( LISOLID RCKT. BSTR' DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI_
XjLSRB .0000 .0040	 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1D00 .11'70 .1150 ..1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .b000
PS1
90.00Q 5.8041 .9388 .9696 1.0038 .2421 z










270.000 1.0833	 .9518 .9966 (.0151 1.0150 .94!i6 .3036 .2477 .2544 .?304 ..2162 .2209 ..2298
315.00 .21.56 ; _	 ..
1	 X/LSRB .7000 :.7800.	 .8000 .900'0 .9100 .9200 .92 i0 .9300 .9400. .9500 .9600 .9900
PS1
!	 90.000 .285,6, .5147	 .1483 .5684 .6157
(80.000 .3417' .4474
	 ,1.343 .3690 .9786 1.0430 .8149
21Q".000 .4933 2.7339 1.0376 .5630
215.000 1.1497 .4424 .3271 '.-,----T-
225.000 .35.76	 .1308 .3310 . .8955 .6971.
j	 240.D00 .7587 .7789 .7167
{	 247.500. .2789




DATE 20 APR 76'	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
	 PAGE 788	 f`
	
11PWT 1059 tIH4) S8N16 AL )NE
	
SOLID RCKT. BSTR.	 CM03SE8)
:MACH.. t 1) _	 3.700
	 BETA t 4) _	 10.000	 PILAF	 = .329)0
	 QtPSt) = 3.1528	 RN/L	 ^ 3..0000	 CPSTG	 1,7839
SECT t ON t i) SOL ID RCKT'. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VAR L48LE P .
X/LSRB-
	 .0000
	 .0040. ' .0250
	 :D500	 .0750
	 .1000	 .11)0




	 ..9296	 ,9554	 .1841.
180.000









.270.000	 1.0980	 .9546	 .:9973 1.0937 1,:0109
	 .9337	 ,2981




	 .8000 ..9000	 .91 D0	 .920'0	 .92i'
	 .9300	 ..9400
	 .9500	 '.9600	 ..9900	 ,
PSI
^	 90.000	 .2171




	 .4758	 1.32ty5	 1,3805 1.1148
21.0.000'.	 ,6167 3.4186	 1.3376	 .7559
215.000
	 1.21`. â3	 .4696	 '.3465
225.000







	 .2336	 .0941	 :2300	 .3181	 .1902
31:5.000
	 .2242...
MACH 1 21 =
	 4.600.	 BETA t 1) =
	 -5..000	 P1NF	 = ,18530
	 (itPSL)	 2.4534	 RN/L	 = 3..0000	 CPSTG	 1..8033
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR



















	 10 2	 .1271	 .:1207	 ..
r	 P47.800	




:270.000	 ,7694	 .6352	 .6697	 .6882	 .6961	 .6430















	 .2636	 .4037	 -^^
(80.000.	 ,1660











	 .0960.	 ..1596	 .2487	 .27.14
;_ 240.000	 .2661	 .3088	 .3295
,._.._ .
DATE 20, APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
LPWT 1059 (?H4) S6N16 AL )NE
	
SOLID RCKT.. 9STR.	 (M^3SE8)
MACH ( _^) _	 4.600
	 BETA ( 1) _
	
-5.OD0
;SECTION 11)SOLI:D RCKT. BSTR
















MACH ( 2) _	 4.600
	 BETA 't 2) _	 .at00
	 PINE	 .16530	 ^tPSt) _ 2.4534	 RN/L
	
= 3.0000	 CPSTG = 1.8033
SECTION (	 1)SOL[O RCKT,_85TR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P^.
X/LSRB .0000" .0040 ,0250 .0500 .0750 .1A00 .11)0 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000
PSI
90,OOD 4.(1067 .6119 .6567 .6908






270.:000 .7808 ..6547 .698 .7202 .7285 .67"{4 .1987 .1429 .1360
315...000
X/LSRB: .7000 .78J0 .8000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .92'10 .9300 .9400' .9500 .9600
PSI
90.000 .1587 .3433 .1028 .2728
^	 180.000 ..1693 .1934. .0889 ..2051 ,2921 .4354
210.000 .2157. 1.5250 .6940 .3014
i	 ..215.000..
.99;4 :2934 .201.0




.270.000 .1675' .2004 .0837 ..1976 .2746
. , 315.000 ..1579..
MACH.. t 27	 41..600
	 BETA ( 3) _	 5.000. PILAF	 .165 i0	 O(PSI1	 2.4534	 RN/L	 _ 3,0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION t 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
X/LSRB .0000..
	 .0040	 .0250 .0500 .0750	 .1.000	 .11]0




90.000 4 .5550'	 .6072 .6326 .6630








































.1382	 .1287.	 .1192	 .1139
	







DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 790	 ^_ __„
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 S8N16 AL )NE SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MQ3SE8)
MACH	 1 2) _	 4.600 BETA	 { 3Y 5.D00
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P,




X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .801'.0 .9000 .9100 .9200 .92'0 .9300 .9400. .9500 .9600 .9900
PSl
90.000' .1.196 .3175 .0872' .2186 .3409
180.000.: .1.756 .2547 .0785 .2038 .5508 .6725 .5447
210.000 .2768 2.0927 .7380 .3409
215.OD0 .82.?^ .2874 .1965
,225.000 .2076 ..0750 .1918 .5241 .4586
240.000 .4011 .5000 .4548
247.500 .1192
^ 270.'000 .1240 .1518 .0698 ,T538 .E742 .3909
315.000 .1.175
MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600 BETA	 T 4) =	 10.000 PINT	 _ .'165'i0 Q(PS1) =	 2.4534 RN/L	 _ 3.0000 CPSTCa 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)SOLTD RCKT,.BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P.
X/LSRB. :0000 .0040 .0250, .0500 .0750 .I000 .11)0 .1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4D00 ,5000 .6000 jj'.
PSI J90.000 - 4.5155 .5E44 .5975 .6204 .Ot^35
180.000 1..3673 ).3582 .3372 -6028
225.000 .2617 .2255 .2162
P47.500 .1825 :1598 .1482 ,1436
260.000' .2931
270.000 .7920 .6635 ,;;i'; .7159 .188 .66 i4 .1936 .1500 ..1563 .1209 ..0994 .0895 ..0831
315.00 .0808
X/LSRB .7000 - ,7800 .5000 .9000 .9100 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 ,9600 .9900 --^
', PS I
90.000 .0871 .286E .0715 .1706 .2197
180,000 .:2894.. .3786 .1151 .2809 .8436 1.0066 .8224
2T0.000 .3784 2.:8444 1.0846 .5000
215.000 1.0079 .3489 .2380
225.000 .2512 .0837 .2448 .6444 .5936
240.000 .4345 .5575 .5573 ^---
247.500: .1395
270.ODQ ..0994 .1012 .0541 .1409 .1762 .4979
.. 315.000 .1058
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE :DATA `- IH4	 PAGE 791
	
UPWT 1059 (IH4l S8N16 AL )NE SOLiD RCKT. 85TR. 	 (M^3SEC)	 t 15 APR 76 )
REFERENCE BATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF ^ 2690.0000 SD.FT.
	 XMRP _	 .0000 INCHES
	
RN/L ^	 5.000	 ALPHA _	 .000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _
	 .0000 LNCHES





MACH t l) =	 3.700
	 BETA ( 1) _	 ..000	 PlNF	 _ .54830	 QcPSI)	 5,2588	 RN/L	 = 5.0000	 CPSTG	 '1..7839	 !
SECTION ( 1)SOL1'D RCKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
X/LSRB	 .0000 .0040	 .0250 ..0500	 .0750
	 .1000	 .1110	 .1150	 .1300	 .T500	 .2000. .300 ..4000 . ..5000	 .6000	
i
cb	 'PSt
`90.000	 9.7222	 1.5622 1.6447	 1.7115	 .4808
1'.80..000.
	 1..7344	 1.7755	 .4702	 .4960
225.000
	 .4194	 .4878	 ..5083
247.5001	 ...4655	 .4831	 .4989	 .5088
^	 260.000	 .6700	 j
270.000	 1.8182 1.5906 .1,6680 .1.7084 1.7141 1.5998
	 .4960	 .4246	 .4367	 .4643 .4749	 .4989	 .4954
315.000	 .4567
X/LSRB	 .7000. .760(1	 .8000	 .9000	 .9100





	 .5512 1.1987	 .2906	 1.0456	 1..2657


















	 .2506	 .5448	 1.0485	 -	 .9173
315.000
	 .4766
MACH ( 1) _
	 3..700	 BETA i 2) =	 5..000	 PNF	 _ .54830	 QtPS!) _ 5.2588	 RN/L	 5.0000	 CPSTG = 1.7839
SECTION ( 1150LCD RCKT. BSTR 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
	 "-	 ^
X/LSRB:.	 .0000	 .0040	 .0250
	 .0500	 .0750	 .1000
	 .1110	 ..1150	 ..1300	 .1500	 .2000.	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
90.000	 9.6955	 1.5386 1.5896	 1.6405	 .3778
1.80.000	 2.3699	 2:.3621	 .6461	 .6156
225.000	 .5400'	 .5386	 .5096
247.5(10	 .4823	 .4592	 .4397 . .4260	 "`-^•^'""'"-'
260.000
	 .6798
270.000	 1.8087 1.5873 1.6681 1'.7000 1.7011 1.5936





., .	 ^.	 _	
_	 _
_,
DATE 20 APR '76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1459 tI H4) S8N16 AL )NE SOLID RCKT. BSTR.	 (M1335EC)
MACH C" 1) =
	 3 700	 BETA ( 2)-=	 5.000
.SECTION I I)SOLYD-RCKT.' BSTR..
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P^.
X/LSRB	 ..7.000








.6228	 .7270.	 .1957	 .:6045
	 1.6777	 1.6907 1.3529
2'10.-000	 .8340 4.5782	 1.8972	 .9585
215:000 .
	t.94^ 3	 .7042	 ..5435
225.OD0
	 .5977	 .1730	 .5406	 1..4482	 1.1705









MACH t 2) _
	 4.600
	 BETA C 1) _	 '.000	 P1 NF	 = .276J0	 Q(PSI7	 4.0883.	 RN/L	 5.0000






X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500'- .0750 .1000 .I1 )0 ..1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 ..'5000	 .6000
F	 PSI.
90-000 7.6T50 1',0172 .1..0894 1.1489 .2320
18D.000" 1.1'908 1.2358 ..257; .2622.
225.OD p .2277 _ ..2468 .2449
247.5Q0 .437 .2431. .2425	 .2431
260.D00
.4572
270_D00 1.2779 1.0899 1..1655 1...2071 1.2079 1.12+3 .3147 .2382 .2308 .2:;63 .2351 ..2345	 .2332
315.000 .?264
X/t_SRB' :-7000. .7800 -.8000 .90C` .9100. _9200 ,92'10 .9300. .9400 :9500 .960.0 .9900
PS i
90.000 .2829 .5981 .P565 .5228 .74.83
I80".00D .3363 .3755 .1269 .2813. .7277. .8585 .6973.
210.000 .4006 .2.7430 1.:1471. .4820
215_000 1.59+5 .5261 .3712.
225.000 .3825 .1234 .2837 .8986 ..8332
24D000 .7036 .8478 .8011
247.500. .3141








_. w^ _.^_ ^ _.... _	 _
DATE 2Q APR <?6 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE 793
UPWT :1059 (IH4J SBN16 ALCVE SOLID RCKT. $STR. (MQ3SEC)
MACH._	 (	 2J 4.60J BETA.:	 (	 2) _	 5.000 PILAF	 _ .27600. Q(PSI)	 _	 .4.0883 RN/L	 = 5.0000 CPSTG 1:8033
SECTION ( 1)50LiD RCKT. $STR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .:0000 ,004'0 ..0250 .0500 ::0750 .1000 .IICO .1150 .1.300
	 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000	 .5000 .6000
PS1
90.00^J 7.6696 1.0220 1.0663 1.1149 - .1?88




.2687 .2488	 .2457 .2426
260.000
.4659
270.000 1.2854 1.1010 1.1804 1.2091. 1,2D62 1'.1203 .3095	 .2382 .2326 .2147 .1961	 .(£349 .1812
315...000.
.1774
X/LSRB .7000 .7800. .8000 .9000 .9'100 .9200 .92°0 .9300 .9400	 .950G .9600 .9900
PSL
90.000 .2209. .5024 .:1304 .4270 .5521
.180.000 ..3543 :4155 .:1200 .3344 .9466 1.1224 .8930
210.000
..4620 3.3465 1.2147 .5474 g'g215.000 1.32_.7 .4473 .3111 3
225.000' .3286 .1113 .3011 .9159 .7437 ]
240.000-
.7050 .8065 .7439 J
247.500 .2382
270.000. ,2^t45 :3008 .1095 .2529 .5095 .6531
















DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABUL4TED.SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 794	
j
UPWT 1.059 I I H4) S8N 16 ALC NE
	
SOLID RCKT . BSTR .	 (M03SEF)	 I 19 APR. 76 )	 /"--^ - ' -'
REEL=RENCE'DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF a 269.0..0000 SCi.Ft. 	 XMRP _	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L
	
3.D00	 ALPHA	 .000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP =
	 .0000 LNCHES





MACH ( 1) _	 3.700"	 BETA. t I) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 = .3290(	 ^iPSI)	 3.1532	 RN/L	 3_0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB	 .0000	 _0040 '' .0250	 .0500	 .0750	 .1000
	 .11D0





.7009	 .714D	 .7278	 ,7280
	













315.000.	 .1916	 .2388	 .2347
337.50'0
	 .2335	 ,2335	 .2329	 .2323
350.00q	 .3117
X/LSRB	 .7000	 .7800	 .8000 ..9000	 .9100.	 .9200



























MACH t i) =	 3.700	 $ETA ( 2) -	 :000	 PINE	 = .329C+	 CitPSI) _ 3..1'532	 RNlL	 = 3..0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839	 a
SECTION 11)BOLID RCKT. BSTR 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB	 .0000	 .OD40	 ..0250	 .0500
	 .0750	 .1000
	 .1 C0	 ..1.1'50	 ,.1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 ..4000	 .5000	 .6000
PST
	
.ODD	 1.0884	 .9566 1.0007' 1..0255 1.0219
	 .9510





	 5:8417	 :9519 1.0050	 1.0445	 .2947
270:000
	 1.0535.	 1.0789	 .2875	 .3036
315.000
	

















. _ . , _.. e..,.a
	
..	





.DATE 20 APR 76 TABULATED. SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE 795
UPWT 1059 (1H41 S8N16 ALCNE SOLID RCKT. P4TR. (M^3SEF)
.MACH
	
(	 1) n	 3-:700 BETA	 ( 21 _ .000
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000. .9000 ..9100 .9200 .92°0 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PS1
.000 - .3498 ,.4746 .1356 :3369:. .6423 .5497 ,
45:000 .3252'
180.000 .3603' ..5302 .1599 .6867 .7904
:270..000' .3737 .3912 .1460 .3443 .8434 .8782 .6839
300.:000: .4753 2.5375 1.0092 .5087
11Q,^; 305.000 1.4332 .5315 .3936
315.000' .4016. .139'1. .3369 .9371 .7858
^ ^ 330.0.00:. .7925 .6354 .7580
337.500 .3585
^
p^! MACH	 (	 1) _	 3.700 QETA	 F 3) =	 5.'000 PINT .329C'+ QcPSII	 3.1532 RN/L '	 ^ 3.0000. CPSTG	 ^ 1.7839
ti ,,^ SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .0000 ..0040 .0250- .0500 :0750 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1.500 .2000 .3000 .4000	 .5000 .6000^^
PSIF^
.000 1.3905 1.2683 1.3380 1.3523 1.3444 1..2551 .4152 .3507 .3444 .3220 .3227	 .3227 .3214
45.:000 .3220
180.000 5.8280 .7253 .7456 .7636 .2600 '
270,.000. 1.0287 1.0470 .2731 .2771
` 315,000 .31.23 .3239 .3227
337.500 .3227 .3220	 .3220. .3220
350.D00 .5147
^ X/LSRB .7000 .780D .8000 .900u .9100 .9200 ..92_0 .9300 :9400 .9500. .9600 ,9900
^
PSf
,000 .3233 .4641 .1256 .3672 .7566 .5563
45.000 .3220..
180.000 .3073- .9805 .1797 .6240 .6880
270.000 .3251 .3960 .1378. .3143 .7417 .7216 .5610
300.000 .4645 2.6220. .9853 .5.101 ^'"v^-'-
305.000 1.9600 .7390 .b101
315-.000 .3890 .1308 .3273. 1.1041 .9679














C)ATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED 80U3CE DATA - 1H4	 PAGE 796.
	
UPWi 1.059 (1H4) S8N16 ALCNE SOLLD RCKT. BSTR. 	 (MQ3SEF)	 :^^^..._:^
MACH (l) ^	 3.700	 BETA ( 4'1 = 10,000
	 PINT	 _ .329[4	 Q(PSI I	 3.1532	 RN/L	 = 3.0000	 CPSTG = 1 .7839
SECTION 1 11SOLID RCKT. BSTR
	 C)EPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/GSRB'
	 .0000	 ,0040
	 .0250	 .0500	 .0750 ..1000
	 .11[0	 .1150	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 ,3000	 .400:0	 .5000	 :6000
PSI
	
.000	 1.7865 1.7065 1:.7690 '1'.7696 1.7523 1.65E1
	 .5799
	 .5103	 .4822	 .4709	 .4393	 .4393.	 .4311
45.0 fJ f1	 .3749
	
18D.Q00- 5.7068'
	 .5601	 .573.1	 .5564	 ..2570
270•.:00.0












	 ,7000	 .7800	 .8000	 .9000	 .9100	 ..9200	 .92°_0	 .9300	 .9400	 .9500	 ..9600	 ..9900
.PSI _








	 .1.463	 .4525	 ..7000
	
270.000




















. MACH: ( it
	 3.100	 BETA ( 5T =	 20.00'0
	 PINE	 - .,329['4	 Q(PSI7	 3.1532	 RN/L
	
_ 3.0000	 CPSTG ^ 1,7839
-
SECTION t IISOLID RCKT. @STR
	 OEPENDENT'VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB
	 .0000	 ...0040	 .0250
	




	 2.9368 2.8061 ?.€:0°1 e,7892 2.7661 2.63.0























	 .7000	 ,7800. . .8000.	 .900,0	 .9'100	 .9200	 .92E0	 .9300	 .9400	 .9500	 .960.0	 ..9900
PSI'








	 .1262	 ..4152	 .0960	 .2729	 .3582
	
270.000
	 .1487	 .3856	 .0890	 ..1606	 .31.73
	 .3628	 .4260
300.000 -	 ,6828 3..4779	 1..4267	 .8943
	
305.000
	 4.2257	 2,0588	 1.2238
}'"'^
	 /j
DATE 20 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 797
UPWT 1.059-(IH4) SBN16 ALCNE SOLID RCKT. BSTR. 	 (Mp3SEF)
MACH'.. ( 1)	 3.700	 BETA ( 5l _
	 20.000
'SECTION: ('1)SOLiC) RCKT'. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VAFIABLE PL
X/LSRB	 .7.000	 .7800	 .8000	 .9000	 .9.100.	 ..9200	 .92'0
	
.9300	 .9400 ^ .9500	 .9600	 .9900
PS1
	
315.000.	 1.6380	 .2896	 .5745
	 2.0966	 1,9821	 -'
	




MACH f i) ^
	 3x700	 BETA ( 6) =	 40.000	 PINF	 = .32904	 0(PSI)	 3,I532	 RN/L	 3.0000.	 CPSTG = 1.7839
SECTION ( 11SOL10 RCKT.'BSTR 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB..	 .0000	 ..0040. .0250	 .0500	 .0750	 .iD00	 .1100	 .1150	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
	






	 .1.795	 .1733	 ,0861
	
270.0.00'	 .8315	 .7854	 .2963	 .2549
	
315.000	 1.4752	 1.4944	 1.51.20	 i
	
.337,500
	 2.3565 2.3150 2..2594 2.30..14
	
350.000	 2.1374
X/LSRB	 .?000	 .7800	 .:8000	 .9000
	 .910.0	 .9200	 .92°0
	 .9300.	 .9400	 .9500	 .9600	 .9900
PS1'
	.000'. 2..6487 5.1020

















305..000	 7.080D	 4.8897	 2..7150
	





330,000'	 3.6944	 4'.2654 4.3076
	
337.500'	 2..2560
MACH ( i) _
	 3.700
	
BETA ( 7) _ .48:000
	
P1NF	 _ .329[4	 p(PS1l = 3.1532	 RN/L	 = 3.0000	 CPSTG	 .1.7839
SECTION ( t)SOLID RCKT.. @5TR 	 DEPENDENT VAR [ABLE PL
^	 X/LSRB	 .0600	 .0040	 .:0250
	
.0500.	 .0750	 ...1000	 .11CO	 .1150	 .1300	 :1500	 .2000	 ,30.00	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
f , ,	 P5I
	




1180.000	 2.1698	 .1858	 ,1803	 .1226	 .1881.
	
270.000	 .8313
	 .7417	 ..3256	 .3330
	
3:5.000.	 1.9309	 1.9008	 1.9410








































798	 f ^^-.- .-
UPWT 1059 (IH4)	 S8N16 ALCNE SOLID RCKT. BSTR. (MCa35EF)
MADH	 (	 1) s	 3,700 BETA	 (7) =	 48.000
SECt1ON ( 1150LLD RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL






X/LSRB ..70(10 .780D .8000 .9000 .:9100 .9200 .92E0 .9300 .9400 .9500 ..9600 .9900.
PS 1,
.000 3.4920 6.3701 1.0382 3.3396 5.6068 .6403 _.,,
.45.000 1.8644
180.00D .171E .2545 .2D92 .1974 .1297`
270,000 .3388 .6224 .1813- .4290' .5875 .8209 .8765.
304.000 2,0868 4.61.79 (.9398 .9591
3D5.040 7.74E0 5.8977 5.0328
315.. p 00 3.571.0 .7741 1.8518 5.631T 5.5348
^	 330'.000 4.8078 6.1253 4.2156i	 337.500 2.9586
MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600' BETA	 ( 1) _	 -5,000 PINT	 - .165E7 a(PSI)	 2.4545 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTIC)N	 ( 1)$OLID RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB .OD00 .0040 _0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1160 :.1150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6400
PSI
.000 .5716 .4466. .4521' .4651 .4793 .42;0 .1446 .1063 .1072 .1157 .1192 .1256 ...1331
.45.000 .1145
180.000 4.5197 ' .8542 .3300. ,9580 .1774
270.b04 .686u .7174 .1556 .1435
i	 316.000 .D993 .1192 .1337




X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100 ..9200 .92f0 :9300 .9400. .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI a
b	 .000 ..1511 ,2841 .0767 .1475 .2765 .3479^,	 45.004 .1442
^	 180:000. .1'614 .3973 .0906 .4491 .5697
270.000 ,1'546 .1534' .0732. .1846 .3238 .4589 .4064
.300.00.0 .1900 .6034 .5271 .2596
305.000 .2649 .1498 .11:64 """	 "-
315.000. .1743 .0993 ,1633 .2D60 .2355









DATE 20 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE .DATA - 1114 	 PAGE 799
UPWT 1059 {IH4) S8N16 ALCNE
	
SOLID RCKT. BSTR.. 	 IM03SEF)
t^1ACH ( 2)	 4.600_	 BETA ( 21 n	 ..000	 PINF.	 _ .165E7	 0(PSI)	 2.4545	 RN/L	 ^ 3..0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
'.SECTION L 1)SOLIC) RCKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB	 _.0000	 :0040	 .0250	 .0500	 .0750	 .1000	 .IICO	 .1150	 .1300	 .1500	 .2000	 ,3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
	





	 .6119	 .6567	 ::6908	 .1285
	
:270..000	 ,7161










X/LSRB	 .7000_	 .7800	 .8000	 .9000	 .9100	 .9200	 .92°_0	 .9300	 .9400	 .9500	 .9600	 .9900
PSI
	







	 .1028	 ,2728	 .4231
	
270.000	 -.'i(i93	 .1934	 .088	 ,2051
	 .2921	 .4354	 .4621
	
300..000	
.2157 1.5250	 .6940	 ,3014
	
305.000
	 .9914	 .2934	 .2010
	













SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB	 .0000	 :OD40	 :0250	 ..0500	 .0750	 .1000	 .11C0	 .1.150	 .13C0	 .1500	 ..2000' .3000	 .4000	 ..5000	 .6000
PS1
	




	180.-000	 4.5804	 .4474	 .4590'	 .4719	 .1.142
	
270..:000	






.:1912	 .1842	 .1778	 .1744350 . (J00 '	
.3675
X/LSRB	 _7D00	 ,7800	 .8000	 .9000	 .9100	 .9200	 .92E0	 :9300	 .9400	 .9500	 ,9600	 .99O^
PSI








.4424	 .0906	 .3038	 .3891
	
:270:000
	 .1595	 .1515	 .0749
	 .1.566














_ _ ., _.	 ,_	 _ _	 ^.? _R..
:...
F	 _.
	DATE 20 APR'. 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT L059 (IH4) S8NI6 AL )NE SOLLD RCKT. BSTR. 	 (MQ35EF)
PAGE 800
CPSTG	 1,6033
MACH	 ( 23 ^	 4.600 BETA	 ( 3) _	 5.000.
SECTION ( 1)SOLID'RCKT: BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
X/LSRB .7000	 .7800 .8000 .9000	 .9100 .9200	 .9?i0 .9300	 ..9400	 .9500 ..9600 .9900
PSI
315.000 .2038 .0749 .1.723. .6016 .6511




S 2I 4.600 BETA	 ( 4) 10.:000	 PINT	 =	 .16517 Q(PSI) =	 2.4545 RN/L	 = 3.0000
SECTION ( 1):50LID RCKT.-BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P'_
X/LSRB .0000
	 .0040 .0250 .0500	 .0750 .L000	 _11}0 .1150	 ,1300	 .1500 .2000 .3000
PSI
	













315,000 .2386 .1901 .1801
337:.500. ..2622 .2417 .2341 .2341
350..0.00 .4720
X/LSRB- .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .9100	 .9200. .9230 .9300 .9400 .9500 .9600 .99v^
PS1
.ODO .2575 .4232 .101-0 .2921 .6175 .3542
45:000 .1719
180.000 .1189 .4998 .0923 .1771 .2967





	 - 1.8117 .fi939 .4359
315.000 .2403 .0766 .'.;)0' .7260. .84:0
330.000 .5843 .`d249 .8716
337.500 .2328
MACH	 ( 2) =	 4.600	 BETA' t	 5) =	 20.000 PLNF	 = .165.37 Q(PSI) =	 2.4545 RN/L	 = 3.0000 CPSTG	 _ 1.8033
SECTION ( i)SOLID P,fKT, BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
X/LSRB .0000 .0040 .0250 .0500 .b750	 .1DOt+ .II)0 .1.150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .?000 .4000 .5000 .6000
PSI
.000 2.2336 2.1570 2.1564 2.1427
	
2.1176 2.0135 .7816 .7048 .6524 .6273 .6385 .6795 . .6895
45..000 .4163
k80.OD0 3..9097 .1991 ,1808 .1549 .0403
270.000 .6104 .5883 .1496 .0879
315:.000 .4449 .3723 ..3993






DATE 20 APR _76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 'I H4
UPWT 1059 cIH4) S8N36 AL )NE 	 SOLID RCKT.'BSTR.	 (M^3SEF)
MACH t 2) _
	 4.600	 BETA P 5T _	 20.000
SECTION ('1)^OLIn RCKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P_
PAGE 801
:/L^R9	 :0000	 .0040	 .G250	 .0500	 .0750	 .1000	 .1100
	 .1150	 .1300	 .3500	 .2000	 .3000	 ..4000	 .5000. .6000
r^l
350,000:	 .8444
X/LSRB	 ,7000 ...7800	 .8000	 .9000	 .9100	 ,9200	 .9250	 .9300	 .9400	 .8500	 .9600	 .9900
^ ^ PSI
^-,_• r^	 !	 .000	 .6907 1 .5578	 .3803'	 .7.068	 1"'5351	 .3641
^?	 45.000
	 .4022
,^,^	 I80.000	 .0438	 .2983. .0628	 .1019 j	 .1019
j^ ^^,	 270.000.	 .0844	 .1326	 .0541.	 .0917	 ,2313	 ;2834	 ..2844
300.000	
.4733 3.D65fi	 3.2316	 .'6885
^ ^	 .305.000:	 3.4133	 1.4969	 .9252
^°r 
^r'	 315.000	 .8950	 .1814	 .4057	 1.6478	 1..5984
^'	 330.D00	 1.2862	 1.6322 1.7853
337.500.	 ,..5980
^,^^?^?	 MACH ( 2) =	 4.600	 BETA ( 6) =
	 40..000	 PINE	 _ .165(17	 0(PS!) _ 2.4545
	
RN/L	 ^ 3".0000
SECTION ( 1)SOLID RCKT. BSTR





	 .0040	 .0254	 .4500
	 .D750	 .1000	 .11)0	 .1150	 ..1300	 ..1500 .2004	 .3000	 .4000	 .,5000	 .6000
PS1
	.1)OD	 3.8550 3.7111 3:7228 3.7665 3,7543 3.4850










315.000	 1.0560.	 1.0979	 1.1172






	 .9100	 .9200	 .92'.10	 .9300 ..9400	 .9500	 .9600	 .9900
PSI
	









	 :2070	 .3280	 .4110	 .6636
f	 300..000	 1.2531 3.7003	 1.6998	 1.2784
	
305.000	 5.620	 3.7978	 2,2799
	
315.000	 2.4555	 .4981 1.0244	 3.2880	 3.1306
	







DATE 20 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 	 PAGE. 802
^> _..---
UPWT 1059 (IH4) S8NL6 AL )NE SOLID RCKT. BSTR.	 tMQ3SEF)
MACH ( 2T ^
	 4.600"	 Bc.TA ( 7)	 48.000 PINE	 .16587	 ^(PS1l	 2.4545	 RNlL	 ^ 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
,SECTION.i i)SOL1D RCKT. BSTR	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL
X/LSRB	 .D000	 .0040.	 .0250	 .0500	 .0750
	 .100D	 .11)0	 .1150	 .1300	 .15'0	 ,2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
PSI
	






	 1..5629	 .1031	 .0982
	 .0988	 .0800
270.000. -	 .5493	 .4976	 .2132	 .2176
315.000 -	 1.3615	 1.4094	 1.4162






	 .9200	 .92 i0 ..9300	 .9400	 .9500	 .9600	 .9900
PSI
	




180.000.	 .-0551	 .1849	 .I343	 .1299	 .0872
^ ''	 270.000	 .2205	 .4588
	 .1256	 ,2840	 .4204	 .6774	 .4390
^	 300..000	 1.5750 3,6730	 1.4059	 1.0521.
	
1305.000	 6:07+0	 5.0842	 4.1724
{ '
	 315.000	 2.7883	 .6123 1.4292	 4.4976	 4.6277















DATE 22' APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 803
UPWT 1059 (IH-4) MATEDrALONE RATIO,ORB. FUS.	 (Ap3BAA1	 t 19 APR 76 )
REF(;*RENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SR^F _ 2690.0000 S^.FT.
	 XMRP _	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L
	 ^	 1.200 BETA	 .000
LREF _ 1290.3000 -INCHES YMRP _
	 .0000. INCHES








	 ALPHA i 1) _
	 .000	 P[NF	 _ .48020
	
d cPSI) = 1.8721	 RN/L	 = 1.2000	 CPSTG =. 1.7063•
SECTION ( ,1)ORBITER.FUSELAGE



















	 ...9848 1.1764 1.7479










































	 1.2228. 1.1603, .7996
	 .7045











































































DATE 22 APR. 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 804	
-___.




_	 2.360	 ALPHA t	 1) _ ^	 .000
SECTION ( t)ORE3ITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU














.MACH	 t_1) _	 2.360.
	 .ALPHA t 27 _	 8,000
	
PINT"	 ^	 .48020 OtPSI) ^	 1.8721 RNLI	 ^ 1.2000 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7063
SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIA8I^E PI/PU -
X/LB ...0000	 .0050	 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 ..1600 .1.650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI..










)80.000 ..9034 .9187 ,9254 .9560 .9394 .9190 .9405 .9450








































DATE 22 A?R 76
	 TABULATEO.SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 805
UFWT 1059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATl0.OR8. FUS. tA03BAA2
.MACH.:(	 11 _	 2.360	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5.000.
SECTLON ( 1)ORBITER:FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LB ..2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000

































^ I ^a5.000 1>.0010
180.000 .9696	 1.0043 .8975
I X/L8 1:0250	 I.0500
PHI '
.000 .4661	 ,6003'
MACH	 ( 2) 2.950	 ALPHA c 1) _	 .LIDO	 PINT	 _ ,2b525 OcPSI1 ^	 1.61 G6 RN/L 1.2100 CPSTG 1.7529
SECTION t 11ORBISER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARLABLE PI/PU
X/t_B .0000
	 .u050	 .0200 .0400	 .D5C0	 .0600. .0800. ..1000 .1250 .150Q .1600 .1650 .'1700 .1750 .1800
PH1 -
•








180.000 .9562	 _ ;.9170 .9261 .9392 .9373 .9237 ,9409 .9485.
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .$000	 .6000	 ..?800 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620.: .9500 .9630 .9750 1,0000. 1.0145
PHf
.000.' 1.4882











OATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED ^'?URCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 806	 /^
UPWT 1059 (IH-4f MATED/ALOE RATIO,ORB. FUS.	 (A038AA)
MACH (2)
	 2.950	 ALPHA ( 11 _
	 .000
SECTION 4 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LB	 .2000
	 .3000	 ,4000





















































DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA.- IH4	 PAGE- 807
UPWT 1059.tLH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO,ORB. FUS.	 (A^3BAA)
MACH ( 21 _	 2.950	 "LPHA c 2T _	 5.000 PINT	 _ .26525
	
OtPSI) = 1.6156	 RN/L	 = 1..2100	 CPSTG	 1.7529









	 .9144	 .9368 1.1432
	








	 .9035	 .9150	 .9250'	 .9277	 .9.1.18	 .9238	 .9294



































































OATE ^2 APR 76
	 TABULATEO'SOURCE.DATA - IH4
	
PAGE 808
UPWT 1059 (1H-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO, ORB. FUS. 	 (AQ3BAA)
MACH ( 2)
	 2...950	 ALPHA ( 2) _
	 5..000.
SECTI061 z 1)ORB'ITER.Fl.^SELAGE
	 DEPENDENT. VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LB	 1..0250..1.:0500
1'N I
.000	 .3576	 .5144	 .
MACH ( 3) =	 3.700	 ALPiak ( 1)`_







SECTION c 11ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARFABLE PI/PU
X/LB .0000 .:0050.. ,0200 .0400 ,0500 .0600	 .0800 .:1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI'










180.000 1.0535 .9763. .9787 1.1169 2.2249 1,2b22 ,9913 .2673
X7L8 .2000 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7800
	 .8000 ,8050 ..8290 .,'520 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PH1




















p	 105.000 3.685?I	 I12.E00 1,!319










DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA. - IH4 PAGE 809
UPWT 1059 liH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO,ORB. FUS. (AQ38AA)
MACH.	 (	 3) 3:7.00
	 ALPHA	 c	 1) ^	 -5..000
SECTION c 1)ORBiTER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARLABLE P1/PU
X/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000. :5000:	 .6000	 ,7800	 .8000 .8050	 '.8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145	
^~•
PH 1
^f 127..900 1.6139 .
t















.MACH	 t	 3) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 :000
	
PINT	 ^	 .131'75 0(PSI) *	 1.2629 RN/L 1.2000 GPSTG	 ^ 1..7839
^ SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARLABLE PI/PU
JC/LB .0000
	 .0050	 .0200 ..0400	 .0500
	 .0600
	
.0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI







IBO.p00 .9971 .'9247 .9392. .9552 .9291 ..939'3 .9618 ,9642
X/L9 ,2000^^
	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800
	 .8000. .8050 .8290 .@620 ..9500 .9630 .9750. 1.0000 .^^1.0145.
PHI
,000 1.654	 1:3157	 1,4992 1.4059	 1.1545	 3.1443 .7492 .5523 .b979
23'.000 1.4701
24.000 1	 :'s l u;5
31.5D0 1.1638










DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA.- IH4	 PAGE 810	 '+I_--
UPWT 1D59 (IH-4) MATE(:/ALONE RATI0,OR6. FUS.	 CA03BAA1
MACH t 3) _
	 3.700	 ALPHA 12) _
	 .000
S€C(ION i tlORB1TER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000.	 .6000
	 .7800	 .8000	 .8050












'	 95.500	 .9085	 .871.2
	
95,700	 1.1.945













^'	 130.000	 1.2363	 .9287
	
,J095



















HAt;H C 4) _	 4'.600	 ALPHr^ t ) ^	 °5.000	 PINF	 ^ ,66200-01 OtPSI) _ .'98085.
	
RNIL
	 ^ 1.2000	 CPSTG ^ 1.8033	 ','
SECT IAN . `{ 1)ORB,[TER FUSELAGE







	 .0600	 .'OBOD	 .1000
	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1.650 ^ .17.00	 ..1750	 .1800
PH1
	
























DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABUlATEO SOURCE DA?A - IH4	 PAGE 811
UPL1T,105@ (IH-4) MATEDIALONE'RA?IO.ORB. FUS.
	
(A03BAA)
MACH ( y ) _	 4.600	 ALPHA-t 11
	 -S.ODO
SEGTIOt^ ( 1?ORBITER FUSELAGE






	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290
	 .8620	 .9500	 .963Q	 .9750 1..0000 1.0145
PHI
	.Q00
































































































DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1N4	 PAGE $12
. -- ,;
UPWT 1059 tiH-4t 'MATED./ALONE RATat),ORB. FUS.
	
tAt138AA)
MACH t 43 _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2? _
	 '.000	 PtNF
	
_ .fi620^D-Oi G1tP51) _ ...98085
	
RN/3.









	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800. .I000	 .3250
	
.3800	 .1:600	 .1650	 .17110	 .3750	 .1.500
`PHI
	
.000	 .9178 3.'2134 1.3473 1.5012















180.0t)0	 .91.78	 >9446'	 .96):0.	 .9876
	
.9439	 .9355	 .9825	 .99'13	 .























































	130.CGO	 1.9776 3.0520	 .4766	 "^"'






144 y 33	 .9113
	
155 0^ .^,	 ,9402
	











DAVE c2 APR 76
	 TA9ULATED SG^URC (_.DATA - £H4	 PAGE B13
UPWT 1059 t1H-4) MATED > AtONE RATLO ,ORB, FUS,	 tAt13BAA)
t1AGH t 41	 4.600
	 ALPHA t 2') ^	 ,000
SECTION S 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE






^`^ -.DATE 22 APR 76	 TABU! ATED SQURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE X14
I.JPWT ID59 tIH°4) MATED:AC.ONE RATIO.ORB. 1)PR WYNG tAtl3UAA)	 t	 29 APR 76	 D
REFERENCE DA7k PARAMETRIC DATA
SF;cF	 = 2680.OD00 SQ.f T.	 XhIRP	 _ ,D00`J INCHES RNIt.	 E 1...200 BETA	 _ .D00
LREF ' = 1290.3000 I":CHE6
	 Y;'iRP	 = _0000 INCHES
BREF ' - 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP	 = :0000 INCHES '-'" '^^^-'
SCALE _ .0]OD {
PIAGH'	 t 1)	 =	 2.360
	 ALPHA
	
t	 I) * -.000	 PINT	 _	 .48020 QtPS21 ^ I.B72i RNII_ ^	 1..2000. CPSTG	 ^ I.7063
SECTION i l)t)R6. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARiAB.LE PitPU













MACH	 t I1 _	 2.60	 ALPHA t 2) 5.000	 PINT	 _	 .48020 OtPSi) 1.872! RNOL ^	 1.2000 DPSTG 1.7063
SECTION.t i)088: UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1IP(1
2Y/8^J ,4OOp	 .6000	 .80D0 i
X/CW







MACH	 ( 2)	 =	 2.950:	 ALPHA
	
t	 I) _ .000	 t^1NF	 ^	 .26525 ^SPSI) _ 1.6156 RNtL ^	 2.2100 CPST'G	 ^ 1.?528























DATE 22 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
--.
PAGE	 815
UPWT 1059 tIH-4) MATED/"^!.ON," RaTLO . OR9_ UraR WLNG (A03UAA)
MACH	 ( 2) _	 2.950.	 ALPHA t 2) ^ 5:OD0	 PINE	 =	 .2E^25 t^'PSi)	 ^ I.6)56 RN/L	 ^	 1.2100 CPSTG.	 ^	 1..7529




^ ,^, .050 1 .0166
!
^;










^ ^ ^ MACH	 t 3) 3'.700	 ALPHA (	 1) _ -5.000'	 PILAF	 _	 .13175 !1(PSIi	 ^ 1:2629 RN/l.	 =	 1.2000 CPSTG	 =	 1.7639












MACH	 ( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .000	 P 1 NF	 ^	 . l 3175 O t PS U 1.2629 RN/L	 1 .2000 CPSTG	 *	 1.7839
^^
^; SECTION ( 1)ORB.-UPPER, WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
,
;^ 2Y/BN .4000.	 ..6000	 :8000 -
^., X/CWI , 050 .7731 _	 .;
:200 ;857.1''	 .8314.	 .8267 '



















DATE 22 APR '76
	 TABULATED SOURCE'GATA - LH4	 PAGE Blfi
	
UPWT T059 tIH-41^ MATED%ALONE RATIO.ORB. UPR WING 	 tAO3UAA)
MACH "t 4) =	 4,'600	 ALPHA't 11 ^	 —5.000	 PiNF	 _ .E620O,01 OtPSI) ^ .98085	 RN/1.	 ^ 1.2000	 CPSTG ^ 1..8033
SECTION c,iiORB. UPPER WING




















MACH t 4) _	 4.600
	
ALPHA t 21 •_'	 .000
	
P1NF	 ^ .66200-(;- I (1{PSIf	 .903085.	 RN/L ^	 1.2000	 CPSTG ^ 1.8033
SECTION t 1)ORB. UPPER W1NG




















































DATE'. 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE 617
UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MAT£D/ALONE RATiO.ORB. LWR WINO (AQ3LAA)	 119 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA: ^ARAMETRiC DATA
.	 SREF	 = 2690.0000 S^.FT.	 XMRP	 _ .0000
	
INCHES.. RN/L	 * 1 .200	 BETA	 ^ .000
LREF ' _ '1290.3000 INCHES
	
YMRP	 ._ .DODO 1NCk?ES _
BREF-' _ }290...3000 INCHES 	 ZMRP	 _ .0000 INCHES
SCALE." = .0100
MACH	 c 1)' _	 2.360
	
ALPHA c	 1) ^. ".000
	 PINF	 ^ ^ .48020 O ( PSI) ^	 1.872Y	 RN/L ^. 1.2000	 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7063	 .
SECTION ( 110RB. LOWER .WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/P^r -
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011
	 .;3480 .4000 .5000	 :6000 '.7500 .8500	 .9500	 .9960
X/CW
,000 .9405 .9465	 ,8805 s`
.001 .7940





:025 1.0966 1.D540 .9666
.D45 1:.0847


















5900 1..1329.... 1.3815 2.1003 1.5601.
^
MACH	 t 1) _	 2..360	 ALPHA ( 2) _	 5:000
	
PINE	 _ ,48020 (](PSI)	 ^	 1.8721	 RN/L ^	 1.2000	 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7063	 +
SECTION ( l)ORB, LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
^	 2Y/BW .2500



















DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED .SOURCE. DATA - IH4 	 PAGE. 8I8	 ^ '
	
UPWT 1059 cIH-4) t"^ATEO/ALONE RATIO .OR9. LWR WING	 : A03LAA)
'MACH 't 1) _	 2.360	 ALPHA F 2) _	 5.000
SECTION t 1)ORB.LOWER WANG
	 DEPENDENT VAR1ABlE Pi/PU
2Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480	 ..4000	 .5000	 .6000
	
..7500
	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW,,
	






































.600	 ..636.1	 1.0667 1,.6231	 2,1169
MACH c 2) 	^ 2'.950	 ALPHA t•1) _	 .000. PiNF	 _ .26525
	
OtP51J ^ 1,6156	 RN/L..1.2100	 CPSTG ^ 1.7529
SECTION C 11OR8. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT 'VARLABLE PI/P!'
-	 7
c'Y/BW	 .2500	 .3011	 .3480	 ,4000
	 .5000	 .600D	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .99®0
^;
^	 .000
	 .9452	 .9047	 .8932
	.001






.003	 .8967	 ^	 .9020	 s
	
.004	 1.0192	 .9363	 ,.^,_ ,^
c>	 .0:05	 1.0270.	 .:9832
	









. 177	 1 .2305
	




























DATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED 80URCE DATA - IH4-
--
PAGE	 819
• UPWT 1059 tiH-4) MATED /ALONE- RATIO.ORB.'tWR WING (AC3LAA)
MACH	 t 2) _	 2.950 ALPHA C	 it _ ..000
SECTION ( IJORB: LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE-PI/PU






b ^ .850 2.7120
O ^ .900 1.'3750 2..1.453 3:1.705 1.4356
f	 ^^y ,MACH	 c 21 _	 2.950	 ALPHA 'c 2) 5.000	 PINE	 _ ..26525 OcPSI) _	 1.61.56	 RN/L 1'.2100	 CPSTG	 1.7629
^ ^ SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING 'DEPENDENT VARIABLE . PI/PU
^ ^i 4^ 2Y/BW .2500 .3011'	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 ,3980i	 ^ C^
X/CW
.	 .
j	 ^ .000 .9007 .9692 .9472
E .001 .5761	 .7068 .8058	 .791.2' .9571 .'9390
...002 .7891. .9208
s .'003 9362 .9659
.004 .8890 .8830
.005 .7967 ..9284
^ .025 .7452 ..7293. .8603
E	 ,
..:045 .7518








.444 ' .7682 w----
.487 1.3265









:900 .6219 L.5202 2.2993. 1.2569 Y--*-^-^
,^i
__.__
DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 920	 ^ ^_..^
UPWT.1059 (1H-4).MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. LWR WING
	
tA03LAA)
MACH t 3I _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) _
	






1.2000	 CPSTG n 1.7839
SECTION ( 11OR6. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y/BW	 .2500	 : '3011	 .-3480	 .4000.	 .5000
	 .f•000	 .7500. .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW	 ;^
.000	 .2834	 .2220	 1.3891.	
^,




.D02	 7.2966	 6.5583	 •	 p
.003	 .2752	 '..2326





.100	 1.8988	 1.1088	 .5349
.153,'.1.7595


















k	 MACH, t 3) ^	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 21 s	 .000	 P1NF
	 n .131:75	 a(PSI1	 1.2629	 RN/L	 ^ 1..2000	 C^^TO	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1JOR8. LOWER, WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PV
i	 2Yt8W	 .2500	 .301	 .3480	 .4tT00	 ,.5000	 .6000	 .7500
	 .8500	 .9500 ,.9980
X'/CW
4	
,000	 ,8011	 .8753	 ..8235	 •
.00I	 1.1205	 ..9591
	 .?376	 .7946 ` . ,8433
	 .9266
k	 .002.	 .8019	 .9477
^	 .003	 .8078	 .8651
.004'.'	 .7905	 .8771
.005	 ..8092	 .9426	 ^-„T.------^
.025	 .9358	 .7728	 .8779
fff	 .045	 .9540












DATE 22 APR, 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 821
^'
UPWT 1059 (1H-41 MATED/ALONE RATI0.OR6. LWR WING 	 (A^3LAAI
MACH ('3) _
	 3.700	 ALPHA c 21	 .000
SECTION (' 1)ORB: LOWER WING	 DEPENDENT . VARIABI_E PI/PU
2Y/BW






















:900	 1:3171..	 3.3071 2.6684	 1.1912
.MACH ('4) _	 4:600	 ALPHA'(° i) _	
-5.:000	 PINF' _ .66200-01 D(PSiL ^ .:98085.	 A'N/L	 * 1.2000	 CPSTG ^ 1.8033
SECTION ( 110R6. ' LOWER WING	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU	 ^	 ^
2Y/BW	 .2500	 :3011






.q00	 1:0288	 .8263	 .9348
	









!	 .005	 1.1.286..	 .9918
	




.1A0	 .9635	 .9393	 .9073	 `
	





























	 3.7379'.. 2.3186	 1,4811
4 - ^_,
	





MACH ( 4) _	 4.600




= 1.2000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION ( IlOR6.'LOWER'WING
	 OEPENOENT VARIABLE P1/PU
2Y/8'A	 .2500.
	 .30f1	 .3480' .4000
	 .5000	 .u000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980.
XrCW	
_
.	 -000..	 .7888	 .8309:	 .8632
	








. :.003 .	 .'7523	 ,7787.
	





















































t	 ...	 _	 ..
.	 ......_ _, >.
' ^+,








	 TABtJLATEO SOURCE pATA - IH4 PAGE	 823
UPWT 1059 tIH-4I MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. VRT TAIL tA03VAA)	 ( 19 .APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATH
SREt'	 _ .2690.0000 SO: FT.	 XMRP ' n .0000 .INCHES ' RN/L 	 ^ 1.:200 BETA	 _ .000
LREF	 _ 1290.3000 LNCHES
	
YMRP
	 ^ ,0000 INCHES
BREF- _ 1290.3000-INCHES
	 ZMRP	 _ .0000 .INCHES
SCALE ^ .0100
k ^ MACH_	 ( I)	 =	 2.360	 ALPHA t	 1) •	 .000	 PINE	 _	 .48020 OfPSI) _ 1.8721. RN/L 1.:2000. •CPSTG _	 !.7063^
^ ^ ^ SECTION t	 1)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VAR1"ABLE. PI/PU •












MACH	 t 1r =	 2.360	 ALPHA. t 21 _	 5.000'.	 P1NF	 _	 . x+8020 OtPSIJ !.8721 RN/l _	 ! . 2000 CPSTG 1 .70E3	 i
'^ SECTION t	 i)ORB.'VERT.	 TAiL DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU ^
Z/BV' .2990	 .5320	 .?650 ,9050
xicv f
.000 .9451	 '.9531	 ,9633 .9740..
.300 .9694	 .9447	 .9208..
,.500 .9557
.700 .9870
.900 .988.1	 .9925	 ...9741
MACH	 t 2) ^	 .2.950	 ALPHA t	 11 _	 .000	 P1NF	 _	 ..26525 IItPSI) ^ I.6:156. RN/L _	 I.s'!00 CPSTG =	 1.7529
^:.'
•	 OATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE. DATA - IH4 PAGE B24
^- _.. _
UPWT 1059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE.RATIO.DRB. VRT TAIL (Ap3VAA)
MACH	 C 2) _	 2.950	 ALPHA { 21 5.000	 PINF	 . 26525 AIPSI) ^ 1.6156 RN/L ^	 1.2100 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7529











:.900 .9144	 .9280>	 .8410 ^ .
^ MACH
	 ^ 3) _	 3..700	 ALPHA
	
c	 1) ^	 -5.000	 PINF	 _	 .13175 OcPSt) _ .1.2629 RN/L ^	 1.2000 CPSTf3	 = 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
Z/BV .2990	 .5320.	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 .3658	 .2534'	 .2542 ,5597








c" 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA i 2l _	 .000
	 'PINF.	 _	 .131.75 CcPS1)	 ^ l'.2629 RN/l ^	 1.2000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION C 1)ORB. VERT,	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
9










^' .900 1.1863	 1.1899	 1'.2670
^{ MACH	 t'4) _•	 4.600	 ALPHA t	 1) _	
-5:..000
	
PINF	 ^	 ...66200-01 OtPSI) _ ,98085 RN/L ^	 1.2000 C'S7G	 _ 'x.8033






.000 1.3440	 .8378'	 .9335 .9459
^^ .300 ,1.2323	 1.0785	 1..0072

























UPWT 1059 ( IN-4) MATEp/ALONE RATIO,ORB. VRT TAIL	 (AQ3VAA)
:MACH	 4) s "	 4..600
	
ALPHA f 2) ^-	 .000	 r.NE	 ^ .6ti200-01 OcPSI1 ^ .98085 	 RN/l	 ^ I.2000	 GPSTG ^ 1.8033
SECTION (>11OR8. VERT. TAIL





























DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABU<_ATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
	 PAGE 826
UPWT 1059 (IH-41 MATEC/ALONE RATIO.EXT, TANK
	
UQ3TAA1	 t 19 APR 76 t
.REFERENCE DATA
	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP _	 ,0000 INCHES	 RN/L *	 1.200 BETA _	 .000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHi:S YMRP _ 	 .0000 INCHES
:SREF	 ':1290.3000 LNCHES
	





MACH t-i1 = ' 3.700
	 ALPHA t tl _	 =5.000	 P1NF	 . .13175
	 QtPSL1 ^ 1.2629
	
RN/L
	 ^ ..1.2000	 CPSTG ^ 1.7839
SECTION t IIEXTERNAL TANK




	 .0800- .1500	 .20D0	 .2500	 .2750	 .3000

































































































	 1..9586	 1.9093 2.0919 `1.9286 1.8941 1.6:1.68 3.0193
	
1.3280f	 123.000
	 2.1171 3.9035 3..1693
^'	 135.000	 2.6840	 1.8988	 1.4167	 1.3544 1.5610 !.7317. 1.5439 2.4300 1.8879 	 4.32 T9
	
157.500_ 2.3009 2.2758 2.5394 2.0578..
	 3.0986
	 1.4087 1.4674 1.2473 1.3.103 1.9547 3.4270 	 1...3581
I	 16.1.000	 2.3344
















^	 ^ ^,, ^ ^	
-
DATE 22 APR 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 827
___„^
UPWT 1059 IiH-4) MATEDALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK tA^3TAA)
MACH	 ( 1) _	 3.700	 ALPHA 1 ` 1) ^	 -5.000
SECTION-1 IIEXT'tRNAL TANK ^ DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LT .9250	 .9350 .9370 .9750
THETA
151.000 1.414$
180.000 .1718 14.1909 ^ .
210.000' .5698
MACH	 c	 1)^^ 3.700	 ALPHA c 2) ^ ,000
	
PINT	 _	 :13175 OtPSI) ^	 1.2629 RN/L ^	 1.2000 ^CPSTG	 ^ 1.7839
:SECTION f	 tIEXTERNAL TANKr- DEPENDENT VAR1ABlE Pi/PU
X/LT .0000




^	 .000 1.0010 .8980 1.0:160 1.337I l
45.00 p 1:1752
67.500 1,y300 1..4436 .8150
90.000 1.1019" 1.2826 1..3895. 3.42C9 14.8133 2.0847 .9783
1 `12.500 1..3944 1.4465 1.3427 1.4855 ..8156 ,
135.000 ].3619 1.].302 1.2727 1.4733
157.500' 3,1830
I	 167.000 1.8600 ^
^,	 180.000. .9984	 .9917 1.OQ6T I,O117 .9829 1.0165	 .9779 1.9!35 1.8829 1:6794 1.6360 1.9030














67.500;^ .7282 .8923 .9690 .9352 .9884 1.0099 1.8919
90.000`. ..7471 " ;8588 .8008 .9723 1.0289 1,0460 1.051:3 1..1134 1_9673
112.500 ,.8346.. .7871 :8013 1.1076 1.1386 1.3481 1.5145 1.5029 t-.5.110 2.5519
`!	 123.000 1.3617 2.0427 2..3262
135.000 l ..6327 1 .5423 1 .6515 1 .2594 1 .2550 1 .2004 1 .2132. 1.2577 t .6468 2.6913 r^^'
1:57,500 2.4787	 2...8599 2.6936 2.2241 2.3052 1.1406 1.1031 1.0041 .8640 .9045 .1.4568 1..6:183
161,00.0 2.81'50'
166.000' 2.3551 1.1463
180.000- 4,8399	 1.4312 1.8612 2.5435 1.6418 1.9185	 2.0084 1.2039 1:.3665. 1.1878 ..9181 .8164 1.6934 2.1227
197.000' 2.1429 1.1259 2.2215
^,	 $10.000' 1.2218 .9428











	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1059 (iH-41 MATED/ALONE RATlO.EXT. TANK
MACH C;'1) =
	 3.700	 ALPHA 1 2) _	 .000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU











MACH ( 21	 4..600	 ALPIiA t 1) ^	
-5:000	 PINE	 ^ .66200'01 QtPSiI ^ .98085	 RN/L
^	 SECTION 't 1)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
^,
@'	 X/LT	 .0000











.8018 1.3083 1.4139 3.5078 14,6768
	
11.2.500





180.000	 1.0021	 .9964	 .9879 1.0257	 .9955 1.0199	 .9780 1.8137.	 2.1113
^<	 197.000 '






X/LT	 .4250	 .4500	 .4750





1.2000	 CPSTG ^ 1.8033


















.8000	 .8500	 _.8750	 ..9000
..000 .8569 1,2044 ,
45.000'
_1.2412 1.1896 1.1492
67.50Q .6929 .7996 .8468 .7926 .9529 .9000 1.4640
90.000_ 1.0220. 1.0450' 1,2417 1.4304 1.4744 1..5256 1.4457 1.3620 2..3098
112.500 --	 1..2566 1-.3322 1.2698 1.96!1 2.0292 2.1201 2.0292 1.9228 1.9054 2.4901
123.000 1.6494	 2.D602 2..2670
i	 135.000 2.2729 2'.5584 2.0864 1.4953 1.4421 1.5081 1.6990 1.6573 1,8464. 3.0708
;j	 157.500. 2.461..4	 3,4A04 2.6659- 2..2407 2.9515 1.4212 1.6830 1.6851 1.fi176 1,6298 2.1090 2.4189
lol.O00` 3.7694	 :
166.000 - 2.8421. 1.9269
180.000 6.1453	 1.8569 2.0721,
	 4.6182 2.5066	 2,0019	 2,3661 1.7219 1..7671 2.0537 1.6964 1.6010 2,2336 3.2374




jDATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 829
UPWT 1059'tiH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK (Atl3TAA)
MACH	 t 21, _	 ++.600
	
ALPHA ( 1 )' _	 -5:000
SECTION t'iIEXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT.VARIABLE P1/PU
"^ X/LT' .9250
	 .9350 .9370 .9750
THETA
123.000 '3.1168
^ - 151.000 1.6597
^+
160.000 2..5762 2.5394`I	 ^ 210.000
MACH	 t 2r
1.8987
=	 4.600	 ALPHA c 21	 _	 '.000 PINT,	 _ ,66200-01	 OcPSII ^	 .98085 RN/L 1.2000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION t' IIEXTERNAL a'ANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LT` .0000
	 ,0050. .0100 .0400 .0800 ..1500 .2000	 ,2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350 .3500 .3750 ,4000
,j THETA





	 1.4018 1.4699 3.0806 21.0641 2.9542 1.3407
112_500 1.4913 1.5712 1.3754 1.5191 1.0729
P ]35.000 1..4881 1.4983 1.3791 1.4022
157..500 3.6212
67,000 2..1816
180.000 .9829.	 ,9851 1.0024" 1,0262 .9988 1.0511 .9579
	
2.4906 2.5877 2.3947 2.1928 2,3894
!97.000 .9988.' 1.0257 •2.:5383
b 210!.000 1.01.95 2.7060
220.000, 2.4681
^'' 225:000 3.4598




	 .4500 .4750 .5000- .5250 .5500 .5?50
	
.6000 .6500 .7000 .7500 .8000 .8500 .8750 :9000
G '- THETA
.000 .9016 .8740
t,' 45.000 .6373 ^ .7148 1.1453
k'- 67.500 .8093 .8618 .9488 .8807. 1.0260 .9857. 1..7483
1,' 90-.000 .8828 1.061'1 1:0568 1.0673 1.0822 1.1470 1.2440 1.2619 2.0270
^; 112.500 1.0255 1".0053 1>0691 1.2408 1'.1686 1.1929 1.3405 1.5742 1.7840 2.4915
123.000" 1.6634 2.0731 1.9533
135.000- 1:.5333 1.4461 1.3817 1.2948 1.3731 1..2771 1.3018 1.2745 1.6964 2.5506




1BO.ODO 9.2912	 2.01.20 2'.1254 3.7529 2.3947 2.1921 2.6283	 1.8576 2.3077 2:.2000 1.8731 1.7853 2,5228 3.?626
197.000 2..8985 2.0618 3.7381
21'0.000 2.3820 1.931E
220.000 14.1056 1.9754
G' 232.ODO 1.1680. 2.2607

DATE 22'APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - iH4
	
PAGE. B3)
UPWT 1059 tIH-4) MATED/ALONE.RAT10. S. R, B.
	
(A03SAA)	 t 19 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 2690.00D0 SOFT:	 XMRP _	 .0000 INCHES
	 RN/L ^	 1.200 .BETA	 _	 ...000
'	 LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP
	 .0000 INCHES
BREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _
	 .00DO INCHES
SCALE _	 .0100
'	 MACH t 1l =
	 3.700	 ALPHA c 1) _
	 .000	 PINF ' _ .13175




SECTION t 11SOLI0 RCKT. BSTR
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P-1/PU
f, ' X/LSRB	 .OD00	 .0040	 .0250	 .0500: .0750-	 .1000	 .1100	 .1150	 .1300	 ,1500	 .2000• ,3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000
^	 PSI
90.000	 1.2027:	 .8871.	 .8521	 .8199	 .9143
.':	 180.000














	 ,8000	 .9000	 .9100	 .9200. .9250






t80.D00	 3.2283 3.3752 3.6497 1.1226
	 1.3908.	 1.1025	 ..6427
^,	 210.000	 :8587 1.9718	 .4518	 .5002
215.000	
.634;	 .3809	 .2717










'	 MACH' c 21 =	 4.600	 ALPHA.t 1) _






SECTION t i)SOCID RCItT: 85TR-
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LSRB	 .0000	 .0040	 !.0250	 .D500
	
.D750
	 .1000	 .1100	 :1150	 .:1300	 .1500	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000. ..5000	 .6000
PS1








247..500	 2.1810 2.3131 2.2561 3.2857
260..:000	 7.0635
270.000	 2.:1534 1.8056 3.1037 1.3440 1..1930 2.2878
	 1.1450 1.5032
	
.9983 1...9464 1.6914 1.6120 2.0209
31:5_. 000	 1 .4454
i
-.,,-_
^'^"^''76DATE 22 APR TABULATED SOURCE DATA -' IH4 PAGE	 832
UPWT 1059 !IH-4) MATED/ALONE RAT10, S. R: B. (AQ3SAA)
MACH	 t 2) _	 4.600 ALPHA	 1) _	 .000
SEC?ION t 1)SOLiD RCKT, 85TR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LSRB .7000 .7800` .8000 ,9000	 .9100 .9200
	 .9250 .9300	 ..9400	 ..9500 .9600 .9900 ;~
P51
90..000 .8030` 1.3893 1.0259 2..7!57 1.3871
180.000 1.4906 3.4089 5.4857 1.1275 Y.3545 1.0596 .8127
210.000 ,8642 2.9323 ;4561
	 :4560 '
.	 215.000 .7535. .4245 .3706 .^




270. !000 ` 2..6352 5.4800 1.0303 .4807 ..5322 9650

























	DATE 22 APR'76 _
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA.- iH4	 PAGE 833.




( 19 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA !	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 2690.0000 SO`.FT:	 XMRP	 .0000: INCHES
	
RN/L
	 ^	 3.000	 BETA	 =	 .000
LREF:' =
 "1290.3000 INCHES YMRP 	 .0000 INCHES
^ ^^^	 BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP	 .0000 LNCHES
^j	 SCALE _	 .0100.t, a
^?^ ^ MACH t 1) _	 2.360
	
ALPHA ( 1) _
	
...000 PINE ^ 1.1969	 O(PSI) = 4.6665
	
RN/L ^ 3.0000	 CPSTG _ 1.7063.
^^ "^^^	 SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE




	 .0050 • .200
	 ..'0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000	 .1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 ..1800
'b^
PHI.
^^ rd	 .000	 .8712
	 .8366	 .8560 1.2409	 2.3259 3.0668 5.1233	 1..0487
'' ^ ^ ^	 10.-000
	 3.261.8
^^ ^-t ^	 20.000	 2..7870
- 
^L^	 24.500	 2.4950.





















































^y^ }DATE 22 APR 7E
	 TABULATED SOURCE. DATA - IH4 PAGE	 834
UPWT 1059 lIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. FUS. (A03BAB)
MACH	 c	 l) _	 2.360..
	
.ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 ..000
SECTION: t 1)ORBiTER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT.VARiABLE Pi/PU
X/LB .2000	 .:3000	 .4000 :5000	 :6000	 _7800	 .:8000 .8050 ,8290 .8620 ..9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000	 I.0i45
PH1
130.000 .9381 .9509 .9385
135.000 1.1262 .9643
139.600 .9580
144 . t}00 .94";5
155.000 ' .95:15




MACH	 I	 l) =	 2.360	 ALPHA c 2) 5.000	 PILAF	 =	 1.1969 gtPSI) 4.6665 RN/L	 _ ..3.0000 CPSTG	 1.7063
'i SECTION.`t i^OR81TER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARLABLE Pi/PU
X/LB x0000	 .0050	 '.0200 .0400
	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 ..1700 .i?50	 .1800 ^
PHI
.000.. .8115
	 .7389	 1.2156' 1.6617	 1,7413.
	 1.8354 4.305 .6922
!10.000 1.9465







(80.000. .8115 .9451 .9267 1.0042 .9444. .9286. .9450 .9568
X/L8 .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000
	
.6000	 .7800	 .8000 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000	 1.0145s
PH[





















„ : .:	 ...	 ,.. ..	 _.



















`DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 835
UPWT 1059 :IH-4).MATED/ALONE RATI0,OR8. FUS;: (AC3BA8)
MACH	 t U _	 2..360	 ALPHA t 2) _	 5..000
S^CTLON ( T)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pi/PU





















.9581 .9648 .. .9223














MACH	 c	 2)j _	 2.950	 ALPHA t	 1) _ .000	 PILAF	 ^	 .66345 OtPSI) _	 4..0415 RN/L
	 ^ 3.0200	 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7529
SECTION c [)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
X;/LB .0000	 .0050
	 .0200 .0400	 .0500 .0600	 .0800 .1000 .1250. ,2500 ..1600 .1650	 .1700 .1750. .1800	 .
.D00	 ^ .8709.	 .B1 t0	 .8024 [.2790 1.'.723'	 2.0806 7.3552 .7346





'174 , 000 , 9502.
..^>,_,...,_
r	 18`1.000 .8709. .9142 .:9248 .9337 .9361 .9410 .9547 .9568 ,
'	 XtLB .'2000	 .3000
	 .4000 .5000	 `.b000 .7800 -	 .8000 .8050 :8290 .8620 .9500 .9630.	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHt








GATE 22 APR 76	 TABUC.ATEO SOURCE'DATA'- 1H4 PAGE	 -:836.
UPWT 1.059 tIH-4) MATED/ALONE. RATI0QR8. fUS. tA038AB)
MACN	 c 21 _	 2:950	 ALPHA t 11 _	 .000
SECTION t 1lOR8ITER FUSELAGE ' DEPENDENT VAR1A8lE PI/PU
X/LB .200	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800	 .8000	 .850 .8290	 .6620 .9500	 .9630	 .9750	 1.0000	 1.0145
PH1












60..900 _	 1.2669 .
'!	 65.000 1.3062









































..	 _	 ..	 _ ____.^..._._.^._^. ,.,^.^,^..^.^...__... _.__._..._.. 	 .._,6._.__._..._.....^....
_..f, ;..	 ..	 1 ,. _ _	 _ ...	 _.__,
i
DATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED. SOURCE DATA - Itt4 PAGE . ..837 ^
UPWT 1059. ( IH-4) MATEO / ALONE RATIO . ORB. FUS. [A03BAB)
MACH	 t 2)'_ 2'.950 ALPHA.(	 2)' ^	 5.000 PINT	 ^ .66345 OtPS[) ^	 4.0415 RN/L	 ^ 3,0200 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7529
SECTION t 1)ORBiTER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU --
^ x/LB .0000.. .0050 .0200 .0400	 .0500 .0600 .0800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1700 ..1750 .1900
^ PHI
,







^	 :c,;	 ^ 39..000 1 .2435
^	 ^ 163.000 .9207
f ^ ^
174:.000





























69:0 0 0 .914'0
79.300 .7001 -.,^-.^-







117.500 .9462 .9696 ,
' 120 .':(300 .7683 ---^--•..^---^-;
I e7: 900 ..9837
129.500 .8042
130.000 .8181 .8855 .9269
'	 135:000 1.0882 .8722.
139::600 .9876
)44,000 .8931.
,^ 155.000 .9262' '
1 f30, 000 .9602 1 :0022 1.1276 ^ -..,,..
.
_.














f	 180..000 1.3029	 1.0698	 1.0596.	 1.0587	 1.0537	 1..0498	 I..0593
X/L8
f
^. ,2000	 '	 .3000.	 .4000	 .5000.	 .6000,	 ,7800
	 ,8000	 .8050.	 .'8290
	
..8620	 .9500	 ..9630	 .9750
PH!
.000
	 4:5830 .2.194? 2.5644 2.7309 2..3310.
	 7.9673



































DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1059 1IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATI0.OR8. FUS.	 IA03BA81
MACH t 2)











MACH c 3) _
	 3.700
	 ALPHAS 1) ^ -t0.000	 P1NF	 ^ .3292	 QIPStr ^ 3.1550





X/LB	 _.0000	 .0050' .0200



















^^ ^' ^, ,
DATE-22 APR 76
	
TABULATED .SOURCE OATH.- IH4 PAGE
1
'839
UPWT 1059:(IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. FUS. tA03BA61
MACH	 ( 31 ^	 3.700	 ALPHA (	 I) ^	 -10.000
SECTION ( l)OR9ITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU

















MACH	 ( 3) ^	 3.700	 ALPHA (21 _	 -5.000	 PINE	 _	 .32922 C(PSI) ^	 3.1550 RN/L	 ^ 3.0000 EPSTG	 ^ 1.7839
SECTION	 ('1 )ORBITER fUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE.: P I/PU
X/LB .0000	 :0050	 .-0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 :.0800 .1(100 .1250 .1500. .1600 .1650. .1700 .1750 .1800
PHI._









	 ' t.0730 .'9883 .9921
;
.9974 .9998 1.0293 1.0392 1.0388
"- X/LB .2000
	
.3000	 :4000 :5000.	 ^:6000
	 ,7800	 .8000. :8050 .8290 .8620 '.9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI
..000 2.7746































DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - iH4	 PAGE 840	
1
...
UPWT '1.059.(IH-4) MATES/ALONE RAt 10.OR8. FUS.	 (A03BAB)	 -
MACH ( 31 _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 21	 -5.000
SECTION ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LB "	 .2000.	 .3000	 .4000










































MACH' t 31	 3.:700	 ALPHA t 3) ^-	 .000 P1NF	 _ .32922	 C(PSt)	 3.1550	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTO	 1.7839
SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
r,





	 .8750 1.:0347. 1.2925









































DATE 22 APR .76 TABULATED SOURCE .DATA '- IH4 PAGE 841
UPWT 2059 t IH-4) MATEC /ALONE RATIO.tNi@. fUS. tAQ38A$ii
-MACH- t
	 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA t 3) _	 .000
•	 SECTION t 1lORBITER.FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LB .2000 .3000
	 ..4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800	 .8000	 .8050... .8290	 .8620 .9500	 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1..0145
PH1
.000 2.0098 '1.2203	 1.4548 1.2495.'	 .9488. 2.8341 .5212 .3859 .4537
23...000 1.4516




40.000 k. 1000 1..8694


















130..000 1.0073	 .9087 1.0053






160.000..- .9553. . 1.0093 1.0180







. _____._..___._ ^. Y ^._r_..._.:^
__	 _
^F--
DATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 842
UPWT 1059 (LH- 4Y MATEO^ ALONE RATIO.ORB. FUS. (A03BA8)
MACH'
	 ( 3) =	 3'.700	 ALPHA ,(	 4l _	 5.000	 PINE .32922 Q1PSI) 3.1.550 RN/L	 ^ 3.0000 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION t i)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
X/LB .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600. .A800 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600 .1650 .1:700 .1750 .1800
PHI







180.000 .8668 .8888 .9092 .9218 .9166 .9037 .9180 .9293
X:1.8.






.000 :9746 1.0694	 - .9163 .7235	 .6890 E. 1202.. .3942. .3201 .3912 '
"23.000 .9575..
^ ,	 24.0 0 0 .8493.. .i,.	 3!.560 .7405.



















^=	 i 1.7..500 ... .9042 .9142.
t 20.800 .8001 ^..,----=
127.900 .9203
129.5D0 .8730
;3D,CGO ^ .8244 .8457 .8555
,'	 135.000 .9615 .8916
...139 ..00 0 . .9370
144.000 .9592.
.155.000 .9185






















DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE OATH - IH4 	 PAGE 843
UPWT 1059 tIH-4) MATED/:'BONE RATIO.ORB. FUS.
	
(A038AB)
MACH t 3) _
	 3.700 _ ALPHA 'Y 4) _	 5.000	 __
SECTION t 1)ORBITER t'USEIAGE









MACH ( 4) _	 4.600.	 ALPHA t 1) ^ -10.000 PINE _ .16565
	 OtPSiI ^. 2.4532	 RN/L





	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
	
^-+ ^	 X/LB	 ,.0000	 ..0050 . ..0200	 ,.0400.
	 .0500
	




,1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800.
	
ty	 PH i
	.000	 1.4298 L.?068 ..1.8236 2.87-49



















.5'+90	 .9345	 .9346 1.0378	 !.0308	 .8753







	.000' 5.2809 2:4800 3.4383 3.5752 2..8551






















































DATE ^"? APR 76
	 TA9ULATED SOURCE DATA - YH4 PAGE 844
UP^JT 1059. CIH-4) .MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. FUS. tA03BA8) -
MACH	 t 41 _	 4.600	 ALPHA (1) _	 - 10.000
SECTION t 1)ORBLTER'FUSELAGE. DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LB .2000.	 .3000	 .4000 .5000	 ,6000 ,7800	 .8000


















Hack	 141 _	 4,600	 ALPHA t 2) -5.000	 P1NF	 _	 .16565
	
OtP51) _	 2.4532 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 ^ f.8033
SEC TION	 ('1)ORB'I7ER FUSELAGE. DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
Xi^_B .00(70	 .:0050	 ;0200 .0400	 .0500 .0600	 .0800
	












180 .000 1.1506 ^	 1.0607 1.0544 1.0584 .1.0567 `1.1013- 1.1064 '1.0439	 `-h
X/LE' .2000
	 .^uUO	 .4000 • .5000	 .60114 .7800	 .8000
	
.8050 .8290. .8620 ,9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 1.014'7
L
PH1
.OGO 3.0232	 2.1251	 2.4861 ?.u860	 2.2998 5.7202 1.:3325. .8131 .8228.
23.000 2':7509
^` 24.000 1.6988.
4 3 I ..590 1 .6623.. -...---^
33.t^^ 2.9175 135 . ^ 00 2'.0660
u^.CvO '2.8327	 3:2309
µ5.^C^ 3.6554
^ ^^	 v' 1.6100'
^^^=^^ .9269
ST:CGO 1.4675












DATE 22-APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 -	 PAGE 845
UPWT'I059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO,DRB. FUS. 	 fAd38A8)
MACH ( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA (2) _
	 -5.000
SECTION ( I)ORBITER'FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
X(LB	 .2000	 .3000
	 .4000	 .5000 ..6000	 .7800	 .8000	 .8050	 .$290	 .8620 - .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHL








E;	 96:300	 1..3426	 i
E	 !.03.:000





















k30.000	 t.. 2243 t.509'S
	
f.6647









180.000	 .9857 1.3283 ,	 1.•.0928




^'	 MACH c 4) =	 4.600	 ALPHA c 31 _
	 .:000	 PINE	 _ .16565	 acPSi) _ 2.4532	 RN/l	 _ 3.0000	 CPSTG = 1.8033
SECT CON ( ilOFaITER''FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
`	 X/LB	 .0000..	 :DO50
	 .0200	 .0400'	 .0500	 .0600.	 .0800	 .LOCO	 ..1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 ,1750	 .1800
PHI
















p	 180.000	 .9184	 .9547	 .9666	 .9855	 .9752	 ,9706	 .9993.	 .9993
Y







^	 DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE. DATA - IH4 PAGt	 846
UPWT 1059 tIN-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB: FUS. 1A036A61
MACH	 ( 4)'_ 4.600	 ALPHA t 3) ^	 .000
SECTION 1 't)ORBITER'FUSELAGE DEPENOEN' VARIABLE P1/PU
x/LB .2000	 .3000	 .4000 .5000
	 ..6000 ..7800	 .8000.." .8050	 .8290	 .8620 .9500
	
.9630 .9750 1 .0000.	 1, 0 P+5
PHI '
..000 2.-0085	 "1.2876` 1.4757 1-.4947	 1.2862 3.4967. .6410 .3895 .4094












i s	 68.000 .7867
^-	 69.000 1.3417
79.300 1.0472










,^	 130.000 1.1440	 .9128 1..01:14






180.000 ..9739	 1,2462 .9302_



























OATE'22 APR 76 TABUlATEO SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 847
UPWT 1059	 iH-4) MATED/:ALONE RATlO,GRB. FtJS. tAC38A8) ^.
MACH	 t 4) _	 4.600 ALPHA"( 41 ^	 5.000	 PILAF	 ^ .16565 atPSi) ^	 2.4532 RN/L	 ^ 3..0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION t- 1Y0R8iTER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI1PU
X/l8 .0000 .0050 .0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600 .0800 .1000 ..1250 .1500 .1600. .1650 .1700 .1750 ..1800
"^ ^ PHI
.000 .8914 .9538 1.0833 ,9436	 .6139 .8775 2.0748 .6527
10..000 .4897
^• 20.000 .4995. 4







^ IBOr000 ..8914 ' .8840 .9054 .91 L4 .9074 .:8953 .9083 ,9258
X/LB .2000 .3000 ,4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800 .8000 .8050• .8290 .8620. .9500 .9630 .9750 1.0000 . 1.0145	 ,'
PHI 7






















1 ? 2 ... , 600. 1 .0167
1t^.500 .7938 .8629.
^` 120.800 .7971 .--.-_fi----k, 127.90 0 .8977
129. •a00 .9747
^' 130.000 ^ .9062 .8071, .9082.













GATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE 'DATA - IH4 PAGE 849
UPWT 1:059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE.RATIO.ORB. UPR WING (AC3UAB)	 i 19 APR. 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC':DATA
SREF	 ^ 2690.0000 St].FT.	 XMRP' _ .0000 LNCHES RN/L
	 _ 3.000 BETA	 = .000
IP,EF	 _' 1290:300) INCHES.	 YMRP .0000 INCHES
BREF 1290.3000'INCHES'
	
ZMRP	 = .-0000 INCHES -	 a
,:	 SCALE _ " .0100
MACH	 c 1l	 =	 2.360	 ALPHA t'1)	 _ ...000
	
PINF	 ^	 1.1969 ^tP511 ^ 4.6665 RN/l _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 _ 1.7063











.950 1 .0702...... J
MACH	 (' 1)	 _	 2..:360
	 ALPHA	 t	 2)	 = S.000	 PINF	 _	 1.1969 Q(PS1) ^ 4.6665 RN/L ^	 3.1)000 CPSTG	 n 1.7063













MACH	 t • 2) _	 2.950	 ALPHA c	 t) _ :000
	
PINF	 .66345 ^tPSI1 4.0415 RN>L ^	 3.0200 CPSTG	 n 1..7529.	 ^-
SECTIOtV t	 1TORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
i
2Y/BW .400D	 .6000

























UPWT 1059'.tIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. UPR W.9NG	 (A03UA6)
MACH t 2) _
	 2.950	 ALPHA t 2) _	 5:000 PILAF _ .66345.
	
OtPSI) _ 4.0415	 RN/L ^ ?.0200	 CPSTG _ 1.7529











MACH	 c 3) =	 3.700	 ALPHA t	 1) ^ -10.000	 PINT	 ^	 .32922	 DcPSI) =	 3.1550	 RN/L	 • .3.0000
SECTION ( ilORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
r	 2Y/8W .4000	 .6000	 ...8000
L.	 X/CW
'.050 t.t871







t 3) _	 3.700	 ALPHA t 2^ _ -5.000	 PINT	 .32922	 GcPS!)	 3.1550	 RN/L	 •	 3.0000
SECTION ( 1)ORB.' UPPER WING- DEPENDENT VARIABLE P(/PU
2Y/9W
^; .4000	 .6000	 ;8000
^	 X/CW
:..050 .8708











pA7E 22 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 851
UPWT 1059 (iH-4T MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. UPR WING tAa3UA81
MACH	 ( 3) 3.700	 ALPHA t 3l =	 .000	 PINT	 -	 .32922 Q(PSI) * 3.1550 RN/L	 ^	 3-.0000 CPSTd	 _	 I.7839 ^9
- 3^






^,	 ^ .200 .8161	 .@210	 ;8165 ,.^.-._
^' ^ .600 .8304	 .9464
.800 .9380["^ ^^ .900 .9895	 .9055
.950 1.0237
MACH	 t 3r _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000	 P1NF	 _	 . 32922 O(PSI)	 ^° 3 . 1550 RN/L	 r	 3.Q000 CPSTG.	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB.	 UPPER WING'' DEPENDENt•VARLABLE PI/PU
l
^	 -^j












MACH	 i 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA t	 t) ^	 -10:000	 PiNF'	 ^	 .16565 OtPSt) ^ 2.4532 RN/!_	 ^	 3.0000 CPSTG	 =	 1.8033
SEC7tON i i)ORB
	
UPPER WING. DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
2Y/8W ,4b00	 .6.000	 .'8000 '"'"•'_°_
X/CW
:0^0 f.c'3^9






^; .900_ .9481	 .7137
.950- , 8I 90 .-. ---
j'











DATE 22 APRi 76	 ^	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 852
UPWT 1059-("IH-4l`^MATEO/ALONE RA7IO.ORB. UPR WING.' tA03UAB)
MACH	 '( 4) _	 4.600	 ALPHA t 2) _	 -5.000	 PINF	 _	 .16565 acPSi) _ 2.4532 RN/L	 _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 1..8033
SECTION C 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PIlPU










MACH	 t 4) 4-.600	 ALPHA c 3) _	 _.000	 P1NF	 .18565 ^cPSI) 42. 532 RN/	 ^	 3.b000l CPSTG	 =	 1.8033
k	 SECT1'ON	 t 1)ORB. UPPER W NG DEPENDENT YARtA6LE P1/PU
'	 2Y/BW' .4000	 .6000	 .8000
1':
^;	 X/CW
^,	 ^	 .-050 ,7874
,2D0 .8380	 ,7859	 .7902
^',	 .600 .9217	 :7783
.(300 .7564
^'	 .900 .9904	 .9647
k	 .950 .9207
k
MACH	 c 4^ ^	 4.600	 ALPHA c 4a ^	 5.000	 PiNF	 ^	 ,t6565 ^cPSI) _ 2.4532 RN/L	 =	 3.0000 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION t 1lDRH. UPPER WJNG DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU

























OATE 22 APR. 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - FH4 	 PAGE 853
UPWT 1059 (H-41 MATED/ALONE RATIO,ORB. LWR WING 	 lACl3LA8)	 I f9 APR 76 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETR;C DATA
SREF' _ 2690.'0000 SOFT.	 XMRP	 .0000 1NCHE5
	
RN/L n 	 3..000	 BETA	 n 	 .000
+l --- _
^^
LREF	 _ 1290.3000 INCHES
	
YHRP .0000 INCHES
SREF	 _ 1290..3000 INCHES
	
2MRP	 _' .0000 INCHES
SCALE _ .0100
'M '	 MACH-	 ( 11	 _	 2:360.	 ALPHA	 c	 tl _ .000	 P{NF	 n 1.1969 0(PSI) ^	 4,666	 RN/l	 ^	 3.0000
5ECT10N c	 ,170R8. LOWER. WING DEPENOENT VARIABLE: PiJ?U
I'	 2Y/eW .2500.	 .3011	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .75,;,; .8500 .9500	 .9980
k'	 X/CW










w ;	 .025 1.1904 1.0899 r9B72
^-	 .045 1:1673

















_900 L.0251 1.3785 1.9518 1.9298
MACH	 c 11 _	 2.360.	 ALPHA:t 21 n 	 5.000	 P1NF	 ^ 1.1969 ^cP511 *	 4.6665	 RN/L	 =	 3.0000
SECTION t	 1tOR8. LOWER WING DEPENDENT . VARlAB;.c Pi'/PU
2Y/BW .2500	 .3011	 .349G .4000 .5000	 ..6000 .7500 .8500 .9500	 ..9980
X/CW
!	 -.D00 .92137 .9726 1.1234
.b01 .551.6	 4:0938 .9275	 :895 .9581! .9139
.002 .8802 ,8999
.003 .9795 .9812

















DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 854	 •^"' --
UPWT 1059 ' CIH-41 MATED/ALONE RATi0 . OR8, lWR MIING	 ( A03LA8)
MACH t 11 _	 2.360	 ALPHA 't 21	 5.000
SECTION t'19OR8. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT Y.,RIABLE Pl/PU




	 .8874	 .8724	 .9247
:045 _ ,	 8709


















.900	 .5(165	 1..1982 1.6740	 1.9258
MACH t 21 ^
	 2.950	 ALPHA t i1 ^
	 ,000	 PiNF	 * .66345
	 ^tP51) ^ 4.0415
	
RN/l n 3.0200	 CPSTG ^ 1,7529
d
SECTION t 1 ) ORS, LOWER WING'	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
	 ^,
2Y /BW'	 -.2500	 .301.1..
	










.004	 1..0850	 1.0489 -
..005	 1 ..21.51
	 1,x297
•	 .'C25	 .8247 1.2894	 1.0876
.045	 . (3353







'i	:299	 ' .8814	 1














DATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - :I H4 PAGE	 '855
UPWT.1059 ITH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. LWR.WINO tAG3LA81
...:. MACH	 c	 21 2.950 ALPHA ( 1) + .000
SECT TON !'iIORB..LOWER.WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y/BW .2500 .30T1	 .3480 ..4000 .5000	 .6000






.::900 .991.1 2.1052	 2.6911 1.0713
MACH	 t 2) _	 2:950 ALPHA t 2) _ 5.000	 P1NP	 _	 ..66345 OcPSI) ^	 4.0415	 RN/L
	 ^	 3.0200	 CfuSTO	 ^	 1.7529
SECTION t'IIORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE.P1/PU '






































..	 _	 _	 _ _	 __
	
..	 .._ e._...,,._ .. _-..,_ _	
_ .m_.__...,,^
DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED. SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 856	 ^' - -
UPWT 1059 tIH-4f MATEI:/ALONE RATIO.ORB. LWR WING 	 tA03LA81
MACH ( 3) _	 3.700
	
ALPHA ( 1) _ -1D.000
	
PILAF	 _ , 32922	 0(PSI) = 3 . 1550	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839
.SECTION ( 1}ORB. LOWER WING















	 9.9715 7..0354	 1..5583 1.fi689 1.1291 1.6919
	

















































^	 MACH '( 3) _	 3.700.	 ALPHA i 2) ^
	 -5 . 000	 P1NF	 = .32922	 D(PS'I1 ^ 3.1550
	
RN/L	 .3.0000	 GPSTG	 1.7839.	 !
I
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER (.LING	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
^	 2Y/6W	 ,2500	 .301.1	 .348t)	 .4000























































	 TABULATED'SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 857
UPWT 1.059 (1H-41 MATED/ALOh1E RATIO,ORB. LWR WING
	
tA03LAB1
F1ACH ( 3) _	 .3.700.	 ALPHA c 2) _	 -5..000
SEGTiON ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARLABIE"PI/PU
2Y/BW	 ,2500.	 .3011	 ,3480 -.4000	 .5000
	 .6000	 .7500	 ..8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW




*^{ ^	 .'+87	 .6.0401
	 .
.559 '	 6.6067
A ^	 .600	 5.2667









	 3:700'.	 ALPHA t 3) _	 .000 PiNF	 ^ .32922	 0(PSI) ^ 3.t550	 RN/L
	 ^ 3.0000	 CPSTG ^ 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE. PI/PU
2Y/BW	 .2500 "..3011
	 ..3480	 ..4000	 .500u
	






	 L'. 15.11	 .8994	 .6857'	 .74.18	 .:8453	 .8877
_.002'	 .7267	 .96?.1


































DATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE .DATA - 1H4 PAGE 858	 ^ y _
UPWT 1059 (IH-4) MA7ED /ALONE RATIO.ORB. LWR WING tA03LA8?
MACH	 t 37 a	 3.700 ALPHA ( 41 _	 5.000	 PINE	 ^ .32922 a(PSI) _	 3.1550	 RN/L ^	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 s	 1.7839
SECT TON ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PJ/PV
2Y/BW .2500 .3011




.000 .8011 .9253 .9501
.00t .6278





.005 .71 Y2 .8861
.025 ..5354	 .6696 .81.7'1
. p45 .6069



















t 4) ^'	 4...600.	 ALPHA'.t
	
1) _	 -IO.00D	 PiNF	 ^ .16565 0(PSI)	 c.4532	 RN/L 3.A000	 CPSTG	 *	 1,8033
f"
f
SECTION t ilORB. LOWER WING DEPEPDENT VARIABLE P11PU
2Y/BW ..2500 .3011
	 .3480 ..4'000	 .5000:.	 .6000 ..7500 .8500
	 ..9500 .9980
'. X / CW. ,^.,,^
^. .000 1.4830 1:1158 1,7114











.177 ' 4'.4468.. ^l
.20D 5..'7734











._	 ; . ^..^ ^..v._..	 ^._._ ______^^ ^._ .._
,
DATE 22 APR 76 TABt1LATE0;SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 859	 --
UPWT '1059 tIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATI0.OR8. LWR WING	 tAp3LA8)
MACH	 t 4)- 4.600 ALPHA t i)	 a	
-10.000
SECTION t	 i)ORB. LOWER-_W1NG- DEPENDENT VARIABLE P!/PU
2Yi8W .2500 .30-11














.900 3.8695 7.0400: 5,0437 2.3089
MACH.	 t	 4) 4:.:600:	 ALPHA.t 2) s	 -5.000	 PINF	 _ .16565. ptP51) _	 2.4532	 RN/L	 ^	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION P 1lORB. LOWER..'WiNG DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y/BW' .2500 .3011
	 .3480 .4000	 .5000 .6000. .7500 .8500 .9500. .9980	
n
^,	 X/CW
.'000 .9014 .8649. .9964





^	 .005 1.1320 1.0359
a	 .^25 3.0089 '1.2269 1.0804
,045 3,1405
:100 1..0124. 1.0464 1.0142.
;,,	 .153 3.0545
-..r
'	 .177 2.4028 1























..T.. ,^„	 .. _	 __ _,.,^
DATE 22>APR 76 TABULATED. SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 860
n
UPWT 1059-,iIH-4 ) MATED/ALONE RAT[O.ORB. lWR WING	 (A^3LA8)
y	 MACH	 c 4) _	 4.600 ALPHA ! 31 .000	 PINT	 ^	 .T6565 OcP51) =	 2.4532	 RN/l	 ^	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1..x033
:SECTION	 t 110RB. LOWER WING. DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y/BW .2500 .3011	 .3480. .4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7500 .8500 ..9500.	 ..9980
X/CW
.000 .7542 .7880 .8048
.001 I.26^6	 1.0134: .6592	 .7687	 ,7357 .7779






















.900: 2.4658' 3.8462	 2.5039 ,9349
MACH
	 t 41 _	 4..600	 ALPHA	 1'41 _	 5,.000	 PINF	 _	 .1.5565 OcPSI) ^	 2.4532	 RN/L
	 ^	 3,0000	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.8033
SECTION_( 1?ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU





























DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 861
UPWT 1059 (LH-47 MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. IWR,WING 	 (A03LAB)
.MACH. 1 4)'_	 4.600
	
ALPHA ( 4) _	 5.000
SECTION ( 170RB. LOWER WING'.
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y/BW	 .2500






















	.900	 '1.2146	 2.0401 1.5012	 .8988
1
	








	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA.- IH4 PAGE 862
UPWT 1059 (IH-h) MATED/ALONE RATi0,OR8. VRT TAIL (AQ3VA8)	 (	 19 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690,0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 ^ .0000 INCHES RN/L	 ^ 3.000 BETA	 s .000
LREF	 _ 1290'.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP .0000 INC^!E
BREF
	 = 1290.3000 INCHES	 ' ZMRP	 _ .0000	 lNC1'£'S
SCALE = .0100
MACH	 ( I)	 _	 2.360	 ALPHA:1-1) _	 .000	 PiNF	 ^	 1..1969 Q(PS1)	 ^ .4.6665	 RN/L ^	 3.0000 CFSTG	 ^ 1.7063
S£CT1ON (	 1')ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIACa1;E PI/PU
Z/BV .2990




.300 .9637	 .9595	 .9037
.500 _.9611
e	 .700 .9587
.900 .9685	 .9550	 .9658.
MACH	 ' c )	 _	 2.360
	
kLPHA t 2l _	 5,000	 PLNF
	 ^	 1.1969'' DcP51) _ 4.6665.	 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7063
t	 SECTION (	 1)ORB.-VERT'.
	 TA 1l DEPENDENT VARSABLE PI/PU
Z/BV .299C
	 5320	 .7650 .9050.
X/CV'





.900 .9528	 .9528	 .9443
a




VERT.	 TA1L DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU j
Z/HV .2990	 ..5320	 .765D .5050 ^
X/CV
.000 1.0309	 1:04.13	 ,..0575 1.0364




















DATE 22 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 863
UPWT 1059 tIH -4) MATED/ALONE 4ATIO.OR6. VRT TAIL tA03VAB)
MACH	 t 2) ^	 2.950	 ALPWA'i 2) _	 5.000
	
PINF	 ^	 .66345 ^tPSI)	 _	 4.0415 RN/L ^	 3.0200 CPSTG	 1.7529
SECTION;( l)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
Z/eV .2990












I,	 MACH	 t	 31 =	 3.:.700
	 ALPHA	 t	 1 T _	 -10.000
	
PINF	 = .:32922 OtPSI)	 =	 3.1.550 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG	 =	 1..7839.
ISECTION t 1)ORB. VERT. TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
Z/BV :2990
	 :532D	 .'7650 '..9050
xcv
.000 .:7851
	 .951'0	 .9628 ..9772








i 3l ='	 3.700	 ALPHA t 2) _	 -5.000
	
PINF	 .32922 t1tPST)	 =	 3.1550 RN /L 3.0000 CPSTG	 =	 1..7839
SECTION t l)ORB.
	
VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
^'./BV :.2990
	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 1.2643








MACH	 t 31 =	 3.700	 ALPHA t 3) ^	 .000	 PINF	 '_	 .32922 QtPS11 _	 3.1550 RN/L' _	 3.0000. CPSTG	 =	 1.7839












. ^JO 1 . 16(i4
.700 1.1019,














DATE 22 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE .DATA - 1H4 PAGE 86's
UPWT 1059 t1H-41 MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. VRT TAIL tA03VA8)
MACH
	 t 31 _	 3.700	 ALPHA t 4) ^	 5.00.0'	 PINT	 =	 ..32922 DtPSI)	 ^ 3.1550 RN/L =	 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB.'VERT.	 TA1L DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
Z/BV .2990.	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
..000 1.0105







.900 .9762:	 1.0109	 1.0230
MACH	 t 4) 4.600
	
ALPHA t	 1) _	 -10.000	 PINT	 .16565 OfPSI)	 _ P.4532 RN/L 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.8033
SECTION ( 11OR8_. VERT.	 7A1L DEPENDENT VARIABLE. Pt/PU









^	 ,900 ?.T649	 1:3163	 1,0883t,
^	 MACH
	
t	 4a =	 4.60D	 ALPHA t 2) _	 -5.000
	
PLNF	 _	 .I6565 OtPSiI	 = 2.4532 RN>L =	 3.0000 CPSTG 1.8033
SECTION t 1)ORB.	 VERT.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
Z/BV .:2990	 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
k,	 .000 1,2708.
	 .8079	 .£1173 .9487^	
, 300 ! . 1591	 1 .1719.	 1 , C134
^.	 , 50.0 i :2205' ,--°------.<
,'	 .700'. 1.4Z^15 _
.900 I .0704	 1 .4k24	 1 . c'650
MACH	 t	 41'= 4.600	 ALPHA
	
t	 s;) _	 ..000	 PINT	 .16565 OcP51)	 n 2,4532 RN/L ^	 3,0000 CPSTO	 * .1.8033
,_
SECTION t 110RB.	 VER7:	 TAIL.. DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PUF„
Z/BV .2990	 :5320	 ..7650 .9050 -..,------
X/CV














































:GATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED .SOURCE DATA - IH4
UPWT 1,059 (tH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO,EXT. TANK	 (A03TA8)
REFERENCE DATA	 ^	 PARAMETRIC DATA.
SREF = 2690.0000 S^.FT. 	 XMRP
	 .0000'LNCHES	 RN/L
	 ^	 3.000 BETA.
t_REF ^ 1290.3000 INCHES
	
YMRP'	 .0000 INCHES
BREF' _ .1290.3000 INCHES




MACH ( 1) _
	 3.700	 ALPHA-( 1) _ -10.000	 P1NF	 ^ .32922	 O^PSI) _ 3.:1550	 RN/L	 = 3.0000
SECTION t 17EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1 /PU
X/LT	 ,0000	 .0050
	 ,0100
	 .0400	 .0800	 .:1500	 .2000	 .2500	 .2750	 .3000	 .3250	 .3350
THETA
;'	 .000	 ,9957	 .9840	 .9355
45 ..000
67...500	 .8974
90:000	 1.0320 1.2295 1.4025 5.8740 12.3523





















67.50A .4272. .6334 .6775 .9351 1.29.11 1.3007
90.000 1.2623 1.4486 2.3606 3.1592 2.2495 2.3314 2.2969 2.2218
1.12,500 1;7885 2.2584 2.6117 3.2035 3.3204 2.8238 2.6741 2.3713 2.5880
^ ,	
123'.. 000 2.4322
135:000 2.2871 2..5199 1.7693 1..7338 1.7315 2.0111 1,8517 1.6888 1.6517
157,500 1;9805 3.3137 1.9789	 1..5753. 1.8104 1.7547..1.4?16 1.4745. 1.5720 .1.5353 2.2148
N ..	 161..000 3..3219
'166,0.00 1.3726 1.3080



























___ _ _ ,^ ^._: ;
-'
DATE 22 APR'76 7A8ULATEO SOURCE 'DATA - IH4 PAGE 667
UPWT )059 tIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO,EXT. TANK tAQ3TA8l
MACH..'
	
(	 1) ^:	 3.700:	 ALPHA ( I)	 _	 -1.0, 000
SECTION ( 11EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI1PU





K"	 MACH	 (	 1)1
i	 3.700	 ALPHA t 2) _
	 -5..000 P.1NF	 ^ .32922 GtPSi1 ^	 3.1550 RN/L ^	 3.0000 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7R3y
SECT'ON ( 1lEXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LT .0000..	 .0050 .0100 .0400 .0800" .1500 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 ..3250 .3350 ..3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
.000 1.0013 .9963 .9756 1.3920
45.000 1.1127
67.500 1.0082 .9255 .5278
90.000 1.0719' 1.1876. 1.3332 4.6416 12.2405 1.6618 ,9515
112:500 1.3226. 1.4181 1.4218 2.4^^s 1.5167
135,Og0 1.4(13 f.3119 .9720 .7396
157.^UO 1.8844
167.000 1.7349
!80.000 09971	 .9925 .9868 1.0090 .9973. 1..0106 .9945 1.0829 1.1905 1.4006 1.8345 1..9246
:.`	 197.000 ..9978 .. ..9836 1 .0922

















67.500 .3569 .61.13 .7032 .8701 .9793 1,11.48 1.5586
90.-000 .7396 .$980 .8688 1.6166 1.4990 1,4816 1.5145 1.3166 2.1104
112.500 1.1114 1.3296. 1.6247 1.7424 2.2455 2.5061 2.1684 2.0:330 2.0037 2.5539
^	 123..00.0 1,9464 2.1601. 3..2332
135,000 1.9238 2.8357 1.8495 1.3571 1.5017 1.5672 1.6878 1,5441 1.,4704 3.3697
^	 157.500 1.:9626	 3.3509 2.1413 2.1150 1.84:43 1.2087 1.5173 1.3885 1.2120 1.3033 2.0530 1,6927
^'	 161.00'0 4.0299 ,... ^ .,v.-w.%
166.000 2:2440 1.4572 '
^"	 180.000 2,7091	 1.9013 1.9602 3,.1976 1.2236 1.6250. 1.6995 1.4906 1.6845 1.5079 1.2666 (.0733 2.51.16 1.9157
197.000 1.4861 1.5197 1.8226
^•	 210.000 1.5718 1.2855













DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 868
IJPWT .1059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE_ RATIO.EXT: TANK
	 (A03TABI	 ^,`,__.,^
MACH: E 1) _	 3.700,
	 ALPHA ( 2) ^	 -5.000.
SECTION ( 11 EXTERNAL TANK

















MACH ( 1) _	 3..700	 ALPHA c 3) _	 .000 PINT	 _ .32922
	
O(PSI) ^ 3.1550	 RN/L
	 s 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839.
'SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL,TANK










.3350	 .3500	 .3750	 .4000.
F	 THETA
;-	 .00.0































	 ..9888 1:0028 1.flt62













































	 .5694	 .9220 1.1341 1,1119	 .9926 1.0350	 2.0469
^	 90.000
	 .5975.	 .5156	 .7678







	 .8204	 1:2283 1.3986 I.B257 1.5358 1.4694 1.4030	 3.1156
	
123,Q00
	 1.4132 2.1559 3,0374
,''	 135,000
	 1.6443





	 2;4549 3,0215' 2.006 2.3012








































DATE 22 APR 76	 "TABULATED SOURCE. DATA - IH4	 PAOE 869
UPWT 1'059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATlO,EXT, TANK
	 (A^3TA9)
MACH { 1) ^	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 31 ^	 .000
SECTION ( I)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
	 .'
X/LT	 .9250






	 1.4838	 '.	 ,
	




^	 MACH..-( i) _	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 4) ^	 5.000
	
PINE	 _	 = 3.0000	 CPSTG	 1.7839.32922 .	CcF51) = 3.1550	 RN/L
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK




	 .0100	 .0400	 .0800	 .150.0	 .2000
	 .2500	 .2750	 .3000
	













	 1.3414	 2.f735	 1,3880	 i
	
90.000	 1.0629 1.2210 1.3543 4.2293 I1. 1729	 1.8900	 1.1.300
	
112.500












1	 1130,:000	 .9979	 ,9999 1.0212 1.01.87	 .9990 1.0139 -1,0464 1.8043	 1.7044	 1.6616 1..7865 2.1681
	
197.000

















^	 . G00	 1...2746	 I .0918	 -...-	 ,^
	45.D00	 1.3238	 1.2941	 1.5297	 d
	











	 .5659	 .7099	 1.0982 1.3359 1.4964 1.6402 1.6528 1.7016 	 3.4427
	




	 .9878	 1.1073 1.1551. 1,2616 1.,2640 1.2367 2.1645 	 2.5402
	







180.000	 3:,3685 2a55L3 2.40:74 2.3706 1,.9560 2.1807.' 2.1235 1.7119 1.559;















_.	 m^.	 ,	 .^.^,..^^,.. .._, _.,.^,_^
DATE-22 APR. 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE. 870
UPWT i 059 t I H-4) 1'1ATED/ALONE RAT I O. EkT .	 TA{^AC (AtI3TAB) '
MACH	 ( 1 1 _	 3.700_ 	ALPHA 1 41 _	 5.000
SECTION E 17EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE- P1/Pl;




180.OD0 1:7778 1.3147	 -
21:0:000 1.8663
MACH	 t 21 a	 4.600	 ALPHA (	 11 -t0,D00	 PINE .16565 ^tPSti 2.4532 RN/L ^	 3.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.8033
SECTION L TIEXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE PIlPUi_.<
XXLT .0000	 .-0050 .0100 .040D
	
:0800 ,1500 .2000 .2500 .2750 .3000 .3250 .3350. .3500 .3750 .4000
THETA
-
.000 .9726	 .9594 :9731 1.3326
45..000 .6693
` 67.500 :9558 ..891.4 .6994
90.(100 (.0697 1.2785 1.5000 5.7553 15.3876 2.3514 1,5219
112.500 1.4880 1:6745 1.7597 3.8214 2.Ea99
I35.D00 1.6227 1.5007 1.3100 1.c071
157.500'. 1.9554
167.000- !.6742
180.000 .9837	 .9979 .9879 I.D165
	 '1.0110 1.0362 1,D276 1.13b7 1.0997 1.1776 1.5477 2.3705
19-'.000 1.0132 1.0067 1.1447





X/LT .4250	 .4500 ..4750 .5000	 .5250 .5500' ,5750 .6000 ...6500 .7000 .7500 .9000 .8500 .8750 ..9000
^ THETA
.0:00 1.3244 x9204
45.000 .6204 1.0407 2.1622
67.500 .7109 ..?308. ,7079 .7497 .9158 t.-0401 1,5289
90.000 1.4696 1.6214 2..1963 3.7390 2.5860 2.7731 .2.6175 2,5252 3..7851
,^', 112.500 1,9835 2.3682 3.1351 2.8937 3.9355 3.4943 3.D338 2.8279 2.8889. 3.4315
f, 123.000 2.1952 .3.0606 3.8441
I' 135.:0'00 2.7844 3.374 1 2.2412 1.9"c01 1.8623 2.0957 2.2303 1.9568" 1.7927 4.0271
'^ 157.500 1.8871	 '3.3412 2.0351 1.:6612_ 2.1282 - 1...3973 T.3936 1.5584 1.4864 1.6749 2..6605 2.0494
1 161.000 3.4134
166;000 1.5503. 1.6066
180.000 3..3164	 1.9584 2..1628 2.9927	 1.5901 7.5777 1.7191 1.2238 1,1569 1.6154. 1.3819 T.2858 2.7006 2.4E25
197x000 1.2547 1:5410 2.OG^21
210.000 1.7026 1.4548




DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA.- 184 -
	 PAGE 971
UPWT 1059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE RAT40.EXT, TANK
	 (A03TA6)
MACH ( 2) _
	
4.600	 ALPHA"( 11 = -10.000
SECTLON ( 1 lEXTERNAL TANK'
	 DEPENDEIJT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/L?	 .9250













MACH t 2) _
	 4.600	 Al_PHA (2) _	





	 CPSTG ^ 1.8033
SECTION ( i)EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU

















.:9628	 1.1858	 .7299	 ^
(	 90.000
	




	 1.4877 1.6124 1.5897	 2.8234	 1.8153
	



























X/LT	 .4250	 .4500	 .4750
	 .5000	 .5250	 .5500	 .5750	 ..6000.
	 .6500	 .7000	 .7500
	
.8000















	 1.8127 1.8380 1.8935 1.fi634	 2.3141
	
(12.500
	 1,c919	 1,.4727	 1.6076	 2.0112 2.0736 2.7485 2.6507 2.3846 2.4040	 2.4717
	
123..000.	 2.0965 2.6337 3.1351
f	
135.000	 2.:6549	 3.5131
	 2.4270	 1 <5554 1.6766 1 .6713 1 .9557 1 .9599 1 .9.144
	
3.4253	 _-^.,^._-..-
	157.500 2.3562 4.3555 2.5099 2.4075
	 2.3532	 1.1208 1.5826 1.6547 1.4282 1.4088 .2.3925
	
1.9399





	 3.1822 2.2265 2.OD36 '4.2462 1.8287, 1.5370 !,8874 . 1.5276 1.5179 1:8360 1.5401 1.3245 2..7570 	 2.2649
	











DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE OATH - IH4 	 PAGE 872
_._
UPWT 1059 (1H-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO,EXT. TANK
	 (A03TA8)
.MACH 'f c) _
	 4.600
	 ALPHA (2l =
	 -5.000
SECTION i 1TEXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE FI/PU












MACH ( 2) -=
	 4:600	 ALPHA ( 3) _
	 .000	 PINE	 = .16565
	 Q(PSU	 2..4532




	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
XIC_T	 .0000	 .0050' .0100
	 .: 0400 .0800
	 .1500








67.500	 1.1712.	 1.8041	 .956'
	




	 1..3942	 1..9261	 1.0339
	







	 .9836. ..9891.. 1.0209 1.0368 1:0065 1.0446 I.0274 1.8959







































	 1.0753 1.1D47 1x3372 1.6152 1.7DB1 1.8036	 2.8275
	
i23.DOQ	 1.4330 1.8281 2.8802
'	 -^^.00S	 1.8566	 2.2221
	 1.9175




?_500	 2..6551 3.0179 2.7Q60 2:4750
	 2.8320






5o.D00	 2.9557	 2.3672	 ^.T=
'r'	 .80:400









€'	 =?0.000 -	 13.1795.
	 1.8864









DATE 22 APR 76	 TA9ULATED SOURCE. DATA - IH4	 PAGE 873
U?WT 1059 (iH-4I MATED7ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK 	 iA03TAB)





SECTION t l)EXTERNAL TANf<'
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL/PU
X/LT













MACH ( 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA r 47	 5.000 PINE _ .16565
	
acPSl) _ 2.4532	 RN[L	 _ 3.0000	 CPSTG _ I.B033'
SECTION ( i)'EXTERNAL TANK
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LT	 .0000	 .0050










.67.:500	 '1..3393	 2.6895	 1.6890
	
90'.D00	 1.0339 1..3007 1.4731 3.9018 14.4949	 2.5602	 1.5565
	
112.500	 1.5568 1.5519 1.7061	 '1.4506	 .8326'
	
135.000









	 .9983 1-..:0492:'1.0752 1.0328 1.0549 1.1762 2,3812	 2-.3493	 2.D180 1.9893 3.0197
	











X/iT	 .4250. .4500	 .4250
	 .5000	 .5250	 .5500	 .5750
	









67.500	 1.2893	 1.2126 .1.4503 1.5504 1.6027 1.6716 	 2.4663
	
90',000	 1.0226	 .9579	 1.1031	 1.1607	 1.1306 1..2980 1.5463 1.6733	 3.2412
	
112.500	 .8370
	 .8326	 .8371	 1.1101 .1.1383 1.2872 1.4B76 1.5430 1.8621 	 3.2805
	
123.000	 1.6100 2.^J308 2.8320
	
135,Ob0
	 1..1076	 .2382	 .7253
	
.9274 1.'1835 1.4533 1.4349 1.2474 2,4530 	 3.2332	 '-''"-Y
	






180.000_' 6.0919 3.9127 3.6396 2;3692 2.9D45 3.1937 3.2266 1.8103 .1.6378 1.2438 	 .9406	 ..937.3 2.2931	 2.8378
	
197,.000












_ _ .	 _ ^







DATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED 50URCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 875
UPWT 1059 tIH-4l MATED/ALONE'. RATiO. S.	 R.	 B. tAQ3SAB) t 19 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE _DATA PARAMETRIC .DATA
SREF	 _' 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRR	 _ .-0000 INCHES RN/l	 ^ 3.000. BETA = .000
LREF	 _ 1290..3000 -[NCHES	 YMRP	 _ .0000 INCHES
BREF	 _ 1290..3000 INCHES'	 ZMRP	 _ .0000 INCHES .
SCALE _ .0100
\
MACH.	 t	 1) =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) _ .000	 P1NF	 _ .32922 f^fPS1) *	 3.1550 RN/L ^	 3,0000 CPSTG	 = 1..7839
^' SECTION t	 i)SOL1D RCKT. BSTR •DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pi/PU \
^`p; X/LSRB .00'00 .0040	 :0250 .0500 .0750	 .1000 .1100 ,1150 .1300 .f500 .2^`^) .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000
^ 901000 1.2.125 .9666 .9206. .8876 .9769
I iBO.000 1.0.367 .8661 .8748. .9252
225.000" 1.5622 1.4379 1.5344
247:500 .5803 1.3264 1.4606 1.4538
260.000 7.8361
270...000 1:.8.157	 1.4428 ..9491 .9488 .1.2541 3:.0759 .91.4.1. 1.5672 .8423 .5501.. 1.0064 .9640 .9285 J
315.000 .6024 ^,
X/LSRB .7000 .7800	 .8000 .9000 .9100	 .9200 .9250 .9300 .9400 .9500 ..9600. ..9900
PSI
90.000 ,7991 1.4772	 1:6398 .7187 .7570
1(30'..000 ..9443 2.9141	 8.6260 1.2286 .7368 .7264 .7095
210.-000< .7734	 .4551 .4757 .:5960 _--	 j
215.000 .2153 .2529 .1847
225'.000 6.8757	 2.2876 .5093 .4069 .:2427 {
^ 240.:000 .2544 .2102 .2117 1
247..500 1.0131




t	 2) _	 4.6D0	 ALPHA	 t l) ^ .000	 P1NF	 _ .16565 -0 fPSi) ^	 2.4532 RN / L ^	 3.0000 CPSTG	 ^ 1.8033 =..-•-
` SECTION
t	
I)SOLID RCKT,.8STj2 DEPENDEiJT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/L5R8 .0000' .Q040	 .0250 .0500. ,.0750	 .1000 ..1100 .1. 150 .1300 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .:5000 .6000.
[	 ! PS1
90.000 1.3527 1.0358 .9584' .9084. 1.1805
180.000 1.1059 .8717 .8935 .9866^
225.000 1.5768 .8926. 1.9010
'
247.500 1.2776 1.4163 1.6355 1.9096
260.000 5.6632




GATE 22 APR TABULATED SOURCE DATA76 - IH4
UPWT 1059.CLH-4) MATED/ALONE'RAT10. S. R. 8: (AQ35ABT
MACH	 i 2) 4..600 ALPHA c	 l) - .000
SECTION C 11SOL10 RCKT,-BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LSRB .7000 .7800 .8000 .9000 .91D0 .9200	 .9250 .9300
	
.9400	 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSL
90.000 1.0586 1.6301 1..5817 1.0411 ,6779
180..000 1,1973 3.8702 7..9280 1.1492 1.30.13 ..7134. .5845
210.00D .8465 .4842 .3927.	 .6374
215-.:000
.199c .27®5 .2642
225.000 5.0342 2.:7991 .4978 .4826. .lf'°
240..000 .3307 . 19y6 .2059
24.7.:500 1:4031'
























DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4	 PAGE 877.
UPWT 1059 cPH-4) MATED/ALONE RATlO,t)RB. FUS.	 tAp38AC)	 t 19 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF-	 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP _	 .0000 INCHES	 RN/L n 	 5.D00 BETA ^	 .000
	
LREF _ 1290.3000 LNCHES
	
YMRP' ^	 .0000 INCHES'
	




MACH' t 11 _
	 2.950	 ALPHA 't I) _
	
.000	 PiNF	 _ 1.1042	 ptPSl) ^ 6.7266.	 RN/l	 ^ 5..0200.	 CPSTG	 1.7529
	
-	 SECTION c 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	
DEPENDENT .VARIABLE. PI/PU





























.8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.:0145	 '




	 1.'7420 1.2545 1.1682

































































.:	 _	 _	 "^. .
^,;.
DATE 22 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - )H4 	 PAGE 878
UPWT:.1059 CIH-4).MATED/Af.ONE RATI0.OR8. FUS.
	
{A038AC)
MACH t 1) _
	
2.950	 ALPHA ( 1) n 	 .000
SECTION I l)OR8ITER FUSELAGE
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000	 .6^D0	 .7800	 .@000.	 .8050	 ,8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145	 ^,
PH1
	





















	 .-0050	 .D200	 .0400	 .0500





















	 .9105	 .9194	 .9279	 .9291.	 :9287	 .941'5.	 .9503
X/LB
	 .2000.	 ,3000	 .400D	 .5000	 .6000
	
.7800	 .8000	 .8050_	 ,8290	 .8620
	




.D00'	 1.2379' I.0059	 .7831
	
,6363 1.2965 ^





































,, .^ ..^._.. _.n..a... T._ ._.. __ .e
^^,,.;
,z^ *.
oaTE 22 ItPR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - iH4
UPWT 1059 tIH-4) MATEO/ALONE RATIO,ORB, FUS,	 tAQ3BAG)
MACH. t 11 _
	
2.9:a0	 ALPHA (2) _	 5.000
SE(>710N t l)ORBITER FUSELAGE





















































^	 MACH t 2)
	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1) ^	 -5.000	 PINE ^ .54730	 OtPSI)	 5.2445'	 RN/L	 4.9900	 CPSTG ^ 1,7839
i
SECTION t 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
!	 X/L8	 .0000
	 .0050	 ,0200	 .0400 ' :0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000. ..1250	 .1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PH!	
'
^;	 .000	 1..0796 1.1.779 1.1981















180;000	 1.0796	 .9809	 ,9848	 .9905	 ,9930 1:.0300	 1.0349	 1.0337
X/L8	 .2000 :.3000.	 ..4000





^ ^^DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 880
UPwT'1059 tIH-4^ MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. FUS. tAQ36AC)
:MACH	 121 _	 3.?00
	
ALPHA i	 I1 n 	 -5.000
SECTION ( L1ORB[TER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PIlPU
































180.000 1.0052	 1.2451_ ,9994'
F X/LB 1.0250	 1.0500
', pH I













DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4







MACH (21 ^	 3.700
	
ALP3dA c 23 -	 .000- PINT	 ^ .54730
	 gcPSI) ^ 5.2445	 RNiL	 ^ 4.9900	 CPSTG ^ 1.7839
SECTION:( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE RL/PU
X/L8	 .0000	 .0050	 .0200
	 .0400
	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000





















	 _5000	 .6000	 .7800	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290
	
.8620 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
^	 ^ ^;;, PH 1
	^ rU .000 1.9155 1.4287 1.4688 1..1947
	 .9566	 3..0230	 .5233	 .4057	 ..4346
►:y am 23:.000 1.6983
Q	 24.000 1.3333'
C.^ ^ 3i .500 1.1672









^	 ^J	 51.600. .8373
^.	 57..000 1.3445
60..900 1.3475











































_- .. _	 __
DATE.22 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - iH4 	 PAGE. 882
UPWT 1059 ( IH-4) MATEOlALONE RATit),ORB. FUS. 	 tAp3BAC)	 `^`	 -^"`











MACH -C 31 =	 4.600
	 ALPHA t 1) _
	 -5.000	 P1 NF	 _ .276?0	 t3CPSL) ^ 4.0904	 RN/L * 5.0000	 CPSTG	 -1.8033
bECT1ON t 11.ORBiTER FUSELAGE
	 ^	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
4'	 X/LB	 .0000
	 .0050.
	 .0200	 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000	 .f250	 .1500	 .1500	 .T650	 .1700	 .1750	 .:1800
PHI
	
.000	 1.1539 1.2444 1.2222 1.8912
















	'1..0507	 1.0461 1.0526 1.053I 1.1038	 1.0780	 1.0384
^	 X/LB	 :200.0	 .3000
	 .4000
	 :5000	 .6000	 .7800.	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290	 ,8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1..0000 1.01 .45 .
PH1































1 ,	 69.-0t)0 ,	 t .4617
^	 79.300
	 1,2408.


















,^^.,...., .	 ^	 ^_	 _
I'








DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED 5t7URCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 883 ''-"' ""`-"'
UPWT ID59 t1H-4T MATED1AL0t`E RATIO.ORB. FUS. tA038AC)
MACH	 t 3) _	 4.600	 ALPHA t	 1) _	 -5:000
SECTION t l)ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU









180: :000 .9790	 1.2686 1.0680
X^LB 1:..0250	 l".0500
^	 PHf
.000 .6411	 .7318 3
--^:
MACN'
	 (	 3) _	 4,600	 ALPHA t 2t -	 .000	 PiNF	 ^ ,27620	 QcPS U ^	 4.0904 RN/! ^	 5.0000 CPSTO	 ^ 1.8033
SECTION t O. ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LB' .0000	 ,0050..	 .b200 .0400.	 .0500	 .0600 .0800	 .1000 . .1250 .1500 ,1600 .1650 .1700 :1750 .1800
PH1





39: t) f30 1 ..151.9
163.000 ,9982
174:000 .9985
180.000 .9181 .9470 .9618 .:9768 .9703 .9812 1.0004 1,0035
X/LB .2000'	 :,3000	 ..4000 .5000	 .B000	 .7800 .8000	 .8050 .8290 .8620 .9500 .9630 :9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHi
^

















DATE 22 ..APR 76	 TA8ULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE	 884
UPWT 1059 (1H-41 MATED/A1.ONF_ RATIO,OP,B. FUS, (A03BAC)
MACH	 t 31 _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2:1 .000
SEC710N ( 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE. DEPENDENT VARiAB^E P1/PU
XlLB.' .2000	 .3000
	 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7800


















130.000 1.034@	 .9058 1.05$3

























( 19 APR 76 )
^.:h^,




SREF = 2690.000C SOFT.	 XMRP	 .0000 INCHES
	 RN/L n 	 5.000 BEfiA .000
LREF	 _	 1290.3000 - INCHES	 YMRP	 n .0000 INCHES
BREF	 1290:3000 INCHES




MACH	 (	 i)	 _	 2.950	 ALPHA	 t	 11 .000	 PiNF	 •1„1042




CPSTG	 n 	 1.7529
SEC7ION t	 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU









.950	 1 . 1' 572
MACH	 c	 I1 _	 2.950
	
ALPHA ( 21 ^ 5.000
	
PINE	 n 	 1.2042	 0(PSI) ^	 6..'7266 RN/L	 5.0200	 CPSTG	 1.7529












MACH	 c 2)	 n 	 3.700	 ALPHA	 c	 1J - -5.000	 PINT	 n 	 ,54730	 OcPS11 n 	 5.2445 RN/L
	
^	 k„9900	 CPSTO	 n 	 1.7839.
SECTION'!	 T,70R8.	 UPPER WING OEPENOENT VARIABLE P1/PU
^'	 2Y/BW .4000 ...6000	 :8000.	 -
XCW
.050 .8816


















DATE 22 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 886
^„---. _
UPWT 1059 {IH-4l MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. UPR WING (A03UAC7
MACH	 ( 2) -	 3.700'	 ALPHA_( 2) _ .000	 P1NF -	 =	 .54730 0(PSI'1	 _ 5.2445 RN/L	 4.9906 CPSTG	 1.7839
SECTION ( 1IORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU











MACH	 (31 _	 4.600.	 ALPHA (''1)
	 _ -5.A00	 PINF	 ^	 .27620 0(PSI) ^ 4..0904. RN/L	 ^	 5.0000 CPSTG	 1:8033
SECTION { 1lORB-. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU












MACH	 t 3) _	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 2) _ .400	 P1NF	 _	 .27620 Q{PSI) _ 4.D904 RN/L	 ^	 5.0000 CPSTG.	 _	 1..8033

















DATE 22-.APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE	 687
UPWT 1059 tIH-4) MATED/ALGNE RATl0.OR8. LWR WING (AQ3LAC)	 ( 19 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA'.	 - PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF. _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP = .0000 INCHES RN/^	 ^ 5.000	 BETA.	 _	 .000
LREF	 = 1290.3000 fNCHES
	
YMRP _ ,0000 1NCNE5
SREF 1290.3000 INCHES
	 ZMRP ^ ..0000 INCHES
SCALE = .0100
MACH	 ( IJ	 =	 2.950.	 ALPHA ( 1) _ .000'	 P1NF 1.1042 •:(PSI) ^	 6.7266	 RN/l ^	 5.0200	 CPSTG	 1..7529
SECTION ( 1)ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y/eW :c'500	 .3011	 ,.3460... .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500 ,9980
X/CW
.000. .9677. .9343 .8782
®^ .00t .9549
	 .8347 .7707	 1.I58^ .9654 .9880
^ r^ .002' 1.1703 1.0010
.003
.E323 .9106






►^ .8534 1.1632.. 1.0174^
.025
.045 .8416.















.736. '.	 2.481' 2
.800 2.8298
.850 - 2.5618
.900 ►,.2514 2.1564 2.5039 .9433
MACH	 ( 1') ^	 2.950	 ALPHA 1
,
21 ^	 5.000	 P1 NF	 _ 1.1042 ^iPSI1 .	 6.7266	 RN/L ^	 5.0200.	 CPSTG	 ^	 1..7529
p
SECTION (	 1)ORB. LOWER WING' DEPENDENT :VARIABLE. PIiPU
2Y/8W .2500	 =3011	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .b000 ..7500 ,8500 .9500 .9980
X/CW.
.000 .9397 ,9721 .9321.






















JPWT . 1059 (LH-41 f1ATED /ALONE RATIO, ORB. I.WR WING	 (A03LAC)	
If-
MACfi	 (	 if _	 2.950 ALPHA t 2f =	 5,000
SECTION C 1')ORB. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y/BW .2500 .3011
	 .3480 .4000	 .5.000 .6000 .7500 .8500 .9500 .9980
X/CW
•








''	 .299' .5652 . .___
.302 1.0063 .8954
,426- .8980









.8129 1.7976 2.4121 1.0402
MACH'..c 2) 3.700	 ALPHA ( 1r -5.000-	 P[NF'	 _ .54730 ^tPSI) ^	 5.2445	 RN/L	 ^	 4.9900	 CPSTO	 ^	 1.7839
j	 SECTION C 1)ORB. LOWER 'WING_ DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
j
<2Y/BW .2500 ..3011	 .3480 .4000	 .5000 .6000 .'7500 .8500 .9500 ,9980
X/CW' a
^	 :000 .9207 .8979 1.0099
^	 .001 4.2535	 3..4932 1.0986 1.0775 .9193 1.0303
I'	 .002 1.1697 1.0769
-003 .8614 .8718
^	 .004 1.0148 .9924.
.005 1.1068. 1..0407
.025 3.0746	 1.:2537 1.0125
^	
, 045 3. 151.7





.299 2:7463 `~-	 9
F	
:302 4. 0856 1.4091
,428 2.5411
^	 .444 2.3031























DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA..- IH4	 PAGE BB9
UPWT 1059 t1H-4) MATED/ALOIJE RATIO,ORB. LWR WING
	 (AQ3LACI
MACH: ( 21'_	 3.700
	
ALPHA ( 1) _
	 -5.000
SECTION.( l)ORB,. LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PItPU
2Y/8W	 .2500
	 .3011	 :3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 ,7500







.'900	 1.3914	 6.b790 4.,:8992
	
1.5137
MACH ( 2) ^
	 3.700
	
-.ALPHA c;2T ^	 .000	 PINE	 _ . 54730
	
^cPSI! ^ 5.244.5	 RN/L
	
^ 4.9900	 CPSTd ^ 1.7839
SECTION ( 1)ORB LOWER W1NG	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y>BW
	 .:2500	 .3011	 .^^04	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500	 .9500	 .9980
X/CW
.000	 .7825	 .8606	 .7954
,ODi	 1.2014	 .9379	 .7234	 .7243
	 .8375. .B83i





^',	 .025	 .8539	 .69Gd	 .8151
045
	 .:867I































DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 890	 ^ J
UPWT 1059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE_ RATlO,ORB. LWR WING 	 (A03LAC)
MACH ( 31 _	 4.60'J
	
ALPHA t i.) _	 -5:.000	 P1 NF	 _ ,2762D	 0(PS11	 4.0904	 R)J/L	 _ 5:f)000	 CPSTG	 1.8033






.3480	 ..4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .8500. .9500	 .9980
X/CW	
_.
	.000	 .9201	 .8547	 .9926
	








.005_	 ^	 i.1b09	 1.0585
	




































	 8.6324 5.3854	 1.6012
^	 MACH ( 3) _	 4.600
	 ALPHA ( c1	 ,000	 P1NF	 _ .27620	 Q(PS11 ^ 4...0904	 RN/ 	 = 5.0000	 CPSTG	 1..8033	 ]^
SECTION ( 1tORB; LOWER WING
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y/8W	 .2500
	 ,3011	 .3480
	 .4000	 :5000	 .0000
	












































	 _	 ...... ...	 ...
_ ^___^	 _
^^-
DATE 22 APR. 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA — iH4 	 PAGE 891
UPW` 1059 i:H-4) MATED/ALONF: RATiO,ORB. LWR WiMG
	 tA^3LAC)
MACH.''c 3) ^	 4.600	 ALPHA t 21 _	 .00^i
SECTION t 1lt)RB. LOWER WING
	 OEPENDE!+T VARJirI~lE P1/PU
2Y/'BW	 .2500	 .3011' .3480




































'''_.^ _DATE 22 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE 892 "
UPWT 1059 'tIH-4l MATED/ALONE RATIO,ORB. VRT TAIL (A(]3VAC)	 ( 19 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 S^.FT. 	 XMRP	 ^ .0000 INCHES RNLI
	 n . 5.000. BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES
	
YMRP	 ^ .0000 INCHES
BREF	 _ 1.290.3000 _INCHES
	 ZMRP	 _ .0000'tNCHES
SCALE = .0.100
MACH	 ( 1Y _	 2.950	 ALPHA	 (' I) ^	 .000	 PILAF	 _	 1.1042	 OtPSI) _ .6.7266 RN/L ^	 5.0200 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7529
SECTION t	 1)ORB.	 VEP.T.:	 TAIL` DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
Z/8V ...2990'
	 .5320.	 ..7650 .9050
X/CV
-000 1.A453	 1.C491	 1.0808 1:0435








t 1)	 =	 2:95D	 ALPHA 't 2) _	 5.000	 PINE	 ^	 1.1042.	 DtPSI)	 ^ 6.7266 RN/L 5..0200 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7529
SE^GTION (	 I1ORB.	 VERT,	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
Z/BV .2990.	 ,5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV







,9O0 .5425	 .9617	 .8933
MACH	 [ 2) _	 3.700	 ALPHA t	 I) E	 -5,000	 PINE	 .54730
	 OtPSI) 5.2445 RN/L =	 4.9900 CPSTG = 1.7839
SECTION t	 1)ORB.	 VERT:	 TAIL OEPENDENT.VARIABLE PI/PU '
Z/8V .2990	 ,5320...:.765.0 ' .9050
XIGV
^ -
.0.00 1.2565	 ..6549..	 .9501. .9490




























GATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE' DATA - IH4' PAGE	 @93
UPWT 1D59 tIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. VRT TAIL tAa3VAC)
MACH	 t 2) _	 3.700
	
ALPHA t 2)
_	 .000	 PINE	 _	 .54730 OcPSI) _ .5.2445 RN/L	 ^	 4.9900 CPSTG	 n 	 1.7839






.000 1.1219	 .9997	 .9935. :9254







^	 MACH	 t 31
,.
^	 4:600	 ALPHA t 1l =	 -S.00D	 PtNF	 _	 .27620 ocPSI) _ 4.0904 RN/L	 5.0000 CPSTG	 ^	 1.8033










:.900.. 1.0:.154	 1.3734	 1.2022
MACH	 t'31 _	 4.600	 ALPHA c 2t =	 .000'	 PiNF	 :'27620 OtP5I1 ^ 4.0904 RN/L	 5.0000 CPSTO	 .1.9033




.000 1.1623	 1.20.1:5.	 .8803 .9'127
.:300 1.:3142	 1.2443	 1.0473-


















UPWT 1059 tIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATlO,EXT. TANK tA03TAC)	 ( 19 APR 76	 )
^....__.__
REFERENCE BATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 _ 2590.0000 SD.FT. XMRP .0000 INCHES RIV/L
	 ^ 5.000 BETA ^ .000
LREF	 _ 1290.3000 -1 NCHES ^• YMRP '^ .0000 INCHES
BREF	 _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ^ .0000	 1NCI^ES
SCALE _ .0100 ,
MACH
	 (	 1) _	 3.700	 ALPHA t 1)	 _	 -5.000	 PiNF .54730 dtPSI) ^	 5.:2445. RN/L ^	 4.9900	 CPSTd	 ^ 1.7839
SECTION (' 11EXTERNAL TANK DEPENDENT VARIABLE.PI/PU
X/LT .0000 .0050 .0100. .04:00 .0800	 .500 .2000 .2500 .2750 ...:3000. .3250 .3350 :35.00 ..3750 .4000
THETA
.000 .9891.. :9873.	 :9671 1.6862
45:000 1.2916
^'	 67.500 1.1771 .9I90 ..5:165
90.000 1.04't6 .9844 1.1062 4.5502 12.6212 1.4792 .9329
112.500 1.0120 1.4627 2.'3749 - 2.5940 1.5890
135.000 1.5363 2.06Q5 1.3899 .9497
157..500 2.0997
16"7..000 1.9.159
180.000 .9972- ).fl084 .9963 I.0166 1.0075
	 1.0191 1.0092 1.0532 1.0325 1.0437 1..3740 1.9976









.4250 .4500 ::4750 .'5000' ..5250
	





67..500 .27P,1 .5949 .6385 ..8490 .9776 1.0909 1.5194
90.000 .7527 .6894 .8131 1..5445 1.4494 1..4552 1.3289 1.2258. 2.5920
112..500 1.1107 1,1306 1.5366 1'.6912 2.4750 2.2429 2.,L933 2.9314 1..9256 3.5936123>,D00 '..9440 2..6318 3,5181 -•----,.
135.000 1..8165 2.6204 1.5821 1.5951 1.3957 1.7351 1_7225 1.6421 1.7784 3.4938
^	 157.500' 2.0499 3.7710 1.9088 I.8179 1_.8910 1.6183 1.5480 1.4617 1.3553 1..7048 2.1822 1.7296
161',b00 3.7355
166.000 1 . i^584 1 .471 I
180.000 ?2.7782 2..1171 .2.2.194 3.:2740 1.2558	 1.9411 1.8456 1.4445 1.8894 1.5179 1:3881 1.1701 2.5228 1,7338
197,000 1..2879 1.5885 1:.6786















DATE 22 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 	 PAGE 895
UPWT 1059'tIH-4) t1ATE0/ALONE RATID.EXT. TANK. 	 tA^3TAC)
MA'(:H ! 1) .	 3.700..	 ALPHA t 1) _	
-5.000.
SECTION t 1)EXTERNA^ TANK. 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
,;
^	 X/,LT









^	 MACH t 1) _
	 3..700
	 ALPHA t 2) ^
	 .:000	 PtNF	 ^ .54730
	 OtPSt)
	 5:2445	 RN/L •= 4.9900	 CPSTG - 1.7839
SECTION t 11EXTERNAL TANK.
	 Di= ►'ENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
X/LT	 .DOt20
	 .0050	 .0100	 .0400	 ..0800	 :1500	 .2000.	 :2500	 .2750	 .3000











	 1..2060	 1:5744	 .8567
	90.000	 1.0298 1.0682 1.2610 4.2258'13.1607	 1.5328	 1.0051
	
112,500	 1.0288 1,3245 2.1357	 1.7398	 .9202




18D.000	 .9929	 :,:9959. 1.0280 1.0256














X>LT	 .4250	 ..4500	 .4750
	 .5000	 .5250 . .5500	 ..5750
	 ..6000 .. .6500	 .7000.	 .7500 . .8000	 .8500	 .8750	 .9000
E	
THETA
6	 .000	 1 _ 2662	 .971 1	 .... -
e.	 45.000	
.9178	 1.0992	 1.5185	 ^
	
-67.500	 .6303	 .8703 1,1257 1.1.206 1.0356	 :9714	 1.9137	 ^'
	
90.000	 .5835	 .4847	 .7216	 1..2.162	 .9846	 .S^t89 ..9224	 ..8582	 1.6677
	
112.500'	 .6786
	 .6578	 ..7495	 1.0346 1.4709 1,6588 1.5856 1.4876 1.4245 	 1.6544
	
]23.D00	 1 2f51 1.4845 2.4084
	
135.000	 1.1351	 2.3878	 1.6394	 1.1897 1.3730 1.[644 1..2569 1.2771 1.8Ei80 	 2_5851
	
157.500	 2. 1947 3, 0601 2.0225 2..1251
	 1 .7257	 L 5481 1 .3981 1, 2963 1 .0945 1 .5784 1 .7547	 1 .4756
	161:D00	 3.1270	 --
	
166. (1D0	 ` 2.84'! I	 1 .5891
	190.000	 2..1375 3.0796 i:6788 3.1485 .1..4018 1.9104 .1,8043 1.7542 2.0672 1.6236 1.3005 1.0977 2.3466
	 1.5894
	







-._._.^.._....._ v..^... _ ___ . ^ ,_ _ _ _ 	
_ .
GATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE BATA - IH4	 PAGE 996
UPWT 1059 (1H-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.£XT. TANK
	 (A03TAC)
MACH c 1) _
	 3.,.700
	 ALPHA C 2) ^	 .000
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL-TAVK














MACH' ( 2) _
	 4.6D0	 ALPHA t i) _
	 -5.000 PINF	 _ .27620	 (PSI) _ 4.0904
	 RN/L
	 _ 5.0000	 CPSTG	 1.8033
SECTION 't 1)EXTERNAL TANK




	 .2000	 .2500	 .2750	 .3000
	 .3250	 .3350	 .3500	 .3750 .4000
THETA
	





	 1.1214	 1.2540	 .fi807
90.000
	 1.0896 1.0509. 1.3744 ► .5475 12..5709	 1.9274	 1.2895
112`.500_
	 1..2999 1.4399 1...4771	 2.8678	 1.87 I0
1'.35.000






.9973 1.;0027 1.0023 1.0269 ] 0016 1.0078
	 .9894 1.0842
	 1.0492	 1.0652 1.5691 2.2589
197.00D












	 .4500 ..4750.	 .5000
	 .5250	 .b500	 .5750	 .6000	 .6500	 .7000
	




















	 .7820	 ,84 t'1
	 1.4811	 1.8822 1..9911	 1.11331	 1.7412	 2.1.663
112.5D0
	 1.2264	 1...2904.	 1.6923	 1.8643 2..3555 2.8616 2.5919 2.5624 2.411"4 	 2.8647





	 2.0317.	 1.61'10 1.6379 1,6909 1.9637 1.8761 1.8590	 4.3'180
157.500
	 2;0896 4.3959 2.2861 2.0809























DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 897	 ^^
UPWT 1059 (1H-4) MATED7ALOVE RATIO.EXT. TANK 	 (A^3TAC)
MACH ( ) _	 4.600	 ALPHA t 1l _
	 -5.000
SECTION t OEXTERNAL TANK'	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU











MACH (2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA t" 2) ^	 .000. PINT	 ^ .27620	 O(PSI] ^ 4.0904	 RN/L ^ 5.0000	 CPSTO ^ 1.8033
SECTION ( 1)EXTERNAL TANK. 	 DEPENDENT•VARIABLE P1/PU
X/LT
	 .0000	 .0050
	 .0100- .0400	 .0800	 .1500	 .2000	 .2500	 .2750	 .3000	 .3250	 .3350	 .^^00	 .3750	 .4000
	
*^°	 THETA	
J	.000'	 .9927	 .9895	 .9762	 1.5487
	





	 •1.2766	 1.9291	 1.OI00
	
t"	 90..000	 .9951 1.1530 1.3636 3.3642 11.2246 	 2.0213	 1.3088
	
^'^ ^^	 112.500	 1.3442 1...4729 1.4267	 2.0799	 1.0701
	







^^	 Iso.000	 .9874	 .9844 1.0058 1:0407 1.0004 1.0152 1.0006 1.4726	 1.4887	 Y.9637 2.1428 2.0690
	











X/LT	 ..4250	 ..4500	 :4750	 .5000	 .5250	 .5500	 .5750
	






	 .9315	 1.1393	 1.3940.	 .
	
67.500.	 :6248	 .8222 .1.1005 1.1325 I.0029 1.0321	 2.1471
	
90.000	 :7177	 .5258






1.1.941 1.3218 1,7233 1.7277 1.b893 1.6382	 2.5579
	
.123.000	 1.41.07 I.6286 3:0908
	
135.D00
	 1.8031	 3.3470:	 1.9835	 1.2645 1.3844 1.2957 1.3055 .1..3860 1.6571 	 3.3502
	






180.000	 3.0630 2.4293 2:5850 4.1729 2.1360 1.-7770 2.2865 2.1154 1.9971 2.3019 1.8734.. 1,5421 2.8525 	 .2.5084
	








DATE 22 APR_76 TA8ULA7ED SOURCE DATA - 1Fi4 PAGE $99
UPWT i059 t1H-4) MATED/ALONE RATfO. 5. R. B. tAl13SAC)
	 t 19 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 _ 2690.0000 S^.FT.	 XMRP ^ .:.0000
	 INCHES RfJYL
	 = 5.000 .BETA n .000








MACH	 c 11 =	 3.700	 ALPNa 1 tT	 ^ .000	 PINE	 _ .54730 OiPSI) _	 5.2445 RN/L _	 4:9900 CPSTG 1.7839
SECTION t	 1)SOIiD RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT YARIABLE,PL/PU
X/LSRB .0000: .0040
	 ...0250 .0500 ,0750
	 .1000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .1800 .P000 .3000 ..4000 .5000. ,6000
.PSI
90,000 1..2104 ,9844 .9409. .9070 1.0277
1803000 " 1.0306 .8573 .9560 .7972
.225.000 2.1567 1..1390 1.5587
247.500 .5463 1.2871 1.4350. 1..4157
260..000 10,8697
270..000 1..80:14	 1.4'314 _9362 .8392	 t.0963. 3.8876 .8433 1..3749 .8468 .5288 1..0895 .9192 .8159 j
.315.000- .5986 ^
XJL5R6 :7000 .7800	 ,8000 .9000. .9100	 .9200 .9250 .9300 ..9400 .9500 .9600 .9900
PSI
90.000 :9492 1.1178.	 1..2894 .8541 .8407
160.000' .9510 1.9677	 6.8326 • 1.5201 1.0029 .7839: .6424
21D.000 .6689
	 ..5786- .4852 .6065 ^
215.000 .2817 .2923 .1897
225.000 T:6678	 5.0486 .4450 .5202 .2880
240.000 .2297 ,2566 .2455
247.500 .. 1.1D79
270,:000 .816.1 2.5556	 1.2310 .3673 .2571 .9950
315:000.. .8728
MACH	 t 2) _	 4,600.	 ALPHA t 11	 _ ,000...	 PINT	 _. .27620 OtP51) 4.0904 RN/L _	 .5.0000 CPSTG	 = 1.6033
SECTION t	 1)SgL10 RCKT. BSTR	 ^ DEPENDENT VARIABLE: P1/PU
X/LSRB .0000 .0040	 .Q250 '.D500 .0750	 .5000 .1100 .1150 .1300 .f500 .2000 .30'd0 .4000 .5000 .6000 ^1
PS1
,
90.000 1 . 3690 1.0602 .987.1 .8397 1.1362
180,000 1.1154 .8798 .9709 .7620
.225.000 1 .5134 .9729 1 .8877 `-'`'""^` 'y
247.500
.5753 1..4907 1.5068 1.7483 J
260.000 6.7244
270'.000' 2.1654	 1.6728. .:9894 .9709




^'^-GATE 22 APR 76 7ABULATcO SOURCE DATA - IH4 PAGE	 900
UPWT	 1059'tiH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO. S, R. B. t11035AC)
MACH	 (P) 0	 4,600
	
ALPHA t	 1) _	 .000
SECTION t 1)SOLID.RCKT. BSTR DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
X/LSRB .7000 .7800	 .8000 ^	 .9000	 .9100 .9200	 .9250 .93130	 .9400	 .9560 .9600 .9900
P51
90.000 '.9275 L. 3718
	 1:4754 .x159- .6786
180.000 1.0244 3.0375-, 9.7683 1.5697 .9559 .6554 .6974
.210.:000.'
- .9918 .4369 .3960
	 .6189
215:000 .227-^_ •.2680 .211.7
225.000 3:4371
	 5.2034 .5990 .4164	 - :2132
'240.000 .2447 .1583 .1818
247.500 1.1111












GATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE :DATA - 1H4 	 PAGE 901	 -
UPWT 1.059 (1H-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO,ORB. FUS.
	
(A^3BAD)	 c 19 APR 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF _ 2690,0000 S^.FT.	 XMRP =	 .0000..iNCHES	 RN/L
	 =	 3.000 BETA . _	 -5..000
	
t_REF' ^ .1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP _	 .0000 INCHES.
	
BREF" _ 1.290.3000 INCHES
	





MACH ( 1) _	 3.700
	
ALPHA i 1) _
	 -5.000	 P1NF	 •.32910.	 0tPS1)	 3.1537	 RN/l	 _ 3,0000.	 CPSTG	 1.7839
r'	 SECTION ( t)ORB1ER FUSELAGE	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/P1^
^	 XiLe	 .0000
	 .0050 - .0200
	 .0400 '.0500	 .0600	 .0800
	 :1000. .1250	 .1500


















	 1.3083	 1..3385 1.344.3 1.3423 1.2713.	 1.244E	 1.2299	 1
i,
X/L'B	 .2000
	 .3000	 .:4000	 .5000
	
.6000	 .7800
	 .8000	 .6050	 .8290	 ..8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PHI	
,
f'	 .000	 3.5801. 2.6353".2.0406 1.8141 2.1.724	 5.7370
	
.8472	 .4620	 .4810
























































'DATE 22 APR '76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - ;H4 	 PAGE 902
UPWT'1059 tIH-4] MATED/ALONE RATI0,OR8. FUS.
	 (A036AD)
MACH. t t) _,
	 3,70.0	 ALPHA ( i) _
	 -5.000
SECTION.t U ORBITER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pi/PU
X'/L8
	 .2000. .3000 ^ .4000	 .5000
	 .6000	 .7800	 .8000
	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 .1.0145
PH[
130.000














MACH t 1) =	 3.700:' ALPHA.t 2) ^
	 .Q00	 P1NF	 _ .329I0	 ^tPS11	 3.1537.	 RN/L
	 ^ 3.0000	 CPSTt3 ^ 1.7839
SECTION d 1)ORBITER FUSELAGE


























	 .3000	 .4000	 .5000
	 .6000	 .7800	 .8000






























_ _ _ .
-- -
DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4_	 PAGE 903
UPWT 1059 . (IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. FUS.
	
(AC3BA03
MACH . ( i)	 3.700	 ALPHA ( 2) _
	 .000
SECTION ( 1lORBITER FUSELAGE.	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
x/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 .400D	 .'5000	 ..6000.	 .7800































































MACy t 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA c 11 ^
	 --5.000 PILAF	 ^ .16570	 ^(P51) ^ .2.4540	 RN/L	 ^ 3.0000	 CPSTG ^ 1.8033
SECTION t L)ORBITER>fUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/PU
x/LB
	 .0000
	 .0050	 .0200	 ..0400
	 .0500	 .0600
	 .0800	 .1000	 ...1250	 .•1500	 .1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PH1	
_..,,_.,,.^
	.000	 1.ft82 1.1834 1.1745 1.9394






















	 ..7800	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290. ...8620.
	
.9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.0000 1.0145
PH1
	








^ '"DATE: 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE, DATA - IH4 PAOE 904
UPwT 1059 t 1H-4) MATED/At_0'VE RATIO,ORB. fUS. tA03BJ4D)
MACH	 t 23 _	 4.600
	
ALPHA t	 1) ^	 -5.000
SECTION ( 130RPiz° FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/^B .2000

































180.000 .9962	 1.2591 1.0442
















t	 r	 ^^ -'
DATE'22 APR 79
	 TABULATED SOURCE OATH - LH4	 PAGE 905
UPWT 1059 tIH-4) MATED/ALOPIE RATIO. ORB. Ft1S.	 ( A036A01
MACH ( 2)._	 4.b00
	 ALPHA t 21 _	 .000	 PILAF	 ^ .16570	 ^tPSl1 ^ 2.4540	 RN/L	 ^ 3 .D000	 CPSTG ^ 1..8033
SECTION t 1tOR81TER FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PT/PU
X/L8	 .0000	 .0050	 °.D200	 .0400
	 .0500	 .'06.00	 ..0800	 ,1000	 .1250	 ..1500
	
,1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .1800
PHI
	.000	 ,8923
	 .8468 1,0693 1.2710



























	 .6000	 .780D	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620
	 .9500	 '9630	 .37.50. 1.0000 1..0145
PH1
	



















































































^—^—"?76	 TABULA SOJRCE DaTA - IH4	 PAGE	 90B
UPWT 1059 fIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATlA,OR6. FUS.
	
(Aa3BAD)
MACH	 t 2)'^ 4b00	 ALPMA ( 21 ^	 .000
SECTION ( i )ORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIAB! E PC /PU
X/L8 1 .0250.	 1.0500 —•--
PHI

























GATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE BATA - TH4
UPWT 1059 fIH-4) MATED /ALONE RATiO .ORB. UPR WING
REFERENCE DATA
SREF'	 _ 2690.0000.SO.FT..	 XMRP	 _ :0000: LNCHES
LREF	 _ 1.290.3000 INCHES'
	
YMRP	 _ ,0000' INCHES
' BREF	 _ 1290.3000 INCHES	 TMRP'	 _ .DODO INCHES
j 'SCALE .0100
k MACH	 f 1)'_	 3.700	 ALPHA	 (	 1)	 ^ -5.00	 P1NF	 _	 .32910	 tZlPS1D _	 3.1537
G ^ ^^ SECTION (	 i)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT YARDABLE PI/PU














MACH	 f U	 3.700	 ALPHA _t-2} ^ .000.'	 P1NF	 ^	 .32910	 OtPSiI	 3.1537-
4
SECTION t	 tDORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT YAR[ABLE Pi/PU
2Y/BW .4000	 .6000	 .8000
X/CW
.050 ..7170.




K' :900 .9760	 .9573.
' .950 1.1222
MACH	 c 2) _	 4.600	 ALPHA c	 iD -5.000
	
PINT	 _	 .1657©	 acPST^ _	 2.b540
j SECTION f	 1DOR8. UPPER WING' DEPENDENT VARIABLE PD/PU
^,'
i 2Y/BW .4c700	 .6000	 .8000-
X/CW
..050 .8518'
.200 .8434.	 .8291.	 .7366
.600 1,0453	 .9608
.800 .9720





[AD3UA0)	 c !9 APR 76 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
RN/L _	 .3.000. BETA	 -5.000
. - _._..
RN/L	 3.,0000	 CPSTG ^ 1.7839
^,w,.,_..^ _.. , ,_. _ _	 ^,. ^.	 _ _ .	 _. _	 _	 __	 __^
—"'"DATE 22 APR 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA — I!i^F 	 PAGE	 906	 ^
UPWT 1059 IIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. tJPR WING 	 tA03UAD)
MACH
	
t 2) 4.600	 ALPHA t 2t ^	 .000	 PINE	 +	 .16570	 OtPSi) _	 2.4540	 RN/E	 ^	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.@033'
SEt;Ti'ON
	
t ilORl3. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1>PU

























vDAT£ 22 APR Z6	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE	 909'
UPWT 1059 tIH-41' MATED /ALONE RATTO. ORB. LWR PIING tAt73LA[3f 	(	 19 .APR 79	 9
REFERENCE DATA ^'ARAIIETRIC DATA
$REF	 _ 2590.D000 SOFT:
	
XMRP = .0000 INCHES RNrL	 ^ 3,000	 BETA	 ^	 -5.(200
LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	
YMRP _ .0000 INCHES
BREF	 _ 1290,3000 LNCHES
	
ZMRP _ .0000 INCHES
SCALE = .D100
MACH	 t it =	 3.700	 ALPHA ( Il	 ^	 -5.000	 PINT	 n .32910 ^(P^I1 ^	 3.1537	 RN/L ^	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.7839
SECTION (	 ItORB. -LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PL/PU
2Y/Bw .2500	 .3011	 :.3480 .4400 .5000	 .6000 .7500 .'8500	 .9500	 ..9980
X/CW
,000- 1.0283 1.0248	 1.3098
.001. 3.4[145
	 2.7599 1.1229	 1.1374 1.0409 1.0503
.002' (.1415 1.1723
. p 03 .9791 1.0382
.D04 1.1092 1.0373
:.005 1.1732 1.0974
.025 9.9854 1.'1819 1.0951
.D45 2.2174
.100 1.4.127 1.1178	 1.1374
.1.53 3.1688














..900 3.5183 6.7493 3.9834 1.7388
MACH	 ( It	 3.700'	 ALPHA	 (	 2l .ODD	 PiNF	 = . 32910 ^(PSIJ ^	 3.1537	 1RNAl ^	 3,0000	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.7839
SECTfON (	 1lORB. LOWER-WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y/BW .2500	 .30.11	 .3480 ..4000 .SD00	 :600D .7500 .8500	 .9500	 ..9980
R/CW
.DOD .8981 .3252	 .8633
.001 1:1503	 '.9349 ,8340	 .:.8959 .:926'1 .9896
,;002 .(3971 1.0210
. . ,. 00.3 ,:8657 .9069
.004 .9022 .4673
.005 .8901 1.UD20	 '
a•^




t }H_41 F^AiED1AL r3NE RATtO.ORr^. t..Wti WIt^FG	 iA.^t.A,^,)
t,';,li	 f 1) _	 3.700
	
tll,^'Ht, t 2) ^	 .00CI
^,CCT IGJ t f) 4R8, LBWER W t NG
	
DEFE^IDEfV? vAR I k8L£ P1 /PU i
2Yr8W	 .25^J0	 .301 t
	
.?w80	 :40p0	 . .5000.	 .6.000	 .7500	 .8500	 .3500	 .39811	 .-^-.._.^-.---;
X/CW
.025	 , 84^^ t	 .82II4	 ! .4055
,..045
	 .8473
:100	 .6933	 !.0059 1,0549
.153	 2.0894
, 1 "r7	 .8849
.200	 1:0495	
----














.900	 1.7916	 2.91 92 2..2516	 1.0775
riACH c 2i	 x.600
	
RLP'aA t i) ^	 -S.GGO	 FltvF	 _ .1.6570	 ^14P5!) _ 2.4542	 FitdrL	 g . 3.00d0	 ePSTD ^- 1,8033
SECT10^! 1 !)C)R8, LQFIER WIPt^ 	 DEPENDcIv3 VkRlABf_E Pl/PI1
1
2Y^9W	 .^'S00	 .3011	 :3480	 .40G0	 .504'0
	
.600Q	 .7500	 .8500	 .8500	 .9980
XfDW
. p 07	 I.Ot50	 4.3945	 1.1783




^ .'	 «Otl3	 .8794	 t «.25.12
.044	 1.1478	 1,4584
.Opa	 1.1767	 !.4216
.025	 2.2 U 2 1 .2790	 1 .1878


























DATE' 22 APR. 76 _ TABULATED SOURCE DATA - LH4 PAS	 911	 "-""`-'
URWT 1059 tIH-4) MATEO /ALONE RATf0 .OR8> LWR WING	 tAA3LAD)
MACH	 t 21 _	 4.600 ALPHA . t I)	 a5.000
SECTION t 170R8. LOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE . f^i/PU
2YIHW .2500 .3011
	 ..3460. .4000 .5000' :.6000 .7500 =u5D0 .950D .9980	 '-""'"
X7 CW




.900 4<1097 4.8752 '3.8280 .1,0902
MACH	 t 2) 4..600	 ALPHA t 21 ^ .000	 P'!NF'	 _ .16570 OtP52) ^	 2.4540	 RN/L
	
•	 3.D000	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.1BD33t..
SECTION t OORB. LOWER .WiNG DEPENDENT VAi21A8LE Pi/PU
2Y/8W X2500 .3011
	























.302 1.6877 I .10I8
,.428 1.2079
.'444 1 _41'76


























	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - iH4
•
PAGE 912.
UPWT' 1059 tIH-4l MATED/ALONE RATIQ.ORB. VRT TAIL IA^3VAD)	 (	 19 APR 76	 )
' REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 n 2690.0000 SOFT.
	 XMRP .0000 1NCHE5 RN/1.	 n 3.000 BETA. -5.000
- LREF	 _ 1290.3000 INCHES
	
YMRP	 = -	 ,0000 INCHES
SREF	 = 1.290.3000 INCHES
	




t i?	 ^	 ?,700
	 ALPHA	 t	 1) -5.000	 P1NF	 n 	 ,32910 t]?S1) n 	 3.1537
	
RN/L 3.0000 GPSTO	 ^ 1.7839
SECTION C	 1)ORE
	





	 (,2178 - 1.2379





:900 x.3818	 1.2649	 1.5430
`1
,; MACH	 t 1)	 _	 3.700	 ALPHA'( 2) _	 '.000	 PINT	 _	 .32910 A1PSI) _	 3.1537	 RNRL _	 3.0(900 CPSTG	 n 1.7839
w sEr T';nN t	 'i)ORB.	 VERY.	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIAfiIE PilPt1









.900 1.0377,	 ,9754	 1.0793
MACH,	 t 2D-_	 4.600	 ALPHA	 c	 i) _	 -5.00(9	 PINT
	
_	 ,16570 QCPS:I^ *	 2.4540'	 RN/L ^	 .3.0000 CPSTO	 n 1.8033
SECTION t	 110RB,	 VERY.:	 TAIL DEPENDENT VARIABLE PT/PU







,,) :500 1 .2982
,
^ ..700 1.3041


















'^	 .	 OATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED'SOURCE'DATA - IH4	 PAGE	 '9I3
I'
I
UPWT 1059 tIH-41 MATEO/ALONE RATIO.ORB. VRT TAIL
	
(AC3VA01
MACH	 ( 2) 4.600	 ALPHA-( 21 ^	 .000	 PINF	 ^	 .16570	 OtP51) r.	 2.:4540	 RN/l	 ^	 3.0000	 CPSTG	 ^	 1.8033
SECTION ( IIORB. VERT.	 TAiL	 ,	 ^ DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pt/PU
Z/BV :2990 .5320	 .7650 .9050
X/CV
.000 1.1653 1.2852	 .:9272 .9205
.300 1.2521' 1.2766	 1.221.2i,:_	
.500 1.1995
.700 1.0814




























.^	 ....	 ...	 ...	 ......,	 ,.









`^ ^ "^'DATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4 PAGE 914
UPWT.1059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB, FUS. IAO3BAE)	 ( 19 APR 76
:'REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT.	 XMRP: _	 .0000 INCHES RN/L
	 = 3.000 BETA 5.000LREF	 = 1290:'sD0O INC'HE5	 YMF;P ^	 .0000 1NCHE5
^^BFtEF -12^?.3000. INCHES	 ZMRP° _	 .0000-INCHES
SCALE _ .OI00
MACH
	 ( 11	 =	 3.700





X!L_e .0000 .0400	 :0500 .D60O .0800 .tO0O	 .1250 .1500 .)6170 .1650 .1700 .175D .1800f
'
PHI
e	 .000 1.2948 1..3282









^	 1.80.000 1.2948 1:.3375. 1.3652	 1.3714 1.3461 1.2731 1.2509. 1.2359
X/LB .2000 .'3000
	 .4000 .5000	 .6000
	 .7600 .8000 ,8050	 .8290 .6620 .9500 .9630 .9750 1..0000 1..0)45
}.	 PHt
.000 3.88f;9 2.0444	 2.6691 1,6566	 1.7160 6.0833' 7.1606 .7624 .6654





f	 40.000 2.5240 2.2145
45.000' 2,4589.
+j	 50.D00 1.6418
5 l .600 1.+►699'



























DATE 22 APR 76
	
TABULATED SOURCE 'DATA - 1H4 PAGE 9l5
UPWT.1.059 tIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATI0.OR9.' FUS. cA038AEY
MACH	 t	 I) 3...700
	 ALPHA ('	 1) -5,.000 ,
'SECT'10N	 ( 1'IORBITER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pt/PU
^	 X/LB,, .2000	 .3000 0	.4000 .5000	 .6000	 .7800' .8000	 :.8050 .8290 .8620 .9'300 .9630 .9730 1..0000 l.Of45
PHI









';	 180.000 1.0813	 1..3299..1 1:5367..
r
^j	 XiLB 1.0250	 1 . 0500:
PHI
,^	 .000 .5371	 .7461
^	 MACH	 (	 t) n 	 3..700	 ALPHA (2) _	 .000	 PINE	 ^ .32925	 OIPSI) ^	 3.3551 RN/L ^	 3.0000 CPSTG _ 1.7839	 '
;'^	 SECTION	 ( 1]ORBiTER FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/1'U
I	 XiLB :0000.	 .0050	 -.0200 .0400	 .0500	 .0600 .0800	 .1000 .1250 .1500 .1600. .1650 .1700 .1750 .180E
II	
PHI
.000 .9248.	 .8590	 .8324 .9117	 1.7163 3.7423	 9.9301 .7306




I	 39.000 1 .1492...
;^	 163.D00 .9744
174.D00 .9793
.9248 ..9520 =9614 .9718 .9694 .9783 .99'.50 .9848!I	 180.0.00




'.;^	 .000. 1,3863	 1..3386	 1.3128 1.0502	 1.1030 3.6456 .6792 .4161 .3895
'23.0.00 .9099
,,	 ..24.000 .7169

























DATE 22 APP. 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1H4	 PAGE 9.16
	
i	 ^. --




	 3.700:	 ALPHA { 2) _	 .000
SECTION 't 11DRBiTER.FUSELAGE
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
X/LB	 .2000	 .3000
	 .4000















^	 !17.500	 .8357	 .7807
1.20.800	 .9794
•	 127.900	 L.4946	 ,
	
`	 129.500	 1.D824
130.000	 1..0814 1:.0701.	 1.0510
	












MACH ! 2) _	 4.604•
	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 =5.000 PINT _ .16570
	 OcPS1) ^ 2.4540	 RN/L	 3.0000	 CPSTO - 1.8033
SECTION ! i)ORBITER FUSELAGE





















	 1.0660	 1.0568 1:.064) .1.0633. t.1L33	 1.0562	 1.0425	 .^,--?
	
^,	 X/LB	 .2000	 .3000	 40D0	 .5000
	
:.6000. .7600	 .8000	 .8050


















DATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA
:
- IH4 PAOE	 917	 +;
( ' UPWT 1059 tIH-4) MATEt^/ALONE RATIO.ORB. FllS. tAO38AE)
`	 MACH	 ( 21 _	 4.600-	 ALPHA c	 1) _	 -5.000
i	 SECTIOK t i)ORBITER.FUSELA^E DEPENDENT. VARIABLE PI/PU
X7L8 .2000 .3000
	
.4000 .5000	 .6000 ;7800 '	 .8000	 .8050 - .8290	 ..8620. .9500	 . .9630	 .9750	 1.0000	 1.0146
PHI





35.000 2.4309 ^ ',
_	 _	 .	
'
.	 40.000 2.3545 2..1256 .1	
45.000 2...3340
50.000 1 .6';26
i s	 51.600 .9186
^'	 57.000 1.:7618
60.900 1.7476
:.	 ^..,	 65.006 I ;7532
^'^ n 8.000 .9926
p^9.000 1.4939•
^ * ,79.300 1.9088
^^ ,^,^^95.500 -. 1.9243 1.3351





i ^' lL'S. 0003	 ,^
r
1 .3594







4	 ^ ,^-^K	 127.900 "1.2124}	 ^	 129.500 1.3635
130.000 1.41.66	 1.4479 1.9628.





155.000 -' 1 .0979




0k	 .0	 0 .5 96 3 .632 7
y`	 _ _	 _ _	 __	 __	 _ _	 __	 _ _
DATE '22 APr^ 7i^
	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IH4 	 PAGE 918	 ^^y ^.
	UPWT 1059 tiH-4) MATED/ALONE RATlO,ORB. FUS.	 tA039AE)
MACH' t 2)'_
	 4.600	 ALPHA t 2) _	 .000	 P1NF	 _ .16570	 O1P51) = 2.4540	 RN/L	 ^ 3,0000	 CPSTG _ 1.8033	 --




	 ...0050	 ....0200	 .0400	 .0500	 .0600	 .0800	 .1000	 .1:250	 .1500	 ,1600	 .1650	 .1700	 .1750	 .181)0
PHl
	
.000	 ,9538	 .9137	 .8453 1.0179	 1:9011 3.0961 12.3964 	 ,.9806
	
10.000	 6.8021







1'63.00 p r	 1..0048;;	
174.000	 1.0090
!'	 (80:000	 ,9538	 .9680
	
.9765	 .9903	 .9834 1.0001	 1,0193	 1,0154
^^
^%	 XiLB'	 .2000	 .3000	 .4D00	 .5000	 .5000	 ..780.0	 .8000	 .8050	 .8290	 .8620	 .9500	 .9630	 .9750 1.D000 1.Ui45
I	 PH1
































^i	 95;500	 1.2739	 1.1687'





105 ,. ' OOD	 1.5326
	112.600	 1.3608




i	 129.500	 .'7589	 ^...-..


















DATE '22 APR ?o	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA.- IH4 PAGE 920
UPWT 1059.(iH-4)- . MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. UPR WItdO (AQ3UAE)	 ( 19 APR 76	 )
REFERENCE':DATA PARAMETRIC DATA.
SREF	 _ .2690.^n00 SQ.FT.	 XMRP .0000 INCHES RN/L
	 _ 3.00D BETA	 ^ 5.000
LREF	 _ "1290.3'x(30	 INCHES	 YMRP	 _ .0000 INCHES
BREF	 _ 1290. x `^0 INCHES
	
ZMRP	 ^ .0000 INCHES
SCALE-= .^^^0
.MACH	 i I)	 _	 3.7t)0	 ALPHA	 t	 1)	 _ -5.000	 PINT	 _	 .32925 AcPSi) 3:)551	 RN/L _	 3.0000 CPST(3 1.7839
SECT I t)N t	 1 1 ORB .















MACH	 c 1) _	 3.700	 ALPHA,t 2)	 _ .000	 Pd NF	 _	 .32925 A(PS1) _ 3.155!	 RN/L 3.d000 CPSTO	 = L.'7839














MACH	 ( 2l'_	 4.600	 ALPHA c	 i) - -5.000	 PiNF	 _	 .16570 0(PSt) 2.4540	 RN/l _	 3.J000 CPSTO	 _ 1.8033









.60D 1.1927	 .9413 7














DATE 22 APR 76 TABULATED
_	 y
1
SOURCE OATH — IH4	 PAGE	 921
UPWT 1059 fIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. UPR WANG 	 (AC3UAEI
MACH:	 f 2I _	 4.600	 ALPHA f 2) ^ .000	 PiNF	 ^	 .Ifi570	 t]fPSt) ^	 2.4540	 RN/L	 ^	 3.0000	 CPSTf3	 ^	 1 .'8033
SECTION c 1)ORB. UPPER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE Pi/PU 	 __._.














































t!"'	 ^	 . _...	 ,_..-.^--. a	 _.	 ;...	 ..	 ...	 .. m-....-....;	 q ..	 .. ,	 _ _ .:	 _	 _	 __.	 _..




DATE 22 APR 76	 TABULATED SDURCE:DATA - IH4 PAGE 922
UPWT 1059 tIH-47"MATED/ALONE P.ATID.i)RB. LWR WING (A^3LAEl	 ( t9 APR 76
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2090.0000 SQ.FT:	 XMRP = :0000 INCHES RN/l
	 _ 3.000	 BETA	 ^ 5:000
'LREF	 = 1290.3000 INCHES
	 YMRP ^ .0000 INCHES
BREF' 1.290.3000.1NCHES
	 ZMRP _ .0000''INCHES
SCALE _ '.0.100
MACH = i 1)	 3.700	 AIPHA^( 1) •	 -5.000	 PINF	 - _ .32925 (iCPS3) =	 3:1551	 RN/L ^	 3.0000	 CPSTG 1.7H39
SECTION t	 T)ORB. TOWER WING DEPENDENT VARIA6LE PI /PU ^ ,^
,2Y/BN .2500	 .3011	 .3480 <4000 .500;1	 .6000 ..7500 .6500	 :9500	 .9980
X/CW?
.000 1.4274 1.0456	 1.0308 ,
.001 2.7003	 2.4634 1,4144	 1.:5498 i.20S1 1.2215	 ^




.'Q25 3,2969 1.7610 1.3012'
.045 3.1582


















.900 2.8344 3.7988 3.6`221 2:2127 ^ .
^	 MACH
	
c I)	 _	 3.700	 ALP;aA
	 t	 2) ' s ' .000	 PINE	 _ . 32925 li(PSL1 =	 3:1551	 RN/L 3.0000	 CPSTG	 ^ 1.7839
r..
k.
SECTION (	 11ORB. LOWER. WIN^i DEPENDENT VARIABLE P1/P(i
2Y/BW .2500
	 .3011	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000 .7500 :8500	 .9500	 .9980 1
-.000 .6744 .7503
	 .8517
.001 1.1074	 .8105 :5947	 .6748 .7.358 .8111





.. ,,,.	 _	 _	 ^
u_.





DATE 22 APR 76	 TABULATED .SOURCE. DATA -- IH4' 	 PAGE 923
UPWT 1059 PiH-41 MATED/ALONE RATt0,OR8. LWR WING. 	 tA03LAE)	 {
^	 MACH c 1) ^	 3.700
	
ALPHA t 2) _-	 .000









^ ^ .045	 .6211	 _
	
+xy ^ .100
	 .8607-	 _.8375	 .7704





































1.6599 2.1864	 1.1487	 ,
MACH c 21	 4.b00	 ALPHA t Il _ -5.000 PINT	 .16570	 ^cPStT ^ 2:4540	 RN/l ^ 3.0000	 CPSTG = 1.8033
SECTION t 1TORB.:LOWER KING -
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE P11PU	 .
i
I'	 2Y/BW	 .2500	 .301'1	 .3480	 .4000	 .5000	 .6000	 .7500	 .9500	 ..9500	 .9980
X/CW
ci	 .000
	 .9641	 .6705	 1.0571
	
..001





























































DATE 22 APR 76	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - I H'4	 PAGE '9.24
^	 ^	 UPWT 1059 tIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATI0.OR8. LWR WYNG	 (At]3L.:E)
MACH. l 2) _	 4.B00	 ALPHA ! 1) ^	 -5.000.










900	 2 2139	 3 0761 25000	 17826
_	 __^
^`_^ _,
MACH	 ! 2) =	 4.600	 ALPHA ! 2)la '.000 P:INF	 = .16570 OtPSi) _	 2.4540	 RN/L	 ^	 3.0000
SECTION ! 1)OR9	 LOWER WING' DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU
2Y/BW .2500	 '.3011
	 .3480 .4000 .5000	 .6000 :7500 ..8500	 .95L^0	 .9980
X/CW
.000 .6766 .6926	 .6611
-.001 1.2189	 t.0083 .6540	 .6572 .6555 ,6516
_002 .8003. 6515
.(	 :003 ..6919 .7065.
.004 .5717 .E517
:Q05 .6713 .64.37
'.025 .7332 .6564 .6612
.045 '.7160








































	 TABULATEO.SOURCE'DATA - }H4 	 PAGE 925
UPWT -1059 CIH-4l MATEO/AWNS PATIO.DRB. VRT TAIL. 	 tAC3VAE)	 l 19 APR 76
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF ^ 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP ^	 .0000 INCHES
	
RN/L ^	 3.000 BETA ^	 5.000-
LREF	 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ^	 -.0000 INCHES
BREF ^= 1290:.3000-INCHES
	








MACH c' 1) =	 3.700	 ALPHA c 1 l ^	 -5..000	 PINE	 ^ .32925	 O(F$U ^ 3.1551	 RN/L	 ^ 3.0000	 CPSTG ^ 1 .7839








.'000	 1.0918- 1.3148 1.3172 1.2657







.900	 1.4052 1.4379. 1.3955	 ^
MACH c t) =	 3.700	 ALPHA i 2) -	 .000 PILAF ^ .32925	 OcPSI) ^ 3.1551	 RN/l • ,3.0000	 CPSTO ^ 1..7839
^'
^'^	 SECTION ( 110R6. VERT. TA_	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU





	 1.0566 1.-0282	 .:9792.	 .9891
	







.900	 1.1.008	 1.0751, 1.059.1
MACH c 2) =
	 4.600	 ALPHA t 1d ^	 -5.000	 PINE	 ^ .16570	 GIPSI^ ^ 2,4540	 R(V/L	 ^ 3.0000	 CPSTG ^ 1.:8033
^'	 SECTION ( IlORB. VERT. TAIL
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU	 ^------
^:	 ZiBV	 ..2990	 .5320	 .7650	 .90,u
X/CV
	
.'000	 I, 1387	 .8502	 .95P1	 ,9562	 ,
	










w^- - 	 e
`	 ,
DATE 22 APR 76
	 TABULATED SOURCE OATA - IH4 	 PAGE 926
UPWT 1059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE R,^TIO.ORB.`VRT TAIL 	 tA03VAE)
MACH ( 2) _
	 4.600	 ALPHA ( 21 ^	 .Q00	 PINE	 . 1657;	 Q(PSI) _ 2 . 4540	 RN/L- ^ 3.0000	 CFSTG ^ 1x8033
SECTION ( 1)OR6.' VERT. TALL
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PI/PU	 '




.000	 1.T479 (.2051	 .9344	 .9313






.900	 1.128)+ 1.16D2 1.1477
f;
^,
j
j	 '
is
i
f;
{i
I
'i,
^'
^! ,_,",:
^`	 ,
